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Executive summary

This research is focused on detecting challenges and opportunities for local and community media and identifying news deserts in the 27 EU Member States. It entails a holistic approach towards the concept of news desert, interpreting it as an area that is lacking sufficient, reliable and diverse information from trustworthy media sources.

The risk for local and community media has been assessed through several indicators which are related to the number of media outlets, economic and political conditions, as well as degree of safety of local journalists and the social inclusiveness of local and community media towards minorities, marginalised communities and the capability of engaging with the audience. This investigation also identified examples of best innovative practices in the local and community media sector that could be deemed beneficial for a vibrant and open public sphere. The study’s holistic approach considers the complexities and specificities of local media markets in each EU Member State. In some countries, the issues and challenges for local media are widespread across the entire country – while in others, these challenges are limited to specific regions or even cities – leaving certain communities without access to local media that disseminate public interest information. This assessment is not fixed in time and requires continuous monitoring.

Looking at the existence of local media and local journalists on the ground, the situation for news services in rural areas is increasingly problematic, due to both issues related to distribution and a decreasing number of points of sale, as well as to the digital shift coupled with an ageing rural population. Furthermore, newsrooms and journalists are increasingly centralised in the main regional cities, reaching the most remote areas only occasionally or conducting desk journalism exclusively. Public service media, often entrusted with covering the entire national territory, has proven to be crucial in guaranteeing an adequate coverage of regional and local areas, both geographically, and in terms of offering services in minority languages.

Regarding the economic situation for local and community media and their editorial independence, the most pressing issue concerns the intertwining of decreasing advertising revenues and a biased allocation of state advertising and subsidies to local media. Furthermore, problems are related to the rapid digital transition paired with the unwillingness of the audience to pay for news, exacerbating the challenges to the sustainability for local and community media across the EU. Political and commercial control over local media is mostly affecting areas of Central and Southeastern Europe (CEE and SEE), thus having a detrimental effect on trustworthiness and diversity of information sources. Looking at the safety of local journalists, unsatisfactory working conditions for especially freelancers and self-employed journalists and online attacks against them are on the rise. Social inclusiveness appears to be particularly problematic with regard to the coverage of marginalised groups, such as women, the LGBT+ community, the elderly, and people with disabilities. This is due, firstly, to their specific and in some cases smaller audience. Secondly, little research has been conducted in many EU countries on this topic.

Some shining examples of successful local and community media practices were noted specifically related to audience engagement and participation, slow journalism, newsletters, and podcasts, to name a few. The aim of using alternative formats is to proactively involve the public, restore trust, and to attract an audience that previously was not interested in news content and increase subscriptions.

The conclusions of this study are accompanied by recommendations for improvement in each specific area; it is important to note that an urgent issue to be addressed relates to the lack of data related to the economic and financial information for both local and community media, as well as locally focused audience measurements and more detailed research on trust, audience perspectives, perceptions and engagement within local media markets. The community media sector is particularly affected by this issue compared to local media. In order to assess the issue of news deserts in Europe adequately, efforts should be made for these data to be made public and accessible.
The final recommendations are based on the comparative results of this research and inspired by the suggestions of the research teams involved throughout the EU. We would like to take this opportunity to particularly thank the LM4D researchers of their respective countries for doing an impressive job of documenting their local and community media situation. The results of this study will enable more detailed and locally focused future research on this often-neglected topic, strengthen the position of local and community media representatives to further advocate for their interests, as well as offer guidelines to policymakers to support and enable a favourable environment for this media sector, considering its crucial democratic role for local communities.
Introduction

Local Media for Democracy (LM4D)¹ is a multidisciplinary research project aimed at assessing the state of play for local and community media in Europe, identifying news deserts in the areas and/or communities where these outlets are at high risk of experiencing challenges in the dissemination of diverse and quality information. An additional aim of this study is identifying which are the relevant dimensions for studying the phenomenon of news deserts in a European context, and offering examples of best practices in the organisation and innovation of local newsrooms throughout Europe.

The theoretical part of the project – concerning the main definitions used across the research, such as ‘news deserts’, ‘local media’ and ‘community media’ applied to the European Union context, but also ‘minority’ and ‘marginalised community’ – has been developed through bibliographical and desk research.²

Dominant methodological approaches for studying the news deserts phenomenon in local contexts have been developed in the United States since the late 2000’s, laying the foundation for addressing the issue on a “multi-level analytical framework.”³ However, no comprehensive attempt has been developed for the European Union so far, a region that is composed of a great variety of socio-political contexts, languages, and media systems. As demonstrated in the following sections, the definitions of local and community media are highly contested, characterised by a “lack of consensus on the meaning of key terms, which are often taken for granted or defined only implicitly.”⁴ Moreover, definitions need to be looked at through the prism of the various national media systems, since their meaning can be quite specific⁵.

These differences relate, for example, to the size and demographics of a country and/or the number of minorities or marginalised communities; the size and characteristics of the media market, the assurances provided to local journalists in terms of working and physical safety; the independence from political and economic pressures; the professionalism of local journalists; and investments in innovation. This research ultimately aims to develop a ‘news deserts’ definition that is context-based, considering the actual situation of local and community media in the European Union.

There is no consensus on a common definition of local media, either from a legal or academic perspective. As suggested by Gulyas, this term is subject to several interpretations and could, in-

¹ https://cmpf.eui.eu/local-media-for-democracy-project/  
deed, represent print media with an audience of millions of individuals in large capitals, but also digital editions that target several hundred in rural areas of a country. The difficulty in defining what local media is, stems from several factors: for example, the relevance a particular news might have in a specific context. An outlet that can be considered local in geographical coverage terms, might produce news that is not about the community or also significant for a national audience. Due to digital transformation and the process of digitisation of local media outlets, opportunities for new forms of local news and communication have widened; however, as evidenced by Napoli, the consequences of rapid technological developments may provide the means to deceive and obfuscate what qualifies as genuinely ‘local’.7

Another concept to consider, in this context, is that of “hyperlocal” media. Despite its frequent use in the literature, as in the case of “local” and “community” media, there is no agreement on a common definition.8 Hyperlocal media can be considered as independent entities which are unrelated to large corporate media companies or conglomerates as well as "a special brand of alternative local news businesses: local online initiatives that aim to produce news gathered in, and focused on, a designated local area."10 Jangdal has argued that this term is primarily used to describe new (often online) independent approaches to providing local news.11 Nonetheless, other researchers have proposed not to provide a too strict and ultimate definition of this type of media due to rapid changes in the hyperlocal sphere.12 Research on hyperlocals is particularly developed in Northern Europe.

In addition to spatial or demographic considerations, one also has to consider the socio-political dimension of local media, their relations with the communities they serve, and the role of these outlets in the wider media environment. The definition is, therefore, also related to how local media relate to society at large: local, in this sense, “is a concept that connects geography and place with a sense of belonging”13 and local media, with their reporting, are essential in providing “social cohesion”, connecting members of the community and developing a sense of communal “solidarity”.

While there is no common definition on what local media is, it can be reasonably argued that local media are “primarily oriented towards covering more circumscribed geographic areas than national and international media.”15 Moreover, there is a general agreement on the social relevance of the existence of local media: local media are important in today’s society as “such media can offer important opportunities for fostering participatory deliberative democracy at the regional or local level and for the development of regional or local identities, including those of national minorities.”16

This research defines local media as outlets operating across various sectors (print, audiovisual, radio and digital) at different sub-national levels, and catering to local and more geographically circumscribed audiences.

---

7 P. M. Napoli, ‘Place/Space and the Challenges Facing Local Journalism and Local Journalism Research’, Journalism & Communication Monographs, 21(2), pp. 147-151, 2019
The definition of community media is also contested. Community media represent one more type of subnational media where their focus on serving a particular community is key for understanding their role in the media system. The Council of Europe considers this type of media as working on specific communities, sometimes together with them. Thus, when considering the term “community” more generally, it can be viewed either as a geographically defined entity or as a social group unified by a common "identity or experience." Considering that community media are crucial in a media system characterised by pluralism and diversity, the Council of Europe and the European Parliament pointed out that states should legally recognise these media and ensure their financial sustainability. Furthermore, it has been observed that community media are particularly beneficial for specific minority or marginalised communities that feel isolated by the absence of mainstream media covering certain issues or offering biased and inaccurate coverage.

To further corroborate the difficulties in finding common standards, the data retrieved from the Media Pluralism Monitor 2023 reveal how the legal recognition of community media is still fragmented across Europe. Moreover, in some countries, the definition is subsumed under other media typologies. This, in turn, has consequences in terms of availability and potential support to the community media sphere.

Despite the different definitions local and community might have, a common agreement is that they play a special democratic role due to proximity and the closer relationship that these media usually establish with the people from the areas or communities they cover compared to national media. Trust is facilitated through these channels of communication because place-based and community-based identities facilitate recognition with these outlets and their stories. Moreover, they usually cover issues, such as local politics and other critical local information, that are under-represented or absent from the national media content.

However, the local media sector in the EU is experiencing a crisis, arguably even more accentuated than the general crisis of the traditional media sector, not only from the point of view of its market viability and sustainability, but also from the point of view of political independence, the capability of offering a socially inclusive coverage of news and events, including the coverage of minorities and marginalised communities, and the risks for local journalists’ safety.

For these reasons, this research considers a News desert as a geographic or administrative area, or a social community, where it is difficult or impossible to access sufficient, reliable, diverse information from independent local, regional and community media.
Methodology

For the mapping of ‘news deserts’ in the European Union, the LM4D Project has counted on the collaboration of country-based researchers who analysed the situation of local and community media in their respective countries, indicating the level of risk for local and community media outlets, and consequently signalling the existence or potential emergence of ‘news deserts’ across the 27 EU member states. For this part of the research, the main method used was the collection of data and information on a country basis through the answering of a structured questionnaire by the researchers.24 The methodology builds on the 10 years of experience of the Media Pluralism Monitor project by CMPF.25

The questionnaire consists of 55 questions (variables) of legal, economic and socio-political nature, clustered into 6 indicators. It is built in a way that allows for the gathering of both quantitative and qualitative data, and for cross-comparative analyses between EU member states. The data gathered with the questionnaire have been reviewed by the CMPF researchers and finally compiled in this final report, divided into country sections, by the respective authors.

The questionnaire is composed of 12 contextual variables, considered as independent variables for the purpose of this research.26 They cover general questions about the country size, population, general state of play in the local and community media sector. No risk score is associated with these questions. Following the above-mentioned section, the questionnaire is composed of 6 indicators aimed at evaluating the risks for local and community media, in the countries under study. These indicators are:

- **Granularity of the infrastructure of local media**: This indicator assesses the presence and offer of local and community media services in a country, for rural suburban and urban areas, as well as the presence of local journalists, both in private media and in the PSM.

- **Market and reach**: This indicator assesses the economic conditions, the viability and sustainability for local and community media in the country. It investigates revenues, supply distribution levels, subsidies, state advertising and market shares. It is composed of 13 variables.

- **Safety of local journalists**: This indicator assesses the situation for local journalists when it comes to their working and physical safety, also assessing the presence of SLAPPs or other forms of harassment. It is composed of 6 variables.

- **Editorial independence**: This indicator assesses the independence of local and media from political and commercial pressures. It investigates the risks of conflict of interest, the fairness and transparency in the allocation of state subsidies and state...
advertising, the governance of the local branches of the media authority and of the PSM, the diversity of news content. It is composed of 8 variables.

- **Social inclusiveness**: This indicator assesses the extent and quality of news offered for and about minorities and marginalised communities, and whether local and community media meet the critical information needs of the community they serve, and if they offer public interest news. It is composed of 7 variables.

- **Best practices and open public sphere**: this indicator assesses the actual existence of innovative practice for enhancing an open and thriving public sphere in specific communities, not only by professional media services but also, for example, through citizens’ initiatives and social media. It is composed of 2 variables, and no risk score is associated with these questions.

The preliminary report “News desert in Europe: Assessing risks for local and community media in the 27 EU Member States”, published in July 2023 as part of the LM4D Project, explains the reasons why – considering the existing literature on the state of local and community media in Europe – these dimensions have been identified as worthy and relevant of investigation. The following chapters will delve into the findings for each of the countries under study.

---

27 “Other media actors”, as defined in the Glossary.

Austria

**Maren Beaufort**, Institute for Comparative Media and Communication Studies of the Austrian Academy of Sciences

**Andreas Schulz-Tomancok**, Institute for Comparative Media and Communication Studies of the Austrian Academy of Sciences

**Context**

Local and regional journalism has moved onto Austrians’ political agenda as relevant to democracy and as a locus of public connection\(^1\) against the backdrop of digital transformation and changing democratic practices. In this project, news deserts are understood as areas where the citizens do not receive public interest information. According to this definition, Austria does not (yet) have to contend with the phenomenon of news deserts. Local and regional media cater to the rural, suburban, and urban areas; typically, with at least one daily newspaper, a number of local titles (print and online), several commercial private and non-commercial community broadcasters (radio and TV) and one regional studio of the PSM in each federal state. However, each region is characterised by a dominant media outlet, prominently represented in all sectors, which raises concerns about plurality, particularly when considering current funding practices and structural conditions.

Around two out of Austria’s nine million residents live in the capital Vienna, which is also one of the nine federal states. The other larger cities, with around 130,000 to 300,000 inhabitants, are the provincial capitals of Graz, Linz, Salzburg and Innsbruck. GRP per capita in the NUTS2 regions are below average in the east and south (with the exception of Vienna) and above average in the west. This coincides with regions of lower media coverage. Internet usage penetration is 94% with a less pronounced east/south-west gradient, while the download speed in rural regions is lower than in Vienna.\(^2\)

The media are mainly a national responsibility. Notably there is no legal definition for “local media”, but one can proceed on the legal guidelines for the allocation of subsidies.\(^3\) It is common practice for regional media to refer to the federal provinces and local media to one or more municipalities or districts. The law\(^4\) anchors community media as “non-profit” acting “in the local or regional area”.

There are currently no “local news deserts” in Austria that could be binary coloured mapped for the purpose and according to the definitions of this project. However, it was clearly revealed that major closures of local media outlets, which would lead to “news deserts” in several areas of Austria,

---

2. Statistik Austria: [www.statistik.at](http://www.statistik.at); 94% avg in 2022 ranging from 82% to 98% in the federal states
3. [www.rtr.at/medien/was_wir_tun/foerderungen/Startseite.de.html](http://www.rtr.at/medien/was_wir_tun/foerderungen/Startseite.de.html).
4. [KommAustria Act](http://www.ris.bka.gv.at).

---
are imminent in the medium term. An adequate response is needed: on the one hand by reorganising structural conditions (e.g. reducing concentration; supporting accountability) and on the other hand by transforming the funding logic towards journalistic quality and democratic relevance (in terms of content, proportionality and fair allocation rules), favouring also the local and regional media environment including smaller, innovative outlets.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Very low risk (4%)

In Austria, there is a historically grown, relatively dense and well-developed local and regional media landscape; the connection with the communities they serve is often close. There are differences between the provinces regarding coverage and reach as they are lower in the Eastern provinces than in the West of the country, with the exception of and partly because of the closeness to Vienna.  

TV-News are the main sources of information in Austria. The regional PSM stations and their correspondents are located in the capitals of the nine provinces, recording top ratings in terms of reach and market share: ORF radio stations account for three in four of the radio minutes listened to. Promoting national and regional identity is one focus of the PSM’s core mission, which is implemented through nine regional radio channels and regular regional TV-news. Additionally, there are about 25 private TVs and 60 radio stations in the regional markets, showing typically significantly lower reach, as well as 14 licensed community radios and three TV-stations (plus some online titles outside the Association of Community Media), seven of which are located in rural areas. Their Cultural Broadcasting Archive became Austria’s largest podcast provider.

The dominant major media outlets produce dailies and cross-media content with a high regional reach of 40% up to over 60%, similar to the hundreds of mostly weekly local print and online titles. Most of the latter prioritise entertainment or local events rather than news. Tabloids and free newspapers in Vienna achieve comparable reach, while their clones attract large communities in the provinces. Daily newspaper supply in the Eastern provinces is dominated by Viennese titles, as its suburban regions are located in these surroundings. In addition to a wide range of city newspapers and magazines, providing innovative multimedia contents, most nationwide media have their headquarters in Vienna, offering coverage on local

5  VÖZ, 2022, [www.medienhandbuch.at](http://www.medienhandbuch.at).
6  Reuters Digital News Report - Details for Austria 2020, 2023: [https://digitalnewsreport.at](https://digitalnewsreport.at).
7  About 1.36 million daily viewers, and 2.1 million listeners daily on ORF regional TV & radio. ORF is obliged by law to operate broadcasting studios in all nine federal states.
10 www.freier-rundfunk.at. VFROE, 20 Jahre on air, 2018: Technical reach: 6,923,000.
11 Media-Analyse, 2022, [www.media-analyse.at](http://www.media-analyse.at). The Association of Regional Media in Austria represents around 240 regional newspapers.
12 There are also nationwide quality newspapers that reach a percentage of the tabloids: 5%-11% in Vienna, 1%-5% in the regions. VÖZ, 2022, [www.medienhandbuch.at](http://www.medienhandbuch.at).
13 Media-Analyse, 2022, [www.media-analyse.at](http://www.media-analyse.at).
issues. Compared internationally, regional journalistic online services are (still) underdeveloped, particularly regarding digital natives.\(^\text{14}\) However, the print and broadcast legacy media operate websites and social media channels. Correspondents of the Austrian Press Agency (APA) are located in all provincial capitals.

**Market and reach - Medium risk (48%)**

Based on the available data, a mixed picture emerges regarding the financial situation of Austria's local media sector. In recent years, the majority of media companies have seen their revenues decline, while others have recovered after a slump during the first year of the pandemic. In general, stagnating sales figures coupled with rising costs (distribution, paper price, etc.) have heightened economic pressures; certain politicians and audiences are also calling for austerity measures concerning PSM (in terms of structures and also referring to the regional stations). Although, there have not yet been significant closures in any of the sectors, a wave of closures is expected in the medium term.

Austria provides a wide range of media subsidies on the national level;\(^\text{15}\) some of them are focused on regional diversity, others are available in particular for those who are not only of local interest and are distributed in more than one federal state. Funding from the federal states is rather low and indirect subsidy means tax reduction in Austria. Subsidies for all media sectors increased from around 37 million euro in 2018 to 124 million euro in 2023 (state advertising from 170 million euro to 200 million euro, while the provinces (-9%) and the national government (-38%) reduced payments in 2023). The top 20 beneficiaries include regional players as well as the Association of Community Media.\(^\text{16}\) State subsidies are typically distributed transparently but not fairly, because the funding logic does not support journalistic quality and democratic relevance (in terms of content, proportionality and fair allocation rules), it rather favours large legacy media with high reach or circulation, while small, innovative outlets are not supported sufficiently. This is also true for the new well-endowed fund to promote digital transformation, as digital natives cannot apply and the funding rate is 50%. This practice encourages mergers: regional publishing houses currently operate—after highly complex joint ventures—in an increasingly concentrated form and with constantly changing business models. Four of them hold a total market share of around 16%, and over 70% in the regional market.\(^\text{17}\)

The market share of the largest private TV-broadcaster is 4.3\%,\(^\text{18}\) while the PSM holds more than one-third of the TV-market. ORF's total radio market share is about 75% (PSM regional radios: 35%); the one of the private commercial radios is about 25%. According to the “Radiotest” slight losses or stagnation in reach occurred in recent years, with some exceptions.\(^\text{19}\) More than 60% of the PSM is financed by programme fees, replaced by a household levy from 2024. In addition, the ORF finances itself with advertising and other sales.\(^\text{20}\) Commercial broadcasting is financed by advertising and funding, recording stagnating or declining advertising revenues that, according to VOEP\(^\text{21}\) are rather flowing to international online platforms. Compared to the ORF, the Commercial Broadcasting Fund corresponds to around 3%. Experts consider this to be sufficient, as long as “the journalistic output of local private-commercial media tends to focus on entertainment rather than local information, culture or identity.”\(^\text{22}\) The leeway of private commercial media is large, when contrasted with that of community media: They receive significantly lower funds (one quarter) and lack advertising revenues as they are by definition “non-commercial”. Nevertheless, the

---

14 Kaltenbrunner et. al., *Der Journalismus Report VII*, 2022. This field is emerging.
15 [www.rtr.at/medien/was_wir_tun/foerderungen/Startseite.de.html](http://www.rtr.at/medien/was_wir_tun/foerderungen/Startseite.de.html).
16 Community Media only in the case of subsidies. Calculations based on: [www.medien-transparenz.at](http://www.medien-transparenz.at).
17 Calculations based on access-restricted data provided by H. Fidler, [https://diemedien.at](https://diemedien.at).
18 4.3% Servus TV; all national private TV-stations together hold around 10%.
20 In general, there are restrictions, while regional ORF-stations are allowed for their own advertising activities. ORF, 2023, [https://der.orf.at](https://der.orf.at).
21 Managing director of the Association of Private Broadcasters Drumm, 15.06. 2023 (email); while radio marketer RMS Austria reported a steady increase in revenues.
22 Expert Medienhaus Wien Kaltenbrunner, 16.06.2023 (in-person).
Non-Commercial Broadcasting Fund has recently been substantially increased and community media also benefit from EU-funding or other funds (for minorities, digital transformation, etc.). Still, without many volunteers, non-profit community broadcasting would not be able to fulfil their democratic role for economic reasons.

Austria’s local and regional print titles are mainly distributed by subscriptions or advertising-financed free content to all households. The number of sales outlets (“Trafiken”) has declined sharply. Instead, the postal service monopoly acquired a crucial structural role as well as increasing costs for distribution. The current recovery trend has not yet reached pre-pandemic levels and the reach of regional print titles is dropping.

Particularly small, innovative digital natives face poor funding conditions. According to the available data the reach of larger regional platforms and of PSM’s orf.at increases (from 55.6% in 2018 to almost 70% in 2022). The wider use of paywalls for online content coincide with increasing willingness to pay (at least for digital services of regional legacy media that is considered trustworthy).

Safety of local journalists - Low risk (29%)

The journalistic centre of the country is Vienna, where about 56% of all full-time journalists live and work. One third of all (about 5350) Austrian journalists are salaried local journalists, plus around 20% freelancers. Access to the journalistic profession is open, i.e. there are no legally mandatory educational requirements. While the average age is increasing, local journalists are sometimes very young, with significantly more female part-time contracts. The salary of local journalists is below the nationwide average; many freelancers practise journalism as a sideline (and little is known about the conditions and social protection, although legislation guarantees minimum wages) and regarding community media, most contributors are voluntaries.

Perceived job security decreases as technological change, the pandemic and distrust of journalism in general are causing uncertainty. Although independent journalism and the safety of journalists is advocated by professional associations and the Austrian Press Council, the boundaries between sales and editing are difficult to keep, especially in small (local) editorial offices. While attacks on physical safety decreased, there have been more verbal threats online. Of the 16 SLAPP-lawsuits since 2010 only two were against local media.

Editorial Independence - Medium risk (47%)

Regarding the audio-visual and radio sector, none of the outlets is owned or controlled by governmental actors. While no legislation in place supplies provisions related to controlling media by politically affiliated actors...
(with the exception of PSM), legal entities are under public law and political parties are precluded from providing broadcasting.\textsuperscript{35} Community media are legally part of “private broadcasting” and according to their charter they are independent from influencing actors. The ORF Act (theoretically tries, but) in practice fails to guarantee independence from political influence at the national as well as at the regional level, which is partly about the rules that enable the government to appoint at least a simple majority of the Foundation Council, sufficient for most of its decisions. This “politics-in-broadcasting system” engenders politically motivated entanglements. The weight of the regional directors is remarkable: “Anyone who wants to become head of ORF needs the federal states.”\textsuperscript{36} In the print sector, no legislation regulates ownership matters regarding their entanglement with the political realm. Yet, there seem to be close ties between certain newspapers and political parties,\textsuperscript{37} which has led to several resignations of politicians (including the Federal Chancellor). The situation at the regional level can only be surmised. The number of digital native media with a more or less transparent closeness to political actors is growing, like a revival of the “media-party parallelism”, typical of democratic-corporatist countries,\textsuperscript{38} but without adequate awareness of the influencing potential. There is only one big news agency in Austria whose statutes commit it to political independence.

In terms of state advertising, all political actors are obliged to disclose their media collaborations fully,\textsuperscript{39} but the law does not prevent preferential treatment, so that supporting the largest tabloids in the country has become an issue.

As only broadcasters are obliged to have editorial statutes, professional associations and the Austrian Press Council are essential in advocating professional standards. The latter, however, may only include print titles, their online platforms, news agencies and community media and its Code of Ethics focuses on economic influence. Several local outlets are committed voluntarily to the Council’s Code, but there are no general standards binding all Austrian journalists and the given sanctioning powers are weak. Cases of commercial influence in the advertising-financed processes are reported on the local level. There are no local branches of the media authority, however, it works independently, and its sanctioning powers are usually considered as effective.\textsuperscript{40} But in general, accountability mechanisms at all levels—industry, sector, and company—are underdeveloped, as recent incidents have shown.

Regarding content diversity there are no comprehensive analyses considering the local market. Only one regional print title, highly relevant in two federal states, was analysed recently\textsuperscript{41} with the outcome that it devotes significantly more attention to the governing parties than to the parliamentary opposition, while NGOs receive less attention than state actors. Women have a representation of 13%, similar to national Austrian media. These results are consistent with an audience study concerning suspected political independence of the PSM stating that 53% of Austrians doubt that ORF’s regional studios can report freely and without political pressure.\textsuperscript{42}

**Social Inclusiveness - Medium risk (50%)**

Local journalists’ professional self-conception not only keeps them in close contact with their audience, they aim to monitor and inform the widest possible audience in the region as well as to point out grievances. Clearly important is “giving `ordinary people` a voice” and “standing up for the disadvantaged”, indicat-


\textsuperscript{36} Der Standard, 2022, www.derstandard.at/story/2000141979899.

\textsuperscript{37} Like the high-circulation tabloid Oesterreich and the quality paper Die Presse, as exposed by some details of the Economic and Corruption Prosecutor’s Office’s corruption investigations.


\textsuperscript{39} Media Transparency Law, www.ris.bka.gv.at. In the past (until 2023), crucial restrictions have resulted in up to half of state advertising not transparent.

\textsuperscript{40} KommAustria Act, §6, and Art 20 (2) 5a B-VG as amended by BGBl. I 50/2010. www.ris.bka.gv.at.

\textsuperscript{41} Kleine Zeitung (Styria Media Group for Styria and Carinthia); M. Beaufort, Media in democracy – Democracy in the media, 2020, https://ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de/handle/ediss/0998.

\textsuperscript{42} Market Institute Linz/ Der Standard, 2023, derstandard.at/story/2000142255876/. Additional results: 45% of Austrians think: “Regional politics has too much influence on the ORF regional studio in my province” (29% disagree); 43% miss critical statements in ORF’s regional news, for example, from opposition politicians (34% don’t).
ing that advocacy journalism is aspired to more strongly than among the entirety of Austrian journalists.\textsuperscript{43}

Nevertheless a study assessing the regional studios of the PSM found that despite a large market share, 45% of Austrians in all provinces think that the "ORF’s regional news always focus on the same people."\textsuperscript{44} In contrast, non-profit community media act locally and inclusively through rich participation and are by definition deeply engaged with their audiences, describing their democratically relevant characteristics in their charter.\textsuperscript{45} Aiming on building modern societal and educational media centres, becoming—also physically—forums of inclusive regional togetherness, they are able to develop local discourses that lack attention in the classical media environment. Therefore, the relatively low reach is not the most relevant value when it comes to community media, but the multiplier effect created by the activities in and for a region.

Applying to the entire Austrian audience and its comprehensive information diets, a recent study revealed that news users have distinct expectations of democratic news performance to satisfy their critical information needs.\textsuperscript{46} A comparison of these expectations with the actual news supply in terms of contents showed that especially people who have a participatory understanding of democracy (and thus about one third of the population) do not sufficiently find what they need in Austria’s news supply.

Many small newspapers, magazines, blogs and websites address marginalised groups, as well as some prominent outlets, which is either relatively new or niche. Non-profit community media integrate a wide range of minorities into their activities and operate through 41 languages. The PSM is obliged to provide linguistic diversity and representation only regarding the six Austrian legally recognised minorities.\textsuperscript{47} Additionally, a few English and French-language programmes are available. Giving access for persons with disabilities is mandatory to ORF; even private broadcasters have recently been tasked to improve accessibility, but often start at zero (like with minorities).\textsuperscript{48} Because, in the past, the legal provisions were formulated in a non-binding and hardly measurable way,\textsuperscript{49} the overall DARE\textsuperscript{50} only rated 67.5%. However, a recent report notes positive developments in Austria, although there are still gaps in the implementation.\textsuperscript{51} Finally, there is a relatively hidden migrant mass media market. Unofficially recognised minority groups are also eligible for media production and occupy a significant part of this market, without governmental support.\textsuperscript{52}

**Best practices and open public sphere**

A small range of innovative concepts can be found at all levels of the journalistic process. Some projects focus on diversity and inclusion (text-to-speech, etc.) or develop integrative and participatory concepts (e.g. citizen participation, collaborative investigative journalism), others are concerned using new business models (paywalls, user loyalty, etc.). Recently, highly endowed funds were created that provide space for innovation, as they are not tied to content or specific sales models,\textsuperscript{53} albeit they are primarily available to sizable legacy media. Thus, local journalism is using its potential, as examples from large regional players and some smaller projects show, but a change in funding logic and innovative financing (such as crowdfunding) could bring more innovation.

\textsuperscript{43} 84% of local journalists (vs. 78% of the entirety of Austrian journalists) resp. 83% (vs. 62%). Kaltenbrunner et. al., Der Journalismus Report VII, 2022.
\textsuperscript{44} Market Institute Linz/Der Standard, 2023: derstandard.at/story/2000142255976.
\textsuperscript{45} Charta of Austria Community Broadcasters: www.freier-rundfunk.at.
\textsuperscript{46} Namely according to users’ personal notions of democracy. M. Beaufort, Media in democracy – Democracy in the media, 2020, https://ediss.sub.uni-hamburg.de/handle/ediss/8998.; J. Seethaler and M. Beaufort, Community media and broadcast journalism in Austria: Legal and funding provisions as indicators for the perception of the media societal roles, The Radio Journal, 2017.
\textsuperscript{47} Croats, Slovenians, Hungarians, Czechs, Slovaksians, Roma. ORF Act, §4: www.ris.bka.gv.at. During the pandemic there were special activities in many languages.
\textsuperscript{48} ORF Act, §5; AVMD, § 30: www.ris.bka.gv.at.
\textsuperscript{49} E.g. “economic reasonableness” (ORF Act); “gradual improvement of accessibility” (Audiovisual Media Services Act)
\textsuperscript{50} DARE (Digital Accessibility Rights Evaluation) index
\textsuperscript{52} Y. Andakulova, Minority Media in Austria: Case Study Analysis of the Status Quo of Linguistic Diversity in the Austrian Media Landscape, Global Media Journal, 2023.
\textsuperscript{53} See for details www.rtr.at.
Belgium

Olivier Standaert, Observatory for Research on Media and Journalism (ORM - UCLouvain)

Context

In Belgium, there is no regular debate on the question of news deserts, but instead discussions and debates exist on the viability of news organisations (revenue and business models), the diversity and quality of news, the way young people consume news and their news diet. The accessibility of news is discussed with regards to the progressive disappearance of physical points of sales and the decline in sales of print journals, however, high internet penetration compensates for this trend. Regarding the local news media, which are by definition close to their audience, it can be argued that some regions/provinces, especially in the south of the country (Luxemburg) do not benefit from the same offer in terms of numbers of news outlets and coverage by journalists, in particular because they are less densely populated or less accessible and further from the political, cultural and economic epicentres.

There is no legal definition of local and community media, except a legal framework for the local television stations in the French and Flemish communities (respectively, 12 and 10 channels). Both of them provide a broad definition framework for the local television (and radio) stations that cover their territory, in cases when, for example these stations are subsidised by public money and fall under the category of (partly) public service media. This framework defines the coverage area, the main missions, the funding rules, etc. In practice, other local news media, that is private media, are basically defined according to two criteria: their anchorage in a defined part of the national territory (geography) and its targeted population (audience).
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Low risk (33%)

The typical/most common media formats for local media in Belgium are local radio stations, local television stations, newspapers and some online only outlets. Local radio stations are numerous in Belgium, be they stand-alone small stations or bigger ones, attached to a major player (PSM for instance) or not. The Flemish Media Regulator lists 231 local radio stations or local branches of national ones. In French-speaking Belgium, there are currently 60 web radio outlets and 85 independent radio stations, PSM (RTBF) local networks and 10 radio outlets organised in a network. They offer a fine coverage of the territory, and although not all these stations have journalists or news programmes (due to the smallness of their structure), they nevertheless create social links on a local, or even hyper-local scale.1

Local television stations cover the whole territory according to a geographical distribution plan defined by the public authorities.2 There are 12 local television stations for Brussels and Wallonia, and 10 Flemish stations covering Flanders and Brussels as well. The print sector, despite a global decline in the number of local editions/titles, remains a non-substitutable player due to the high number of journalists and freelancers who cover communities in rural areas. L'Avenir and Sudinfo each have many local editions in Wallonia, and Flanders localities are covered by different Flemish titles such as Het Belang Van Limburg, Gazet van Antwerpen and local editions of big titles such as Het Laatste Nieuws (the country's best-selling newspaper) and Het Nieuwsblad. Rural communities are sometimes less served and covered than urban communities and if the budget is cut, it is feared that outlying areas and rural communities will be more likely to lose their local correspondents because their economic weight is smaller. It is quite clear that there are no local media for each of the suburban areas, but as a general rule they are covered by the local or national media, when current events require it or depending on editorial lines. There are also hyperlocal media, sometimes run on a voluntary basis or by semi-professionals, notably via Facebook or other social media pages. The two main public service media (VRT and RTBF) do not neglect the challenges of local information and their local missions: a number of investments in studios and/or buildings; and the number of journalists dedicated to local coverage is fairly stable, although it can vary from one region to another. Belga is the main news agency in Belgium, relying on some 80 permanent journalists working in the two main national languages, as well as on around 50 (local) correspondents.

Market and reach - Low risk (38%)

Although interest in local information is strong in Belgium, this does not always translate into purchases or subscriptions to local news media, particularly because free content is substantial. The Belgian market is characterised by relative stability (few new media, few closures these last five years) but there is no guarantee that the (near) future will be that stable. Between 2018 and 2022, this research registered very few closures in the daily press, radio and TV stations. The free newspaper Metro was closed in 2023, after 20 years of publication. The local title De Nieuwe Gazet (local to Antwerp) was closed in 2023, after 20 years of publication. The typical/most common media formats for local media in Belgium are local radio stations, local television stations, newspapers and some online only outlets. The two main public service media (VRT and RTBF) do not neglect the challenges of local information and their local missions: a number of investments in studios and/or buildings; and the number of journalists dedicated to local coverage is fairly stable, although it can vary from one region to another. Belga is the main news agency in Belgium, relying on some 80 permanent journalists working in the two main national languages, as well as on around 50 (local) correspondents.

2 https://www.mediasdeproximite.be/le-reseau-des-medias-de-proximite/
Local daily newspapers belong to four publishers (DPG, Mediahuis, Rossel, IPM), each of them facing common challenges in different organisational contexts. The same is true for other actors (PSM, local radio and television). However, where available, analyses show a decline in the number of employees, all categories taken together, not especially and not only journalists. Sales figures show contrasted views, with the main challenge consisting in securing and amplifying the digital shift of subscribers.\(^3\) The Flemish market is nonetheless bigger and more robust than the French-speaking one, which also suffers from a greater penetration of French news media.

Regarding the distribution chain, the number of physical points of sale has decreased dramatically; it is a problem for the print press, whether newspapers or magazines, although their digital shift is making progress.\(^4\) The phenomenon is the same everywhere in Belgium, but more pronounced in small localities and towns where there are fewer shops and points of sale.

As for financial support provided by the government, there is regular and crucial support of public bodies for local television stations, and, to a (much) lesser extent, for private actors. Print press, including local newspapers also receive some subsidies (depending on many variables) and the “national” PSM (VRT, RTBF and BRF), largely subsidised, are also strongly engaged in local coverage. The Federal authorities help the press (daily or otherwise) with a 0% VAT rule. They also subsidise bPost, the Belgian operator for postal services, for the distribution of newspapers and magazines to subscribers (but this mechanism will progressively disappear from July 2023 onwards and will be replaced by an alternative system until 2026).\(^5\) At the time of finalising this report, this issue, which has been the source of much tension between the parties involved, is still likely to evolve in various directions. Next, most of the financial support depends on the Communities. The French Community operates with direct aid in the form of various types of subsidies. The total amount in 2021 was 11 million euro for the daily press. In the case of the 12 local public television services covering the French-speaking Community, it can be stated that the financial support increased in 2021 (15.4 million euro), after having been stable between 2018 and 2020 (13 million each year). The same kind of stability is to be noted for the Flemish local television services. Under the terms of the agreement, the support amounts to 185,100 euro per broadcaster per year. Flemish local television broadcasters also receive an outreach fee from the service distributors Proximus, Telenet, Orange and Nethys.\(^6\) In Flanders, support for the press operated via co-financing between the Flemish Community and “Mediacademie Journalistiek”, but this was suspended in 2020 by the minister responsible for the media (Cools, 2022). In 2021, the Flemish government released 35 million euro for a post-pandemic media recovery plan (until 2024). Finally, the German-speaking Community is providing direct aid to the German-language daily Grenz Echo, the only daily newspaper in this language.\(^7\)

Data from empirical cases analysed show a relative stability in the eligibility criteria and the amount of financial support. But the amount of money provided (fixed in most cases) depends on the number of news outlets applying for funding, and the latter might vary from one year to another. 2024 will be a crucial electoral year in Belgium, with elections at all possible levels of government. The new majorities that will be formed to govern the various entities might modify these systems of direct and indirect financial support for the news media.

---


The Belgian advertising market was stable in 2022. Advertisers invested around 1.2 billion euro. While some growth was expected, the war in Ukraine and its impact on the economy appears to have had a dampening effect on advertisers. Digital now accounts for over 35% of the market but remains less profitable than offline investment and the GAFAM take a large part of the global investment on the web. Local news media face different situations depending on their status: newspapers are part of larger groups, others (public local televisions) are sometimes contractually limited in their investments in advertising because they benefit from public subsidies. Some off the record talks show that commercial advertisement revenue for local media outlets remain under constant pressure and that digital ads are hard to make profitable. Many private media therefore invest more in the growth in their subscriber basis.8

Regarding ownership concentration, the situation depends on the type of media considered. There are still two (local) newspaper publishers in Flanders (DPG and Mediahuis) and the same number in the French-speaking Community (Rossel and IPM); this is the result of a slow evolution towards a duopoly market in each of the two language communities. The situation is more contrasted for radio and television, where there are more public or semi-public players. The magazine market, which publishes few local titles, is the most diversified sector in terms of ownership concentration.

As for the willingness to pay, the daily press faces a significant gap between the number of users as measured by audience figures and the volume of sales. So, the tricky question of willingness to pay remains a hot topic and a source of concern for publishers.9 The Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism stated in 2023 that, “clearly, relying on higher subscription revenues alone is not enough, and might not be in the future, as according to this year’s Digital News Report data, paying for news is declining slightly – with 16% of Flemish and 14% of Walloon news users paying for news in the last year, down from 18% in both regions in 2022”. The same source, in its 2022 report, claimed that 62% of Belgian respondents are interested in local news (about a city, a region, etc.), which is the highest percentage of all the 18 categories (international, sports, politics, coronavirus, etc.).10 All in all, the total paid audience of French-speaking local newspapers (offline and online) is in decline in 2022, after a “bump” due to the pandemic. In Flanders, the trends are also negative for local newspapers (comparison 2022-2023).11

Safety of local journalists - Low risk (25%)

The working conditions of journalists in Belgium are well documented12. Local news media do not represent a particular (nor homogeneous) market in this regard. Journalists working as freelancers generally work without the same contractual guarantees and protections as their colleagues with an employee contract. This situation differs partly from one organisation to another.

Regarding remuneration, some local media, among others in the daily press, pay their staff below the average of other players in the market, and potentially with average salaries below the national average in the journalism market. In 2022, an employed journalist earned just over a third (36.9%) more than a freelance

---


There is a legal framework in place to guarantee the prosecution of perpetrators of crimes against journalists: the effectiveness of this framework is to be discussed, since the cases treated by the PFS Justice can be very different. The number of physical attacks remains low and the pandemic was a particular time of higher social tensions; online harassment, intimidation or attacks happen more frequently and not all of them are reported. An important question is how journalists are supported and protected by their employer when such attacks happen.\(^{14}\)

Local journalists may be subject to specific pressures or influence due to their geographical proximity and relationships with some of their sources. Those pressures are most often small remarks, warnings and comments, not more, and media professionals can deal with them, but it happens, and journalists must have this in mind. Because of the evolution of some local news media, which were seen/perceived, in the past (last third of the 20th century), as “sociocultural” actors dedicated to supporting local life in its various dimensions, journalists were not systematically seen as independent and expected to hold politicians (and other actors) accountable. There is an evolution towards more liberty in this regard.\(^{15}\)

SLAPP cases occur rarely but there is no anti-SLAPP legal framework in place in Belgium. Although the real dimension of this phenomenon within the EU is unknown, a 2022 report by the Article 19 organisation found an increasing number of SLAPP cases targeting journalists, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and activists, and highlighted that none of the countries analysed (including Belgium) had specific domestic legislation on SLAPPs. The European anti-SLAPP directive applies to SLAPPs that have cross-border implications with at least one EU country involved, but EU member states should still pass their own anti-SLAPP laws to address purely domestic cases.\(^{16}\)

**Editorial independence - Low risk (28%)**

In terms of legal limitations to direct and indirect ownership control, audio-visual media are more regulated than other legacy media such as newspapers and magazines.\(^{17}\) This requirement of independence from the political sector is also extended to professional associations and trade organisations, for instance regarding the local TV stations that cover Flemish territory. The legal text regarding the French-speaking community globally goes in the same direction and defends the independence of the audio-visual sector in the same way. Radio and television outlets have long been a state monopoly and the state has established a legal framework, while newspapers and magazines were mainly controlled by private actors.\(^{18}\)


17 For instance, the main guidelines of the Flemish legal text regulating the audio-visual sector state that “Linear radio broadcasters must be independent of any political party” (art. 130). The same is said of linear television broadcasters, and further, of non-linear players (art. 174). [https://www.vlaamseregulatormedia.be/nl/radio-tv-netwerken](https://www.vlaamseregulatormedia.be/nl/radio-tv-netwerken)

Criteria for state subsidies are defined, and direct and indirect subsidies are distributed to all the news media both in a fair and transparent manner. Types of subsidies and criteria for distribution can be consulted online, with no source indicating that these criteria are applied unfairly. In Flanders, some local media also get funding from their municipality (3.2% of the 251 that have been listed by the Flemish Media Regulator).  

Legal texts say nearly nothing about the criteria of distribution of state advertising, or their fairness. Confidential data shows that there are no precise rules regarding state advertising. Moreover, the amounts and their breakdown lack transparency and consideration.

On paper, Belgium benefits from a variety of guarantees to preserve the independence of the press, from both political and commercial influences. Experts in the field have pointed out however, that these “paper guarantees” do not always unequivocally apply in practice.

In terms of commercial influence over editorial content, the private media in Belgium (DPG, Roularta, Rossele, Mediahuis, Roularta, MediaNation and IPM) belong to family shareholdings, which raises the question of commercial influences in other terms. Gathering tangible evidence on this subject remains difficult. It is not impossible that certain pressures are exerted from time to time, and it is true that some confusion or “mixing of genres” are possible between sponsored content and editorial content, which is sometimes written by the same people, while needing to be clearly differentiated (which is generally the case). It has to be acknowledged that situations where media groups promote their own products happen frequently. At the same time, local news media are able to protect themselves from external commercial entities.

There is general constitutional protection of freedom of expression and press freedoms, and self-regulatory codes of ethics for journalists. The Belgian survey of the Worlds of Journalism Study states that 67% of the respondents say that they have complete or a great deal of freedom in their selection of stories. The pressure exerted by politicians and government officials is amongst the lowest in the list of perceived influences. In Belgium, the journalistic culture, the normative conceptions and concrete practices, foster resilience against potential pressure.

This remit of the media authority concerns, in variable degrees, the public media and the audio-visual market, and local radio/TV stations are included. Laws and principles that apply to the national PSM also apply to local branches, and no data was found suggesting that there is a particular vulnerability in this respect.


21 There are many institutions and structures able to monitor these issues and to deal with them, both inside the news media (societies of journalists, internal structures) and outside: Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel, Vlaamse Regulator voor de Media, Professional Unions such as VJV en AJP, and media councils (Raad voor de journalistiek / Conseil de déontologie Journalistique).

Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (43%)

Regarding the representation of minorities in local news content, there is a lack of diversity in both the north and south of the country. It would be especially important to be able to study these representations exhaustively, for all the media, which is not currently possible. There is very little data on the content of local media, so it is difficult to establish to what extent they differ from other media, but it is most likely that their proximity enables them to make visible and give voice to people and actors that are almost never seen in media with a wider geographical scope. A recent study from the Audio-visual Council highlights the lack of visibility of people from diverse backgrounds in the various audio-visual programmes. This representation only increased by 1% between 2011 and 2021, and even showed a downward trend between 2017 and 2021. The report also notes that the area in which diversity is most present is that of organised crime, terrorism and justice. In terms of media roles (such as experts, scholars, economic or cultural leaders, people with political responsibilities) the more prestigious these roles are, the less people perceived as foreign are represented.23

Beside the issue of the quality of the coverage, is the quantity, which could also be a matter of concern. In the last Barometer of the Conseil Supérieur de l’Audiovisuel (which includes PSM), 11.31% of all speakers observed in programmes were perceived to be from a diverse background. This has affected the majority of programmes over the last 10 years, with some significant drops (-17.78% in drama and -10.35% in entertainment, etc.). In Flanders, a scientific study pointed out that the ethnic diversity of actors and sources was not sufficient in any of the news brands under study. Ethnic minorities are often portrayed in traditional roles and contexts such as that of a politician or a criminal in news stories about national politics and law. The PSM newscast showed more ethnic minorities both as actor and as source than the commercial news broadcaster (VTM).24 25

There are some private media offering contents for some minorities, there are also some news outlets whose editorial line and contents are focused on one community (Arabel, a radio station for the Muslim community, with some programs in Arabic, or Radio Judaïca for the Jewish community).26 There is no regular news or programmes in minority languages in Belgian PSM.

There are programmes or newspaper sections aimed specifically at certain categories of audience. As an example, RTBF and VRT are gradually increasing their broadcasting time for disabled sports and women’s competitions. It is much more difficult to find entire news outlets addressing marginalised groups in the country. A number of programmes are translated into sign language (for the hearing-impaired), sometimes simultaneously with the live broadcast.27

---


Best practices and open public sphere

Some media are currently experimenting with innovative responses to improve reach and audience, proposing new forms of work, journalistic products or services, and committing resources to it. Despite a willingness to address these issues, and some very promising initiatives, local news media that implement them in both an intra-organisational and strategic way remain rare. These initiatives and innovations for better links, more trust, more proximity, and dialogue exist, but they are rarely integrated in the core of the organisational structure of local news outlets. The most striking examples of this have been summarised in the LINC research project, which shows how local media are creating initiatives, using digital or physical devices, to renew and improve their links with their audiences: the LINC research project shows four modalities for engaging with audiences, going from the most passive to the most active: listening, dialoguing with its audiences, involving its audiences and finally, co-constructing content and sharing it with subscribers/audiences.28

There are some innovative initiatives, in Flanders, to improve reach and audience, proposing new forms of work, journalistic products or services (subsidised by public funding).29 Citizens’ initiatives emerge from time to time, but they are rarely permanent or structured. These initiatives echo the definition of hyper-local media: “geographically based, community oriented, original news reporting operations, indigenous to the web and intended to fill perceived news gaps in coverage of an issue or region and to promote civic engagement.”30 As stated previously, municipalities and some cultural or social associations sometimes launch initiatives to inform and create debates around their fields of interests. These media can fit with the definition of hyper-local news outlets and citizen initiatives because they employ many volunteers and citizens who devote a part of their time to produce content. The Flemish Media Regulator notes that almost every municipality also publishes its own news media. Certain non-profit associations also launch their (web) media. In these cases (non-profit associations or municipality initiatives), there are more means and resources than something created “from scratch” by a group of citizens. The comparability of these initiatives must be carefully examined and not all of them have the same impact, the same resources and the same goals.31

---


Bulgaria

Orlin Spassov, Foundation Media Democracy/Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”

Nelly Ognyanova, Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”

Nikoleta Daskalova, Foundation Media Democracy

Context

The term “news deserts” is not in use in public debate on the state of the media in Bulgaria. Nevertheless, problematic developments in the local media sector are frequently discussed, mostly in research carried out by journalistic organisations,¹ by NGOs,² in academic research,³ and sometimes by media industry professionals. However, there is no structured discussion in the country aimed at promoting policy measures to enhance the condition of local and regional media.

Bulgarian legislation does not provide clear definitions for regional, local, and community media. Article 110 of the Radio and Television Act (RTA) stipulates that any radio and television broadcasting licence must state the range of distribution: national, regional, or local.⁴ There are no legal provisions on the licensing or the functioning of community media, which do not exist in practice.

Since the transformation of the media landscape after 1989, the general state of local media in Bulgaria has been largely unsustainable. In the early 1990s, there was a rapid and unregulated development of the private sector and many local media outlets were established. Financial instability, however, has led to market changes (closures, mergers, short-lived projects, etc.), job insecurities and compromises in journalistic standards. In the context of economic and political weaknesses in the country, local and regional medias’ editorial independence has been seriously challenged, with susceptibility to external influences, initially reserved to the traditional media but subsequently expanding into the online sector.

The Severoiztochen (Northeastern) region is the area with the lowest number of local and regional media outlets in the country, and among the regions with lower internet penetration. However, there is no distinct correlation between economically deprived areas and news deserts.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media – Medium risk (46%)

The evaluation of the infrastructure of local and regional media in Bulgaria points to a medium-risk situation. Most deprived of local news are communities in suburban areas (very high risk); media in these areas existed only exceptionally, over the past thirty years, and in the few known cases they were not sustainable.

Rural areas are the second most problematic (high risk) in terms of access to local news. In the context of a lack of detailed data, Vesela Vatseva of the Bulgarian Association of Regional Media explains: “In Bulgaria, there are very few and rare print media in small towns. Rather, newsletters are printed on the occasion of significant events in the settlement. Also, the so-called radiotochka (local cable radio network) are used, through which the local municipality informs the population.”

Journalist Spas Spasov, founder of Za istinata online media platform for local and regional journalistic investigations, comments: “In the most common case, rural communities do not have local outlets, they are ‘covered’ by regional/local print media produced in the nearest town. As a result of distribution difficulties, newspapers in villages are often delivered directly by their publishers.”

The local media landscape in urban areas in Bulgaria is very fragmented (medium risk). The presence and diversity of local media is uneven. Existing data indicate that newspapers are the most typical local media, available in all districts and regions. However, the total number of regional newspapers has decreased over the past 5 years: 127 in 2018, 113 in 2019, 111 in 2020, 106 in 2021, and 100 in 2022. Most illustrative is the case of Varna, the third largest city in Bulgaria, where there is no longer a local daily fol-

---


8 Vesela Vatseva, Executive Director of the Bulgarian Association of Regional Media, 30/06/2023, online interview.

9 Spas Spasov, journalist, Za istinata, 19/06/2023, online interview.

lowing the closure of the Cherno More in April 2020. In many cases online media outlets provide an alternative to the decline in print media offers. A lack of data, however, hinders the mapping of the online media landscape. At the same time, it is noteworthy that 11.8% of the individuals in the country have never used the internet, with the highest percentage recorded in the Severozapaden (Northwestern) region (16.7%).

Aggregated data on the number of regional newspapers and local and regional TV and radio programmes with a polythematic profile show that the region with the smallest number of local and regional media is Severoztochteño, with 36, and the district with the smallest number of local and regional media outlets is Razgrad, Severen tsentralen (North central) region, with 4.

In the absence of accurate data, media professionals and experts have observed a downward trend in the number of local journalists. According to Vatseva, “[n]ewsrooms with 15–20 people are now down to 5–10 people.” Against this background, the level of risk is lowest with regard to the public service media (BNT and BNR) and the main news agency (the state-owned BTA), which keep networks of local correspondents across the country.

Market and reach – High risk (80%)

The highest risk for Bulgaria is identified in the market and reach indicator, with an overall risk score of 80%. Most problematic (very high risk) is the situation regarding revenue trends, the declining number of media outlets, and the lack of financial support provided by the government. Amidst the backdrop of a lack of precise data on local media revenues, media experts and professionals have repeatedly pointed to the deterioration of the local media market. The COVID-19 crisis in particular has had a very negative effect, leading to the reduction in volume and frequency of local newspaper publishing and even to the closure of some papers. The Bulgarian research team confirmed the trend of decreasing resources in the local media sector, a shrinking local advertising market, and an unhealthy dependence of the media on local parties and administrations as a source of funds (mainly through advertising contracts and the provision of information services to local authorities).

Print media distribution has been curtailed in recent years. The number of points of sale for newspapers has decreased significantly since the bankruptcy of Lafka in 2020, until then a leading distribution chain of questionable reputation. The distribution of paid TV (the most widespread form of TV consumption) is at
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12 NSI, “Individuals who have never used the internet”, National Statistical Institute, Bulgaria, National Statistical Institute, 8 December 2023, https://www.nsi.bg/en/content/2828/individuals-who-have-never-used-internet
the lowest level, but not necessarily declining, in the Severoiztochen region and in villages; in both cases, paid TV is used by 88.9% of households. A subject of particular controversy has been the role of small cable TV and internet providers – which argue that they provide essential services to underserved communities – amidst allegations they operate in the grey market, disrespects tax and copyright obligations. At the same time, their market positions have deteriorated due to the concentration and aggressive pricing offers of the big telecoms.

The state does not provide specific support to local and regional media through subsidies, except for public service media. The provision of state advertising to the media is excluded from the regime introduced for public procurement. This allows the provision of state funds in return for favourable coverage, which has been one of the most serious problems in the local media sector in the past decade. In the presence of severe shortages of commercial advertising revenues, financial difficulties, a shortage of human resources and outdated equipment, the majority of local media depend on the municipalities’ budgets for media services and on the budgets for publicising the EU projects implemented at the local and regional level.

Disaggregated data on audience or market shares in local media sectors and geographical areas are not available. In practice, all districts are served by national media, which dominate the media market as a whole, with a high concentration in the TV and radio sectors. The Reuters Digital News Report indicates that the weekly reach (offline) of regional or local newspapers in Bulgaria was 18% in 2019, 16% in 2020, 15% in 2021, 13% in 2022, and 8% in 2023.

According to The European Media Industry Outlook, the proportion of consumers paying to access news content in Bulgaria in 2022 is 15.3%. The Reuters Digital News Report also indicates that a small number of online users in Bulgaria pay for online news content: 7% in 2019, 10% in 2020, 15% in 2021, 12% in 2022, and 11% in 2023. The overall low willingness of Bulgarians to pay for news content affects the consumption patterns of local news as well.

Safety of local journalists – Medium risk (58%)

The indicator on the safety of local journalists in Bulgaria points to medium risk (58%), with a high risk identified in the variables on working conditions of employed and freelance journalists. General labour and social security legislation in Bulgaria covers the media sector and regulates minimum rates of pay, open-ended and temporary contracts, termination of contractual relationships, including dismissal proce-
Editorial independence – High risk (75%)

In Bulgaria, political parties and party leaders can legally own the media. In the past few years, politicians and family members have had ownership over local and regional media outlets (TV, online, print), often providing positive coverage of the corresponding political subject.

Although there are legal (Article 11 of the RTA) and self-regulatory (Chapter 3 of the Code of Ethics of the Bulgarian Media) provisions for editorial independence, pervasive political and commercial influences over local media editorial content often result in self-censorship among journalists. Political actors, including local government institutions, are among the leading sources of external pressure in all local media sectors. In parallel, local media are reluctant to investigate issues that could affect local advertisers or the non-media business interests of their owners.

While in Bulgaria there are no state subsidies distributed to media outlets other than PSM, the distribution of state advertising, including funds for information campaigns under EU programmes, has long been a disturbing issue (very high risk). There are no publicly accessible criteria on the allocation of state advertising, including funds for information campaigns under EU programmes, has long been a disturbing issue (very high risk). There are no publicly accessible criteria on the allocation of state advertising, including funds for information campaigns under EU programmes, has long been a disturbing issue (very high risk).

The problem has been repeatedly reported in research and monitoring evaluations in the last decade, as well as confirmed by the experts interviewed by the Bulgarian country team for the purpose of the Local Media for Democracy project.
which is meant to start working […] on this topic.”

35 There is only partial transparency on the part of the allocating authorities with regard to funds already distributed. Public funding has provided local authorities with the opportunity to influence local and regional media, as this funding is a substantial part of media income.

36 Under the Radio and Television Act, the Council for Electronic Media (CEM), the media authority, has three main sets of powers, including in the field of regional and local media: market structuring (licensing, registration, implementation of a notification regime for online platforms), monitoring of compliance with the law and licences, and powers in relation to public service broadcasting. In the past two years, there have been growing concerns regarding the independence of the CEM.

37 The regional branches of the BNT and the BNR share the weaknesses commonly associated with regional media in general such as close ties with local authorities and a high level of self-censorship in reporting on local government issues. Thus, more serious local political affairs are usually covered by journalists with the broadcasters’ national channels.

38 The lack of resources and challenges to editorial independence have had strong negative effects on content diversity in local and regional media. The Local Integrity System Index 2022 states: “With the exception of Sofia […] and some larger cities, the palette of media that cover the full spectrum of significant viewpoints, political and social stances is shrinking. Significant issues for society are absent from media politics.”

39 Copy-paste journalism and uncritical coverage of local authorities are common. Social inclusiveness – High risk (68%)

The indicator on social inclusiveness scores high risk for Bulgaria, 68%. Medium risk is identified only in terms of PSM coverage. The BNT and the BNR provide minority-related content, albeit with some significant deficiencies. The BNT broadcasts a daily 9-minute news bulletin in Turkish, catering to the Turkish minority, the country’s largest minority group. Additionally, since June 2023, the BNT has been offering Ukrainian-language news bulletins, primarily aimed at Ukrainian refugees. The BNR and the BNT are predominantly neutral in reporting on minority groups.

Coverage of migrants, on PSM as well as on private media outlets, is mainly in the context of illegal trafficking of migrants from the Middle East and North Africa, with the authorities being the main spokespersons on the issue.

40 The leading private media outlets do not provide regular content dedicated to minority and marginalised groups. News reporting is predominantly on migrants, followed by Roma and LGBTQ people, with very scarce coverage of the Turkish minority. Most affected by negative coverage, including hate speech and...
disinformation, are Roma and LGBTQ people. There are outlets that address marginalised groups in particular (people with disabilities, women, youth etc), but they have limited impact and reach.

Local and regional media content does not adequately meet the critical information needs of local communities. The most serious problem in this respect stems from the close ties of the local press with the local government, as a result of which critical coverage of political life is severely limited. Political and economic dependencies of local outlets prevent them from sufficiently protecting the public interest and undermine readers’ trust in them.

Best practices and open public sphere

Legacy media outlets make efforts to expand their reach by migrating online, offering online access to their print archive, encouraging local communities to report news, and publishing audience-generated content (photos, videos, and opinions). Some local and regional media disseminate their editorial content on their social media channels. Against the background of widespread problems with editorial independence and critical coverage, the Za istinata online media platform has a network of journalists across the country and publishes investigations on local matters.

In addition, there are popular social media groups where local communities report and discuss information relevant to the community. In some areas, including rural areas and neighbourhoods, some of these groups are particularly effective in communicating and discussing local issues. In other areas, participants are more passive. Usually, the content of such groups is very eclectic in regard to media content, user-generated content, anecdotes, advertisements and the promotion of private services. However, misinformation also takes place. Overall, the picture in the country is mixed, and such initiatives are only partially and not consistently effective in tackling the problems associated with the provision of local news.

---


47 Information validated by interviews with journalists (Spas Spasov, online interview; interview with a journalist under the condition of guaranteeing their anonymity, 17 July 2023, in person) and a survey among local civil society organisations (15–30 June 2023), conducted by the Bulgarian research team. See also Transparency International Bulgaria, “Местна система за почтеност: Индекс 2022”.
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Context

The concept of news deserts has yet to be recognised in the Croatian public discourse, and as a subject in media and communication research.1 The discourse and research have been focusing on local and community media, which allows us to describe and define vulnerable communities in “news deserts”.

In Croatia, the legal framework does not explicitly define local media. However, there are some special provisions in the Electronic Media Act for media that operate with a broadcasting license with a regional or local reach.2 These media are also recognised as beneficiaries of public subsidies, supported by the Fund for Media Pluralism, operated by the regulatory agency (Agency for Electronic Media, AEM).3

The idea of community media and their goals and purpose are often misunderstood.4 Community media are labelled as non-profit media by national legislation and defined as either broadcast or digital media established by civil society groups, educational or religious organizations, unions, and other non-profit organisations.5 In this sense, this media sector is defined by the type of ownership; the legal definition excludes print media.

The local and regional press and radio stations have a rather long tradition in Croatia, many local media outlets emerged in the mid-twentieth century. According to the AEM, there are currently 19 television channels and 140 radio stations with a regional or local broadcasting license (14 of them are non-profit). There are currently six daily regional and local newspapers and numerous weekly and monthly newspapers and magazines dedicated to a particular local community, also catered for by regional and local outlets of public service media (HRT).

Although there is a larger number of local media on the media market, some areas are poorly covered and could be described as news deserts, which most often overlap with weaker economic development and lower internet penetration.6

---

1 The exception is M. Skender, Medijske pustinje, 2023, https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/melisa7395/viz/medijske_pustinje_EN/Dashboard1
2 Articles 38 and 39 of the Electronic Media Act (OG 111/21).
3 Details about the Fund can be found here: https://www.aem.hr/kategorija/fond-za-pluralizam/
5 Article 55 of the Electronic Media Act (OG 111/21).
6 For example, regions such as Ličko-senjska, Karlovačka, Sisačko-moslavačka and parts of Slavonia.
The granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (46%)

In Croatia, more than 40% of the population lives in rural areas, most of whom are older than 65. The most common local media is (commercial) radio. There are 140 local FM radio stations out of which 16 cover rural areas in Northern, Pannonian, and Adriatic Croatia (all in Dalmatia) but none of them are located in rural areas.7 Several local internet radio stations are located in rural areas. Twenty regional commercial radio stations cover rural, urban, and suburban areas in the same areas and Zagreb County. However, local and regional radio stations broadcast mostly music (65% local and 70% regional).8

There were 9 registered local print outlets in rural areas in 2019.9 Three regional daily newspapers cover rural, suburban, and urban areas and one national daily (Večernji list) publishes local/regional news.

All local and regional radio stations covering suburban areas are commercial and none of them are located in suburban areas. Suburban regions are addressed mostly by regional radio stations and somewhat by local or regional print, combined print, and online or only online media outlets. Therefore, there are no specific suburban print, combined, or online media outlets addressing suburban audiences. Most of the local suburban radio stations are located in Zagreb. According to a 2017 study, around 33% of all Croatian online publications address local audiences (cities or municipalities), 15% for regional audiences and 1% Croatian diasporas and international regional audiences.10

Urban audiences in Croatia have access to the most diverse media infrastructure: local print media, local commercial radio stations, combined print and online media, and online media outlets. The great number of local and regional media is located in Zagreb and the towns in Zagreb County. Local urban media are diverse in terms of the number of media outlets and types of media, yet there are indications that they lack diversity in content.11 Most of the local online media copies information from the official web pages of local authorities.12 One national daily newspaper (Večernji list) has 10 regional newsrooms in all regions. Croatian PSM (HRT - Croatian Radiotelevision) has 9 regional centres, most of them in Adriatic Croatia. There are also 14 PSM correspondents from 12 Croatian cities and 2 in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The main national news agency, HINA, registered 9 full-time correspondents in 6 counties and in the largest cities.13

---

7 Croatian Chamber of Economy, Register of Print Media, 2019; AEM, Register of Electronic Media, 2023; and Skender, Medijske pustinje, 2023.
8 Croatian Bureau of Statistics, Radio i televizija u 2022, 2023, https://podaci.dzs.hr/2023/hr/58157
9 Croatian Chamber of Economy, Register of Print Media, 2019. Although these data should be public and updated, they are not easily accessible. The authors of this chapter asked for it to the Croatian Chamber of Economy and received data for 2019 for print media.
10 P. Bišić, I. Balabanić, J. Primorac, K. Jurlin and R. Eterović, Analiza tržišta elektroničkih publikacija, 2017, Institut za razvoj i međunarodne odnose. No more recent study on the topic is available.
12 Toma, Portali u Hrvatskoj.
13 HINA, Izvješće o radu Upravnog vijeća HINE, 2019
smaller cities, HINA’s network consists of around 40-50 correspondents on some kind of temporary contract and around 100 full-time journalists, photo reporters, editors, and other employees within the newsroom. The data show a constant decrease in the number of employed local media journalists from 2008 to 2018.15

Market and reach- Medium risk (58%)

In 2022 the media sector showed a general increase in revenues from commercial advertising in the TV and online media sectors, and a decrease in print and radio.16 A decrease in advertising revenues makes local radio stations especially vulnerable due to a fragmented market. An increase in internet advertising revenues is sustainable only for the few biggest publishers. Most of the print media faced a decrease in income from subscriptions in 2021.17

There is no published data on state financial support to media but several studies show that local media depend on local state financial support, which is not transparent and is often used as a tool of political pressure on media.18 Local authorities continuously subsidise certain privileged media, even not local but national media.19 Municipal media funding and State Treasury media funding in local media for 2020 and 2021 show a significant decrease.20 Support from the Fund for Media Pluralism for local televisions and radio varies but it decreased in the last two years. Print media is supported through tax reduction.21

Community (or non-profit) media can apply for the financial support of the Fund for Media Pluralism, support from the Ministry of Culture and Media (public calls), and the support of EU Funds. The non-profit minority media are financed from the state funds for minorities. If we broaden the definition of community media to local media aimed at specific local communities, there are some indications of an increase in revenues23 in radio sectors before the COVID-19 pandemic. Analyses of local media financial models24 show that the existing model is unsustainable due to changes in the regulatory environment.

Three media companies dominate the local/regional print market. The first two have 40–60% market shares in circulation. The concentration on the online local media market is smaller but with the same media companies present online. The radio market is relatively regionally fragmented and out of 103 private local radio stations, 32 were owned by 8 people.26 Though all electronic media should send data about ownership structure, the real owners (those with influence) are unknown.

14 HINA, Izvješće o radu Upravnog vijeća HINE, 2020
15 M. Gregurević, Odumiranje lokalnih medija, Faktograf.hr, 2021, https://faktograf.hr/2021/07/30/odumiranje-lokalnih-medija-doprinosi-sirenju-dezinformacija/
16 The Ministry of Culture and Media, Croatian Media Sector Analysis, 2022.
20 Skender, Municipalities Media Funding.
21 The lowest VAT, 5% is for daily newspapers with the statute of media (Act on the Tax on Added Value).
22 Article 15 of the Constitutional Law on Minorities Rights (OG 155/02).
24 Skender, Analiza financiranja lokalnih medija javnim novcem.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local and regional media in Croatia in 2023. The original data source for this visualisation is Croatian Journalists Society (HND) and Syndicate of Croatian Journalists (SNH) and you can access it here.”

The distribution of print media faced a decrease in the physical points of sale and sales. Most of the radio and TV stations have web pages with selective online streaming. IPTV and internet services are provided by 3 telecom companies with a growing number of employees. Around 37% of households have access only to public terrestrial TV, 32% of households are IPTV users, 10% are cable TV users, and 9% are SAT TV users. Internet penetration in Croatia is 86%, lower than the EU average (93%). The gap between cities and rural areas in household internet access is around 10%. In rural areas in Croatia, only 47% of households have access to fast broadband. Less than 50% of citizens have contact with local TV, print, and online media while radio is the most popular local media. Pay TV share is higher in Croatia than the EU average. Pay TV revenues grew 3.8% and on-demand consumer revenues grew 33.6%. At the same time, only 8% of digital news audiences are willing to pay for online news.

Safety of local journalists - Very high risk (83%)

The safety of journalists is the highest risk for local journalism, with the very high risk posed by the working conditions of freelance journalists and SLAPP cases. Although full-time employed journalists are relatively well protected under the Labour Act, a large share of journalists are not employed full time, and are thus far less protected (e.g. with unregulated parental or sick leave, and no unemployment benefits). The Labour Act and the Media Act are often not respected when it comes to journalistic work, and self-regulatory measures by the media are also weak. The wages in the sector are very low and even lower in local journalism. Available data show that the wage among local journalists is between 500 to 700 euro for journalists and between 700 to 900 euro for editors. One survey demonstrated that almost two-thirds of freelancers in media receive below the average net monthly wage. For comparison, since January 2023, the minimum wage has been set to 560 euro, and the average net monthly wage in January 2023 was 1,094 euro. The working conditions of journalists are also poorly protected by collective agreements, and only two media companies have collective agreements that are regularly renewed, both of which are public service media.

Most of the reported attacks on journalists are in the form of verbal attacks and threats, but there have also been cases of physical assaults on journalists over the last five years. The nature of the attacks on journalists has been changing, with fewer physical attacks, but more threats directed toward journalists. Online threats are very common, but rarely reported.

---

26 Croatian Competition Agency, Print Market Research Report, 2022
27 Croatian Regulatory Authority for Network Industries, Testiranje kvalitete mreže (Net Check), 2023.
30 Eurostat, Digital Economy and Society.
31 Croatian Regulatory Authority for Network Industries, Three-monthly report for the first trimester of 2023. https://www.hakom.hr/UserDocsImages/2022/e_trziste/Tromjese%C4%8Dni%20usporedni%20podatci%20za%20r%C5%BEi%20r%C5%A1te%20telekommunikacija%20RHQ12022.pdf?vel=440635
33 European Audiovisual Observatory Yearbook, 2022
35 Safe journalists, Western Balkans Journalists’ Safety Index, Narrative Report [Croatia], 2021, https://safejournalists.net/safejournalists-index-zagreb/
36 Safe journalists, Western Balkans Journalists’ Safety Index.
39 Maja Sever, President of the Trade Union of Croatian Journalists and the European Journalist’s Federation, June 2023, phone interview.
40 European Centre for Press and Media Freedom, Mapping Media Freedom, https://mappingmediafreedom.org/#/
41 Melisa Skender, the Chief Secretary of the Croatian Journalist’s Association, June 2023, online interview.
According to the data from the Croatian Journalists Association, there were 945 active lawsuits against media and journalists on damage to reputation and honour in 2023. Lawsuits are especially dangerous for the local media because they threaten their economic viability and bring great financial and psychological toll on local journalists, who usually live close to people who filed the lawsuit against them. The Ministry of Media and Culture announced it is developing a National Plan for Media and Culture Development from 2023 to 2027, in which one of the measures is protecting journalists from SLAPP lawsuits. However, these measures still need to be set up and only when implemented the results of these policies will be visible.

Professional associations are active and vocal in promoting ethical standards in the profession. However, they are less effective in ensuring professional standards on the local level because of the shrinking number of local newsrooms, and an inadequately regulated media system. Self-regulatory measures are also weak in ensuring editorial independence.

**Editorial independence - High risk (69%)**

This is the indicator with the second highest risk score (69%), with great risks coming from political influence on local media, through measures such as state advertising.

Regional and local administrative units are sometimes the only owners, or a part of the ownership structure, of regional and local media. There are instances of indirect political control over local media with owners having close ties to political parties.

There are many cases of the unfair and non-transparent allocation of subsidies and state advertising on the local level, which allows for strong political interference in local media autonomy. Local and regional media receive subsidies from the European funding programmes and the Fund for Media Pluralism operated by the regulatory agency in a rather transparent manner. However, regional and local administrative units also subsidise regional and local media from their budget, which is often criticised as non-transparent, without clear criteria, and with the decision on fund allocation often being made discretionary by the head of the local government. The analysis found that contracts between some regional and local governments and local media after the public calls for subsidies specify that the media are obliged to report and promote the activities of local governments to receive a subsidy. For example, a local television channel made contracts with local governments offering “production, filming, and broadcasting of specialised interviews” in their news and current affairs programmes. Therefore, local budget subsidies are often a way of covert state advertising.

State institutions and state-owned entities are obligated to allocate 15% of their annual budget for the promotion of their activities in regional and local media. The legal framework does not define criteria and procedures to ensure transparency and fairness in state advertising, and research suggests that state advertising is mostly done in a non-transparent manner and used for political influence. There are many examples of state-owned enterprises, ministries, and other state institutions making contracts either with media outlets or PR agencies, which serve as intermediaries in distributing promotional content in media.

---


44 There were cases of local television stations whose owners had ties to political parties. For example, people and companies in the ownership structure of the local television Z1 were reported to be connected with the party Domovinski pokret, see S. Paparella, Godinu dana nakon kupnje, misteriozni vlasnik već prodaje Z1, Zagrebi.hr, 2022, [https://zagrebi.hr/godinu-dana-nakon-kupnje-misteriozni-vlasnik-vec-prodaje-z1/](https://zagrebi.hr/godinu-dana-nakon-kupnje-misteriozni-vlasnik-vec-prodaje-z1/).

45 Osječka televizija was bought by a owner connected to the party HDZ in a famous corruption case in 2010—although the ownership changed in the meantime, there is still a possibility of political control, see H. Šimičević, Gradonačelnika ima tko da snima, Portal Novosti, 2022, [https://www.portalnovosti.com/gradonacelnika-ima-tko-da-sнима](https://www.portalnovosti.com/gradonacelnika-ima-tko-da-sнима).

46 Skender, Analiza financiranja lokalnih medija javnim novcem.

47 Šimičević, Gradonačelnika ima tko da snima.

48 Article 38 of the Electronic Media Act (OG 111/21).

49 Paparella, Ivković Novokmet, Skender, Državno financiranje bez jasnih kriterija.

50 Paparella, Ivković Novokmet, Skender, Državno financiranje bez jasnih kriterija.
Many promotional articles are not clearly labelled as such, which is a violation of the Media Act. These practices threaten local journalism, which is being replaced by local government PR.

Research demonstrates that journalists recognise strong commercial pressures, and that pressure towards sensationalism and profit-making has increased over time. When asked to rank sources of influence on journalistic work in a survey, journalists ranked advertisers in second place. Although the Media Act and the Electronic Media Act regulate advertising in media—advertising in media should be clearly stated, should not be misleading, and hidden advertising is forbidden—some analyses of local media found that promotional content was not always labelled as such, thus breaching this legislation. Regulatory and self-regulatory safeguards prove ineffective against political influence over editorial content, with systematic cases of influence.

The regulatory agency (AEM) has a remit over all local television channels, radio stations, and digital media, but not over local print media, nor does it have its local branches. Although there was a case of a controversial decision on the license allocation to a local radio station in 2021, there was no clear evidence that it was caused by political or economic influence.

Because management boards of public media are usually appointed in parliament, the political majority currently in charge has great political influence over public service media, and therefore also on the local branches. However, this is different from the private local media outlets, which are usually also funded by local governments and are dependent on them financially. The local branches of public service media do not depend on local governments financially, but political influence is present at the national level, which has repercussions on the local level as well. Overall, local media content can be assessed as just partially diverse.

**Social inclusiveness- High risk (68%)**

The Constitutional Act on the Rights of National Minorities in the Republic of Croatia requires that national minorities should have access to media content in their language at least once a week, but this is not implemented well in practice. The amount of PSM broadcasting in minority languages is not enough to achieve interculturalism. Minorities are underrepresented in the news but when they are represented, they are usually in the news about crime, or accidents. When members of minorities are involved in crime, the media sometimes emphasise ethnicity. There has been less media emphasis on ethnicity in recent years, but ethnicity is revealed and becomes an issue in social media, and this transfers to mainstream media. Besides (partly) public service broadcasters, only minority media (print and online) offer informative content in minority languages (based on the preliminary analysis of the registered media).

There are few electronic media targeting marginalized groups (e.g. LGBT, women), yet there is no data on their reach or content. Mainstream media either do not represent marginalised groups, or represent them in negative news, or frame them as a problem. There are still problematic terms used by the media concerning members of the LGBT community. Persons with disabilities are mostly invisible in the media.

---

52. Ž. Ivanuš, Novinarska etičnost pod pritiskom interesnih skupina- iskustva hrvatskih novinara, Media, culture and public relations, 12, 1, p. 73-90, 2021, https://doi.org/10.32914/mcpr:12.1.4
53. Article 5 of the Media Act (OG 59/04, 84/11, 81/13, 114/22) and articles 21 and 22 of the Electronic Media Act (OG 111/21, 114/22).
56. Interview with Maja Sever, June 2023.
57. The exception is Prizma on Croatian public television (HRT), which publishes weekly reports in national minority languages. A local radio branch of the public broadcaster, Radio Pula, regularly broadcasts programmes in the Italian language.
present only when they are advocating for their basic rights. They are never invited to speak as experts in the field or to express their opinions on topics not connected to their disability.  

Local media have a local focus and cover local actors, but there is less diversity in covering different themes and actors; mostly they cover crime stories, economy, health, and local politics. The main actors are mostly men, and elites, local politicians currently in power. Some actors with importance for the local community are rarely covered, like oppositional politicians, civil society actors, trade unions, religious actors, and people from culture, arts, and education. The most common sources of news are the official sources. Local media audiences (except local radio audiences) interact with local media usually by chance. Another challenge for local media is the lack of sustainable resources, which is one of the main reasons why local programme content is perceived as dull, outdated, and non-innovative. The most consumed content on local media (television, radio, and online) is news and current affairs, culture, and content about national minorities. Audiences found local media to be the most trusted source of information, evaluating as best in local media the amount of content about local issues, reliable information, diversity, and quality in content. They are dissatisfied with the way local communities and citizens are represented in content by local radio stations.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

There is not much data concerning innovation in news media organisations to improve reach and audiences. The analysis found that journalists do not use social media that much for audience participation, and Croatian universities do not adequately support innovation in media and journalism. Journalists and editors accept some innovative approaches, like constructive journalism, but there are several obstacles to the implementation of innovation.

Croatian media are not keen to experiment with new forms of reporting, media production or distribution, newsroom organisation, or audience engagement, often considering such innovations as a risk in which a lot of resources would be invested, but with unpredictable results. Innovations in Croatian news media organisations mostly happen sporadically, as part of particular projects. A good example is the Croatian public broadcaster (HRT) which, as part of several projects, usually hired external production companies for some innovative projects, but these would not continue after the project ended.

There is some innovation present in community media, but as this media sector struggles with financial sustainability, these innovation projects are also mostly sporadic and depend on certain funding schemes. Besides the activities of professional journalists’ associations, there are no visible citizen or civil society initiatives addressing media withdrawal from the local level.

60 Gordana Vilović, full-time Professor of Journalism at the University of Zagreb, October 2023, phone interview.
62 Burić, Desović, Ivišić, Šalinić, Analysis of the Social Impact of the Fund for the Promotion of Pluralism and Diversity of Electronic Media.
68 Petra Kovačević, Department of Journalism and Media Production at the Faculty of Political Science in Zagreb, June 2023, phone interview.
Cyprus

Nicholas Karides, Institute for Mass Media, IMME
Christophoros Christophorou, Independent expert

Context

The first newspaper in Cyprus was launched in 1878 at the beginning of British colonial rule. Public Broadcasting was launched under British rule in 1953 (radio) and the first TV programmes came in 1957. With independence in 1960 the Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation was established; private broadcasting followed in 1990. The term "local" is included only in the 1998 Law on Radio and Television Organisations to designate radio and television, but the term has been retained in the Law only for radio\(^1\); after the shift to digital television in 2011, local television stations either disappeared or were turned into national coverage channels. Community media is not recognised in any law. The first de facto community media were bulletins published mainly by municipalities.

Television licences are for nation-wide coverage. Some local radio stations became national after the digital shift in 2011 and modified their content. While there are 17 local stations only five offer news and current affairs programmes, with the rest offering mostly music or religious content\(^2\). However, while five local channels offer editorial content, as noted above, it cannot be confirmed that the daily needs of local communities are being addressed. In urban and suburban areas in Paphos and Limassol there are only a couple of print media, but no daily; numerous online media outlets and a limited number of local radio stations airing news and current affairs programmes are operating in the Larnaca, Limassol, Paphos and Famagusta (the district’s free part) areas. Print weeklies with local content offer limited coverage of rural communities. In assessing whether rural areas in Cyprus are well served by local media outlets this research considers that Cyprus is at high risk as only some local media exist in its rural areas, but these cannot be said to reach the population living in the most remote areas of the country.

---


Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (50%)

There is generally limited availability of local media except for what is online, which appears to have shown a relative increase over the past five years. However, due to the lack of metrics, there is no information on the reach they might have. Located in the main towns, these online media may not necessarily reach the population living in remote areas of the country. The geographical peculiarity and small size of Cyprus allow for national media (especially PSM) to provide news and topics about local and regional communities. This does compensate—to some degree—for the absence or incapacity of the local media sector to respond to existing needs; the overall score for the country is therefore judged at medium risk (50%).

Equally, given again the size of the country and the capacity of national media newsrooms to quickly address local issues and events (when necessary or when attractive from a newsworthiness perspective) it can be said that local communities are fairly well covered despite most local correspondents being stationed in the main cities. Their number has remained stable in recent years and, considering expectations are low, this is considered to be a low risk in the case of Cyprus.

The same low risk finding applies for the PSM, the Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation and the state-supported Cyprus News Agency, which maintain correspondents in each of the main cities. Given that distances are small and the radius of coverage for their correspondents is fairly short, rural communities are served well when necessary.

Market and Reach - High risk (73.5%)

As there is no data about local media revenues (except for local radio stations, which are overwhelmingly music related), given their limited role and marginal financial significance, it has not been possible to draw solid conclusions as to their market and reach or to identify trends. Based on an ad hoc research conducted by the authors of the present report, an increase in media outlets' online presence can be discerned—however, crucially, there is no digital law in force which means that there is no public data available or public oversight mechanisms in place to assess Market and Reach of media online. Combined with the absence of any state support for local media in any form, including the absence of state advertising, this is an area that can literally be described as a dangerous information desert for the whole territory. Similarly, no local television channels or local press exist, except for some rare manifestations of weekly or monthly but mostly irregularly printed newspapers.

---

3 Interview with officials from the Cyprus Union of Journalists, 3/01/2024.
4 KYTIE, n.d.. https://www.cna.org.cy/about
5 Although many media are missing from the list published by the Press and Information Office, the following source offers a picture of the situation: Press and Information Office, "MEDIA/ NEWS AGENCIES LIST - PIO", n.d., https://www.pio.gov.cy/en/media-list/
In terms of distribution there is just one press distribution agency in Cyprus, *Kronos*, which distributes 85% of the national (and local) press (and 100% of the international press) reaching 850 selling points (kiosks) on a daily basis with a fleet of around 60 vehicles. The agency reported that the volume of work has dropped significantly in the last 5 years⁶, given the considerable—but undefinable—fall in circulation of newspapers and magazines, but could not provide details given restrictions imposed by publishers. It can be said that the supply distribution chain adequately meets the needs of the local media market in certain media sectors and the risk here is at medium level.

More relevantly, the government does not provide any financial support, and local media outlets can be said to operate within an unfavourable business environment. They cannot be considered to be viable in the long term. A de minimis scheme has been in place for the press since 2017⁷ but does not cover local outlets. State advertising in local media is non-existent. As a result, the unavailability of sources of funding for the sector renders it at very high risk.

In terms of a community media sector—except within the confines of the education realm, i.e., at universities—Cyprus cannot be said to have one, and therefore no concept of a support system for it exists. As regards the viability of the local and community sector and the prospect of alternative ways of financing, given that national media are themselves struggling financially and their advertising support models are inadequate (just two have subscription models) the local sector cannot itself be deemed sustainable. The few online local media, which operate on a one to two journalist-based newsroom, are reliant on national news, copy-pasting from other news sources (usually by affiliation) and on adding the odd local story, local profile or local event to their output.

**Safety of local journalists - Medium risk (50%)**

There are no substantive issues with regard to the physical safety of journalists in Cyprus generally but in terms of safety of employment, journalists in small local media are susceptible to unfair treatment and changes in ownership.

An ad hoc survey by the authors of the report, has revealed that the number and size of local media in Cyprus are such that this research can only refer to a very limited number of journalists in total, even "one-person-shows" in some cases. It is considered that the operations of these tiny outlets are done through external collaborations and not necessarily within the context of a functioning newsroom. On issues of SLAPPs, for example, it could be said that local media are too small and insignificant in terms of reach and effect to be the target of SLAPPs but there is limited information available (this applies on a national level as well).

As to the risk of attacks and threats, including online, to the physical safety of journalists, this occurs rarely and there has been no increasing trend over recent years, despite one incident in 2021⁸. There is a legal framework in place to guarantee the prosecution of perpetrators of crimes against journalists, and it is generally effective, so the level of risk here is low. The Union of Cyprus Journalists is the only trade union representing journalists, both at national and local level.⁹ It remains vocal and ever present, fighting a valiant battle, but risks are still deemed to be at medium level as it is only partially effective in guaranteeing editorial independence and/or respect for professional standards.

In terms of evaluating whether local journalists and newsrooms are committed in practice to independent, fair, impartial and accountable journalism, and adherence to codes of ethics or conduct, it must be repeated that the main online outlets are small and do not operate full newsrooms in the conventional sense. Although they do carry locally specific news, these newsrooms are heavily reliant on the main...
Cyprus News Agency and other international agencies (mainly Greek) with which they are affiliated for a large chunk of their output. Dependent too on advertorials and limited advertising revenues, which affect their overall professional standards, they are assessed at medium risk (50%).

Editorial Independence - High risk (62%)

In a heavily online reliant local media, the most significant feature in this section is the absence of a national digital media law, which impacts the context in which these currently operate. It follows that the owners of these small media units define and influence editorial content, which is likely to be skewed towards media proprietors’ businesses or other commercial interests. A major feature of local media of all forms is that much of their content is mere reproduction of news from other media.

It is important to highlight here that in July 2023 an amendment to the Law on Radio and Television Organisations abolished shareholding ceilings and other provisions on control/ownership, allowing the prospect of even one person (and potentially a politician, in office or not) controlling a media outlet as a shareholder. This allows also to control even many media outlets, through participation in the managing board of such outlets, provided the person does not own shares in the business. While political control of media in general is regulated by the law on conflict of interest, making it incompatible to hold political office and be involved in other activities that present such a conflict, the specific provision is neither clear nor comprehensive. This new development, the amendment of the broadcasting law, therefore, renders the political control of local media by ruling parties, partisan groups or politicians as high risk.

Local media receive no state assistance in any form, not even advertising. State de minimis grants are only offered to dailies or weeklies, with specific criteria, and only to the existing press agency.

In terms of editorial content of local media being independent from commercial influence in practice this was deemed as high risk given that—as is the case on a national level—journalistic content is often blended with marketing, advertising and other commercial activities. Even when carrying locally specific news, the main online local outlets are small and may rely on bigger media for content.

The Cyprus Radio and Television Authority is the only existing regulatory body, limited to radio and television. The Authority’s licensing remit covers all outlets in an independent and relatively effective way. It is governed by the Law on Radio and Television Organisations 7(I)/1998 and Regulations Normative Administrative Acts (KDP) 10/2000, which provide guarantees of its independence; its decisions can be executed immediately, even when a recourse to Court overview is made. The Authority has no local branches, all its activities are centrally located. Jurisdiction on local radio stations is exercised independently and there was no evidence of any political interference or bias in any decision.

With regard to the PSM, the Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation, a regulation framework does exist and is in fact in the process of being updated—expected in 2024—but as things stand both when it comes to the appointment and dismissal of relevant governing board positions the government’s political influence is widespread, as is the board’s own editorial interference. When it comes to funding, the influence of the political establishment is also prominent; the political parties decide on the PSM’s budget on an annual basis. On the ground, the PSM has no local branches, operations are centralised in Nicosia with local correspondents in the main cities. The annual report of the Radio Television Authority about the PSM’s mandate as public service (defined narrowly in the law) finds little that is problematic, as it focuses mainly on metrics on information, culture and entertainment programmes and not on obligations to social, political and other groups in society or other issues.

---

Social inclusiveness - High risk (71%)

The PSM does provide news in minority languages but only for some languages, such as bulletins in English and Turkish on a daily basis. Its second TV channel RIK2 also carries news bulletins for the hearing-impaired and one of its radio stations provides news bulletins and other programmes in Turkish and Armenian\(^\text{13}\). But, ignoring the existence of minorities from forty different countries, representing approximately 20% of the population, can be seen as a considerable gap in the coverage of minorities. Minorities resulting from the wave of immigration over the last decade cannot be said to be represented in the PSM at all, and when they are referenced in the news, most of the time the coverage is biased and misleading. Migrants are rarely given a voice and the narratives that accompany reporting about them have mostly been those promoted by the government and its policy on immigration as well as by politicians in general. The same applies to communities of foreign national workers who are legally resident in Cyprus for work purposes.

The situation is worse when it comes to private media outlets. Here too when there is coverage it is mostly on the basis of stories that relate to national policy and difficulties in handling immigration or incidents involving migrants\(^\text{14}\). While the PSM is obliged and is expected to provide some coverage of recognised minorities\(^\text{15}\), private media are not and, unlike the PSM, minorities are generally not represented in news reporting. When represented they are usually shown in a negative light (ghetto, crime, ill feeling by locals to increasing number of immigrants in their areas).

There are no specific outlets or channels addressing marginalised groups in Cyprus. Predictably, such groups maintain a strong presence on social media and only when exposure and publicity acquire traction on those platforms, does the matter spill over into other media (and even then, it is into national and not necessarily local media). The reverse side of the coin are telethons and radio marathons, which, according to organisers, aim at promoting the cause of specific communities (i.e., people with disabilities). The latter, however, according to their representatives denounce such events as following a patronising style that humiliates them.

In terms of whether local media provide sufficient public interest news to meet the critical information needs of the communities they serve, the situation warrants a high risk rating because of the number and location of local media, because the communities and the topics covered are very limited and because the content rarely meets CINs. It must, however, be said that there is no research on this topic. Equally, as there are no news media organisations in Cyprus experimenting with innovative responses to improve reach and audience, or any proposing new forms of work, journalistic products or services, or any discernible best practices in the sector, the risk is very high at 71%.

Best practices and open public sphere

Unfortunately, there are no examples of news media organisations in Cyprus experimenting with innovative responses to improve reach and audience, or proposing new forms of work, journalistic products or services. The fact that no study on the subject has ever been done is coupled with the lack of awareness on the importance of local media. However, there seem to exist various 'communities' that organise and communicate information on social media channels, either publicly or privately, but it is not possible to verify and assess this trend. Similarly, it was not possible to find any citizen or civil society initiatives providing innovative responses to tackle the problem posed by the decline of local and community news provision. Even in the case of print local media that also have online editions, there are no indications of exploiting the possibilities offered by digital technology.

---

14 “Συνελήφθη ο Σύρος που απειλούσε ότι θα μπει στα σπίτια κατοίκων” [Syros was arrested for threatening to enter residents’ homes], *Paños Press*, 29 October 2023, https://pafospress.com/synelithi-o-syros-poy-apeiloyse/
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Czech Republic

Lucie Sýkorová, Association of regional journalists, Association of online publishers, European Centre for Press and Media Freedom

Lenka Waschková Císařová, Department of Media Studies and Journalism, Faculty of Social Studies, Masaryk University in Brno

Context

The Czech Republic is a country in the centre of Europe with 10.8 million inhabitants. The structure of sub-national media information follows the traditional structure of the press before 1989 as part of the socialist media structure: regional media, most often printed daily newspapers, were and still are traditionally published in regional towns and cover the territory of the region; local media, most often printed weeklies, are traditionally published in district towns and cover the territory of the district. However, this structure is slowly emptying out and news deserts are emerging; the decrease in the number of local newspapers is steady. Moreover, there is no increase in online local media.

Czech local newspapers fit the definition for small-market newspapers: they are mostly weeklies distributed within the boundaries of a district; their number of copies sold per issue is, in most cases, from 1,500 to 6,000; their audience numbers have never been audited, so there is no publicly available data. Even so, local newspapers still wield power within the print media market.

There are no community media in the Czech Republic: Local TV and radio stations do not deliver their own independent news, but reuse news from print and online media and create practically only paid and entertainment content.

In the Czech societal and media structure, the central role of the capital city of Prague and the centralising tendencies in the media sphere are clear. This is probably the strongest reason for the emergence of local news deserts, because from a national/Prague perspective, local and regional media are not visible. There are also significant economic disparities between the capital of Prague and the rest of the regions.

4 L. Waschková Císařová, ‘We Were Innovators, but We Gave up: The Muted Digital Transition of Local Newspapers’, Digital Journalism, 2023.
There is no significant public debate regarding local news deserts in Czechia. One of the first sources of information on the state of local media coverage was the research of local newspapers conducted since 2009 by Lenka Waschkova Císařová. Later, information about the slowly disappearing local newspapers leaked to the national media, both as analyses or interviews. Only now, when, for example, among local newspapers in the Czech Republic, half of the titles have ceased publication in ten years, the topic of local news deserts is also appearing in the analyses of NGOs and in policy proposals.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - High risk (75%)

Within the Czech Republic, it is difficult to distinguish between rural and suburban areas, the most excluded locality in the Czech Republic is considered to be the Sudetenland, the historical territory on the border areas of the Czech Republic. And as visible from the local newspapers database, local newspapers disappeared from most of these areas. Therefore, the main local information sources in rural and suburban areas and in competition with private local media are municipally owned press or television, which are considered political mouthpieces. The Czech media system is very centralised, local media are only sporadically found in smaller municipalities than the district. Moreover, all print local media struggle with infrastructural problems, such as problematic distribution or slow digital transition.

On the regional level, there are almost no specifically regional media (except the media chain Vltava Labe Media), but there is a more varied media offer in general: from regional versions of national daily newspapers and their online websites; to regional coverage of public service media, television, radio, news agency and private television stations.

The areas where journalists live reflects the centralised tendencies of the Czech media: most of the Czech journalists are based in Prague, followed by smaller regional newsrooms of national media in Prague. Moreover, all print local media struggle with infrastructural problems, such as problematic distribution or slow digital transition.

---
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regional towns, and some local journalists in smaller (mostly district) towns. The number of these local journalists is declining, just like the number of local media. PSM keeps its own regional correspondents and branches, but solely in the regional towns: their reach to the localities is therefore minimal. The PSM networks have been shrinking over time and are mainly insufficient to cover the localities. Czech Radio and the Czech News Agency have no legal obligation to provide local or regional information, although the radio has established branches in regional towns and has regional broadcasting. Czech Television has a legal obligation to provide regional broadcasting, which, in the area of news and current affairs, must “include a balance of contributions from the whole of its territory”. Thus, public service media contribute to information at the regional level of large regional cities, but only occasionally at the local level.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the coverage of local newspapers in the Czech Republic in 2019. The original data for this visualisation was collected by Lenka Waschková Císařová - Masarykova univerzita - Fakulta sociálních studií (2019).

**Market and reach - Very high risk (94%)**

The Market and reach indicator was rated as a very high risk, showing the highest score among all five indicators (94%). According to local newspaper publishers, local newspaper revenue has decreased significantly in recent years, especially since the 2008 financial crisis, but also in relation to the recent energy crisis. Most local media are built on a traditional business model and derive their main income from advertising. Nevertheless, there are no aggregate statistics regarding revenue in the Czech Republic.

Compared to the overall media economy, local newspaper publishers reflect that they are under so-called “sandwich economic pressure”: a regional chain with print and online titles Vltava Labe Media on one side, and on the other, the municipal press, taking potential advertisers and competing with private newspapers at the local level. Local publishers mentioned that after the economic crisis, and also now in the context of the energy crisis, local entrepreneurs, who advertised the most in local media, have often completely stopped spending on advertising, which is the main income of local newspapers.

According to Czech TV research, the Covid-19 pandemic led to a general decrease in the advertising revenue of media houses of up to 40%. At the same time, the media industry is the only industry that did not receive any compensation in the time of the pandemic. Another advertising decrease came after the beginning of war in 2022.

There is a very high-risk level in variable assessing trends regarding closures of local media outlets and a decreasing number of local journalists. The decrease in the number of local newspapers brings a reduction of 50 percent in a decade: in 2009 there were 60 local newspapers; in 2014 there were 45; and in 2019 there were 30. Since 2019, 4 more newspapers have closed. Moreover, this trend hasn’t been at all offset by the growth of online local media outlets.

---
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There is no direct subsidy system for Czech media, just an indirect subsidy through a lower VAT rate for newspapers, which will be increased by 2 % (from 10 % to 12 %) based on the current government decision.\[25\] Municipality outlets are paid by local/regional taxes through the local/regional municipalities.

There are no aggregate statistics regarding audiences’ willingness to pay for local news in the Czech Republic. The subscriber’s loyalty was there traditionally for print media. However, now the numbers of subscribers and newspaper sales are declining 10-20 % every year and the trend is even accelerating. Only numbers for bigger dailies operating on a national and regional level are available.\[26\]

According to the research of the Association of Online Publishers (2022), more than 91 percent of respondents consider it necessary to have independent regional journalism in the Czech Republic, but two-thirds of them don’t want to pay for news.\[27\]

There are no aggregate statistics regarding weekly audience reach for local media outlets in the Czech Republic. According to Reuters Digital News Report 2022,\[28\] weekly reach of the regional online news website iDnes.cz is 36 %, Deník.cz 15 %, regional or local newspaper websites 8 %. Offline: regional MFdnes 14 %, regional Deník 9 %, regional or local newspapers 18 %. MFdnes and Deník are the only 2 regional newspapers publishing in all regions. There is no comparable data available on audience reach of regional (local) and national outlets.

Safety of local journalists - High risk (78%)

The indicator safety of local journalists received a high-risk score (78%). There is no current data on the working conditions of local journalists. As there is no active professional organisation to map the situation in the media, there are no such reports either. The problem of the absence of a professional organisation for the sector is mentioned in research\[29\] from 2007, and there have been no significant changes since then: “Czech journalism is characterised by the absence of a respected professional organisation that would represent an authoritative platform for a significant part of the journalistic community (…) In this respect, Czech journalists as a whole stand well outside the mainstream, especially of Western European journalism. At the regional level, this key professionalisation parameter is even lower than for journalists operating at the national level.”

There is only one traditional professional organisation, Syndikát novinářů (Syndicate of Journalists), which is practically inactive.\[30\] A new organisation, the Association of Regional Journalists, was set up in 2021 without resources and therefore its development is very difficult.\[31\]

However, it is obvious that more and more journalists, especially at the local level, are forced to work as freelancers with contracts that do not secure them any employment protection and social security benefits. According to research from 2017, up to one fifth of journalists in the Czech Republic work externally, which is a significantly higher share than in Western or Southern European countries.\[32\]
This research also shows that 48.1% of journalists are not satisfied with their remuneration. Those who still have proper employment contracts are subject to general labour law legislation and their contracts usually include regulation on the termination of contractual relationships, including dismissal procedures. The general labour law legislation also secures them unemployment benefit systems and maternity or parental leave. No minimum rates of pay are determined for journalists and workers in private media since there are no unions to represent journalists and attend to their working conditions. The exception applies to media workers in Public Service Media, which have unions and a collective agreement.

According to Mapping Media Freedom, over the last five years (2018-2022), there have been 20 attacks on media and journalists, 13 of them legal. It is important to notice that the local level is especially underrepresented as local journalists are not organised and usually do not know about the possibilities of reporting threats. However, it is known in the journalism community that online attacks in particular are on the rise.

There is no anti-SLAPP legal framework in place. SLAPP cases have not been monitored, so there is no evidence of them. But along with economic pressures, the fear of legal threats is one of the main reasons (together with economic pressures) that have silenced critical journalism at the local level. Regional and local media are also weak economically and in terms of personnel and they could not afford to face SLAPP cases. There is no organisation in the Czech Republic that would provide assistance to journalists in such a situation. Most of the local journalists also have no information at all about foreign organisations who provide such support.

**Editorial independence- High risk (69%)**

According to an amendment to the Law on Conflict of Interest in force since 2024 public officials including local politicians must not be radio or TV broadcasters owners or publishers of periodicals. However, this does not apply to online media, nor does it apply where the publisher is a political party, political movement or political institute or companies controlled by them, nor to media whose operators are not required to publish an annual financial report.

Hence, the risk of dependency of editorial/decisional lines on the political activity of owners is high, and this is accompanied by strong evidence. For example, in the region of Pilsen, there is just one private local TV station (ZAK TV), and this is owned directly by a local politician, with a significant part of its income from the town hall, regional council and other public institutions. Similar projects are in several other regions as well, like RTM+, which was in 2023 fined by the regulator for threatening editorial independence.

While it is noted that, outside of 14 regional cities, there still exist some independent print media which stick to professional standards and are not under political influence, these projects are, rather, exceptions and most of them are seriously struggling financially. Notably, there is a range of projects declaring themselves as media ("junk media"), but in fact those are usually instruments of local political-business groups and should not be called as such. There is no official evidence of the situation in the local online environment, no overview of the ownership or monitoring of influencing the content by owners.

There are no direct state subsidies for local news media. Some local authorities support online projects misused by politicians and local businessmen through purposeful marketing projects, paying them high amounts of money for different services. There is an indirect subsidy through a lower VAT rate for newspapers, which will be increased by 2% (from 10% to 12%) from 2024 based on the current government decision. So, the distribution proves fair and transparent only in one typology (indirect).

---
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Commercial and political influences over editorial content are widespread. Regional media must constantly strive to survive economically and rely heavily on advertisers for that. As the media cannot afford to withdraw by advertisers, they refrain from publishing stories with a negative effect on their market. This ultimately leads to violations of basic journalistic rules. The same applies to politicians from local authorities when it comes to reporting on their positions. In such a context, there are only a few exceptions among local media projects that stick to professional ethics and standards (Ohlasy.info, orlickytydenik.cz), those named in the research of Lenka W. Čisařová, and the regional chain Drbna.cz. As already anticipated, the violation of ethical standards happens very often in “junk media”, especially if it’s about advertisements from the municipality or other regional authorities. This also confirmed by the research carried out by NGO Oživení, which observed how “Changes in the media market have led to the disappearance of independent regional newsrooms and the survival of entities that operate in symbiosis with regional or government politicians”.39

All this is backed by the lack of common self-regulatory rules, which would efficiently protect editorial independence from the commercial or political interests of owners. There are codes of ethics even in media houses operating on a regional level (Denik, MFdnes), however often not being enforced or even broken. There is no functional press council for private press and online media, there is no instrument for complaints. The audio-visual regulator for TV and radio (RRTV) does not have local branches, and its activity is deemed as inefficient, in the local sphere.

With regards to PSM, it does not invest much in local newsrooms and the education of local reporters and there is no pressure to deliver any high-quality or even critical content. Therefore, the content is very similar to the content of “so-called media” and regional media, which is totally missing investigations, critical journalism, and audience engagement. While no official evidence / research of that is found, the impression is that regional branches of PSB don’t deliver any critical, in-depth, or analytical journalism on regional/local issues, the content is not of high quality, and actually very similar to the low-quality content of private regional media. Finally, it can be argued that diversity of local media content is severely limited.

**Social inclusiveness - High risk (71%)**

Social inclusiveness has high risk score (71%). For the PSM, service to minorities is part of the public service as stipulated by law, however, there is no legal provision as to the extent and form. Czech Television for example provides content in sign language; news in Polish for a Polish minority in Silesia; news for the Ukrainian minority. Czech Radio also has a news and magazine programme for Romani people and several programmes for other minorities. Both Czech TV and Czech radio provide several programmes and documentaries on minorities, however not all minorities are represented regularly in news. Moreover, the representation of minorities in the news coverage is not always correct.40 There are several minority media published by minorities themselves. However, most of them do not have daily news, and most of the recognised minorities do not have any news media in their language.41

Only sporadic information is available on whether local media provide sufficient public interest news to meet the critical information needs of the communities they serve. For example, data from one case-study based on focus groups and interviews with local audiences in a specific locality, where local media meet the critical information needs of the communities they serve. For example, data from one case-study based on focus groups and interviews with local audiences in a specific locality, where local media meet some of the community’s critical information needs.42 Based on interviews with local journalists in a specific locality, local journalists do not have a clear idea of their audience and are not in close contact with them.43

---
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The fact-finding mission of EFJ in 2019 reports: “Free independent and impartial private media (on local level) hardly exist as they are more or less instruments for either businessmen and oligarchs for marketing or for politicians running their campaigns. Journalists and editors gave information that regarding political news they are limited in topics they can write and tell about, which is caused especially by rising dependence of media on the money from advertisers. Some local websites are simply reduced to be media for press releases. Advertisers will block stories with a negative effect on their market and so will politicians from local authorities when it comes to their positions. Furthermore, the lack of real independent media will lock journalists to stay at such ‘marketing media’ as they won’t have any other choice. It was significant that local journalists were afraid to meet the mission as they believed that the owners could consider such a meeting as disloyalty to an extent that it could lead to dismissals.”

Best practices and open public sphere

At the local level, there are only very few local media organisations innovating. There are exceptions, which try to actively find new technology development and audience engagement. At regional level the chain Drbna.cz is open to innovations. Last year the media house completed a project mentored by the Financial Times focused on innovations. Drbna.cz has its own application, which allows to turn off advertising, or contains a function “Drbni to” - the reader can send current events from the city or can write a whole article.

In 2021 a group of local journalists founded the Association of Regional Journalists, which is willing to share the knowledge with other initiatives. But the organisation is struggling financially as there are no grant opportunities for capacity building.

Citizen journalism practically does not exist. If such initiatives appear they are not sustainable and usually exist only when there is a big local case and again disappear when the problem is over regardless of whether it was solved in favour of citizens or not. Such initiatives usually appear on social media, typically Facebook.

However, there is a dangerous phenomenon on social networks at the local level. Facebook groups declaring themselves as community info-sharing groups are sometimes managed by anonymous admins and discussions are moderated in a very biased way. Critical voices are deleted, some profiles expressing unwanted opinions are blocked. In addition, some Facebook pages or groups are directly administered in favour of specific political-business groups and mislead the audience by providing biased and strictly selected information, which is not always obvious to the audience. Unfortunately, this phenomenon is not yet documented or officially described.

45 L. Waschková Císařová, ‘We Were Innovators, but We Gave up: The Muted Digital Transition of Local Newspapers’, Digital Journalism, 2023.
46 E.g., online local outlet Ohlasy dění na Boskovicku, https://ohlasy.info, or a start-up Apel-plzen.cz.
Denmark

Sandra Simonsen, Department of Media and Journalism Studies, Aarhus University

Context

In the 2022-2025 Media Agreement, the Danish government acknowledges the growing issue of local news decline. To address this, funding is redirected from national news outlets to local media. Despite this initiative, there is a lack of substantial debate among politicians, journalists, and intellectuals regarding the current state and future of local journalism and the potential risks of news deserts. However, a 2021 report "Det Sander Til: Sådan undgår vi Nyhedsørkener i Danmark" (How To Avoid News Deserts in Denmark), by journalist Anders C. Østerby indicates that while news deserts are not yet prevalent in Denmark, there is a discernible trend in that direction in some regions, signalling a cause for concern. Despite efforts to address the question of news deserts, the issue has not gained significant attention in the public debate or Danish media research beyond Østerby’s report. The research that forms the basis of this report is overall consistent with the findings of Østerby.

In a Danish context, local media refers to outlets serving specific geographic areas, encompassing print newspapers, online platforms, radio, television, and social media. These outlets focus on providing relevant news, information, and entertainment tailored to local communities. Community media, owned or operated by specific communities, serves the interests and needs of distinct groups, manifesting in various forms such as print and online news, radio, television, podcasts, and social media.

Examining the correlation between potential news deserts, economic performance, and internet penetration, there is no apparent link between news deserts and regions experiencing lower economic performance. Similarly, no connection is observed between news deserts and reduced internet access in these areas. This lack of correlation emphasises the intricate interplay of factors influencing news deserts, economic well-being, and internet availability, underscoring the need for nuanced considerations when addressing information gaps, economic disparities, and digital connectivity in diverse regions.

3 A.C. Østerby, 2021
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Low risk (25%)

In Denmark, both rural and suburban areas are well-served by local media outlets, primarily consisting of privately-owned local newspapers in print and online formats. National public service media, such as The Danish Broadcasting Corporation\textsuperscript{6} and TV2,\textsuperscript{7} also contribute to local coverage through departments focusing on smaller regions. Local media in rural areas, according to Østerby’s 2021 report, is generally thriving, with no evidence of actual news deserts. Suburban areas primarily rely on privately-owned local newspapers, complemented by national public service media outlets with local branches, ensuring comprehensive coverage.

However, despite this overall positive outlook, there are concerning trends in the decline of local newsrooms. In October 2023, Jysk Fynske Medier (JFM), the second largest privately owned media group in Denmark, opted to shut down 11 out of its 53 weekly newspapers in response to challenges in the advertising market. The decision, however, will not lead to any layoffs among the commercial or editorial staff.\textsuperscript{8} Over a decade, from 2010 to 2020, there was a 24% reduction in local newsrooms, with the largest decline observed in Central Jutland. Additionally, the number of local journalists has decreased, reflecting a broader national trend in the decline of written news and current affairs media employees. Moreover, in 2010, there were 111 newsrooms distributed over 24 different local, daily newspapers. Ten years later, in 2020, there were a total of 84 newsrooms spread over 22 daily newspapers. This is a decrease of 27 local newsrooms or 24 percent. In other words, almost every fourth local newsroom has closed during the last 10 years. The Central Jutland region has gone from having 35 newsrooms in 2010 to 23 in 2020. 12 newsrooms have disappeared, which is the biggest drop in absolute numbers, corresponding to 34 percent of the region's daily newsrooms.\textsuperscript{9}

Furthermore, there are generally fewer local journalists to cover the same geographical areas compared to previous years. According to The Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces,\textsuperscript{10} the media companies that primarily publish regional and local written news and current affairs employed 3,557 full-time employees in the first half of 2019, 618 fewer than in the first half of 2016, corresponding to a decline of 15 percent.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{6} Danish Broadcasting Cooperation, DR: DR’s hovedadresser og telefonnumre, 2023, \url{https://www.dr.dk/om-dr/dr-hovedadresser-og-telefonnumre}
\textsuperscript{7} TV2, Her finder du indholdet fra TV 2s regioner, 2023, \url{https://play.kundeservice.tv2.dk/hc/da/articles/6351435812881-Her-finder-du-indholdet-fra-TV-2s-regioner-p%C3%A5-TV-2-Play}
\textsuperscript{8} Media Watch, JFM lukker 11 ugeaviser og sparer etcifret millionbeløb, 2023, \url{https://mediawatch.dk/Medienyt/Aviser/article16547222.ece}
\textsuperscript{10} The Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces provides professional advice to the Minister of Culture and contributes to the implementation of the government's objectives in the field of culture.
\textsuperscript{11} Agency for Culture and Palaces, Medierenes udvikling i Danmark. Medievirksomheders beskæftigelse, 2020, p. 26, \url{https://kum.dk/fileadmin/_mediernesudvikling/2020/Medievirksomheders_beskæftigelse.pdf}
The PSM is required by the legal framework to keep local correspondents or branches, and the provision is implemented in practice, in all the country’s provinces and on a consistent level of geographical granularity. The public service institutions, Danish Broadcasting Cooperation and TV2, are required by their legal framework to provide local and regional coverage for “the entire country” according to the Act on radio and television business. In practice, their geographical distribution is considered adequate and sufficient, and these outlets do not rely on material obtained from news agencies. The main news agency has its only venue and all its workers based in the capital city; local areas are covered by sending correspondents on the ground only in the case of exceptional events taking place. The main news agency in Denmark, Ritzau Bureau, does not have local or regional correspondents or branches on the ground. The variable measuring this issue obtained a high-risk assessment.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local and regional newspapers in Denmark in 2021. The original data for this visualisation was obtained from Anders C. Østerby’s report: Det Sander Til. Sådan Undgår vi Nyhedsørkner i Danmark, Syddansk Universitet (2021) and you can access it here.

Market and reach - Low risk (38%)

In recent years, Denmark has witnessed stability or a slight decrease in local and community media revenue, aligning with the overall economic trends in the country. Ministry of Culture data reveal a decline in local media revenues from 2016 to 2019, particularly in written news and current affairs media, as well as magazines and weekly newspapers. Revenues have decreased particularly for written news and current affairs media (with -784 million DKK, -105.10 million €) and magazines and weekly newspapers (- 225 million DKK, - 30.16 million €).

The media agreement for 2019-2023 has increased subsidies for non-commercial local radio and TV, reaching DKK 45.8 million annually, up from DKK 43.8 million in the previous agreement. Despite a rise in closures of local media outlets in certain sectors, this has been balanced by growth in other sectors, particularly online outlets.

Between 2010 and 2020 there has been a significant reduction in local editorial offices for daily newspapers, with a 24% decrease in newsrooms. Notably, local TV and radio outlets, being largely under public service media and subsidised, have not experienced the same decline as local newspapers. The most affected region is Central Jutland. Despite these challenges, the supply distribution chain generally serves the local media market well, with stable points of sale, distribution companies, and workers. The closure or merging of 80 local weekly newspapers since 2018 is partly due to acquisitions and mergers. However, this has not resulted in a complete loss of coverage, as some publications have continued in different forms. Moreover, positive developments include the emergence of eight new local weekly newspapers and 63 new local web media since 2018, particularly initiated by smaller and newer publishers.

---

12 Danish Ministry of Culture, 2022. Act on radio and television business, 2002/1 LSF 40, Chapters 3, 4, and 6, [https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lf/200212L00040](https://www.retsinformation.dk/eli/lf/200212L00040)
13 Ritzau, Redaktioner, 2023, [https://ritzau.com/redaktioner/](https://ritzau.com/redaktioner/)
14 Lange, Bureauer forventer lokalavisers annoncesalg vil falde yderligere i år, 2023. [https://mediawatch.dk/Medienyt/article15189341.ece](https://mediawatch.dk/Medienyt/article15189341.ece)
18 Ibid.
The variable measuring ownership concentration, however, received a high-risk score, as there are areas where a range of major media outlets own local media outlets. A case of example is Jyllands-Postens Lokalaviser A/S is a Danish newspaper publisher based in Aarhus that publishes 12 local newspapers in East Jutland. Also, in terms of local TV news, the ownership concentration is high, as the only providers of local news are the Danish Broadcasting Corporation and TV2 which has local branches.

Although there has been a net decrease of 57 local weekly newspapers in the past three years, the emergence of new web media and government support, as outlined in the 2022-2025 Media Agreement, suggests a nuanced landscape. Stability in the number of publishers, distributors, and retailers, along with favourable government support and business conditions, contributes to sustaining local media outlets. The government’s financial backing, including a pool for promoting local journalism and increased subsidies, indicates recognition of the crucial role played by local media in citizen engagement and local democracy. While commercial advertising revenue has declined, mainly affecting print media, government support ensures stability and viability for local media outlets.

In some media sectors, however, there is a very low percentage of people who are willing to pay for local news. In fact, the variable measuring whether audiences are willing to pay for local news, obtained a high-risk assessment. While local news on TV and radio is heavily subsidised by the state through the public service institutions, and since there is no public criticism or even debate regarding these issues, it can be argued that many people are indeed willing to pay for local news through taxes. Most people do expect written journalism (print as well as digital) to be freely available and financed through advertising, they are not willing to pay via subscription-based models, pay-per-article models, newsstand sales, voluntary donations, crowdfunding, or other methods.

In Denmark, journalists working for local media outlets benefit from excellent working conditions, supported by robust labour and social security legislation that ensures minimum pay rates, efficient representation through journalists’ unions, and regulations governing both open-ended and temporary contracts. The termination of contractual relationships, including dismissal procedures, is governed by legislation, and provision for unemployment benefits and maternity or parental leave contributes to a favourable working environment. The average pay for journalists in local media outlets is comparatively high in comparison to other European countries. The employment protection afforded by unions and social security benefits in the event of unemployment enhances the overall social conditions of their work. For freelancers or self-employed journalists, remuneration aligns with the country’s average salary, and they are entitled to certain labour and social security protections, including unemployment and pension schemes. The salaries of freelance journalists are generally consistent with those in permanent employment, and freelancers enjoy access to social security protection.

---

Despite an incident in 2022 involving a local journalist, where a bucket of water was thrown, direct physical attacks on local journalists have been rare and perpetrators prosecuted. However, there is a growing trend in online threats against journalists, as indicated in the Danish Association of Journalists’ survey, though the survey does not distinguish between local and national journalists.

While journalists’ organisations are not much present at the local level, those at the national level effectively ensure editorial independence and uphold professional standards at the local level. Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPP) cases are infrequent, and the existing anti-SLAPP legal framework is deemed effective. While SLAPP cases against local journalists in Denmark are rare, there is recognition that this trend requires attention. Initiatives are underway to implement the European Union’s anti-SLAPP directive into Danish legislation.

**Editorial independence - Very low risk (19%)**

The indicator Editorial independence scores a very low risk of 19%. Although there is no law explicitly prohibiting partisan control of local media through ownership means, no instances exist of politicians, political parties, or partisan groups owning major local or domestic media companies. Initially, the Danish press operated as a politically aligned party-press, but it has evolved to become politically independent, with an emphasis on media subscribing to various ideologies (omnibus).

State subsidies, both direct and indirect, are distributed to private local media outlets in a fair and transparent manner. Clearly defined criteria ensure equitable distribution, fostering a business environment that is supportive towards local media operations. Private local media outlets receiving state subsidies are annually disclosed in the Media Council’s report. At the same time, state advertising is not regulated, and it is not possible to locate any criteria when it comes to its distribution.

Editorial content in local media is independent from commercial influence in practice. Laws and self-regulatory instruments effectively prevent media owners and commercial entities from exerting undue influence. The Danish Press Council, through its Code of Conduct (Presseetiske Regler), emphasises the importance of truthfulness and societal relevance in journalistic reporting. While these guidelines do not explicitly address commercial influence, the integrity of journalists is considered crucial, with social sanctions, such as reputational damage, acting as deterrents.

Hidden advertising is prohibited under the Law of Advertisement no. 58 of 20 January 2012 (Markedsføringsloven). Both the law and the Consumer Ombudsman guidelines mandate that advertisements be clearly perceived as such, irrespective of their form or medium. The Ombudsman’s self-regulatory scheme ensures a clear separation between editorial and commercial activities, with effective implementation and potential fines for non-compliance.
Editorial content in local media overall remains independent from political influences. While there is no explicit legislation ensuring democratic culture, media norms, and non-explicit state rules guide the local media's autonomy, and no public cases could be found when it comes to a vast range of potential sources of influence. The media authority, comprising The Radio and Television Board and the Media Board, has a remit over local media, acts independently and can sanction transgressions, reinforcing editorial independence.

PSM's local branches are also independent, with transparent appointment procedures and no known instances of political interference. The law mandates the inclusion of political views on the board but does not compromise editorial autonomy (Radio and TV Act, §16). In 2023, the Radio and Television Board strengthened its efforts with regards to local radio and television stations, despite already intensified efforts.

With regards to the diversity of content in local media, according to the most comprehensive empirical analysis in recent years, topics in local news media are rather diverse: crime, emergencies and risks, health, education, transport, environment and planning, economy, civil society politics, sport, demography, consumption and lifestyle and more. Research shows almost one-third of the articles and features are about civil society, which includes private institutions, associations (not competitive sports), libraries, culture and art, religious institutions, and media. Economic and political topics are furthermore well represented on the local media agenda according to this research study. However, in recent years there are indications that the decrease in financial resources is resulting in less critical journalism and investigative journalism.

Social inclusiveness - Low risk (36%)

The public service media, the Danish Broadcasting Cooperation, is obligated to provide news in Greenlandic, a minority language, per their public service contract. However, there is no corresponding obligation to provide news in Arabic for another minority group, Muslim Arabs. Private media outlets rarely offer news services in minority languages, with the exception of Nabd el Danmark, an Arabic-Danish newspaper. In fact, the variable that measures this issue obtained a high-risk assessment.

With regards to representation of minorities in PSM, in 2022, Roskilde University Lecturer Hanne Jøndrup found that while migrants constitute 14% of Denmark's population, they contribute to only 3.5% of news sources. However, the study's scope suggests it is somewhat indicative rather than representative of Denmark's media landscape. However, Dr. Mehmet Ümit Necef expressed scepticism about such studies. He argues that assumptions about minority discrimination may influence research design and findings. Dr. Necef, though not having read the specific report, emphasises the need for distinguishing the relative importance of sources in quantitative studies. Private media coverage of minorities tends to be factual-based and fair. E.g. Simonsen's PhD project found that news representation of migrants in Danish media aligns with certain socioeconomic trends, resulting in mainly factual-based and fair coverage.
Prominent media outlets, including The Danish Broadcasting Corporation, are producing content for specific social groups. Since the 80s, they have produced quality content for youth, a part of their public service contract, covering topics like music, lifestyle, and dating. TV Glad, an example of a community media outlet by and for people with disabilities, covers topics like lifestyle, love, fashion, politics, gaming, and personal relationships.

Research suggests that local media meet some critical information needs, covering topics like education, health, public transport, voting procedures, budget issues, and infrastructure. However, there is room for improvement, with experts emphasising the need for more critical and investigative journalism. Local and community media are noted for successfully connecting with their audience and conducting meaningful audience studies. Ejvind Hansen, lecturer in media philosophy at the Danish School of Media and Journalism, writes about the embeddedness of local journalists “living” in the local community, which gives access to completely different types of stories.

In general, Danish culture is characterised by high levels of trust and social solidarity, which is reflected in the relationship between local journalists and their local communities. According to a recent survey, local media outlets would be missed in all parts of the country. Overall, two out of three respondents would miss their local media outlet, but this varies in different parts of the country. 69% of Copenhageners would miss their local newspaper or its website, while the same applies to a full 75% of the people of North Jutland.

### Best practices and open public sphere

News media organisations are exploring innovative strategies to enhance reach and audience engagement by introducing new forms of work, journalistic products, and services. The MediaTrends report, conducted by the Danish Association of Journalists, The Danish School of Media and Journalism, and the Association of Danish Media, highlights the transformation of media organisations and the emergence of numerous micro-media outlets facilitated by the cost-effectiveness of creating online platforms and modest endorsements from users. Platforms such as Substack and Revue empower journalists to operate independently. Diversification of revenue sources includes paywalls, subscribers paying self-defined fees, increased microcasting due to new social media laws, membership events, commercial partnerships, product placements, redefined traditional sponsorships, and altering formats, including less frequent publishing to enhance exclusivity and perceived value. While citizen and civil society initiatives are limited in number, there are noteworthy efforts. AarhusVest.dk, a news site initiated by local citizens in Aarhus, primarily focuses on event information and local business advertisements, lacking in-depth news content.

Moreover, the media landscape sees a new centre for investigative local journalism established with funds from the Media Agreement. A dedicated sum of 15 million DKK allocated to the Danish School of Media and Journalism for 2023-2025 aims to strengthen local media by assisting them in investigating suspicions of scandals and addressing corruption, errors, and failures in the local community. This initiative is part of broader efforts to enhance the journalistic resources available to local and regional media.

“News deserts” are occasionally discussed in Estonia, which has a land area of 42,750 km (45,339 km²)¹ and a population of 1,365,884,² but they are not in a sustained focus. The issue of insufficient coverage in the outskirts arises periodically, as evidenced by an analysis conducted by the University of Tallinn.³ This discussion revolves around the closure of numerous local news outlets, exemplified by cases like Koit or Meie Maa.⁴ Some local media, such as Hiiu Leht, undergo changes in ownership, when acquired by businessmen or investors.

A recent study contributes to the discourse, emphasising that even regions deemed "covered by a local newsroom" may be considered news deserts.⁵ This is attributed to the fact that journalists lack the necessary resources to fulfil their professional watchdog role, a concern echoed by journalism professor Halliki Harro-Loit.⁶ Though not consistently at the forefront, these discussions shed light on the challenges within Estonia's local media landscape.

The legal framework in Estonia does not provide a specific definition for "local media" and "community media". In practice, however, local media is commonly associated with specific regions and municipalities. Local outlets typically focus on issues of relevance for the area of their municipality or region. Community media, on the other hand, are hyperlocal outlets initiated by community members out of enthusiasm. Despite the absence of a regulatory or legislative definition, community media thrive at the local level. The hyperlocal nature of these media outlets is attributed to the size of Estonia and its distinctive communities. Given the country's population density of 31.4 people per km² ⁷ covering larger regions becomes challenging due to a lack of enthusiastic contributors and the distances between larger municipalities.

---

7. ‘Rahvastik | Statistikaamet’ https://www.stat.ee/et/avasta-statistikat/valdkonnad/rahvastik
Regarding internet penetration, Estonia boasts a high rate of 92.4%. However, 92,255 people lack bandwidth connection. Notably, small islands and areas in North-East, South-West, and North-West Estonia face challenges in bandwidth connectivity. As data collected for this report shows, these areas are potential news deserts.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (54%)

The landscape of local media, spanning television, radio, press, and their online counterparts, reflects a rich tapestry influenced by a unique historical context. However, there is a lack of local TV channels. The radio scene is diverse, featuring stations such as MartaFM, Kesk-Eesti Tre Raadio, Nõmme Raadio, Tallinna Pereraadio, Raadio Kadi, Raadio Tallinn, Ruut FM, SSS-Raadio, BFBS Radio, and BFBS Radio 2. Regarding the press, there are 151 local media outlets, encompassing citizen initiatives, local government publications, and cultural movements' information brochures, with 25 dedicated journalistic outlets contributing to the media landscape. Delving into the nuanced sphere of community media, religious stations like Kuressaare Pereraadio, Narvskoje Semeinoje Radio, Tallinna Pereraadio, and Radio Eli play integral roles. However, community-led initiatives, as identified by Associate Professor of Journalism Sociology (University of Tartu) Ragne Köuts-Klemm, pose a nuanced challenge to categorisation. Entities like Nõmme Raadio, SSS-Raadio, and Tõrva Raadio exist in a grey area, straddling community and alternative forms of media, sometimes opposing the mainstream media and dispersing conspiracy theories.

The print media in the community sphere features publications like Uma Leht, setomaa.ee, Viimsi uudised, Peipsamaa Valla Sõnumid, läänlane, and Elva elu. Notably the only local TV channel, AloTV in Tartu, functions solely as a music channel without information dissemination.

Community radio faces regulatory hurdles, with temporary frequency licences available; the acquisition of a permanent frequency licence proves elusive due to a lack of adequate resources and a viable business model. Social media platforms, while hosting local conversations, lack journalistic ambition or curated editorial interventions.

10 ‘Sideteenuste Katvuse Rakendus’ https://www.netikaart.ee/tsaApp/
11 ‘NETI: /INFO JA MEEDIA/Ajalehded/Kohalikud’ https://www.neti.ee/cgi-bin/teema/INFO_JA_MEEDIA/Ajalehed/Kohalikud/
12 ‘NETI: /INFO JA MEEDIA/Ajalehed/Kohalikud’
14 ‘NETI: /INFO JA MEEDIA/Ajalehed/Kohalikud’
15 Ragne Köuts-Klemm, Associate professor of Journalism Sociology (University of Tartu, Estonia), face-to-face interview on Local Media in Estonia, 9.10.2023.
16 ‘NETI: /INFO JA MEEDIA/Ajalehed/Kohalikud’
Moving away from bigger towns in Estonia, to rural areas, local media outlets exist, but their distribution faces challenges, including a decreasing number of selling points and low internet penetration. Rural areas are prevalent on both the islands and the mainland of Estonia, for example, in Northern-Western Estonia or certain areas within the Western regions, but they can also be found in the middle of Estonia as well as in the Eastern parts (e.g., the coast of lake Peipsi). These areas exhibit a strong correlation with the local populace and are positioned distantly from larger municipalities or cities, lacking shops and kiosks in the area. Suburban and urban areas also show medium-risk scenarios, with limited diversity in local media outlets.

Common forms of local media include print and online, but the overall risk level suggests potential gaps in coverage. In the last five years, there has been a medium-risk decline in the number of local journalists, particularly those based in rural or small urban areas. This trend may impact the coverage of local communities and events.

The Public Service Media (PSM) - ERR (Eesti rahvusringhääling) maintains a stable network of local correspondents or branches, ensuring widespread coverage. However, the main news agency BNS poses a higher risk, as it operates primarily from the capital city.

**Market and reach – Medium risk (58%)**

In certain regions, community outlets primarily serve as advertising mediums, playing a minimal journalistic role. This further complicates the assessment of advertising revenues within the media sector. Adding to this lack of clarity is the absence of a clearly defined community media sector, which hinders discussions on advertising revenue trends. Therefore, there is a pressing need for a more nuanced understanding of the media landscape in this unique context.

Estonia's local media revenue landscape is characterised by medium risk, indicating a delicate balance between stabilisation and decline. Ragne Kõuts-Klemm's research underscores the impact of changing ICT dynamics and digitalisation requirements on independent news outlets, exacerbating financial constraints. Despite national-level revenue stability, local outlets face unique challenges, emphasising the nuanced nature of the economic landscape.

A high-risk trend emerges with a significant increase in closures of local media outlets, particularly in the print sector. However, the surge in online outlets offers a partial offset to this trend. Print media, being the primary local journalism platform in Estonia, bears the brunt of closures, underscoring the need for adaptive strategies.

The medium-risk assessment of the supply distribution chain underlines adequacy in certain sectors but exposes vulnerability in others. Concerns over decreasing points of sale, distribution companies, and workers, especially in rural areas, reflect challenges in ensuring timely newspaper delivery.

---

18 ‘Sideteenuste Katvuse Rakendus’.
19 U. Rohn et al., 2019.
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23 Ragne Kõuts-Klemm, Associate professor of Journalism Sociology (University of Tartu, Estonia), face-to-face interview on Local Media in Estonia, 9.10.2023.
Ragne Köuts-Klemm’s assessment underscores a challenge in defining community media in Estonia. Despite the presence of community-led outlets, they fall short of meeting the criteria due to the lack of a sustainable business model and adequate financing. Attempts to establish community publications have been short-lived, hindered by financial constraints. For instance, publications like Setomaa or Uma Leht, sustained by state support through SA Kultuurileht, do not align precisely with the community media definition, which typically requires independence from state-provided support.28

Regarding government financial support, there is a partial agreement on sufficiency, acknowledging measures like VAT reduction, home delivery grants, and COVID-19 crisis funds.29 However, concerns persist due to irregular provision and anticipated changes in VAT rates.30 Notably, the support predominantly benefits print journalism, leaving gaps in support for TV and radio, underscoring potential imbalances.

The medium-risk assessment regarding the situation for commercial advertisement revenue recognises a decline in specific sectors, aligning with broader economic trends. Ragne Köuts-Klemm31 underscores the formidable challenges posed by global internet giants, diverting advertising revenue away from local media outlets. The scenario calls for strategic adaptations in response to changing advertising dynamics.

Insufficient data on community media outlets leads to challenges in assessing trends and financial support. According to Ragne Köuts-Klemm,32 Estonia lacks community media per se, with limited sustained outlets. The absence of a defined business model and financing hampers community media’s growth. This gap is notable in the absence of diversified voices in the local media landscape.

Ownership concentration poses a very high risk, with Eesti Meedia affiliation covering a significant portion of local outlets, influencing the largest municipalities.33 While some outlets, like Pärnu Postimees,34 maintain autonomy, the overarching influence raises concerns about diverse media ownership.

Regarding audience willingness to pay for local news, a medium-risk assessment indicates disparities across sectors. Subscription-based models for print and larger online outlets show promise, with growing willingness to pay for digital content.35 However, challenges persist, especially for TV and radio, which largely operate on a free model.

The existence and effectiveness of funds for innovation was scored high risk, signalling challenges in accessing resources for local newsrooms. While public funds from the European Commission are available, the application process poses barriers.36 Smaller newsrooms without extensive project presentation skills face difficulties accessing these grants.

Finally, the lack of data on local media’s audiences (as it is considered a trade secret) prevents a comprehensive analysis of the related recent trends.

29 Väino Koorberg, Estonian journalism expert, E-mail exchange on Local Media in Estonia, 9.10.2023.
34 Lauri Habakuk, Local journalist of Pärnu Postimees (Estonia), face-to-face interview on Local Media in Estonia, 5.10.2023.
35 Lauri Habakuk, Local journalist of Pärnu Postimees (Estonia), face-to-face interview on Local Media in Estonia, 5.10.2023.
36 Anonymous editor in Estonian Local outlet, face-to-Face interview on Opportunities of Local Media, 2021.
Safety of local journalists – High risk (62.5%)

In evaluating the working conditions of journalists in local media outlets, this report relies on the author’s research. The overall assessment indicates a medium risk level, reflecting generally acceptable conditions. The consistency in working conditions between regional and national journalists is acknowledged, with some variations observed among less successful local outlets. Changes in the hiring systems, such as reliance on freelancers, raise concerns as freelancing lacks social security benefits, leaving journalists responsible for their own well-being. Some newsrooms offer psychological counselling and additional health insurance, while others provide perks like lunch discounts, albeit not universally.

For freelancers or self-employed journalists, the evaluation indicates a high-risk scenario. The remuneration for freelancers is often below the country's average salary, and they lack social security protection. Establishing a company requires meeting minimum salary levels, which presents financial challenges. Former freelancer Tiina Kaukvere emphasises the struggle for a stable income, with monthly earnings fluctuating significantly. The social tax structure adds complexity, making access to social benefits contingent on paying specific amounts to the tax office.

Concerning physical safety, the assessment suggests a medium risk, with occasional attacks and threats, particularly online. The COVID-19 outbreak highlighted safety equipment shortages impacting local journalists. Instances of online hostilities are on the rise, posing challenges, especially for younger and less experienced journalists. The legal framework to prosecute perpetrators is in place but may not be entirely effective, with limitations noted in protecting journalists from SLAPP cases and online hostility.

The presence and effectiveness of journalists' organisations at the local level are deemed to be at very high risk. Critical perspectives, including those from practitioners, highlight scepticism toward existing associations. The lack of clear actions and trustworthiness raises concerns, and meetings predominantly occur in larger cities, leaving many local journalists isolated.

Professional standards are identified to be at medium risk. Larger local news outlets are generally committed to ethical journalism, adhering to codes of conduct. Smaller regional outlets may not consistently follow professional standards, sometimes disseminating unedited information from local governments without performing a watchdog role.

Overall, the comprehensive assessment highlights nuanced challenges in Estonia's local media landscape, emphasising the need for targeted interventions to address poor working conditions, safety concerns, organisational support, adherence to professional standards, and legal protections for journalists.
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Editorial independence – Medium risk (41%)

In Estonia, there is no regulation preventing political control of the media through direct or indirect ownership. This results in cases where political control is evident, prompting a medium-risk evaluation of this specific indicator. In an interview conducted for this study, Associate Professor Ragne Köuts-Klemm discussed the cases of Vooremaa (owned by politician Aivar Kokk), Tre radio (owned by politician Siim Pohlak), and Postimees (a national news outlet, which also owns local outlets; the extent of political influence is still undetermined). At the same time, political party media are considered as a separate phenomenon, not adhering to journalistic criteria, and publicly disclosed in the business register.

Regarding state subsidies to private local media, the risk is considered low. Media expert and experienced editor-in-chief Väino Koorberg, outlined the presence of various types of subsidies, including VAT exemptions, home delivery support, and unemployment fund wage compensation. The distribution of grants for Russian-language news outlets is deemed fair and transparent, with explanations provided by recipients.

Advertising by the state is limited to the dissemination of crucial information during crises, and only in public broadcasting, where a legal obligation to broadcast official announcements of constitutional state bodies, maintaining transparency, is in place. At the same time, state-owned companies can advertise themselves in other channels, including in local media. However, no data could be found regarding the distribution of advertising by state-owned enterprises.

The independence of local media editorial content from commercial influence is assessed as medium-risk. While Estonia has a code of ethics for journalists and self-regulatory institutions, not all outlets, especially small regional ones, have signed it. Laws exist to prevent misleading advertisements, and public broadcasting cannot show commercial advertisements.

The independence of local media from political influence is also medium-risk: while there is a code of ethics, there are some cases where politics is very close, and signs of interference are observed. Still, local media is generally considered independent, with efforts made to keep politics out of editorial offices.

In Estonia there is no general media authority as such. The Consumer Protection and Technical Monitoring Authority regulates the audio-visual media sector, but their competencies do not extend to print and online media. These authorities have a remit over local media, and their actions do not raise elements of concern, prompting a low-risk evaluation.

The Estonian PSM ERR does not have local branches, but rely on correspondents displaced at the local level. In terms of independence, its Board consists of politicians or politically motivated individuals, allowing for occasional interference. The budget dependency on the government and parliament also raises concerns.

Experts perceive the content diversity in local media as moderate. Observers point out a tendency towards "comfort zone" reporting, where journalists tend to steer clear of conflict with local leaders.

50 Väino Koorberg, Estonian journalism expert, E-mail exchange on Local Media in Estonia, 9.10.2023.
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56 However, it is worth noticing that TTJA operates under the governance of Economic Affairs and Communications
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59 Editor in Estonian Local outlet, face-to-Face interview on Opportunities of Local Media, 2021; Raul Vinni, Local journalist of Hiiu Leht (Estonia), face-to-face interview on Local Media in Estonia, 6.10.2023
Social inclusiveness – Low risk (39%)

The risk associated with PSM broadcasting in minority languages is considered medium. The Broadcasting Law mandates contributions to the preservation and development of the Estonian nation, language, and culture. While there is no specific regulation about broadcasting in other languages, the government supports the development of Russian-language outlets and programmes. Russian is the primary focus, with the dedicated TV channel ETV+ and Raadio4 under the PSM, along with news.err.ee providing Estonian news in English. However, languages like Finnish and Ukrainian are not covered.

The representation of minorities in PSM's news reporting is deemed low risk. The PSM is praised for precise, factual coverage, and there is a high level of trust among the audience. An ethics counsellor oversees the coverage.

Private media outlets, as assessed, pose a low risk in offering news services in minority languages. Russian-language journalism is actively developed, and there are also Finnish-language and Ukrainian news services.

The representation of minorities in news reporting by private media outlets is assessed as very low risk. Ukrainians and Russians in Estonia receive substantial coverage, with factual reporting in national dailies and TV shows. The Press Councils oversee accuracy.

There are no available data on the question of outlets or channels addressing marginalised groups (e.g. women, youth, elders, people with disabilities); according to Ragne Kõuts-Klemm, there are no specific outlets in Estonia targeting marginalised groups. The PSM has focused on providing news accessibility for people with hearing disabilities.

Regarding the provision of sufficient public interest news by local media, the risk is assessed as medium. Some local media outlets may prioritise softer topics or avoid conflict-related issues due to business-related pressures, such as external influences or the pursuit of higher online engagement.

Media experts say that the extent to which local media outlets engage with their audience and local communities is moderate. Estonian local journalists are closely connected to the communities they serve, often engaging in direct communication. However, interaction fluctuates, and audience research is infrequently conducted due to resource constraints. Despite this, trust in Estonian journalism remains high, with over half of the population relying on the media for information.

Best practices and open public sphere

The landscape of news media organisations reveals a medium risk level of experimentation with innovative responses to improve reach and audience engagement. Several newsrooms are undergoing a process of digitalisation, incorporating remote work for journalists, integrating artificial intelligence (AI) into their workflows, and exploring new journalistic products, such as long reads with audio and audio-visual elements. Social media storytelling and the implementation of new business models, including paywalls, are also
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observed in certain local newsrooms. News media in Estonia are actively seeking ways to understand their audience better and tailor content based on audience metrics. Notable attempts at innovation include *Ekspress Group*'s conference, where journalists shared their stories, aiming to bring journalistic work closer to the audience. *Levila*, in particular, is acknowledged for efforts to break out of the elitism trap, creating repetitive stories for the community and extending its presence beyond Tallinn. However, significant success stories in terms of experimentation are limited, with relatively little ground-breaking exploration occurring, especially at the local media level.

There is a lack of citizen or civil society initiatives addressing the decline of local and community news provision. The only notable effort mentioned is that of the Journalists' Association, which is advocating for the recognition of journalism as a creative industry, aiming to secure more funds. Despite their focus on this matter, they have not yet succeeded in making it a reality.

---

Finland

Carl-Gustav Lindén, University of Bergen, Norway
Mikko Grönlund, University of Turku, Finland

Context

Finland has one of the EU’s most robust media systems despite its relatively large size and small population. It ranks number 5 out of 180 countries on the press freedom list and attempts by politicians to influence media content are rare and not tolerated.¹ The foundation of the Finnish news landscape lies in highly professionalised and independent journalism, an arm’s-length principle in media policy, institutionally strong public service media and commercial newspapers, bolstered by a dynamic local press. According to Nielsen,² local and regional media play an important role in the media ecosystems. In this respect, Finland is no exception and regional newspapers, supplemented by a diverse local press, can be characterised as key or keystone media. However, the commercial news media rely heavily on advertising revenue from their printed editions, rendering them sensitive to advertising volume and targeting.³

Although, Finland still houses a considerable number of print newspapers, both the variety of titles and their circulation have dwindled since the early 1990s. Consequently, concerns arise regarding people’s access to local news, posing risks to diversity.⁴ Concurrently, emerging social media groups, notably on platforms like Facebook, and hyperlocal initiatives offer online news or content tailored to specific communities.⁵

Yle, the public service media company, stands as another keystone in the media ecosystem. Yle boasts a network of 31 regional news offices across Finland: 25 serving Finnish-speaking audiences, 8 catering to Swedish speakers, and two dedicated to the Sámi community.

Presently, there are a little over 50 commercial radio channels operating in Finland. State owned media is absent.

---

⁵ J. Hujanen, M. Grönlund, J. Ruotsalainen, K. Lehtisaari and V. Vaarala, The ethics of journalism challenged The blurring boundary between local journalism and communications, Journalistica, 2022, pp. 1-25
Community media do not legally exist. In 2008, the European Parliament approved a resolution, where member states were recommended to legalise community media and to set up a funding mechanism for non-profit citizen media. However, in terms of legal status, community media are not recognised in Finland or in nine other member states.\(^6\) However, hyperlocal media, i.e. initiatives that offer an online news, communication or content service pertaining to a small community such as a village or neighbourhood, is a small feature of the Finnish media ecosystem and mainly consists of around 30 hyperlocal media outlets\(^8\) as well as a few small hobbyist television stations, mainly focused on the Swedish speaking population in Ostrobothnia. The highest risk based on the bar chart below is for the Market and reach indicator.

---

**Granularity of infrastructure of local media- Low risk (33%)**

While there is a rich offering of media content in Finland, in recent years there has been talk of news deserts from time to time, for instance feelings expressed by journalists, fearing the shutdown of newsrooms and the loss of workplaces.\(^9\) However, among policymakers, industry professionals and the public the threat has not been recognised as a problem or discussed regularly. News Media Finland, a trade association for newspaper publishers, has clarified the matter. They found that almost all of the 309 municipalities in mainland Finland are covered by newspapers or other media such as public service. Most Finnish municipalities (94%) belong to an area covered by a local or city newspaper. Only 18 municipalities remain outside media coverage. According to the assessment, some regional or provincial newspapers do cover these municipalities as well, albeit maybe not on a regular basis. So, according to this information there are no completely white spots in journalism on the map.\(^10\) However, looking at the home locations of the 14,000 journalists who are members of the Union of Journalists in Finland, there are 61 municipalities out of 309 where no journalist lives and another 57 municipalities with only one residing journalist.\(^11\) The areas most populated by journalists can be found in the Helsinki region. One can of course at the same time argue that municipalities where none or only one journalist lives (40%) are also locations with a very small population.

---


The media coverage is complete in Finland but there is no data on how "well served" suburban or rural areas are by print and online newspapers, public service media or commercial radio stations. This is difficult to evaluate/not very relevant in a country like Finland with a small population, where the cities are also generally small. Local newspapers, as well as regional newspapers, together with various free and city newspapers, report on events in the different suburbs of the city where they are published. In some of the largest cities, such as Turku, free and city newspapers may also have editions from different regions. In the capital region, several free newspapers focus on the issues of a certain part of the city.

According to The Finnish Transport and Communications Agency (Traficom) roughly half of Finnish households watch television via the terrestrial network, which means using rooftop antennas. The terrestrial TV network reaches over 99.9% of the people in Finland. In 2022, only about 4% of Finns did not have an internet connection. A little over half of Finns use both fixed and mobile broadband at home. 42% use only mobile broadband, i.e. a phone’s network connection, a mobile router and/or a mobile phone.

There might be "news deserts" but they are placed in locations where very few people live. Looking specifically at Lapland, an area covering 25% of Finland or 100,367 km², it has around 179,000 inhabitants, slightly less than the number of reindeer. However, a large part of the population – more than 60% – is concentrated in four cities, Rovaniemi, Tornio, Kemi and Kemijärvi. There is only one daily newspaper, Lapin Kansa, which has journalists in only one of 21 municipalities. The PSM Yle has two newsrooms in Lapland and, in addition, there are seven local papers that are members of the industry association News Media Finland.

**Market and reach - Medium risk (47,5%)**

Finns’ reading of paid-for newspapers and tabloids (print + digital) has remained stable and regular throughout recent years. According to the National Media Survey, 95% of Finns over the age of 15 read newspapers. In numbers, this means more than 4.1 million people. Digital reading is most common in the 35-44 age group, 94%. Those over 65 use the digital channels of newspapers the least, although even three out of four of them (74%) read digital newspapers either in addition to paper newspapers or only in digital form. 55% of all Finns read a printed newspaper. According to Nielsen, local and regional media play an important role in the media ecosystems. Newspapers have also helped people feel attached to their local communities, providing a relevant source of information and space for debate and supplementing the national news arena sustained by the large newspapers, i.e. national and regional newspapers.

Challenges persist in attracting new paying subscribers, particularly among younger demographics. Compared to several Western nations, Finns exhibit slightly lower willingness to pay for digital news. In Finland, newspapers, radio, and television are all heavily concentrated media sectors. Newspaper publishing is presently characterised by frequent mergers and consolidation. Most of the remaining regional newspapers have reached a monopoly-like position in their markets, as they own the majority if not all the
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local papers and even free sheets in the surrounding area.\textsuperscript{19} According to data provided by Statistics Finland\textsuperscript{20}, the number of newspaper titles (1-7 days a week) have steadily declined during the past decade, going from 320 in 2013 to 274 in 2022.

Public service media Yle reaches a large part of the population, 94\%, and even among under 15 year olds the reach is 75\%. Local and regional newspapers are among the most trusted media outlets (81\% and 79\%) but their weekly reach is only 17\% and 16\% offline, and even less, 12\% and 14\% online. Finland is also one of the few countries where interest in news has gone up between 2015 and 2023 while a very small proportion of the population is disengaged (2\%). This, in combination with the fact that most news consumers prefer to access content directly from news websites and not through aggregators or social media, shows a very strong engagement with news.

Compared to Sweden and Norway, there is very little direct state support for media in Finland, instead the state relies on tax subsidies. Since 2010, the total cumulative amount of indirect aid received through reduced VAT has been around €1.5 billion. In their 2020 report, the VATT Institute estimated the benefit derived from the tax subsidy to be around €125 million.\textsuperscript{21}

**Safety of local journalists- Low risk (21\%)**

Minor or serious physical violence is rare in Finland. There are a few instances where journalists have been attacked during demonstrations. On 4 February 2022, at least five Finnish journalists and media workers from Yle (reporter and camera person), Ilta-Lehti (reporters) and MTV3 (reporter) were attacked during the convoy protest, a rally against pandemic restrictions and the increase in energy prices, which took place in Helsinki. In 2023, a journalist working for the newspaper Karjalainen was hit by a person interviewed.\textsuperscript{22} However, monitoring and following while conducting journalistic work or disruptions of work such as heckling and interfering during interviews is more common. According to Hiltunen\textsuperscript{23} 13-14\% report that they have encountered this once a year or less. Physical pressure against journalists may include violence, physically interfering with the performance of journalistic work and tampering with or destroying working equipment. In a 2016 survey\textsuperscript{24}, 16\% of working members of the Union of Journalists reported having received threatening messages in recent years. Instances are few and seem to be random, no trend can be identified. Despite relative gender parity in society, female journalists are most at risk of online harassment and intimidation.\textsuperscript{25}

There is no legal framework in place in line with the initiative SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) and the Finnish parliament is sceptical towards several parts of the proposed legislation, which are foreign to the context of law in Finland.\textsuperscript{26} However, there are some examples of right-wing politicians using defamation appeals in courts to silence journalists. Two recent court decisions show that, even though the process is slow, defamation appeals do not endanger the freedom of speech in Finland. Finland’s journalists’ union has created a support fund to cover loss of income, therapy and other expenses that can result from stress of this kind.\textsuperscript{27}

**Editorial independence- Low risk (29\%)**

The indicator editorial independence scores a low-risk level of 29\%. Finland follows the Nordic tradition of self-regulation and recorded instances of abuse are few, with no signs of political control exerted through direct or indirect ownership means found in the country.

---


When considering the distribution of state subsidies, a very low risk is detected. The Government issued a decree on discretionary government grants for supporting communications and news media in 2023. In addition to national media operations, the aim is to ensure adequate regional and local media services and to prevent the emergence of news wastelands. The discretionary government grants would be target-ed especially at local operators.

In terms of state advertising, there is no data available. No overviews are published of who advertises in the media or how much money the media receives from different types of actors through advertising revenue. While this might be seen as a transparency issue, no actual evidence that would suggest concern is found.

By analysing the extent of commercial and political influence over editorial content, it can be stated that self-regulatory safeguards are generally in place and effective. The ethical guidelines for journalists summarise the journalists’ and publishers’ view according to what kind of ethical principles they should operate. In some cases, the journalists’ instructions are stricter than the laws governing mass media. The Council for Mass Media in Finland (JSN) interprets the guidelines, but it is not a court and does not exercise public authority.

At the same time, it has to be highlighted that local commercial media in Finland are still dependent on advertisement - as digital subscriber revenues only grow slowly and mainly go to national media companies. Hence, newsrooms need to balance the watchdog ideal to scrutinise local companies with the need to have a sustainable business model. Furthermore, according to a 2020 survey by the Finnish Newspapers Association (currently News Media Finland) , four out of five (79%) newspaper editors had experienced attempts to influence the journalistic content within the last couple of years. Four-fifths (82%) of editors-in-chief said that politicians had tried to influence the content of their publication. In addition, three quarters of editors faced attempts to influence from either readers (75%) or advertisers (72%). Nevertheless, the fact that influential people want to have an impact on editorial decisions, does not mean that editors have no choice but to agree: negotiating attempts to influence editors is considered part of the daily journalism routine.

All national authorities implied in media regulation also have a remit over the local sphere. No signs of concern are detected in this context. With specific regard to the Finnish PSM, Hiltunen notes that the effects of direct political pressure are very limited, but there might be indirect pressures related to politically controlled funding and internal desires to please political parties. Yle's news and current affairs regional operations include ten Finnish-language and one Sámi-speaking regional operation. Through these, YLE is present in nearly 30 locations across the country.

Finally, in terms of content diversity, it can be argued that local media provide diverse scope of stories to an extent and viewpoints and tone are sometimes non-diverse.

**Social inclusiveness- Very low (11%)**

Yle enjoys a high level of trust (85%) while more than half feel that Yle is important to society, and a third consider Yle a significant part of their personal media use. Finland remains the country with the highest levels of overall trust in news (69%) according to the Digital News Report 2023 from the Reuters Institute.

Finland is a tri-lingual country with Finnish, Swedish and Sámi (regional status) as official languages. In total, Yle offers content in twelve languages, including sign-language, Romani, Karelian, English, Russian, and Ukrainian.

31 Yle, Annual Report 2023: Yle's customer relationships in 2022, 2023, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qOJF-XeiYIAdZgdFXj_WeDyGw3Htfuv/view
The Swedish speaking commercial media sector is vibrant and public service media guarantees services in Sámi. For instance, the media on the Swedish speaking Åland islands, with only 30,000 inhabitants, is exceptional: two daily newspapers, a public service radio and a commercial radio station. YLE has services in Russian and Ukrainian, servicing the largest migrant communities. However, neither public service nor privately owned media serve other minority groups effectively.\(^{33}\)

National minorities recognised by law, the Swedish speaking Finns and the native Sámi, are served relatively well in terms of airtime; public service media covers national minorities, and the amount of available media content is proportionate to the minorities’ populations.\(^ {34}\) Yle has 32 regional news offices in Finland: 25 Finnish speaking, 8 Swedish speaking and three Sami regional offices, correspondents and assistants around the world. Content in thirteen languages: in Finnish, Swedish and three Sámi languages, in sign language, in plain Finnish and plain Swedish, Romanian, Karelian, English, Russian and Ukrainian.\(^{35}\) During the COVID-19 pandemic Yle started publishing pandemic-related news in other minority-languages on their website and social media but this initiative ended in May 2021. Overall, unofficial minority languages other than Russian and English were served only through the Yle website and social media, not in broadcasts.\(^{36}\)

There is no media authority supervising or measuring respect for internal pluralism principles in Finland. Officially news reporting in PSM is steered by the Yle Code of Conduct\(^ {37}\), which is based on the Act on Yleisradio Oy (the Finnish Broadcasting Company; 1380/1993). Yle personnel are expected to comply with Yle’s values and ethical principles in their daily work and all operations. Yle promotes equality, non-discrimination and fairness and is committed to the principles enshrined in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

When discussing to what extent Finnish news media are experimenting with new ways of attracting readers who are willing to pay, innovation is hard to measure. The data are anecdotal and drawn from industry news. As LM4D focuses on local media it unfortunately has to be conclude that there is very little innovation taking place in that field. In a Nordic comparison, Finnish media companies are behind when it comes to certain features such as winning INMA (International News Media Association) awards or getting people to pay for digital news, 21% in Finland compared to neighbours such as Norway at 39%. However, there are a few positive examples, for instance the business daily *Kauppalehti* has been able to reduce subscriber churn with data analytics\(^ {38}\) and a more inclusive business model\(^ {39}\), while *Keskisuomalainen* reduced churn with newsletters\(^ {40}\), and the dailies *Helsingin Sanomat* and *Ilta-Sanomat* experimented with big stories to attract more paying subscribers.\(^ {41}\)

---


35. In yearly reports, Yle has special section listing services for special and minority groups, [https://yle.fi/aihe/s/10002647](https://yle.fi/aihe/s/10002647).


France

Franck Bousquet, Laboratoire d’études et d’analyse en sciences sociales (LERASS), Université de Toulouse

Context

Strictly speaking, there is no debate about news deserts in France. Independent online titles such as Mediacités have raised the issue of the closure of local branches of daily regional press (Presse Quotidienne Régionale- PQR) titles, and the merger of France 3 and France Bleu newsrooms within the public audio-visual service is causing a stir, but it is not possible to call this a public problem at this stage. Specialised newspapers such as the Courrier des maires et des élus locaux¹ (a journal for locally elected representatives) are trying to open the debate about news deserts, but without any mention in the political debate or in the mainstream media.

However, there is a debate on media concentration, which strangely spares local media, even though it is the most concentrated media sector.² In many areas, there is even a monopoly of certain players.

France being a highly administratively centralised country, the notion of local media is not defined, and "local" media are considered to be those whose territory of coverage is smaller than the national territory. Community media have no legal recognition; they are assimilated to associative media.

In France, until the 1980s, 3 players offered local information: the regional daily press; the local and regional weekly press; state-owned public television, with its regional stations, and state-owned radio, with the France Bleu network. In the early 1980s, these media were joined by community and commercial radio stations and television channels, first on cable and then on terrestrial networks at the end of the 1980s.

Online media added to this landscape since the mid-2000s. However, in terms of audience and turnover, today the landscape is still dominated by the traditional players, i.e. the PQR, the Presse Hebdomadaire Régionale et Locale (PHRL) and state-owned public television, the only ones to cover the whole country, even if the granularity of the content they offer does not extend to all territories.

Unsurprisingly, the least economically advantaged areas (peri-urban and rural zones) are also those that suffer most from a problem of local information supply or distribution of existing supply.

¹ Gare à l’appauvrissement de l’information locale, Le courrier des maires et des élus locaux, n°361, 12 novembre 2021.
Granularity of infrastructure of local media- Medium risk (54%)

In France, urban areas are the best served by local media outlets. They benefit not only from several daily pages in the PQR titles but also from local television channels that cover news related to these areas. Similarly, regional public television devotes a significant proportion of its news to these areas. Furthermore, pure players are generally concentrated in urban areas where they exercise investigative journalism and the national news media concentrate their coverage on urban areas.

As far as the print media are concerned, more than one journalist in ten has become redundant since 2009 in the regional daily press newspapers (PQR). In ten years, according to a 2019 survey by Médiaités\(^3\) staff numbers have fallen by 12.5% in local dailies. A total of 108 local branches of PQR have closed over the last ten years in mainland France, according to the same survey. Most closures concern agencies in rural areas.

The general picture is slightly different for the local and regional weekly press. According to the 2022 figures from the Observatoire des métiers de la presse\(^4\), the number of journalists in PHRL has been stable for ten years, despite the disappearance of at least 9 weeklies and 19 local agencies.

In radio and television, with around 400 and 1,400 journalists respectively working in the regions, the public service media France Bleu and France 3 have achieved stable figures over ten years. There are currently 33 local editorial offices for France Télévision, including 9 in the French overseas territories, and 44 France Bleu stations and as many editorial offices\(^5\).

The 44 France Bleu stations do not, however, provide perfect coverage of mainland France. Most stations have between eight and twelve journalists working at the station’s head office, and sometimes one or two reporters in residence (RER) in another town in the area. In the absence of a RER, some departments are covered only sparingly. This is, for example, the case for Saône-et-Loire, Aisne, Oise, Allier and Cantal. The situation is similar for France 3, but in addition the journalists are all based in the regional agencies and have to travel to cover stories outside the metropolises.

---


1,200 journalists work for Agence France Presse (AFP). The agency has bureaus in France’s major cities, but not in all regions. There are offices in Nice, Marseille, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Rennes, Lyon and Lille. AFP then calls on freelancers to cover events in areas where it is not permanently present.

Once again, however, the French news network is highly centralised in urban areas. It is organised in a “hub-and-spoke” pattern from the centre of Paris, with a similar structure in the main cities.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the local media coverage in France in 2019, that is, local media outlets established in France, by administrative department. The original data source for this visualisation is Ouest Médialab / Festival de l’info locale and you can access it here.

Market and reach - Medium risk (44%)

France’s leading local media, PQR saw its revenues fall from 2,544,633 to 2,064,607 euros between 2015 and 2020. Revenues from physical sales have fallen steadily (1,613,182 to 1,431,649 euros), as have advertising revenues (931,452 to 632,959 euros). Digital revenues (sales and advertising) have risen steadily (73,664 to 120,625 euros), but this has not offset the losses recorded for the print press.

There was a collapse in 2020 due to the pandemic and as a result, the figures for 2021 and 2022 are higher than those for 2020, but they continue the downward trend observed since the early 2000s. Community media with advertising resources have suffered the same difficulties. For television and radio, the trend is different, even though 2020 was also synonymous with a significant decline. Advertising revenues for local television and radio have tended to remain stable over a 10-year period. In 2022, local radio returned to the level of advertising revenue achieved in 2019 before the health crisis although radio audiences are tending to decline. Despite this situation, the number of local media outlets in France has remained stable over the last five years.

It must be said that there is considerable and long-standing state support for the media in general (from which local media benefit) and for the press in particular. Support for the press meets one or other of three major objectives: the development of distribution, the defence of pluralism, and the modernisation and diversification towards multimedia of press companies. In total, this aid amounted to 110 million euros by 2022.

In addition, there is specific aid for local social information media (€1.8m euros in 2021 for publications, press websites, radio, television, web TVs, web radios, etc.), a support fund for community radio stations (€32m in 2021, shared between 720 radio stations) and support for online press services as part of the support for pluralism (€8m shared by local and national online media).

However, the major regional press groups continue to capture the lion’s share of direct aid and distribution aid (the top 12 groups share €24m in 2021). In recent years, these amounts have remained stable or even increased slightly.

In addition to these figures, the state and local authorities purchase advertising space in the media. In the case of the state, 465 million euros are spent each year on advertising campaigns, but details of this expenditure are not public, and it is not possible to assess the share of local media in this total. The state puts the entire amount out to tender with an agency that purchases the advertising space itself. For local

---

8 Ministère de la Culture, ‘Tableaux des titres de presse aidés’, 8 September 2023: [https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Thematiques/Presse-ecrite/Tableaux-des-titres-de-presse-aides2](https://www.culture.gouv.fr/Thematiques/Presse-ecrite/Tableaux-des-titres-de-presse-aides2)
9 Rapport sur les dépenses de communication de l’État, Cour des comptes - 2011: [https://www.ccomptes.fr/sites/default/files/EzPublish/Depenses-de-communication-des-ministeres.pdf](https://www.ccomptes.fr/sites/default/files/EzPublish/Depenses-de-communication-des-ministeres.pdf)
authorities, it is even more opaque. There is no transparency on the amounts involved, but the main local authorities regularly buy space in the most widely distributed newspapers.

Finally, the principal method the French choose to pay for local news is by subscription, and this applies to the regional daily press, the local weekly press and the online press. This is followed by payment per issue, and then participatory financing.

Subscriptions account for 64% of PQR circulation, particularly through home delivery, which accounts for 54% of paper copies. Newsstand sales account for 21% of sales. This is followed by individual digital copies (13%) and digital subscriptions (2%)\(^{10}\).

The digital subscription model favoured by the new local news players born on the internet has still not stabilised. The main players using it (Mediacités, Marsactu, Rue89 Strasbourg, etc.) are not in a comfortable economic situation and are regularly forced to launch calls for participatory funding.

**Safety of local journalists- Medium risk (46%)**

A number of aspects of the conditions under which journalists work in France are governed by the collective agreement\(^{11}\), which also applies to freelance journalists, who have benefited from the presumption of salaried status since 1974. The status of journalists is protected by the Brachard law of 1935, which guarantees professional benefits shared by the entire profession, including the conscience clause, the assignment clause and one month's salary per year of seniority in the event of dismissal.

But, today, for local media, the trend matches that of national media, with a declining number of journalists, even though the demand for production has continued to increase as media have decided to invest more and more in digital media (audio-visual production, writing, podcasts, digital social networks, etc). As a result, actual working conditions have tended to deteriorate. The closure of certain local agencies and the decline in the number of journalists have reinforced the practice of desk-based journalism, even though local journalists are still working in the field.

As far as social security benefits and job protection are concerned, the rules are those set out in the collective agreement. However, local journalists are paid less than journalists working in national media. A minimum salary scale is set by decree, regulating remuneration according to the duties performed.

Open-ended contracts are still the rule for most local journalists\(^{12}\), although precarious contracts, particularly long internships, are on the rise.

With regards to the physical and psychological safety of journalists, a significant number of the 432 incidents reported between 2018 and 2023 by Mapping Media Freedom\(^{13}\), more than half, concern local journalists. This is explained in particular by their proximity to the subjects covered and their visibility in the local community. Not all incidents are of the same severity, and they range from insults and tags on vehicles to physical threats or attempted physical harm, or even attempted murder.

The main trade union in the country, the Syndicat National du Journalisme (SNJ) frequently denounces situations where the situation imposed on journalists makes it impossible for them to respect professional ethics. The SNJ is present in all companies with more than 50 employees but less so in smaller companies, where the law does not require a trade union presence\(^{14}\).

Investigative journalism is the most affected by SLAPP procedures, with new online media spearheading the trend. These outlets are regularly taken to court through SLAPP proceedings that force them to incur

\(^{10}\) ACMP, OBSERVATOIRE 2023 DE L'ACPM (SYNTHÈSES 2022) [https://www.acpm.fr/Les-chiffres/Observatoire-2023-de-l-ACPM-Syntheses-2022](https://www.acpm.fr/Les-chiffres/Observatoire-2023-de-l-ACPM-Syntheses-2022)

\(^{11}\) SNJ, 'Convention collective de travail des journalistes': [https://www.snj.fr/convention-collective-de-travail-des-journalistes/presentation](https://www.snj.fr/convention-collective-de-travail-des-journalistes/presentation)

\(^{12}\) La PQR, editions La Découverte, Franck Bousquet Pauline Amiel - 2021: [https://www.editionsladecouverte.fr/la_presse_quotidienne_regionale-9782348057939](https://www.editionsladecouverte.fr/la_presse_quotidienne_regionale-9782348057939)

\(^{13}\) Mapping Media Freedom, European Centre for Press and Media Freedom - 2023: [https://www.mappingmediafreedom.org/#/](https://www.mappingmediafreedom.org/#/)

\(^{14}\) Article L2143-6, Code du travail - 2023: [https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGITEXT000006072050/LEGISCTA000006195687/#LEGISCTA000006195687](https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGITEXT000006072050/LEGISCTA000006195687/#LEGISCTA000006195687)
financial costs and spend energy defending themselves. This is the case in Brittany, for example, with the agri-food industry. It is also the case with Le Poulpe in Rouen being sued by a pollution control company, and Mediacités, which is sued by local authorities and businesses in every town where it produces investigative reports.

**Editorial independence- Medium risk (50%)**

In France, there is no law regulating the possibility of a local or national political leader, or an elected official in general, controlling one or more media outlets. In terms of ownership control, only one press group, the family-owned La Dépêche du Midi, which has a monopoly on daily written news in many parts of the Occitania region, can be said to have a mix of political and media interests.

The criteria for direct and indirect subsidies are transparent; the amounts given have been published since 2013. But the criteria are numerous, as are the exceptions, which are difficult to understand. What emerges is that the groups receiving the most support are invariably the biggest, those that own the most media outlets and have the largest circulation.

It is a different story when it comes to the various subsidies and purchases of advertising space by local authorities, which are much more opaque, and more easily interpreted as instruments of influence, as demonstrated by the controversy over the subsidies granted by the region to certain newspapers on Reunion Island, or Marsactu’s call for transparency in local authority subsidies.

The two main instruments for combatting political influence are the journalist’s statute and editorial charters. But these are not enough to prevent the co-management of local affairs and an economic situation that makes the media dependent on announcements from the local authorities in the hands of politicians, a situation that affects almost all local and regional titles.

Commercial interference is regulated by a law prohibiting editorial advertising. However, in reality, commercial contingencies are omnipresent in the local media, their dependence on the advertising market and partnerships increasing as income from readers decreases. From this point of view, only advertisement-free titles, those that exist solely on subscriptions or diversified advertising revenues, are safe. For PQR titles, as for local television, dependence is strong.

Similarly, PQR titles have diversified their activities, and are increasingly organisers of sporting, cultural and business events, most often in partnership with local authorities. Even though the editorial teams are formally independent, they are not able to take a critical look at these events. What can be said initially is that the PQR tends to favour the voice of the most powerful, those who make the agenda and who are at the same time its advertisers and partners. At the same time, there are editorial differences between the various PQR titles.

In France, the media regulatory authority is ARCOM, which has jurisdiction over the audiovisual sector alone. It is an independent public authority, but its members are appointed by the country’s main political authorities. However, the questioning of the independence of ARCOM seems to be less prevalent today than it was a few years ago. Locally, its role is limited to frequency allocation. As the dominant local media is the press, it is not within its remit.

The directors of France Télévision’s local stations are appointed by the President of France Télévision.

---


18 The Brachard law of 1935.


20 Article 10 of the amended law of 1 August 1986 on the legal status of the press.
on the recommendation of the director of the France 3 regional network, who is himself appointed by the President of France Télévision. The same system applies to the local public radio station, France Bleu. The presidents of France Télévision and Radio France are appointed on the recommendation of ARCOM. There is no direct influence, but their appointment is not made without political consideration, as the members of ARCOM are appointed by elected representatives and the appointment decree depends directly on the Presidency. In France, the influence of other political bodies - regional, departmental or local - on PSM’s local branches is limited.21

Social inclusiveness- Medium risk (54%)

The French doctrine is that of a Republic that is “One and Indivisible”. There is therefore no official recognition of minority groups, or even a list of them.

However, Radio France broadcasts programs in regional languages in all the regions concerned. For its part, France 3 contributes several hundred hours a year to the expression of the main regional languages spoken in France. Radio France Outre-Mer, for its part, is pursuing its policy in favor of regional languages, both in its programming and in its news programs. On the other hand, no programs in immigrant languages are broadcast on the French public service.

Minority languages spoken by immigrant populations are mainly present on associative radio or media produced abroad, which are now easily accessible via the internet or satellite22.

The only offline media available in immigrant languages are private Arabic-language radio stations (e.g. Radio Gazelle in Marseille, Radio Orient in several French cities).

For most of the country, i.e. municipalities with fewer than 50,000 inhabitants, rural areas, suburban areas and suburbs, the situation is one of coverage by PQR correspondents, by private or community radio stations with very small editorial teams, by local weeklies producing mirror information and by information scattered across social networks and local authority websites. In other words, there is virtually no information available for in-depth analysis of local issues, public policies or debates on the future of the region. It is true that the regional daily press is not a unitary one, and some titles such as Ouest-France or Sud-Ouest try to cover the public problems of the regions, but with limited journalistic resources. For most of the other titles, the local pages are filled with mirror news, information services and the relay of institutional communication. In the larger towns, political issues are better covered23. First, in the PQR, because the editorial teams are larger and informed journalists are present on a long-term basis. Second, because local public radio and television newsrooms work on these issues, and third, because the new players in local investigation focus on these areas. As a result, public information in France, which enables citizens to be informed and make informed choices about local life, seems to be reserved for the country’s major cities.

Best practices and open public sphere

There are two categories of innovative practices for enhancing an open and thriving public sphere: those coming from traditional media, in particular the PQR, and those coming from new entrants to the market. The former aim to offer new products (such as podcasts, specialised newsletters, solution journalism articles, themed supplements or supplements aimed at a well-targeted audience, event organisation, videos on social networking sites or live tweets of certain events) or to reorganise their services to better meet the demand (by creating cross-functional posts for engagement managers, such as at La Montagne). Through these innovations, these players are trying to encourage the engagement of their readers, which can often be measured by metrics.24

The latter, while also resorting to these new products, sometimes offer more radical innovations, as they have built their editorial models on new formats and new ways of reaching news consumers. For example, online newspapers such as Mediacités involve their readers in the choice of certain surveys and also offer them the chance to hold shares in the publishing company; they also offer innovative formats that involve readers, such as monitoring the election promises of mayors elected in 2020. Their aim is to establish a real proximity and relationship of trust with their readers.

However, the most enduring formats and the most innovative ways of providing local information come from more or less organised non-professional Facebook groups, which relay, centralise, reformat and comment on information at local or department level\textsuperscript{25}.

Entirely free of charge, these groups act as a social link and provide information that is often essential for organising daily life.

Germany

Jan Christopher Kalbhenn, Institute for Information, Telecommunications and Media Law, University of Münster and Darmstadt University of Applied Sciences

Context

Over recent years there has been a growing debate on local media in Germany. However, the term "news deserts" does not play a prominent role in this debate. To highlight the problems of plurality in local news, the term "Einzeitungskreis" is commonly used. This refers to districts with only one editorial outlet producing local news. In its ruling on local radio in North Rhine-Westphalia in 1991, the Federal Constitutional Court stated that the legislator must also ensure media diversity in the "local" sector. However, the State Media Treaty (2020) has largely omitted the topic of local media but identified it as a key issue for the future in an additional protocol. The State Media Authority of Thuringia and the Bündnis 90/Grüne party have published legal studies, addressing the active preservation of local media diversity. Recently, the Federal Government and the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs issued detailed studies dealing with possible types of direct financial support for the press.

Regarding the definition of local and community media, German media legislation lacks a specific legal definition. Since media legislation is the responsibility of individual federal states, there are thirteen distinct media laws, each establishing different frameworks for local radio. Notably, not all laws provide specific regulatory frameworks for local media, with a primary focus on regulating local radio.

Media concentration laws in most states set limits for the capital and voting rights of local publishers in local radio stations. These rules were primarily intended to implement the case law of the Federal Constitutional Court and prevent local "double monopolies", i.e., local newspapers and local radio stations in a distribution area coming from the same "hand".

7 J. Kalbhenn, "Digitalisierung lokaler Medien", Mohr Siebeck, Tübingen. 2024.
8 Only the Bavarian Media Act contains a special regulatory framework for local TV.
The connection between economically deprived areas and news deserts, as well as low internet penetration and news deserts, remains an ongoing concern.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Low risk (21%)

Germany still has a robust media landscape, also in terms of the availability of local media. These are primarily local newspapers, which are available almost everywhere, as well as local radios. That said, the landscape of local media services in Germany varies across rural, suburban, and urban areas, highlighting the complexity of media organisation in a federal structure. Notably, the federal states of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) and Bavaria have implemented intricate regulatory systems under media law to ensure the provision of "state-wide" local radio. Currently, 44 local radio stations operate in NRW, but the digital challenges are putting pressure on these systems, leading to discontinuation in sparsely populated regions.9 State media laws, however, play a pivotal role in dividing federal states into local/regional distribution areas (FM/DAB+), safeguarding local radio coverage.

The press, traditionally present in major centres and even remote corners, has encountered changes.10 For quite some time, it was considered normal for two competing local newspapers to be available. FUNKE Verlag, in a pioneering move in early 2023, decided to supply a rural area in Thuringia solely with EPaper, providing free iPads and training as part of an innovative approach.11 Profitability in rural regions is no longer a given. The variable investigating these issues therefore was assessed as a medium risk. However, challenges persist, particularly in regions with poor broadband internet provision, hindering the shift to digital formats like ePaper. The public service offerings, accessible via VHF throughout Germany, have strong regional and national coverage but lack a mandate for local coverage. The Eastern parts of Germany, with lower population density, face the highest risk for the press and TV due to these challenges.12

The ground-level presence of local journalists is crucial, but the number of journalists employed by local newspapers has seen a decline of 17% from 2010 to 2020.13 This variable therefore was assessed as medium risk. This trend is accompanied by changes in work patterns, with publishers centralising editorial functions in larger cities, impacting local newsrooms.14 Local radio in NRW mandates that editorial offices be located in their respective distribution areas.

---

The risk for press journalists is particularly pronounced due to these tendencies. Additionally, the presence of local branches and correspondents of public service media (PSM) and the main national news agency, Deutsche Presse Agentur (DPA), play a vital role in maintaining local news coverage. DPA has 12 regional offices and 58 locations, indicating a comprehensive effort to cover various regions.\(^{15}\)

While the federal German Constitutional Court has ruled that local PSM coverage could be constitutional under certain conditions, current legislation prevents PSM from entering local news markets. This is intended to protect the existing diverse local pressing landscape from economic competition. Under constitutional law, it would be perfectly possible for PSM to also report locally in order to ensure the basic supply there. It would even be conceivable to establish a new PSM institution for local reporting.\(^{16}\) Despite having local correspondents or branches across the country, PSMs adhere to a consistent level of geographical granularity, maintaining a broad regional focus.

### Market and reach - Medium risk (44%)

Local newspapers have experienced a steady decline in revenues from sold copies and advertisements, further accelerated by falling advertising revenues.\(^{17}\) Therefore this variable shows a very high risk. Digital advertising has not been able to compensate for this decline.\(^{18}\) Similar trends are observed in local radio, where decreasing revenues are expected to result in job cuts.\(^{19}\) The local media landscape has seen no outlet closures, but has witnessed mergers and “efficiency improvements” through team consolidations.\(^{20}\) Few new local online outlets have emerged, indicating limited overall growth in the number of local media outlets. Most state media laws aim at local media plurality. To ensure supply distribution levels, the legal regulations focus on ensuring coverage of local radio broadcasting via FM. However, adjustments in newspaper delivery methods, such as rising prices due to the introduction of the minimum wage, have led to changes.\(^{21}\) Alternative delivery methods, like central pick-up points and postal delivery, have been introduced in rural areas, triggering subscription cancellations.\(^{22}\)

Germany has traditionally been very sceptical of direct financial support (subsidies) for the media.\(^{23}\) This instrument was only used briefly during the COVID-19 pandemic. While indirect support for the press includes reduced value-added tax, postal tariff reductions, and exemption rules, community media, TV, and radio do not receive direct state funding. Calls for financial aid for local press have been widespread, with scholars and associations advocating for support. However, decisions on the exact form of support are pending.\(^ {24}\)

16 J. Kalbhenn, "Digitalisierung lokaler Medien", Mohr Siebeck, Tübingen. 2024.
18 bid.
19 Medienkommission NRW, Abschlussbericht des Ad-hoc-Ausschusses Lokalfunk NRW, 2021, [https://www.medienanstalt-nrw.de/fileadmin/user_upload/NeueWebsite_0120/Ueber_Uns/Abchlussbericht_MK_final_210510.pdf](https://www.medienanstalt-nrw.de/fileadmin/user_upload/NeueWebsite_0120/Ueber_Uns/Abchlussbericht_MK_final_210510.pdf)
22 bid.
24 See introduction of this report for recent studies in this regard.
Commercial advertising revenue has clearly decreased across all media sectors (press, TV, and radio) in recent years. The variable, therefore, shows a high risk.

Regarding Market Shares, the Commission on Concentration in the Media in its current report concludes: "The newspaper market in Germany can basically be described as diverse with regard to the market positions of titles and publishers." The newspaper market in Germany is diverse at the national level as well as at the local level. In broadcasting, statutory maximum limits exist for cross-media mergers, particularly between broadcasting and local publishers.

The audience reach for local newspapers has decreased from 27% to 19% in the last three years. Local/regional radio and TV have lost 4% and 5%, respectively, during the same period. However, local FM radio continues to maintain a consistently robust listenership. The variable therefore shows a high risk.

The willingness to pay for local news varies across media types. Traditional printed weekly newspapers face declining purchases, and users are generally sceptical about paying for digital news. Local TV and radio news are ad-financed and do not have a pay offer. However, some native, online, local news offers in the form of newsletter subscriptions show signs of success with private investments.

In conclusion, the economic landscape for local media in Germany is challenging, marked by declining revenues, changes in distribution methods, limited subsidies, reduced advertising revenue, and shifts in audience reach and willingness to pay for news. Despite these challenges, some innovative models, such as native online news subscriptions, provide potential avenues for sustainability and growth.

Safety of local journalists - Low risk (21%)

While there are no reported SLAPP cases on a local level, the recent ruling coalition has expressed a consensus on transposing the SLAPP directive into German law, highlighting a commitment to address these issues.

Examining the working conditions of employed and freelance journalists for local media outlets, salaries and access to social benefits vary. The statutory minimum wage, at 12 euros per hour since October 2022, aims to ensure fair compensation for all workers, including those in journalism.

In terms of physical safety, the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF) reports that after setting two negative records in a row, the number of attacks on media professionals in Germany fell in 2022, recording 56 assaults throughout the year; 27 fewer than in 2021. Local journalists are particularly vulnerable as they lack the anonymity enjoyed by colleagues in larger cities. The study also highlights online and offline intimidation, including demonstrations outside editorial offices. In 2022, demonstrations, particularly those related to COVID-19, emerged as the most dangerous context for journalists, constituting 80% of all reported attacks. The variable therefore shows a high risk.

While the number of attacks decreased in 2022, there is a continued need for vigilance. The effectiveness of journalists' unions, associations, and organisations at the local level plays a crucial role in protecting the journalistic profession. These unions maintain specialised departments for media with regional repre-

26 Ibid.
sentatives in all federal states advocating for minimum wage regulations, collective bargaining, and other labour rights, and try to ensure the well-being of journalists in both permanent and temporary positions.

Despite legal protections, challenges persist, and the role of unions in advocating for journalists remains essential. The situation in Germany regarding legal frameworks against SLAPPs is evolving, with a consensus on addressing the issue at the legislative level. This ongoing commitment reflects a broader effort to safeguard the rights and safety of local journalists.

**Editorial independence - Very low risk (16%)**

In the broadcasting sector, the State Media Treaty imposes strict prohibitions on parties and voter associations obtaining licences. This regulation is effectively implemented by state media authorities, ensuring a barrier against direct or indirect political control. There have been no reported cases of attempts by political actors to manipulate broadcasters through ownership or intermediaries.

In the press sector, the legal situation regarding ownership differs. Political parties are allowed to financially engage in the press. Most prominently, the Social Democrats (SPD) hold a media holding company (DDVG) with stakes in various local newspapers. However, DDVG predominantly maintains minority interests, emphasising its commitment to internal press freedom and contributing to the financial independence of the SPD without exerting a controlling influence. Such an influence has not yet been reported; the press also enjoys constitutional protection against such tendencies.\(^{32}\)

Concerning state subsidies and advertising, private press products in Germany receive indirect subsidies through privileged VAT rates and subsidies for newspaper delivery. While this support is constitutionally acceptable, funding must avoid influencing content and journalistic competition. Direct aid during the COVID-19 pandemic was distributed transparently and fairly. No content criteria were used.

To safeguard editorial independence, the Press Code and Media State Treaty establish guidelines for recognised journalistic principles, independence, factual reporting, and the separation of advertising from editorial content.\(^{33}\) There is no evidence or case law of commercial or political influence over editorial content in practice, although some publishing houses might tend towards the interests of advertising customers.\(^{34}\) Media companies, classified as tendency enterprises, are allowed certain political convictions but maintain editorial independence.

Media regulators, represented by 14 state media authorities in Germany, operate independently under state media laws. These laws grant authority over licenses, concentration laws, journalistic due diligence, protection of minors, and programming regulations, ensuring the general public’s interest. The German Federal Supreme Court affirmed the independence and effectiveness of state media authorities.\(^{35}\) The variable therefore shows a very low risk.

Public service broadcasting is considered independent of politics. This is ensured by laws on the composition of supervisory bodies, where only a maximum of one-third may be made up of people with close ties to the state. There are also incompatibility rules that exclude high-ranking politicians from these offices.

Concerning the diversity of news content, researcher Horst Röper notes a growing concentration in the German press, leading to more similar offerings within publishing groups.\(^{36}\) The centralisation of reporting from large publishing groups contributes to a reduction in the diversity of local reporting, impacting the uniqueness of circulation areas. However, local TV and radio are legally obligated to provide diverse content, mitigating concerns related to news content homogenisation. There is no recent empirical study on diversity of news content in local media.

---

34 Ralf Heimann, Local journalist, 12/6/2023, interview conducted by e-mail.
Social inclusiveness - Low risk (21%)

The evaluation of the extent and quality of news offered for and about minorities and the role of local and community media in meeting critical information needs (CINs) lacks recent empirical studies. However, in German media law, this responsibility is deeply ingrained in media legislation, guided by Article 5 of the Basic Law and upheld by the Supreme Court's case law. The core mission of all media outlets, whether national, regional, or local, and across various branches such as TV, radio, press, and online, is to report on Critical Information Needs (CINs).\textsuperscript{37} Constitutionally, this is the central justification for privileges granted to the media and must be fulfilled and monitored.

For PSM, this commitment to CINs is explicitly outlined in their missions and overseen by supervisory boards. Private broadcasters, governed by the State Media Treaty and state media laws, are obligated to contribute to the presentation of diversity in the German-speaking and European area, with specific attention to information, culture, and education. Compliance with these regulations is monitored by the media authorities. Press outlets adhere to the high standards set by the press code, supervised by the press council.

Although there are radio stations in minority languages (Turkish, but also Frisian and Sorbian) in the larger cities, there are only a few private media outlets that offer news services in minority languages, which is why this variable indicates a high risk.

Local media play a crucial role in engaging with their audience. Traditionally, local journalism has maintained a strong connection to communities, interacting (via call-ins and letters from readers) closely to meet their information needs.\textsuperscript{38} This practice extends to the online sphere, where social media platforms enable behind-the-scenes glimpses, community actions, programme information, personality building, connections between different content, competitions, and polls.\textsuperscript{39}

Best practices and open public sphere

Academic literature highlights a lack of substantial innovation from established publishing houses.\textsuperscript{40} PSM exhibits higher degrees of novelty but faces limitations due to legal constraints. For-profit and nonprofit journalistic startups show potential but encounter barriers during the start-up phase, including team composition and funding challenges.

Notable examples of digital local media outlets, such as RUMS, Karla, Viernull, Kapatult Greifswald, and Correctiv.Lokal, showcase innovative approaches. These projects, although small and in their early stages, face audience growth challenges. RUMS, for instance, relies on private funding and has gained recognition for its investigative stories in national news.\textsuperscript{41}

The German media landscape reflects a mix of traditional and innovative practices. Established outlets face challenges in fostering substantial innovation, while emerging digital local media projects demonstrate potential, albeit with hurdles in audience growth and profitability.

\textsuperscript{37} Medienstaatsvertrag, Bayern.Recht, https://www.gesetze-bayern.de/Content/Document/MSTV
Greece

Lambrini Papadopoulou, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
Ioannis Angelou, University of Western Macedonia

Context

In Greece, the debate regarding news deserts is non-existent; policymakers, industry professionals and the general public do not engage in discussions on the matter. There is, however, a wider concern about the viability of local media. There is no general definition of local media in Greek law, and they are usually classified into local and regional media, depending on the medium.

Newspapers first emerged at the end of the 18th century and some of the local news outlets that first circulated during this period continue to play a role in Greece’s media ecosystem. Local radio stations were permitted in 1987 and regional television stations in 1989\(^1\). It is also worth noting that many local media journalists tend to work as freelancers and are generally considered underpaid. Moreover, they frequently find themselves at the receiving end of various threats.

Community media are not officially recognised in Greek law. One approach to understanding them is to view them as alternative media that are independent from political and economic elites, with the primary objective of serving citizens\(^2\).

News deserts do not overlap with the most economically deprived regions. An exception is the NUTS2 region of the North Aegean, which has the lowest GDP per capita (13,500). The islands of Samos and Chios within this region have been identified as news deserts due to the absence of daily newspapers. Ipeiros, which is the third most economically deprived area in Greece also includes a news desert, Thesprotia, which has only one news radio station. Looking at the risk level assessment bar chart, the highest risk is related to the indicator on the safety of local journalists.


Greece’s media terrain unfolds with unique challenges and opportunities across rural, suburban, and urban spheres, weaving a tapestry of distinct characteristics and risks.

The rural expanses of Greece grapple with distribution challenges for local media outlets; diminishing selling points and the constraint of low internet penetration. The primary mediums in these areas include radio, television, online platforms, and print media, showcasing both local and national editions. Remarkably, there is a uniformity across regions in the effectiveness of local media services. Even though media operate at a regional level, the challenges faced by rural areas are mirrored in their suburban and urban counterparts. Prefectures like Boeotia, Zakynthos, and Laconia lack local TV stations, emphasising the nuanced risk assessment conducted through interviews with journalistic unions.

Contrasting the rural scenario, suburban areas paint a low-risk picture. Local media outlets thrive, employing radio, television, online platforms, and frequently print media, catering to a population well-served by the media spectrum. Despite media offices clustering in urban centres, a noteworthy number of journalists choose to live in suburban or rural areas. This spatial choice fosters a more intimate connection with local news, ensuring that suburban areas find substantial inclusion in news coverage.

The urban landscape unfolds with local media leveraging radio, television, online platforms, and print media. However, significant disparities emerge between Athens and Thessaloniki, elevating the risk level to medium. As Athens enjoys a surplus of media offerings, Thessaloniki faces a scarcity, exemplified by the shutdown of news radio stations, which are transitioning their programmes into musical formats. This asymmetry underscores the varied dynamics within urban regions, revealed through interviews with representatives from the Union of Editors of Macedonia Thrace.

The journalistic domain presents a high-risk scenario as most journalists find their base in centralised offices. Some reside in rural or small urban pockets but report intermittently on local affairs for national news outlets. The decline in the number of rural journalists can be traced back to the economic crisis of 2008, compounded by low wages and challenging working conditions, leading to a significant exit from the profession. Online media, while present, operate with smaller teams, and instances of dedicated local media in rural areas are scarce. This high-risk scenario prompts concern, with information dissemination primarily centralised in major cities.

---

3 Vasilis Peklaris, President of the Union of Editors of Macedonia Thrace, 2/6/2023, phone interview. Themis Beredimas, President of the Union of Magazine and Electronic Press Editor, 3/6/2023, phone interview; Georgios Tsiglifysis, President of the Union of Editors of Thessaly, 2/6/2023, phone interview; Kyriakos Kortesis, President of the Union of Editors of the Daily Newspapers, 3/6/2023, phone interview.
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6 Vasilis Peklaris, 2/6/2023, phone interview.
Public service media (PSM), Hellenic Radio Television (ERT), scored a high risk in terms of its local and regional news offer. Not bound by law to maintain local correspondents, ERT's intentional reduction of its network, following a strategic plan, raises questions about comprehensive local coverage. The restructuring of the 19 regional radio stations' aligns with streamlining regional offices, potentially compromising the mission to cover the entire geographic territory. The main news agency (Athens-Macedonian News Agency) encounters a medium-risk scenario as local/regional correspondents are declining. More flexible work forms are being adopted, although precise figures remain elusive.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local and regional media in Greece in 2023. The original data source for this visualisation was provided by the non-profit journalism organisation iMEdD (incubator for Media Education and Development) and you can access it here. Additional note: Athens/Attica region is excluded from the iMEdD mapping as the project was focused on local media outside of Athens/Attica region.

Market and reach - High risk (71%)

Although there are no data or statistics available on local media revenues, insights from interviews with experts and relevant stakeholders point to the conclusion that the last five years have been economically devastating for local media. This is also evident in the number of closures of local news outlets. The risk is very high since, based on data from the National Council for Radio and Television ESR and interviews, 10 local TV stations closed down over the last five years, 13 radio stations ceased operations in 2021, while newspapers also shrank in number. A worrying trend concerned the abundance of radio stations that changed content (and licence) so as to feature only music and no news at all. There are no official data about local online media but all sources agreed they have increased in number over the last five years.

Local newspapers have their own distribution companies and there is no decrease in the number of workers. However, a large number of newspaper kiosks have closed down over the last decade due to the economic crisis, and many local newspapers are now sold at a few supermarkets and bookstores. Regional television media distribute their signal through the company DIGEA, owned by nationwide channels, under conditions of complete dependence on both economic factors and signal quality.

Regarding subsidies, the Greek state provides indirect subsidies for daily and weekly local and regional newspapers through reduced postal service rates. Print media (newspapers and magazines) enjoy a lower value-added tax (VAT) rate than standard goods.

For many years there have been no direct state subsidies given to the media. Direct subsidy schemes for local/regional media were first introduced with Law 4674/2020.

Regarding state advertising, there is no specific legislation for local media outlets. All owners of local media agreed that the government provides an insufficient amount of financial support, and local media outlets operate within an unfavourable business environment.

The risk is also very high for commercial advertising in local media since national news outlets tend to absorb most of the available commercial advertising. When it comes to community media, if understood as an alternative, it is safe to say that the danger is very high as these kinds of outlets receive no financial aid from the state. The concentration of local media ownership is generally insignificant, except for a few cases that can be detected. Regarding people’s willingness to pay for local news there are no available data.
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8 Antonis Grigoropoulos, President, Panhellenic Union of radio station owners, 3/6/2023, phone interview; Antonis Dimitriou, President, Union of Regional Informative TV stations of Greece, 7/6/2023, phone interview; George Mixalopoulos, President, Association of Daily Regional Newspapers (SIPE), 10/6/2023, phone interview.
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However, it should be noted that local radio and TV stations are free of charge.

Concerning the weekly audience reach of local media, Reuters Digital News Report (2023)\textsuperscript{11} documented a slight fall compared to last year. However, representatives from unions of local media argued that the reach of local radio shows a general increase, local newspapers maintain a stable reach, while local TV stations have increased their reach\textsuperscript{12}. It should also be pointed out that local media seem to be the most trusted among Greek citizens, according to the Reuters Digital News Report (2023).

\section*{Safety of local journalists - Very high risk (87.5\%)}

In Greece, local journalists face significant threats, notably poor working conditions due to the absence of labour and social security legislation. Journalists in local media often face lower salaries, flexible employment terms, and unfilled working hour conditions. A substantial number operate as freelancers, thus experiencing financial vulnerability due to lower net pay after taxes and a lack of social security protection. Those officially classified as part-time workers but working full-time hours face additional challenges, creating an environment where labour rights are inadequately protected.

Freelancers and self-employed journalists in local media receive remuneration considerably below the national average, exposing them to financial precarity. Misclassification as freelancers, despite full-time commitments, further undermines their financial stability and deprives them of social security protection, as emphasised by union representatives in interviews\textsuperscript{13}, underscoring the urgent need for improved working conditions and legal safeguards.

Physical safety is another pressing concern, with a notable surge in threats and attacks against local journalists, especially online. Despite existing legal frameworks, their ineffectiveness in curbing this trend is apparent. Threats from local actors, including public figures and far-right organisations, persist. The absence of a robust legal framework to guarantee the prosecution of perpetrators exacerbates the risks faced by local journalists, who increasingly find themselves targeted online.

While journalists' unions at the local level play a crucial role in supporting local journalists and maintaining legal departments, their effectiveness is questionable. Not all journalists are union members, and incidents may go unreported due to various concerns. The unions advocate for state intervention to ensure better working conditions, proposing increased government oversight and transparency measures such as tying state advertising to jobs in local media.

Local journalists often adhere more strictly to codes of ethics due to their close-knit communities. However, interventions at the management level in local media outlets pose challenges to maintaining these standards.

An alarming aspect is the common occurrence of SLAPP cases against local journalists, with no anti-SLAPP legal framework. The increase in such cases, as evidenced by incidents involving journalists like Stavroula Poulemeni,\textsuperscript{14} underscores the urgent need for government intervention to establish legal safeguards against these attacks. Cases like the one in Chios, where a journalist faces a hefty financial demand from a hospital administrator, highlight the vulnerability of local journalists to legal harassment\textsuperscript{15}.

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{12} Antonis Grigoropoulos, 3/6/2023, phone interview; Antonis Dimitriou, 7/6/2023, phone interview; George Mixalopoulos, 10/6/2023, phone interview.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{13} Vasilis Peklaris, 2/6/2023, phone interview; Themis Beredimas, 3/6/2023, phone interview; Georgios Tsiglifysis, 2/6/2023, phone interview; Kyriakos Kortesis, 3/6/2023, phone interview.
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{14} Efimerida ton Syntaktkon, "Support of Unions to the journalist Stavroula Poulemeni for the SLAPP lawsuit", 2023, \url{https://www.efsyn.gr/tehnes/media/385692_stirixi-enoseon-sti-dimosiografo-stayroyla-poylimeni-gia-tin-agogi-slapp}
\end{flushleft}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{15} Efimerida ton Syntaktkon, "SLAPP lawsuit against journalist in Chios", 2022, \url{https://www.efsyn.gr/tehnes/media/365569_slapp-agogi-enantion-dimosiografy-sti-ho}
\end{flushleft}
Editorial Independence - High risk (62.5%)

The Greek constitution prevents individual MPs and MEPs from directly owning certain types of media. Domestic legislation does not contain limitations to direct media ownership by political parties. There are also no provisions limiting indirect control (e.g., through the use of intermediaries) by political parties or MPs. According to ownership data maintained by the National Council for Radio and Television (ESR), there are currently no TV channels directly owned by members of parliament or political parties represented in parliament. However, information as to whether any members of regional/local governments own media is not publicly available, while it has not been possible to assess indirect ownership of audio-visual media by members of parliament and political parties through the use of intermediaries (e.g., family members).

State advertising is not distributed in a fair and transparent way. At least 30% of the annual advertising plans of public bodies for each type of media should be allocated to regional media (Art. 4(2) of Presidential Decree 261/1997 as in force). In practice however, according to the sources interviewed, national media tend to receive the majority of state advertising, leaving only a small portion for local media.

The Greek state provides indirect subsidies for daily and weekly local and regional newspapers through reduced postal service rates (Art 68(4) of Law 2065/1992 in conjunction with Art 2 of Law 3548/2007 and Ministerial Decision 16682/2011). Print media (newspapers and magazines) enjoy a lower value-added tax (VAT) rate than standard goods (Art. 21(1) of Law 2859/2000 as in force). Direct subsidy schemes for local/regional media were firstly introduced with Law 4674/2020 that introduced a provision for supplying cash grants to newspapers.

Regarding local media and editorial independence from commercial influence, it should first be pointed out that there is no specific legislation on this matter apart from the journalists’ self-regulatory code. According to participants in this study, laws and self-regulation are ineffective, particularly in smaller societies, where commercial influence on editorial content is more prevalent.

Similarly to commercial influence on editorial content, local journalists believe that laws and self-regulation are ineffective in countering political influence. Research into the Greek media system has forcefully demonstrated the existence of political interference in news media, attributable to the close ties that have developed between established private media owners and political elites.

Moreover, the absence of effective self-regulatory safeguards results in journalists being pressured by political and commercial influences.

The National Council for Radio and Television (ESR) is the country’s independent administrative authority that supervises and regulates the radio/television market. It has a remit over all national media, including local media. According to various sources, ESR lacks the necessary resources that would allow it to supervise the media market in a timely and effective manner. Most importantly, there have been various complaints about its dependence on the government and its inability to act in a non-biased manner.

With regard to the political independence of PSM, various articles stipulate that its programmes should be governed by the principles of objectivity, completeness and pluralism, respecting different viewpoints, and be objective and accurate (e.g. Art. 15(2) of the Constitution, Law 4173/2013, Presidential Decree 77/2003). When it comes to independence from political parties, however, the picture is quite different. It should be noted that with the election of New Democracy to the government in 2019, the responsibility for ERT as well as for the public news agency passed to the prime minister himself. The PSM maintains a small network of local correspondents or branches in practice. However, the size of the network has been shrinking over time and is insufficient to cover the whole country. It is also worth noting that New
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17 Antonis Grigoropoulos, 3/6/2023, phone interview; Antonis Dimitriou, 7/6/2023, phone interview; George Mixalopoulos, 10/6/2023, phone interview.
Democracy’s press officer was appointed as ERT’s president. These practices are quite common as every new government tends to appoint a new person to these positions.

Finally, with regard to the issue of content diversity, contrary to national media, local media tend to present a variety of issues and allow different voices to be heard.

**Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (57%)**

Greece’s media landscape presents a complex picture of social inclusiveness with varying risks across different dimensions. The risks associated with public service media (PSM) providing news in minority languages are notably high. Specifically, the radio stations in the region of Western Thrace, such as ERA Komotini, do not offer national news in the languages spoken by the Muslim minority in this area (e.g., Turkish). Moreover, there is a dearth of national news in languages spoken by non-legally recognised minorities like Vlachs, Arvanites, or Slavic-speakers. This gap is not only evident in legal frameworks but also in practical implementation, emphasising a substantial deficit in the representation of linguistic and ethnic minorities in the media.\(^{19}\)

While the PSM’s approach is relatively commendable, with a low risk, as per representatives of ERT journalists, it is crucial to note that the primary focus appears to be on protecting minorities rather than actively representing them. Although the coverage is fair and fact-based, extending to various minority groups, including the Muslim community and immigrants, it suggests a commitment to factual representation while falling short of actively providing a robust platform for minority voices.\(^{20}\)

Moving to private media outlets, a medium risk is associated with their news services in some minority languages, which are delivered in a limited and irregular manner. Local private radio stations in regions with a concentration of minorities, such as Xanthi and Komotini, predominantly broadcast in Turkish, addressing the legally recognised Muslim minority.\(^{21}\) A higher risk is linked to the representation of minorities in private media, raising concerns about potential bias and misleading reporting. Most minorities receive inadequate airtime, leading to distorted narratives, particularly concerning refugees and immigrants. Stereotypical language use and negative associations, such as linking immigrants to increased crime, contribute to a skewed representation, fostering fear and division.\(^{22}\)

The risk escalates to a very high level when considering that there are no specific outlets or channels addressing marginalised groups in the country. This is a stark indication of a significant gap in media representation and engagement for marginalised communities, essentially denying them a voice and perpetuating their exclusion.

However, the scenario changes when assessing local media. Generally, they meet the community's Critical Information Needs (CINs), with low risk, and very few sporadic cases of failure. Interviews with local journalists affirm that local media are closely connected to their communities, fostering high levels of trust. Occasional lapses are attributed to resource constraints, especially the lack of personnel.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

In Greece, the media landscape contains commendable initiatives but also entails several risks. In terms of innovation, high risks prevail, with few organisations engaging in innovative practices.\(^{23}\) Notable exceptions include IMed Lab, collaborating with Aristotle University for advanced data journalism, and Inside Story, an investigative news media which champions slow journalism and which has also been interviewed.
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19. Prof. Konstantinos Tsitselikis, University of Macedonia, 1/6/2023, mail interview
21. Prof. Konstantinos Tsitselikis, 1/6/2023, mail interview
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within the LM4D project. PressProject and Reporters United contribute to independent investigative journalism, while Efsyn stands out for its cooperative ownership. Despite these, the majority stick to conventional methods, focusing on social media for wider reach.

It is of concern that Greece lacks local citizen and civil society initiatives, with low visibility exacerbating the issue. IMEdD's Local News programme identifies 'news deserts' and probes journalists' working conditions. PressLocal, of the Journalists' Union of Macedonia & Thrace, enhances digital trade unionism, and the Regional Press Institute (RPI) promotes journalism education and research in regional press history. Limited visibility underscores the need for increased awareness and audience engagement in supporting these initiatives.

---


28 The Regional Press Institute, 2023, https://www.rpi.gr/?lang=en
Context

Local government in Hungary is made up of local municipal governments, county municipalities, the metropolitan municipality and district municipalities: a total of 3,178 municipalities, each with its own mayor and representative body. The local governments operate with narrow powers, further reduced since the COVID-19 pandemic, and are economically at the mercy of the central government. Local media are essentially a budgetary issue for municipalities, with the annual budget decree setting the operational framework for municipal media.1

There are no debates about local news deserts. However, the state of local media became the focus of professional debate after 2016, when all the county newspapers were taken over by Fidesz oligarchs and in 2018 became part of Fidesz’s media conglomerate, KESMA.2 The problem of "news desert" in the Hungarian media system appears in the context of the one-party dominance of Fidesz over the entire media landscape, in which freedom and diversity of information are severely limited. In the case of local media, the one party-dominance means that readers have very limited access to independent information on issues of local relevance.

Local media and community media are defined in the Media Act3, as only radio and television. There is no definition in Hungarian law applicable to the print press, online and social media. The definition of local media is based on the audience coverage, i.e. it is solely based on the geographical area covered and the size of the audience reached. The differentiation based on audience does not affect the content broadcast only the media service fee payable by the media service provider to the media authority.

Based on the Media Act, community media services are media services serving a specific social, national, cultural, or religious community or group, or serving the specific needs of the population of a particular locality, region or catchment area, to give information and access to cultural programmes, or broadcasting programmes serving the objectives of the public service media as defined in the Media Law for the majority of its broadcasting time. The community media provider does not have to pay a service fee. After 2010, when the current government first won the national election, pro-gov-

ernment community radio networks were created (Lánchíd Rádió, after 2015 Karc FM, since 2023 Hír FM), and churches were given radio broadcasting opportunities in this form (Catholic Radio, Maria Radio, Europe Radio). There is hardly any real community radio serving the needs of local or cultural groups.

After the regime change of 1989-1990 the state privatised county newspapers very quickly and the first foreign investors appeared in the Hungarian media market. By the early 2010s, all the county newspapers were owned by foreign investors (Axel-Springer, Ost Holding, Russmedia, Radio Bridge Media Holdings Ltd). From 2014 onwards, these publishers and newspapers were bought up by pro-government entrepreneurs, and since 2018 all county newspapers have been owned by the Central European Press and Media Foundation (KESMA).

Another traditional group of local newspapers is the local municipality-owned and financed newspaper. In many cases, these are newspapers serving local political propaganda purposes, regardless of the political colour of the municipality concerned. Although their operation is financed exclusively or predominantly from public funds, there are no guarantees, either in law or in local regulations, that impartial local information can be provided. This does not mean, of course, that all municipal newspapers serve party-political purposes.

The municipality also owns other media. The 1996 Media Law, which regulated the media framework for the first time after the regime change, still explicitly prohibited the creation of local media holding companies. Nevertheless, local television stations run by municipalities were already in operation in the 1990s. In the Hungarian market, local television does not operate commercially, which is explained by the small size of the market.

The newest players in the local news media are the small local online news sites, many created after 2016 with the help of journalists dismissed from county papers. The oldest independent local news site that has been funded through advertising and grants is Nyugat.hu. Journalists who were let go from local newspapers launched the news site Szabad Pécs in 2017 and Debreciner.hu in 2019. The importance of independent local news sites has been recognised by donor organisations, as most of the local media’s funding comes from grants and donations from readers. In 2023, eight local news sites (Borsod24, Debreciner, KecsUP, Nyugat.hu, Enyugat, Szabad Pécs, Szeged, Veszprémkukac) started closely cooperating, including content exchange (on the website szabadhirek.hu which has currently 13 members), joint tenders and other activities.4

Local radio, on the other hand, started out as a very vibrant market. The first radio networks were music radio stations (Juventus Radio, Radio 1), which became real competitors of national commercial radio stations. In the second half of the 2000s, Klubrádió started operating as a networked political talk radio station. However, its network was completely shut down in 2011 under the new media law and the new media authority, and in 2020, it lost its Budapest frequency, and can only operate as an online radio.

In 2010, community radio lost its original function, and the Media Council authorised networks of political and religious radio stations under this designation.

After 2010, the new media authority, the Media Council, completely redrew the radio map. The previously well-established music networks lost their frequencies, and a growing network of religious and political radio stations took over the frequencies of the former local radio stations. The new music radio network Rádió 1 and the political talk radio network Karc FM were established in this period. In contrast, the expansion of two new music networks, Best FM and Gong FM, has been visible in recent years. These radio stations are government-controlled; Karc FM (since 2023 Hír FM) and Gong FM are directly owned by KESMA.

In the Hungarian local media, the phenomenon of news deserts is, therefore, not fundamentally the result of the lack of coverage of local news services in certain municipalities or regions but rather of the fact that much of the local media is under strong political influence. This is true not only for the pro-government media but also for most of the local newspapers in opposition-led municipalities. Only in those municipalities with an independent news portal or where the local government has created the conditions for the independence of the media it owns can residents find a non-partisan source of information.

4 Media1.hu, Összefogtak a vidéki független lapok, 2023, https://media1.hu/2023/07/06/osszefogtak-a-videki-fuggetlen-lapok
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (57.5%)

In the Hungarian media market, county newspapers are available everywhere. Most municipalities and all the districts of the capital have their local newspapers. There is no public database for municipal newspapers/websites. Still, as the number of municipalities is stable and municipalities are trying to maintain their existing media, it can be assumed that their number is relatively stable.

According to the media authority, 385 cable and 37 terrestrial local TV stations are operating in the country, a low number compared to the 3,100 municipalities. Local TV is available everywhere except in the smallest municipalities. The media authority's register lists 94 local radio stations and 44 district stations. Of the local radio stations, 60 are linked to a Fidesz-affiliated or a church-owned network, i.e. only 34 are independent local radio stations.

On the local media market as a whole, there are very few independent services and press products that are not the product of a complex media company, i.e., non-municipal, non-networked services. Except for a few independent local radio stations and local online newspapers, most local media are in a situation of dependency. While this may be positive regarding the range of content, as it provides a more sustainable economic basis for local media, it is highly problematic regarding diverse and impartial local coverage.

The end of newspaper sales at post offices, the government’s drain on local government resources, and significant regional disparities in internet penetration and digital literacy also significantly limit rural residents’ access to local news. Outside Budapest, the county newspapers and music radio networks close to the government have the best chance of reaching audiences.

Outside Budapest, it is typically challenging to find journalists. The local editors of county newspapers tend to be older journalists, and it is difficult to find replacements.

Municipal newspapers have a small editorial staff of 3-6 people, and even fewer journalists work for independent online newspapers. In case of some municipal television stations, the municipality outsources all content production to an external company. Smaller local television stations produce very few programmes with small crews. Networked local radio stations largely maintain a technical staff, while independent local radio stations have their news editors.

In 2011, the PSM—now the Duna Media Service Provider Company providing television, radio, and
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online services, as well as running the only Hungarian news agency—which was restructured by the Fidesz government, unexpectedly closed most of its regional studios. The PSM has since sourced local coverage to local television stations. It has no correspondent network of its own.

**Market and reach - High risk (67%)**

There is only sporadic data about the overall revenues of local media. No separate database is available for local media companies; the data can be checked by individual searches. Based on random company checks, revenue trends are rather mixed; some are decreasing, and some are increasing. The distribution of local newspapers is outsourced, at least in the larger settlements, and local newspapers are usually distributed together with commercial leaflets. In smaller municipalities, the municipality typically handles distribution itself.

The government supports local media in several ways. The Media Council Funding Programme (Médiatanács Támogatási Programme) sponsors local and regional television and radio stations in a tender scheme to cover their overhead costs, technical improvements or the costs of their radio or television programmes. There were no dramatic changes in the subsidy between 2018 and 2021. 2019: +6.1% (compared to 2018) 2020: -1.1% (compared to 2019) 2021: +12.3% (compared to 2020). The Media Council is not an independent organisation; all five members of the Media Council were delegated by the ruling party Fidesz. Municipalities fund or subsidise local media, and there is very mixed practice on how much political loyalty is expected. Some mayors expect loyalty from local media, and others respect the independence of local media outlets. The distribution of government advertising at the national and local levels is completely opaque. The real problem is not the amount of financial support but the lack of transparency.

For community radio, the role of state advertising is as important as for commercial media – especially in the case of Karc Fm/Hír FM, which is owned by the pro-government KESMA conglomerate. In the case of church radio, state support is indirect through the funding of churches.

Independent local news portals are active in international competitions. Many foreign donor organisations support the work of these small, non-profit organisations. This project-based support is risky, and the implementation of projects can be to the detriment of the outlets’ core activity. In addition, the media receiving these grants have been exposed for years to smear campaigns and were stigmatised by government communication as “dollar media” representing foreign interests.

No advertising data is available for the local market. Based on the national advertising data (2018-2022), only digital revenues increased in real terms (+57.2%). The decline in the print newspaper market was very strong (-33.8%), but there was also a decrease in the radio (-14.8%) and television (-5.5%) sectors in real terms. Paywall and crowdfunding are prevalent in national media, but local media brands are not
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strong enough to follow this model. A few independent local online sites have tried this in recent years, but background interviews show they have not generated significant revenue from these sources.

The local media market is too fragmented to calculate market share and concentration ratio (very high risk). At the same time, the county’s daily newspapers are all owned by a single owner, the Fidesz-affiliated KESMA. The local radio market is dominated by pro-Fidesz radio networks. Local newspapers and local television stations are owned and maintained by the municipalities. Thus, overall, local media markets are fairly concentrated, with real competition only in those markets where independent local news portals operate.

Mérték Media Monitor and the Median Public Opinion and Market Research Institute have conducted several surveys on the Hungarian public news consumption and information patterns. In 2020 and 2023, these also included questions about how respondents inform themselves about local affairs. This shows that in 2023, 11% of respondents would be informed at least weekly by local radio, with a further 5% less frequently (same figure in 2020: 10% at least daily, 10% at least weekly and 8% at least monthly). In the case of local (municipal) newspapers, 9% were informed at least monthly and 2% less frequently (same in 2020: 33% and 10% respectively).

The local media markets in Hungary are economically quite high-risk, as they are characterised by: the concentrated ownership of county newspapers and local radio stations; the governmental party affiliation of these dominant or monopoly owners; the discriminatory distribution of state advertising; the weak economic strength and advertising potential of the vast majority of local markets; the unpredictability of municipal funding; and the scarcity of domestic funding coupled with the constant political attacks on foreign funding.

Safety of local journalists - High risk (62.5%)

The situation for journalists working in local media is not uniform. KESMA's county newspapers guaranteed existential security until the 2022 elections, but serious cutbacks were made afterwards. No quantitative data on journalists' salaries and other working conditions was found. According to market reports, pro-government county newspapers and radio network employees work in good working conditions for competitive salaries. Local self-government owned media offer more modest opportunities, and working conditions vary with the ever-changing funding of local governments. Independent local news portals typically have editorial teams of 2-5 people. Working conditions are significantly influenced by the availability and extent of current tendering opportunities and foreign funding. Neither project-based grants nor crowd-funding allow for long-term planning and development. Overall, almost all local media segments are characterised by serious political and economic instability, and journalists' working conditions are unstable.

The media outlets affiliated with KESMA are just as heavily biased servants of government policy at the local level as they are at the national level. Analyses of county newspapers have also confirmed the bias of local news published in these newspapers.

The county papers also publish national news. In this case, the content is centrally edited, and literally, the same news item appears in the county papers as in the national Magyar Nemzet newspaper or the free Metropol. These news items exclusively convey the governing party narrative. Even among municipality-owned media outlets, impartial reporting tends to be the exception, regardless of whether the municipality is controlled by the governing parties or the opposition parties. Especially in politically charged situations, the municipality’s leadership uses these media outlets for political purposes, typically to promote the
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mayor. Despite these media outlets being publicly funded, no legislation or other document guarantees impartial, balanced editorial activity. As previously analysed, the exceptions to this rule are some local newspapers (mainly Budapest district papers) where the mayor is not affiliated with any political party. Independent local online newspapers are the most impartial forums for local information, respecting professional and ethical standards of journalism. These media outlets have been created precisely to provide an alternative to partisan local reporting, and they are fulfilling this commitment.

Physical attacks and threats against Hungarian journalists are rare. There is one such documented case involving local journalists: the staff of Nyugat.hu were threatened in a Messenger message that “on their way home, they will be hit from behind with a blunt object and then the knife will appear”. The case was investigated by the prosecutor’s office. Political attacks and smear campaigns have been reported by several journalists.

Only a few SLAPP cases are known on the local level. Requests for rectification do occur, but the number is not very high. As in national politics, the local political leadership prefers to ignore published information and opinions and is not interested in debating dubious issues. At the same time, there is no anti-SLAPP legal framework in the country, and thus meritless lawsuits can tie up considerable resources for news media.

The most significant risk for journalism is that journalists working in the ruling party media are under constant political pressure; in the municipality-owned media, there is also political pressure, coupled with economic uncertainty; and independent local news portals lack any predictable, stable funding. Journalists in the independent media face severe difficulties in obtaining information from the government and even from municipalities.

**Editorial independence - High risk (75%)**

The Media Law contains some conflict-of-interest rules for all media services, including for local media services. However, while formal conflict of interest rules are not violated, there is no genuine guarantee of avoiding political interference.

No rules apply to the impartial coverage in local print and online newspapers or the use of public funds. As part of KESMA, the county newspapers openly and unilaterally convey the government narrative, supported by a significant amount of public advertising. This means that they have a secure funding base compared to other local media players, such as independent local media outlets, which instead are largely dependent on donations and grants. In the case of the KESMA county papers, political and economic influence are intertwined, and potential commercial advertisers—which are typically few in the Hungarian local market—often place ads in these papers for political reasons. According to the same Media Law, local media service providers must also provide balanced information in their programmes about local, national, and European events and controversial issues of public interest. However, the Media Council's parliamentary reports submitted over the last five years do not mention local media cases.

Overall, the Media Council acts in relation to infringements committed by local media. The Media Council and the National Media and Infocommunications Authority have some regional offices, but they mainly deal with telecommunications issues or supervise a specific area. They have no links with the local media in their respective cities. Problems have been detected over the years regarding the overall independence of the regulator’s action.

---

21 Nyugat.hu, Ügyészési határozat született a Nyugat.hu-t ért fenyegetés ügyében - a Facebook is segített megtalálni az elkövetőt, 2022, https://www.nyugat.hu/cikk/amphugyoezsegumi_hatarozat_szuletett_a_nyugat.hu_t_ert_a?fbclid=IwAR2Xp0iTryt5C6bore5EzUio8hYH7Fv_nRKs0JhV5d9jIA2X7w2AyTf6SYqck.
The Hungarian PSM has no local branches, as they were closed by the Fidesz government between 2011 and 2015\(^{24}\). Since then, local media under contract with the PSM have been delivering local news. As the political independence of the PSM as a whole has been severely compromised,\(^{25}\) the editing of local news is not impartial.

While this is the basis for continuous political interference in editorial decisions, thanks mainly to independent local online newspapers in a few large cities, and the few remaining independent local and community radio stations, diversity has not disappeared completely from the local media.

**Social inclusiveness - High risk (71%)**

Based on the news programme analysis of the Media Authority, minority actors accounted for 2.5% of the news programmes (this corresponds to long-term proportions).\(^{26}\) The proportion of Roma is the lowest in public service media (5.9%), which is much higher in commercial channels. The proportion of other national minorities in Hungary is also low (3.3%). The public service media mainly focuses on Hungarian minorities living in neighbouring countries and immigrants – the coverage of the latter being predominantly negative. The refugee crisis was portrayed in the public service television channel M1 as a security threat, the humanitarian crisis aspect was neglected. Public media programmes use the term “migrant”, not “refugee”. Migrants are portrayed in a highly negative light in public service news programmes.\(^{27}\)

The presence of minority languages in private broadcasting is not typical. There is a television with a Roma theme (Dikh TV), mainly with a musical focus. This is also in Hungarian, but there is also a Lovari language programme. Radio Dikh is a Roma radio, but news service is not included. Tilos Radio (independent community radio available on local frequency in Budapest and online) has a public affairs and cultural magazine for Roma every second week (Cékla).

Some local media outlets give a high priority to local community issues, while other media outlets do not. The municipality newspaper of Budapest 8th district was analysed in 2022.\(^{28}\) It found that public issues (politics, local affairs, social issues) covered 55% of the content. A recent analysis\(^{29}\) of two local newspapers in Debrecen about a planned battery factory showed the differences between municipal media and independent media. The local government news site published more articles emphasising the issue’s economic, technological, or environmental aspects, and several articles were published about similar battery plants in Germany. The independent Debreciner covered local civic groups’ opinions and reported the factory’s possible consequences for the whole town. A comparative content analysis of three municipality newspapers in the campaign period before the April 2022 parliamentary election showed different editorial practices. One newspaper (in Debrecen) was seriously biased in the municipality; only the viewpoints of politicians from the ruling party could appear. The other two newspapers provided the possibility for all candidates to introduce their positions. To conclude, local media only exceptionally become the main forum for public debate, even on local issues. It is only the very few independent news portals that can address local issues effectively.

---


\(^{26}\) NMHH, National Media and Communication Authority, 2023, [https://nmhh.hu/cikk/236654/Tarsadalmi_sokszinuseg_a_hirmusorokban_2022_januar_1__december_31](https://nmhh.hu/cikk/236654/Tarsadalmi_sokszinuseg_a_hirmusorokban_2022_januar_1__december_31).


Best practices and open public sphere

There are independent local online sites that are trying to play a watchdog role in challenging political and economic circumstances. Cooperation has already started between them. Nyugat.hu is the biggest independent local site, it has already launched its podcast. Debreciner, another independent local site, has regular events for the readers to enhance audience engagement.

There is an exceptional initiative, the Nyomtassteis movement, whose founder has also been interviewed for this project and discussed in a blog post. It aims to distribute content rather than produce it. The idea was inspired by the fact that in rural areas, especially in villages, and small towns, many elderly people live without internet access: they are mainly reached by government propaganda, as most printed newspapers, radio and television are linked to the governing party. Every week, Nyomtassteis puts together a short news summary of the most essential news and tries to get it into as many people’s mailboxes as possible. The system is based on volunteering: anyone can print an A4 news sheet and put it in their local mailboxes. Nyomtassteis does not focus on local news but is distributed in rural areas. Independent local media outlets are active in social media and try to be as innovative as possible. Podcasts are already relatively widespread (e.g. Nyugat, Debreciner, Szabad Pecs, Veszprem Kukac), and some media also have YouTube channels (Nyugat, Kecsup). Mecseki Muzli has a rather unique concept. It is not a news portal but provides a high-quality weekly newsletter about the city of Pecs.

30 U. Reviglio and D. Borges, Newsletters, podcasts and slow media: successful news media strategies to engage audiences in the attention economy (Blogpost published at the website of the Centre for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom), 2023, https://cmpf.eui.eu/newsletters-podcasts-and-slow-media/.
Ireland

Eileen Culloty, Dublin City University

Context

Local media are an important feature of Irish life, which is reflected in high levels of public trust. Unsurprisingly, there is considerable concern about threats to local media and the implications for social cohesion and democracy. The potential for "news deserts" has been raised at parliamentary hearings, at academic conferences, and by the National Union of Journalists.¹

In 2020, a Future of Media Commission was established to investigate how media can remain “viable, independent and capable of delivering public service aims.”² Although the term "news deserts" is not used in the final report, it makes specific recommendations for funding schemes for coverage of local councils and local courts.³ However, the recommendations are underpinned by a “platform neutral approach to supports for media”,⁴ which means the schemes may not necessarily deliver benefits for local media outlets.

Despite its recognised role in Irish life, it is notable that local media are not formally defined. In contrast, the media regulator has a policy on community media⁵, which are defined as community-owned and not-for-profit outlets. Local media occupy an ill-defined space between community and national media and the concept is further complicated by the rise of news-oriented websites and social media. Arguably, the failure to define local media may impede recognition of emerging news deserts.

Currently, there is little evidence of news deserts in Ireland. Typically, local media cover a specific county and cater to the rural, suburban, and urban areas of that county. The Future of Media Commission noted that each county is served by a local newspaper and, outside Dublin, local radio often accounts for the majority-share of radio listenership. While this situation sounds positive, the reality may not be so healthy as local media encounter many challenges. Nevertheless, it is the rapidly growing suburbs of Dublin city that are at most immediate risk of being news deserts. These suburbs lack a media presence commensurate with their size. Many were served by “free newspapers” that often prioritised entertainment and local events rather than news. In the suburbs of North County Dublin, these and related outlets have closed down, which makes this area a news desert.

³ All but one of the 50 recommendations are being implemented by the relevant government department and the media regulator.
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (58%)

The granularity of infrastructure of local media is assessed as medium risk. Given the small size of Ireland, the infrastructure of local and community media is not overly granular. Local media are often aligned to a particular county and serve the rural, suburban, and urban areas of that county. Historically, there has been a deep connection between local media and the communities they serve. Consequently, the erosion of independent, locally-owned media is considered to be “a threat to community life.” Factors include: declining salaries for journalists, declining news coverage, and the high cost of accommodation and living. According to a 2022 survey, 60% of people under the age of 35 cannot afford to live in the community they would like to live in. These stark conditions have major implications for local journalism as it has been practised historically.

The public broadcaster, RTÉ, has failed to maintain regional correspondents at a time of population growth. Although it has a statutory duty “to establish, maintain and operate … community, local, or regional broadcasting services”, current and former staff claim insufficient resources were allocated for regional coverage and regional correspondent jobs have gone unfilled. Notably, the role of Dublin correspondent has remained unfilled for more than a year.

As noted, Dublin and its suburbs are potential news deserts given rapid population growth and a lack of dedicated news coverage. In 2015, a new online and print outlet, the Dublin Inquirer, was founded to address this gap. It represents a substantial effort to report on council meetings and issues of relevance. In contrast, some digital-only outlets operate as a subsidiary of a major UK media group to provide superficial “live news updates” for cities.

Market and reach - Medium risk (50%)

Market and reach is a medium risk. According to the Irish Media Ownership database 26 of the 61 local titles (print and online) represented by the Press Council are owned by just two companies: the UK-based Iconic Newspapers and the Dutch-based Mediahuis. Mediahuis also operates a national weekday and Sunday paper. Of the 31 local and regional radio stations listed in the database, there is some concentration and cross-ownership. For example, Bauer Media Group and Wireless both operate six stations each.

---

6 The island of Ireland is divided into thirty-two counties with twenty-sixty in the Republic of Ireland. These counties are a major source of personal identity.


Citing the representative body for local newspapers (Local Ireland), the Future of Media Commission reported that circulation has fallen by 55% since 2008. However, it noted that online reach has significantly expanded the audience in some cases. No comprehensive data is available on this. The past decade has seen restructuring and consolidation in the printing and distribution sectors. Mediahaus recently entered the Irish market and owns ten local titles. It closed printing operations, operates its own nationwide transport network, and plans to phase out all print within 10 years.12 Other publishers note unfavourable retail conditions as retail multinationals have decimated local shops.13

Irish data for the Reuters Digital News Report indicate that the reach of local radio news has declined slightly from 14% in 2019 to 11% in 202314. Overall, however, local radio remains popular and has featured consistently among the top-ten most popular sources of news. In contrast, local newspapers are the 18th most popular source of news. Since 2008, the number of employees in the local print sector has halved and 17 local newspapers have ceased publication. Representatives of the radio sector assert that it is challenging to fill roles in journalism in Ireland's current climate (full employment, high cost of living).

It is difficult to assess the financial sustainability of local media given the disrupting influence of Covid-19 and the unclear impact of planned measures and funding schemes for news media. Nevertheless, there are reports causing concern from the industry associations that represent local radio (Independent Broadcasters of Ireland) and local newspapers (Local Ireland). Local Ireland reports that more than 90% of all advertising revenue for local and regional newspapers comes from local businesses.15 There was a dramatic fall in revenue during the pandemic (a 22% decline on average), which was offset by Covid-related government advertising.

Local radio broadcasters reported comparable falls in advertising during the pandemic. The total Irish advertising market contracted by 40% between 2008 and 2012, with the radio market suffering a drop of 45%. They believe they are disadvantaged because they compete with the public broadcaster, which can raise money through commercial advertising and sponsorship. There are also restrictions on the volume of advertising that local broadcasters can carry. However, no local radio station has closed in the past five years, thanks in part to government support during Covid-19. The Future of Media Commission notes that: "while the loss of advertising revenues is a serious problem in itself for print, radio and TV media in Ireland, the wider implications are that significant revenues which previously would have been reinvested into content production and journalism in Ireland are now flowing out of the economy."16

According to the Reuters Digital News Report 2023, 15% of Irish respondents paid for online news. Of these, 6% reported paying for local news. Considering Ireland's position in the English language market, there is a very wide range of subscription media available and data indicates that a significant slice of digital media spend goes to US and UK titles.

The community media (radio and television) sector in Ireland is diverse in its size and reach and is typically not-for-profit. The Future of Media Commission described the sector as having a challenging financial situation and proposed the development of a Community Media Fund, which will be implemented in 2024.

**Safety of local journalists - Low risk (37.5%)**

Safety of local journalists is a low risk. Journalists in Ireland benefit from legislation that guarantees minimum wages, regulates open-ended contracts, and sets rules for dismissal procedures, unemployment benefits, and leave entitlements. However, amid soaring accommodation and living costs, the working

---

15 NewsBrands Ireland and Local Ireland, Pre-Budget Submission to the Department of Finance, 2022, [https://newsbrandsireland.ie/im/2022/07/vat.pdf](https://newsbrandsireland.ie/im/2022/07/vat.pdf).
conditions for journalists are not favourable. The National Union of Journalists\(^\text{17}\) represents workers across all media sectors including local, community, and freelance journalists. It appears effective in representing its members and is regularly called upon in media coverage to defend media freedom and the rights of journalists. The NUJ has highlighted pay disputes with employers and bogus self-employment contracts\(^\text{18}\).

There are no published figures to ascertain whether spurious legal cases (i.e., SLAPPs) against local media are common or occasional. However, given Ireland’s strict defamation laws, SLAPPs are a recognised problem and a noted threat to media freedom. A report for the International Press Institute found that "legal intimidation affects the full range of Irish media, from the smallest shoestring podcasts and magazines to major broadcasters."\(^\text{19}\) All the Irish reports listed on the Platform to Promote the Safety of Journalists\(^\text{20}\) concern defamation cases and the number of alerts has increased. In addition, there are significant reports of the online abuse of journalists, but not physical attacks. The government is implementing an anti-SLAPP legal framework as part of a wider (and long awaited) reform of defamation laws. A draft bill was published in 2023.

**Editorial Independence - Low risk (31%)**

There is currently no legislation aimed at preventing ownership control by political actors. However, there is no suggestion that the media are subject to political interference. This concurs with the assessment of the Irish chapter of the Media Pluralism Monitor.\(^\text{21}\) Nevertheless, in terms of risk, it is notable that government intervention in the media sector is increasing, which emphasises the need for transparent and fair procedures.

By looking at the reality of distribution of indirect state subsidies, from January 2023, newspapers and news periodicals, including digital editions, are subject to a 0% VAT rate. Previously, Ireland had one of Europe’s highest rates of tax on newspapers (9%). There are some rules regarding what kind of entity qualifies for the 0% VAT rate. For example, electronic publications devoted to advertising are excluded. In terms of direct subsidies, the media regulator oversees the Sound and Vision\(^\text{22}\) funding scheme, which is open to all media producers, including local and community broadcasters. The scheme has rules about eligibility and publishes a list of the amounts awarded to different outlets and producers. This scheme specifically excludes news in favour of “programming that reflects Irish culture, history, language and diversity”. For example, a local radio station could apply for public funds to make a documentary about gardening, but not about news or politics.

Arising from the recommendations of the Future of Media Commission, the media regulator will oversee two local reporting schemes. According to the government minister in charge of media, “the local democracy reporting scheme will help local media keep the public informed on areas such as regional health forums, joint policing committees and local authorities, among other areas. … Likewise, the courts reporting scheme will enable improved reporting from local, regional and national courts.”\(^\text{23}\) However, the proposed schemes are “platform neutral”, which means there is no guarantee the funding will go to local media or that local media will be well-positioned to apply. So far, it is not possible to report on fairness and transparency of their distribution.

---

17 The National Union of Journalists (NUJ) predates Irish independence from Britain. It represents journalists from both Britain and Ireland and includes a national council for Ireland.


20 Council of Europe, Platform to promote the protection of journalism and safety of journalists, [https://fom.coe.int/en/accueil](https://fom.coe.int/en/accueil).


22 A. Molloy, Sound & Vision Broadcasting Funding Scheme Round 52 Open, 2024, [https://www.cnam.ie/category/sound-vision/](https://www.cnam.ie/category/sound-vision/).

State advertising rules are unclear. There is no legislation defining the procedures for state advertising and no public register of how such advertising is distributed. The annual Liberties Rule Of Law Report 2023 notes that greater clarity is needed regarding the criteria and processes that determine which media outlets receive state/public advertising. Moreover, the report raises concerns about the use of commercial brokers to place advertisements on behalf of the state and state agencies. In particular, “one agency is owned and controlled by a company which itself owns a significant number of regional newspaper titles.”

Although journalistic content is generally separate from advertising in many/most outlets, the local media sector is heavily dependent on local businesses for advertising. For example, Local Ireland, the body representing local newspapers, notes that before the pandemic, 91% of the advertising revenue for local and regional newspapers came from local businesses. There is no academic research to ascertain whether there is undue commercial influence. As such, one may conclude that there are risks, which could be mitigated by greater transparency, while self-regulatory mechanisms in place would benefit from more explicit safeguards.

While there are no laws to safeguard editorial independence, print/online media are subject to self-regulation if they are members of the Press Council. The Press Council upholds standards – set out in a Code of Conduct – and deals with complaints from the public. Of the 527 complaints reported by the Press Council in 2021 (the most recent report), only 25 are related to local news publications. Newspapers are not obligated to be impartial and some have political leanings, but political interference is not common. Journalists working for radio are bound to rules overseen by the media regulator, Coimisiún na Meán. It regulates all content by Irish-licensed broadcasters, both public and commercial. However, the PSM does not operate any local divisions.

In addition to processing complaints about broadcasts, the regulator monitors broadcast content for compliance with broadcasting codes and rules. For example, the Code of Fairness, Objectivity and Impartiality deals with matters of fairness, objectivity and impartiality in news and current affairs content. Broadcasters are bound by strict impartiality rules during periods of elections or referendums. Of the 75 complaints made to the media regulator in 2022, only six concerned local/community radio and only one of these was upheld by the regulator. There is a general consensus that the regulator is fair and independent. While complaints alone are a crude measure of standards, it nevertheless appears that local journalists and local media generally adhere to good standards.

Given the small size of Ireland, there are no local branches of the PSM. The national PSM is bound to an impartiality code for news and current affairs. Complaints about breaches are heard by the media regulator. Currently appointments to PSM boards are exclusively determined by the Minister for Communications and partially subject to the advice of a government committee on media. It is not clear that these decisions are debated by the committee (i.e., on the public record) and there is little to no transparency surrounding how individuals are selected for appointment.

In general, local media provide a diverse range of content in terms of what is covered and whose voices are heard.

---

Social inclusiveness - Low risk (39%)

Social inclusiveness is a low risk. Historically, local media have played a central role in Irish life and demonstrated a strong connection to the communities they serve. This is reflected in high levels of trust. Local media are among the top-five most trusted news outlets with 70% trusting local radio and 69% trusting local newspapers. This is especially notable given the wide range of national and international media available in the English-language market.

Maintaining this trusted connection between local media and communities is vital at a time when the composition of communities is changing as the result of population growth, immigration, and housing developments. However, it is clear that resources (including personnel) are limited, which influences coverage of important issues. Many newsrooms are more dependent on press releases and stories that can be gathered cheaply. This comes at the expense of important, local stories that require time and the in-person presence of reporters on the ground.

There are statutory obligations on the PSM outlet, RTÉ, regarding the official languages of the state beyond English: Irish/Gaelic and Irish Sign Language. Radio stations in other languages, beyond PSM, are obligated to broadcast in Irish for a minimal amount of time. This often includes a news broadcast. Beyond Irish, there is no obligation to broadcast in the languages of minority groups. Nevertheless, non-profit community media tend to be more proactive; an online community station in County Galway operates through 11 languages. Notably, a Polish community group intended to set up community TV channel broadcasting in Polish, but opted to set up a YouTube channel instead of following the official licensing requirements. Beyond broadcasting, there are some free newspapers published in Russian (Nasha Gazeta), Lithuanian (Lietuvis), and Polish (Nasz Glos). These are distributed across towns and cities in different parts of the country. There is evidence of some local outlets publishing content in minority languages, although it is not required or widespread. In addition, research into the attitudes of first-generation Nigerian and Polish migrants highlighted issues with negative stereotyping (e.g., perceived racial stereotyping) and a desire for more space to have their voices heard in news media. Overall, the media were considered useful in helping some minority groups to understand events.

Community media often address marginalised groups in keeping with their ethos. Some national outlets do address marginalised groups with dedicated programming, but this is either relatively new or niche. The PSM no longer provides a dedicated weekly radio programme for people with disabilities and there is no programme dedicated to women, Travellers, or other marginalised groups. In contrast, traditional media have begun to offer more specialised content. For example, a national newspaper has recently developed a women's podcast, but the reach is not clear.

Campaigners in the areas of disability, gender, and ethnicity have focussed on increasing access to media including access to production jobs and access to exposure for expert sources. For example, Women on Air is an initiative to increase the visibility of female experts and to provide media training for women.

The Future of Media Commission made a number of recommendations to promote equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) in media, including: (i) Public Service Media should have a statutory obligation, by 2024, to gather and publish diversity data and (ii) diversity boards that advise producers on, and assist in, the co-creation of content should be created. These recommendations will be implemented in the coming year.

---

33 Women on air website, https://womenonair.ie/
Best practices and open public sphere

It is difficult to collate the range and scale of innovation in the community and local media sectors. Innovations may not be documented or visible beyond the immediate environment. Innovations among hyperlocal media are even harder to observe. Consequently, efforts to map innovation are necessarily incomplete. For example, Project Oasis identifies 10 independent, digital-native, news organisations in Ireland. Of these, only three cater to a local audience: Dublin Inquirer (Dublin), Tripe+Drisheen (Cork), and Donegal Daily (Donegal).

In some cases, outlets are experimenting with innovative ways to serve audiences. For example, Radio Kerry partnered with the Open Doors Initiative to develop the Speak Up training programme for marginalised groups. More generally, innovation in the radio sector is aided by Learning Waves, a training and networking hub for radio. In the print sector, the Dublin Inquirer took the unusual step of launching a print edition. The outlet works with local artists to create striking cover images that capture aspects of city life.

---

34 Project Oasis website, https://projectoasiseurope.com/
36 Learning Waves website, https://www.learningwaves.ie/
37 Dublin Inquirer website, https://dublininquirer.com/
Italy

Andrea Mangani, University of Pisa

Context

In Italy, there is no explicit debate focused specifically on local news deserts. There is a broader discussion concerning the state and the viability of local media outlets, but terms such as "desertification" or similar terminology are not commonly used in this context. The primary concern lies not in the sheer number of media outlets, but rather in their financial sustainability.

Policymakers and industry professionals recognise the importance of sustaining local media for the sake of democracy and pluralism. The debate, however, is sometimes blurred since Italian laws and regulations have rarely provided explicit and general definitions of "local media". The reason being that Italian local media can be municipal, provincial, regional or multi-regional media outlets.

Generally, experts describe the conditions of local media in Italy as "critical." Local media outlets fiercely compete for a significantly declining source of revenue. On the one hand, citizens traditionally show a relatively low willingness to pay for information. On the other, the majority of media activities have shifted online, where advertising serves as the primary source of revenue. Consequently, fierce competition arises to secure a share of advertising investments crucial for the survival of media outlets. Moreover, with most news companies transitioning to online platforms, the competition now extends to an inter-industry level. For example, the websites of local newspaper publishers compete with those of local broadcasting companies.

Community media are probably better defined in laws and regulations than local media, since the local or ultra local dimension of community media is quite established in both academic debates and institutional contexts. In addition, a clear definition of community media serves to project the public support of these outlets. Based on interviews with media experts, Italian community media have not developed in the last two decades. While a few successful experiences can be observed, they appear to be isolated cases amidst a sea of unsuccessful ventures.

1 AgCom, 'Indagine conoscitiva sull’informazione locale', 2018. https://www.agcom.it/indagine-conoscitiva-su-informazione-locale-
4 Art. 2, legislative decree n.117/2005.
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (46%)

The rationalisation of broadcasting services, including television and radio, has tended to favour larger and more established media companies. This process complicates the survival of small media outlets and raises concerns about certain areas being left without sufficient media coverage. However, the presence and offer of local media services varies greatly across both the national territory and different media formats.\(^5\)

In general, urban areas have a wide range of media outlets available to residents, including newspapers, TV and radio stations, and community media in larger towns. However, the situation varies significantly, particularly regarding community media, which often face challenges in achieving economic and financial stability. Furthermore, the official data prevent a clear assessment of the viability conditions that these media face. In the case of online newspapers, there is an overabundance of information outlets, primarily concentrated in urban areas. This overabundance poses a risk of leaving rural areas without adequate news coverage and access to information. In certain regions like Trentino Alto Adige, rural areas are adequately served by local media outlets. However, in other areas such as Calabria, the number and reach of local media outlets are much more limited, leading to a critical situation.\(^6\)

Suburban areas generally receive coverage from television and radio broadcasting outlets, as well as online media, due to the high internet penetration in the outskirts of towns and cities. However, the distribution of print press is diminishing, which is a trend not limited to suburban areas but also observed in the centres of towns and cities.\(^7\)

The count of local media journalists has declined by approximately 50% since 2008/2009, following the global economic and financial crisis.\(^8\) Furthermore, there is a noticeable reduction in the presence of journalists in rural and small urban areas. Conversely, there has likely been an increase in the number of freelance or unregistered journalists operating in the field.

RAI (Radiotelevisione Italiana), the Italian PSM, operates terrestrial and subscription television channels as well as radio stations, and is legally mandated to ensure radio and television broadcasting across the entire country, including all regions and autonomous provinces such as Trento and Bolzano. In line with this, RAI has established 21 regional offices. However, it has been observed that the editorial content of

---


6 Anonymous sources, online interviews between May and September 2023.

7 Autorità per le Garanzie nelle Comunicazioni, ‘Sistema dell’informazione: documento conclusivo della prima fase di consultazione pubblica’, 2021 [https://www.agcom.it/osservatorio-sul-giornalismo-iii-edizione](https://www.agcom.it/osservatorio-sul-giornalismo-iii-edizione)

8 Anonymous sources, online interviews between May and September 2023.
RAI’s regional information provision tends to be centred around the respective regional “capital” city. As a result, other provinces within the regions may not receive adequate coverage in terms of news and information.

The main Italian news agency, ANSA, also has considerable distribution across the national territory. They operate 22 regional offices (Italy having 20 regions), although there is a lack of information regarding specific changes in the number of journalists within each ANSA regional branch.

**Market and reach – Medium risk (59%)**

The number of local newspapers, both in print and online formats, has increased since the beginning of the century. On the other hand, there has been a steady decline in the number of kiosks: today, 25% of municipalities do not have a kiosk, and 30% have only one. In the case of online media, the distribution of media products depends on the internet penetration in different areas. The number of local TVs and radio stations has declined. Following the switch off period between 2008 and 2012, the allocation of private and public resources has favoured more structured and larger companies to streamline the previously fragmented and dispersed local television services.

Precise and reliable data regarding market shares are currently unavailable. In the case of print newspapers, most towns in Italy have one or two dominant newspapers, indicating a relatively high level of concentration. However, these oligoplastic players face competition from online information platforms. The television and radio broadcasting markets exhibit a similar level of concentration, but their significance as news providers is steadily diminishing as younger generations increasingly turn to online sources for information.

There exists notable diversity within various media sectors in terms of demand. Regarding TV and radio services, the audience primarily comprises individuals born before 1970. Younger generations, though more inclined to invest in content, have gravitated away from conventional and local broadcasting platforms. In the case of the local press, recent estimates reveal a slight increase in the willingness to pay compared to previous years, but the reach of local press (both print and online) has experienced a significant decline in recent years.

As a consequence, the revenues of local media have been experiencing a downward trend (high risk). While the situation remains heterogeneous across the industry, few local media outlets have witnessed a recent increase in revenues. In the local print and online press markets, the proliferation of new outlets has led to a reduction in advertising revenues for each individual outlet. On the other hand, advertising revenues in the TV and radio broadcasting sector have remained relatively stable between 2018 and 2022. In the advertising market, local media outlets face competition from platforms such as Google, Facebook, and Instagram, which offer advantageous conditions for advertisers, including the ability to reach their target audience and lower prices (high risk).

---

9 Autorità per le Garanzie nelle Comunicazioni, ‘L’informazione locale in Italia: il ruolo del servizio pubblico’, 2021: [https://www.agcom.it/documentazione/documento?p_p_auth=fLw7zRh&p_p_id=101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE&_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-1&p_p_col_count=1&_101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_struts_action=%2Fasset_publisher%2Fview_content&101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_assetEntryId=8188041&101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_type=document-](https://www.agcom.it/documentazione/documento?p_p_auth=fLw7zRh&p_p_id=101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE&_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-1&p_p_col_count=1&_101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_struts_action=%2Fasset_publisher%2Fview_content&101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_assetEntryId=8188041&101_INSTANCE_FnOw5IVOIXoE_type=document-)

10 [https://www.ansa.it/](https://www.ansa.it/)


The support for local media can come from either the central state or the regional governments since each region has the autonomy to establish specific forms of support. In recent years, numerous Italian regions have provided various forms of support to local media, with the level of support remaining relatively consistent over time (low risk). Nevertheless, this support varies significantly across regions.\textsuperscript{17}

In addition, the process to obtain public support involves high bureaucratic costs, appeals, complaints, and other factors that introduce uncertainty into the support system. This means that some media outlets, particularly those with limited staff, choose not to apply for public support. In general, the effectiveness of financial public support is questioned for two reasons. First, the objectives of public intervention are not clearly defined, leading to ambiguity. Second, the distribution of funds is based on the number of journalists in each outlet, which tends to favour larger metropolitan media outlets and increases concentration at the local level. This can disadvantage smaller media outlets operating at the provincial and municipal levels.

The central state’s financial support for local media has experienced a slight increase in recent years. However, due to the highly fragmented nature of the editorial and broadcasting system, public support is also fragmented. Consequently, it becomes challenging to identify precisely which entities have benefited the most or encountered difficulties in this regard.\textsuperscript{18}

Community media, like other local and national media outlets, face challenges in generating revenues. There is a lack of reliable data regarding their "private" sources of revenue, not least because community media are not obligated to file financial statements. The national government provides grants to community media, primarily TV and radio stations. 50% of the funding dedicated to community broadcasters is distributed equally among all eligible beneficiaries, while the other 50% is based on merit criteria concerning, in brief, the number of employees and journalists. In the last five years, the community radio and television stations that applied for support were, respectively, around 300 in each sector. The percentage of those that ultimately receive funding after evaluation typically hovers around 80% and the total amount of financial support hovers around five million euros for community televisions and community radio stations (each). Broadly speaking, the resources allocated may not always be sufficient to meet the needs of all community media organisations.\textsuperscript{19} Additionally, the dispersion of community media outlets across different regions and localities means that the support may not reach all the initiatives equally.\textsuperscript{20}

Generally, there are no substantial funding sources specifically dedicated to promoting innovation in local media. From this perspective, public funding is sometimes regarded as outdated, as it primarily focuses on digitising the production and distribution of media content. In addition, crowdfunding experiences have been deemed largely unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{21}

**Safety of local journalists - High risk (67%)**

While there may be good working conditions for established journalists with a permanent position, there has been an increase in workload due to downsizing and a reduction in the division of labour. This situation has affected young journalists who often face poor working conditions and the competition of retired journalists who continue working without compensation. Freelance journalists play a crucial role in sustaining the local press, but frequently face unfavourable working conditions, especially in online media outlets (very high risk). Media outlets pay freelance journalists on a per-piece basis, which depends on the significance of the media outlet, the complexity of the journalistic task, the length of the piece, and numerous


\textsuperscript{21} Anonymous sources, online interviews between May and September 2023.
other considerations. Several online platforms allow contributors to offer their work typically earning 3 to 5 euro per piece, although in some specialised sectors content can be rewarded with considerably higher fees. The average compensation for a freelance journalist can be estimated around 20,000 euro per year (while the average wage of a salaried journalist ranges from 19,000 to 32,000 euros per year, depending on the position held). Limited resources, increased workloads, and precarious employment situations can all contribute to potential limitations in content quality.

The statistics on attacks and threats against journalists can vary depending on the source collecting the data, although all sources agree on a slight increase of attacks in the last five years. The trend of both national and local media is similar. In the case of local media, the proximity between journalists and their potential audience can increase the risk of attacks, and there have been instances of attacks, particularly targeting local TV stations.

The influence and presence of professional associations can vary depending on the region under consideration. However, the main professional organisation (Ordine dei Giornalisti), which oversees their qualifications and ethical standards, has a branch in each Italian Region. Similarly, the primary national-level trade union organisation (Federazione Nazionale Stampa Italiana) has various regional associations and unions. It is not uncommon for journalists’ organisations at the local level to consist predominantly of retired individuals who may be more inclined to prioritise the interests of established members of the profession. This situation can create challenges in terms of adequately representing the diverse needs and concerns of all journalists, especially younger and freelance journalists.

In the case of local branches of national media, there is generally a good adherence to codes of ethics and conduct among local journalists. These branches often follow the ethical standards and guidelines set by their parent organisations, which helps ensure a level of professionalism in their reporting. National media outlets can sometimes be more superficial in reporting local events and stories compared to local media. Local media, being closer to the communities they cover, often have a better understanding of local dynamics and can provide more in-depth coverage of local issues. At the same time, the adherence to codes of ethics and conduct by strictly local and independent local media outlets may be more questionable, as they may not have the same level of institutional support and oversight (high risk).

As for many other issues regarding journalism, the statistics about SLAPP cases may vary across different sources. Broadly speaking, in recent years, there has been a rise in vexatious lawsuits and legal threats, raising serious concerns since journalists can potentially face up to 6 years in prison and a fine of up to €50,000.

Editorial independence - Medium risk (56%)

While legislative acts establish rules on the regulation and prevention of political control, there are concerns about conflicts of interest and potential political pressure on editorial content for various local media throughout Italy. This situation can pose a risk of conflicts of interest and exert political pressure on editorial

---

26 Anonymous sources, online interviews between May and September 2023.
content (high risk). Although Corecoms (the regional branches of the national media authority, AgCom) claim to regularly monitor potential conflicts of interest in critical situations, there is no evidence of measures addressing dangerous connections between local politics and media. Available public databases do not clearly disclose ownership structures or actual owners of each media outlet.

In the case of local broadcasting (TV and radio stations), the distribution of subsidies and the requirements to access the contributions raise few concerns, especially in terms of transparency and fairness. In the press industry, the criteria for accessing subsidies can largely be met through the establishment of formal structures (primarily cooperatives), with no qualitative parameter for determining the allocation of contributions. This may lead to discrimination against fair competition: two identical media outlets (in terms of firm size, target audience, and content variety), have unequal resources solely due to their different legal statutes. In addition, some experts argue that there is still a web of interests and political and patronage-based divisions that influence the current distribution of subsidies to local media. Regarding indirect subsidies (tax benefits, tariff reductions, expense reimbursements, and tax credits), a significant proportion of the granted incentives is geared towards traditional print products.

The distribution of state advertising is regulated by law. However, it is unclear what criteria are used to determine the media outlets targeted by advertising investments. The AgCom has intervened approximately twenty-four times due to alleged non-compliance with those criteria by local administrations. In 13 of these cases, AgCom determined a breach of the law.

Local media rely heavily on advertising investments, which can lead to commercial considerations influencing editorial content. For example, the media coverage of "big spenders" may be influenced to avoid negative portrayals. However, for very small media companies, advertisers are also small in scale, and their influence on editorial content is limited. On the other hand, numerous local media outlets, particularly those operating in the online sphere, rely heavily on "clickbait" tactics. This implies that the determination of news values (i.e., newsworthiness) often leans towards sensationalising events and stories for coverage.

While, at the local level, there are few tools to ensure the independence of journalists from political influences and pressures, in the local press industry media outlets demonstrate a commendable resilience. TV and radio stations maintain strong connections with local institutions, regardless of the political majority in power. At the same time, this does not necessarily imply that media companies are subjected to undue political pressure or influence. There are regional initiatives aimed at promoting, among other things, the independence of local information against potential external pressures.

The independence of local branches of AgCom is a matter of concern. This is because the members of the regional branches are appointed by the Regional Council, based on the proposal of the President of the Region. Consequently, the regional political majority holds the power to appoint the members of the local Corecom (the committee responsible for monitoring the independence of local information).

With regard to RAI, the Italian PSM, the availability of information on the local branches’ independence from political influences is limited. RAI falls under the influence of the coalition holding the majority in the Italian Parliament, which often extends its control to the regional branches. In practice, there have been recent cases of questionable appointments in the regional public broadcasting service (high risk).
There is a lack of available data to measure content diversity at the local level. Since many local media outlets depend heavily on advertising investments and due to high concentration ratios in local media markets, local media often prioritise audience maximisation by minimising content and tone differentiation.

Social inclusiveness - High risk (61%)

The provision of news in minority language by the public service media (PSM) is asymmetric, with some languages being excluded. RAI is committed to ensuring a television and radio programming offering for the German and Ladin language minorities (in the provinces of Bolzano and Trento), Slovenian language minority (in Friuli-Venezia Giulia), and French language minority (in Valle d’Aosta), while in 2021, agreements were finalised for the protection of the Sardinian and Friulian languages. On the other hand, PSM broadcasting fails in including other minority languages recognised and protected by law (Albanian, Catalan, Greek, and Croatian). Broadly speaking, the general representation of minorities in PSM appears stronger and coherent in regions such as Valle d’Aosta, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, and Trentino-Alto Adige, while in other regions minorities risk being inadequately represented (high risk). With regards to the representation of minorities and the related tone and narratives, negative portrayals of Roma and Sinti communities remain widespread.

There are very limited examples of private news services in non-legally recognised minority languages (Chinese, Romanian and Arabic languages), predominantly in radio broadcasting, but information and data regarding this topic are relatively scarce, and it remains uncertain whether minorities are adequately represented in private media (high risk). It appears that attention given to minorities fluctuates depending on other events that capture the interest of media, institutions, and citizens. However, over the past five years, press coverage of immigration has been decreasing, while television outlets have been showing an increase in attention. The language used to describe these phenomena is however not entirely appropriate. In addition, the phenomenon of migration, once characterised by its exceptional nature, has assumed a sense of normalcy within the media discourse, while still maintaining its central position with new nuances.

The attention towards other marginalised groups (for example LGBTQ+ communities and persons with disabilities) is generally decreasing in television news. In addition, in TV programmes, these topics are often superficially explored, presented in sensationalist or paternalistic tones, and accompanied by polarised debates (high risk). Streaming platforms and pay channels show better performance. Radio programmes, podcasts, and online content creators demonstrate better representation and exploration of diversity topics.

Apart from minorities, local media, particularly print and online news websites, tend to adequately address the critical information needs of the communities they serve. However, the same cannot be said for local TV and radio stations, which may fall short in providing sufficient information. Some possible reasons for this difference between news formats include resource constraints, audience preferences, journalistic priorities at the local level, and scarce community engagement.

In relation to the last point, local media outlets in general show a genuine interest in engaging with the local community. When questioned, some local journalists affirm that the engagement and participation of local residents are evident. However, due to the limited number of journalists working in many of these outlets, it becomes challenging to adequately cover all areas comprehensively.\textsuperscript{42}

**Best practices and open public sphere**

There are numerous experiences of innovative responses to improve reach and audience, but evaluating their potential is challenging. Some initiatives focused on engaging with the audience through citizen journalism, although these endeavours often require more resources to thrive. Municipalities, on the other hand, tend to utilise social media platforms, such as Twitter accounts, as communication channels to inform the population about various topics, including transportation and public works.\textsuperscript{43}

The most important (and often unique, at the local level) initiatives that tackle the decline of local and community news provision are community media. These initiatives are spread across the entire national territory, including northern, central, and southern areas. Many community media are local radio stations (some examples: Radio Bullets in Naples, Radio Città Fujiko in Bologna, Radio Blackout in Turin; in addition, twenty local radios across the country are affiliated to Popolare Network, headed by Radio Popolare), because of the long tradition of radio stations in representing the specific characteristics of local areas and communities. Regarding TV stations, only a few attempts have been made to adopt innovative forms of information dissemination to enhance their reach and attract a wider audience. More innovative experiences are digital newspapers (e.g. those under the company Citynews, e.g. Milanotoday, Baritoday...), blogs (e.g., Napoli Unplugged in Naples), websites (e.g., Piemonte Share in the Piedmont Region), and podcast platforms (e.g., Spreaker’s podcasts in various locations). These media outlets serve as a means for communities to express their unique perspectives, share local news and information, and engage in public discourse.
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Context

In 2022 the Ministry of Culture commissioned a study into the regional and local media landscape in Latvia\(^1\). Data from this report were used to draft the document "Latvian Media Policy Guidelines 2023-2027", which is currently available only to the stakeholders. The report has identified a shortage of local news provision in the capital city Riga and municipalities around it. While the report has been used by media policymakers, it has not triggered any wider debate, either among industry professionals or the public.

The Electronic Mass Media Law defines “regional electronic mass media” as “those whose broadcasting area of transmission of programmes is not less than 20 percent of the territory of Latvia", while “local electronic mass media” are defined as “those whose broadcasting area of transmission of programmes is less than the area of transmission of regional electronic mass media”\(^2\). There is no local or regional press, or community media defined by law in Latvia.

Due to the small and linguistically divided audience (on offer are local media in Latvian, the official language, and local media in Russian, spoken at home by nearly 35% of the population), and the lack of large advertisers, traditionally one to two local media outlets have been operating in the municipalities. There are only a few media groups owning several local / regional media outlets, leading to the assessment that the risk level is low for regional media. While almost all the municipalities have their own local newspaper, there is a limited number of local and regional radios and TV stations, mostly concentrated around the major cities. The readership of local print media continues to drop steadily, and the frequency of publication of local newspapers is in decline.

In the capital city Riga and the municipalities around it there is either none or only one local or regional media outlet present. For this reason, Riga and its surrounding municipalities have been identified in this study as news deserts. These areas are not economically deprived areas, nor do they suffer from low internet penetration.

---


Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (55%)

The most common local and regional media outlets in Latvia are news websites and newspapers. Newspapers usually also run their own news sites, and there is a significant number of online-only media outlets. Less common are local and regional radio stations and TV channels. The key player in the audio-visual local and regional media market is free-to-air news and current affairs RE:TV channel. It unites 12 local and regional TV channels. In the second largest city of Daugavpils there are several popular city-based news sites. This makes Daugavpils’ local media ecosystem different from other cities and towns where, as a rule, local and regional media outlets cover both rural and urban areas. While socio-political events related to national institutions in Riga are covered by the national news media, there are no specific media outlets dedicated to news about Riga. Media structure analysis shows that the municipalities around the capital city are underserved by local and regional media.

Offices of local media outlets are based in towns and cities, but they usually cover the events taking place both there and in the surrounding rural area. According to Ivonna Plaude, Chair of the Latvian Regional Media Association, the number of local journalists continues to gradually decrease. A shortage of editorial staff, scarcity of funding making it difficult to hire enough employees, ageing newsrooms, trouble attracting young journalists, low salaries, overwork, and burnout are idiosyncratic of the Latvian local and regional media scene.

The public service media, Latvian television and Latvian radio, have only one regional branch and a limited number of regional correspondents, established by Latvian radio. The PSM does not run any local or regional radio stations or TV channels. This is assessed as a high risk situation. The only regional branch of Latvian radio is situated in the Latgale region and is run by Latvian public radio. It started its operations in 2016 and today has its own shows (e.g., current affairs, culture, and arts), as well as providing content for other programmes in Latvian, Russian and the Latgalian regional dialect. Public radio also has news correspondents in two other regions, Vidzeme and Kurzeme. Public television has only one regional news correspondent; she covers the Latgale region. To provide news of other regions, public television commissions content from the local and regional private TV stations. Bordering Russia, the bulk of the Latgale population speak Russian as their family language and are keen users of Russian-origin media content: Latvian media policymakers consider this a threat to social cohesion and national security. As a result, significant investments in the development of a commercial and public media presence in the Latgale region has been made at the expense of other regions.

---
4 Ivonna Plaude, Chair of the Board of Regional Media Association, phone interview, 19. 04. 2023.
There is one news agency in Latvia, LETA, which has correspondents in the major cities in all the regions of Latvia. It does not have correspondents in smaller cities. Yet, as the size of the country is small, if necessary, journalists can quickly get to the scene. At the same time, this means that the news agency can, in the main, cover events in the regions that are of interest to the national audience.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the local media coverage in Latvia in 2022. The city of Riga was not covered in the original study of the local media market (only the regions outside Riga). However, it should be also pointed out that, de facto, there are no local media present in Riga. The original data source for this visualisation is Kantar, Pētījums par Latvijas regionālo mediju tirgu un auditoriju and you can access it here.

Market and reach - Medium risk (55%)

In general, the existence of the local media market and reach is threatened by several risks related to falling income level, a decrease in the audience due to migration, and negative birth rates. The work of local media is hampered by limited opportunities to invest in digitisation and innovation projects.

The overall readership of local print media outlets is not high, and the number of subscribers is in steady decline. Only 36% of those surveyed in 2022 say they have read local print media over the last month.⁷ The overwhelming majority, 91%, have read printed versions while only 20% have read digital versions. Of those who read printed versions, 30% paid for a particular edition (newsstand sales) and 21% subscribed, while the rest obtained access to the outlet in other ways (via friends, at the workplace, library, school, etc.). Of those who read the digital version, 17% paid for a particular edition and only 5% subscribed, creating a high risk situation. It should be noted that less than half of the local print media outlets provide the opportunity to pay for a digital copy.

According to Ivonna Plaude, the total income of local and regional media has fallen by 20-30% over the past two years (2021-2023), creating a very high risk, while the turnover has increased as the subscription fees and retail prices have been raised. Due to inflation, the actual salaries of local/regional media employees have decreased.

The production costs of the print press have increased significantly; paper and printing services increased from 17% to 20% over one year. At the same time, the income from advertising decreased by 35%, shown in data collected by the Regional Media Association.⁸ Although digital advertising revenues are growing, income is still very low, and most, 75%, continues to be made from press subscriptions. Advertising revenues constitute 10% of income, creating a high risk situation, and state direct support (grants for quality journalism projects provided by the Media Support Fund) makes up 11%. The income for digital media has slowly increased, but in figures it makes up a very small part of media outlets’ revenue. The same can be added about audio-visual media.

State advertising is not defined and regulated in Latvia.⁹ Commenting on the issue of state advertising, Ivonna Plaude emphasises that the advertising campaigns created by state institutions, which are distributed by professional media agencies based on commercial rather than social responsibility principles, reach the local media in a very small way. Another big problem for local media is the impact of global platforms on the advertising market. About 80% of the population of Latvia use social networking platforms, so local media with small audiences are not considered serious players in the eyes of national advertisers. A large part of social advertisements related to issues of public interest, such as nature and environmental protection, public health, traffic safety, are placed on social networks.

⁸ Phone interview with Ivonna Plaude, Chair of the Board of Regional Media Association, 2023-04-19.
⁹ Phone interview with Ivonna Plaude, Chair of the Board of Regional Media Association, 2023-04-19.
The situation of local media is affected by the general economic condition of the country, which showed signs of a mild recession in 2023.\textsuperscript{11} Even more so, the global Covid-19 pandemic negatively affected the income of local and regional media: the number of subscribers fell and the income from newsstand sales dropped. Historically, the development of the local press was negatively affected by informative leaflets issued by local municipalities; for a considerable time these contained journalism-like content and were delivered to all residents of the region free of charge. In all regions, municipal information publications have been used to strengthen the influence of local political power. This has affected the culture of media usage in the regions, as part of the audience gets used to free information, thus undermining the local press,\textsuperscript{12} leading to a high risk assessment in this regard for the sake of this study.

Plaude also complained about the poor quality of the postal delivery service. Because of the lack of resources, local newspapers are often delivered late or not at all. This, Plaude thinks, is the main reason for a decrease in the number of subscriptions.

The quality of postal delivery also affects the frequency of publication of local newspapers; only one newspaper continues to publish five times a week, while others have moved to less frequent publication, only two or three times a week.

Two media outlets have closed recently. In 2019 the Alūksne and Maliena municipality newspapers merged, while a year later, in 2020, the newspaper Kursas Laiks in Liepāja city closed (its news portal Rekurzeme, though, continues to operate). This situation has been assessed as medium risk. In December 2023, the newspaper of the Dobele region (in the south of Latvia), Zemgale, issued twice a week, announced its closure,\textsuperscript{13} ceasing its subscription campaign, giving an insufficient number of subscribers and the unstable financial situation as reasons for its decision.\textsuperscript{14}

Since 2017 local and regional media can obtain direct state support for the creation of quality journalism content. This is administered by the Media Support Fund (MSF). MSF has a separate programme dedicated to the support of regional and local media; thus, the risk level is assessed as low. According to an interview with Kristers Plešakovs, Head of the Media Policy Unity at the Ministry of Culture, support for the industry is quite high, accounting for up to 20\% of media income.\textsuperscript{15} Ivonna Plaude estimated that state support creates between 10 to 20\% of local and regional media income. Local media highly value the direct support of the state, while they are aware that it has not always contributed to innovation or higher quality.

Regarding indirect state support, local print media qualify for a reduced VAT (5\%) and receive compensation for press delivery. This means that local media pay about 25\% of the real press delivery costs, explained Plešakovs.

As for the local media viability, the Media Support Fund programmes provide opportunities for media companies to invest in innovations (formats, technologies, digitalised content etc.). In addition, the Baltic Centre for Media Excellence, a Riga-based NGO working in the field of media training and consultancy, provides support for local media management. Still, the opportunities described here are irregular and the media have to find alternative sources for innovations; thus, the state of funding sources for innovations is assessed as medium risk.

\begin{footnotes}
\item[12] Phone interview with Ivonna Plaude, Chair of the Board of Regional Media Association, 2023-04-19.
\item[14] Guntars Līcis, executive director of the Association of Press Publishers, face to face interview (2023-12-13).
\item[15] Kristers Pļešakovs, Head of Media Policy Unit at Ministry of Culture, face to face interview with (2023-04-19).
\end{footnotes}
Safety of local journalists - Low risk (37.5%)

The safety of Latvian local media journalists is satisfactory, when considering that no physical attacks on journalists have been found. However, in line with the data of the Worlds of Journalism Study (WJS) (2021), local and regional media journalists admit receiving constant online threats.16 41% of regional and local media journalists surveyed by WJS admit they have been subjected to humiliating or hateful speech (11% encountered it often or very often); 32% experienced public discreditation of their work (10% often or very often); persecution, 3% of respondents; 13% have experienced other types of threats or intimidation; 8% have experienced legal actions against them because of their work.

The Regional Media Association and the Latvian Journalists Association are the professional organisations that defend the interests of their members. Not all local and regional journalists and media companies are members of these organisations, still, regional/local media employees are represented on the boards of both organisations mentioned above, they participate in all media related events and discussions protecting their interests in the working groups of Latvia's media policy development.

According to WJS survey data 2021, most local and regional media journalists have temporary job contracts and have access to social security benefits. The average salary of local media professionals is from 700 to 1,100 euros before tax; for about 60% per cent of the local media journalists this is less than the average salary in Latvia in 2021 (1,277 euro), thus the risk for local journalists’ working conditions is assessed as medium.

In a 2018 study journalists working for national, local and regional media complained about a significant part of their income being made by royalty (authorship) payments, which in contrast to a salary do not include full social tax payments and means they are less protected in terms of social security.17

SLAPPs are not monitored and analysed in Latvia. No information has been collected regarding court cases against local journalists.

Editorial independence - Medium risk (43%)

General media regulation protects media freedom and editorial independence, applying also to local/regional media. However, the regulatory framework cannot be considered fully effective, as indirect political control still may appear. More specifically, there are two regions in Latvia in which the local press has been indirectly connected with the influence of local and national politicians for some time: Daugavpils (in the East of Latvia), which is the second largest city in Latvia; Ventspils (in the West of Latvia), where the city’s only newspaper has long depended on the political position of the city municipality.

The criteria for direct and indirect state subsidies are clear, and the distribution of this kind of support is evaluated as effective. However, both the definition and the regulation behind state advertising are missing in Latvia, leading to a medium risk assessment. This is accompanied by a lack of data. The issue is actively discussed during meetings of the Ministry of Culture and media organisations on the development of brand-new media policy documents. Still, no decision has been made.

The financial and business environment described above makes local and regional media organisations vulnerable to commercial pressures. In a 2018 study journalists and editors of local media reported cases of major advertisers abandoning further cooperation because the media outlet had published material critical of them. Ivonna Plaude admitted in an interview that the small advertising income means that regional media try to adapt to the needs of commercial clients. There is no regulation, and local media admit sporadic and irregular commercial influence.

It can be stated that most of the local media follow professional standards of independence, fairness, impartiality, and accountability. When describing their degree of freedom while doing their work, local/regional media journalists in the WJS survey\(^\text{18}\) show a high level of professional freedom. The Latvian Media Ethics Council rarely receives complaints about the ethical misconduct of local media outlets. Since 2018, when the Council was established, of 58 complaints it has reviewed only 6 cases dealing with the local media. Of these 6 cases, the Council ruled that its Code of Ethics had been violated in only 2 cases. Also, among audiences, local media are qualitative and trustworthy sources of information.

However, there are some local media outlets with close ties to the local business/political elites and cannot be considered independent, leading to a medium risk rating. In terms of political influence, ties between media and politicians can be explained through ownership; through financing/sponsoring by politically influential persons; and by treating journalists according to their attitude towards local politicians (e.g., information denied in cases of tricky questions).

When specifically considering the action of the media authority vis-à-vis local media, and the independence of PSM at the local level, the situation appears to be a positive one. In the first case, a low risk is selected due to the independent and neutral decision-making practice of the regulatory body, which is applied to all media organisations, including local/regional media. In the second, PSM has a branch only in the eastern region of Latgale, which is deemed as free from the government or other political interference.

Finally, the content diversity of local/regional media can be assessed as average. Local media suffers from a lack of resources and employees, as Ivonna Plaude and Ingemārs Vekteris attest. As representatives of media organisations Plaude and Līcis relate that the quality/diversity of content is influenced by a lack of resources: small number of employees, high workload, difficulties accessing independent experts in a field, and a conflictual relationship with communication staff members/leaders in some local municipalities.

**Social inclusiveness - Low risk (33%)**

Of its 1,875,757 inhabitants, 454,350 people living in Latvia are ethnic Russians, followed by Belarusians (57,319), Ukrainians (41,895) and Polish (36,276)\(^\text{19}\). 37.7% of the Latvian population report using Russian at home\(^\text{20}\).

Public and private media provide news in Russian, which is the most common minority language in Latvia. This also includes news on local and regional affairs.

Public radio runs a Russian-language channel, which offers a wide range of content, including news and current affairs. Russian-language newscasts on weekday evenings are available on public television, and the PSM also offers a Russian-language news site. Nevertheless, public media struggles to attract Russian-speaking audiences, i.e., those audiences whose family language is Russian, and PSMs programmes are more popular among the Latvian audiences. Limited content is provided in other minority languages (e.g., Ukrainian, Belarusian, Polish) on PSMs' platforms, which includes news and current affairs, and news on the activities of related NGOs.

However, the kind of representation of minorities, in terms of tone and narratives, is assessed as medium risk. Many studies show that the representatives of ethnic minorities are not sufficiently represented as sources of information in the content of PSMs and other professional media, thus, minority representation practices lead to evaluating the media content as insufficiently diverse and pluralistic.\(^\text{21}\)

---

\(^{18}\) A. Rožukalne and L. Ozoliņa, pp. 11-13, 2022.

\(^{19}\) CSB/LETA. Dažādu tautību iedzīvotāju skaits Latvijā 2022.gada sākumā [Number of inhabitants of various nationalities in Latvia at the beginning of 2022], LETA. https://stor1.leta.lv/za-feb3f20/ic/c/8/c869ffe0-f097-4bf7-afed-4292e55cb8e0/index.62974f1833b4.html

\(^{20}\) Statistics, Latvia, 2017 data.

Along with national private Russian-language media, there are also private local Russian-language media operating. This is especially the case in the Latgale region, including local Russian-language radio stations, TV offerings, news sites and print media outlets. Some of the local media outlets are bilingual, with editions in Russian and in Latvian.

Content for and about marginalised groups, such as the LGTBQ community, is offered by national media organisations, including some culture and philosophy-oriented national, niche media outlets aimed specifically at these groups, which reaches local and regional audiences.

Local media usually meet the critical information needs of audiences they serve. However, they often have insufficient financial and human resources to invest in quality, public interest journalism. Local print media outlets offer little news analysis and critical, watchdog type reporting. Grants provided by the government-run Media Support Fund partly compensate this shortage.

Local media engage with their audiences in various ways. Ivonna Plaude listed these activities: local media organise on-site discussions on important local social and political issues; participate in the civic activities aimed at the protection of local nature and the environment; provide support for local culture by publishing books and organising events for local authors. Local media usually lack financial resources to commission large-scale audience research. Instead, they get feedback from their audiences in other ways: e.g., in-person communication or phone conversations, audience commentaries on the media outlet's news site and social media accounts. In line with a 2022 survey data, 55% of those surveyed say they trust regional media content.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

Only a few local media outlets experiment with innovative ways in content production, delivery, and audience engagement. The most common initiatives include participation in media development projects, offering consultancy with and mentoring by experienced national and international editors. This includes experimenting with their management/editorial procedures. Local media journalists often criticise local media managers of being conservative, resistant to change and, instead, preferring established, routinised ways of management. Young local media journalists, for instance, report resistance on the part of their managers to modernise (e.g., develop a web site, introduce new content) to attract young audiences. There have been no citizen or civil society initiatives offering innovative journalism products and services in response to the decline of traditional local media.

---


Lithuania

Auksė Balčytienė, Vytautas Magnus University
Deimantas Jastramskis, Vilnius University

Context

In Lithuania, the debate about the viability and significance of regional, local and community media is dynamic and has been gradually evolving in the past few years. Likewise, the concept of “news deserts” has found its place in mediated discussions. Groups engaged in public discussions include representatives of minority group associations, regional journalists, experts from professional media organisations (such as the Lithuanian Union of Journalists), academics and researchers, freelancers, experts from different Think-Tanks (Vilnius Political Analysis Institute, Transparency International), policymakers, and representatives from the media regulatory authorities (such as the Radio and TV Support Fund).

The main media law “The Provision of Information to the Public” contains the definition of “regional media”, whereas there are no institutionalised definitions for “community media” and “local media”. In academic studies, “community media” is most often described as media outlets produced by non-profit organisations accountable to the community they seek to serve.

Lithuania consists of two NUTS2 regions: the Capital region and the Central and Western Lithuania region. The GDP per capita of the Capital region was almost twice (43,100 euro) as high as that of the Central and Western Lithuania region (23,200 euro) in 2021. In this analysis, three areas—Druskininkai Municipality, Širvintos District Municipality and Visaginas Municipality—were identified as exhibiting characteristics of “news deserts”. Political-business influence emerges as the most significant factor in determining news deprivation. At the same time, it is not possible to say whether the most economically or technologically deprived areas overlap with those regions identified as “news deserts”. This ambiguity also extends to technological advancements. Lithuania is evenly covered by internet access, which, according to the calculations provided by the Communication Regulation Authority, the RRT (Ryšių reguliavimo tarnyba), stands at 99%, with the few exceptions of border regions in Varėna, Ignalina, Šalčininkai, and Pagėgiai.


2 Sections 44 and 45 of Article 2 of the Law on Provision of Information to the Public define regional newspaper and broadcaster: “44. Regional newspaper – a newspaper that is distributed in the territories of the counties of the Republic of Lithuania and whose circulation is not less than 90 percent in the territory of one county; 45. Regional broadcaster – a broadcaster whose programme broadcast by terrestrial television or radio network is received in the territory where less than 60 percent of the population of Lithuania lives”. Legal act, Lietuvos respublikos visuomenės informavimo įstatymo pakeitimo, 2006, https://e-seimas.lt/portal/legalAct/lt/TAD/TATIS.280580.

3 In 2023, three market participants (Telia Lietuva, Tele2 and Bitė Lietuva) were obliged to ensure the provision of universal electronic communication services in these districts. It was shown they covered less than 95 percent of all residential premises in the relevant municipality.
In essence, as revealed on the bar chart below, the risks in the decline of news affecting the local media landscape are more strongly linked to political and business alignments, a diminishing professional independence and infrastructural conditions (media viability and news distribution models), than being directly attributed to purely regional-economic matters or to those relating to accessibility to digital-technological information.

**Risk Score by Indicator – LITHUANIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Very low risk</th>
<th>Low risk</th>
<th>Medium risk</th>
<th>High risk</th>
<th>Very high risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure of local media</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market and reach</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety of local journalists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (58%)

The critical question of serving the public interest in the local area has become increasingly relevant in the past five to seven years. In all types of public discussions in the media, the objective of regularly serving regional and rural communities, especially during important times such as political elections, is often framed in the context of “existential questions” for regional media. The questions often revolve around ensuring the financial viability of regional news, maintaining an informed readership, which indirectly also affects journalistic professionalism, and upholding the political independence of the media. In the regions, subscription is a major guarantor of the financial sustainability of newsrooms, and editorial offices base all their sustainability and marketing activities around it.

There are certain forms of media outlets in suburban areas of towns in Lithuania, among which radio (digital broadcasts) and online media are the most popular platforms. In the Kaunas region, the news portal Kas Vyksta Kaune is among the best examples of a regional media outlet which covers all suburban areas of the city by including citizen announcements. An example of collaborative partnerships in the development of news exchanges on a regional level is the weekly Etaplius. For over a decade, it has been overseeing the regional news exchange platform www.etaplius.lt, covering news from 60 outlets and drawing in over 60 thousand users per day.

4 Lithuania experienced successful economic growth until early 2022 but has since faced setbacks due to Russian aggression in Ukraine. In 2022, the Lithuanian economy slowed down, and quarterly growth was weak throughout the year, culminating in a negative growth rate of -1.7% in the fourth quarter. In 2022, inflation reached 18.9%, but the rate of price growth was projected to decrease in 2023. In response to inflation, the government has been supporting households and businesses to help them cope with the energy crisis. Infliacijos skaičiuoklė, https://paslaugos.stat.gov.lt/; According to the Bank of Lithuania, in 2022, the unemployment rate was 5.9%, which is less than in the previous year (2021 it was 7.2%).


8 Ibid.

It is becoming quite common for information to reach local communities online, since many urban, regional, and local media have restructured their operations to provide online news. However, the critical factor is the audience’s ability to access news in such a manner. Lack of sufficient digital skills and the preferences for more conventional types of media among the older population might be one of the major factors preventing further operability of online media in the regions.\(^{11}\)

The number of regional media journalists varies across the country.\(^{12}\) The largest concentration of media professionals is in the capital city where all the dominant news media are based.

As a tradition, regional and local news media aim to have journalists on the spot and many outlets strive to keep their newsrooms functioning, albeit the number of journalists and other professionals is very small.\(^{13}\) A further big problem is the age of a journalist; younger journalists are not keen on living in rural areas or localities further away from urban centres. Cooperation on initiatives and projects initiated by teams of journalists based in urban centres is a good possibility for the professional advancement of regional journalists.

Lithuanian National Radio and Television (the LRT, Lietuvos radijas ir televizija), the public service broadcaster, has a regional studio in Kaunas with radio and TV journalists and assisting personnel, and a network of correspondents in other bigger cities. This relatively limited arrangement reflects a long-standing tradition, rather than a newer strategy of the LRT, which focuses on maintaining a network of correspondents abroad, such as in Brussels and Washington.

Two news agencies, BNS (Baltic News Service) and ELTA (Ereto Lietuvos naujienų agentūra), operate in Lithuania and both are based in Vilnius. BNS has its correspondents in the second largest city, Kaunas. BNS maintains a platform of news exchanges with regional media. There is a growing need for news agencies to maintain a foundation of accurate information while keeping up with people’s news preferences, expanding on news presentation styles and formats. Specifically, news agencies need to restructure themselves and “democratise from within,” which means granting more accessibility to audiences and being more sensible to the audiences’ needs.\(^{14}\)

**Market and reach - High risk (62,5%)**

Conventional local media are slowly withdrawing from the market. This can be seen in recent years in the newspaper and audio-visual media sectors. There are only six local television stations in Lithuania, which broadcast news usually only once a day. Local radio stations also operate in less than a third of municipalities. Local newspapers, published in most municipalities, remain the dominant media. Media concentration in local markets is naturally high, as individual markets usually have only a few media outlets.

Most local newspapers are for sale and subscription; the tradition of paid press continues. The newsrooms of local newspapers and new market participants develop local websites. However, the digital press in municipalities is very difficult to commercialise (digital subscription rates in local media are still low), and newspapers remain the main media on the whole.

---


13. Ibid.

The daily reach of local radio stations during the last five years (2018-2022) has been relatively stable. However, the total annual circulation of Lithuanian newspapers (including local outlets) decreased by a third from 2017 to 2021. The number of real users of regional/local websites increased in 2022-2023, and the audience shares of some regional websites also increased in 2019-2022.

The revenue of most local media organisations decreased during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020-2021 and increased in 2022. However, this revenue increase in many cases did not reach the inflation rate. It is possible to state a general decrease in advertising revenue in the local media, with a certain reservation, when evaluating the online-only sector.

The Lithuanian Government partly subsidises the distribution of the periodical press to rural areas. Five percent VAT exemption is applied for the sale and subscription of newspapers, magazines, and the electronic press. Direct subsidies to local media are administered by the Press, Radio, and Television Support Foundation (the Media Support Fund since 2024). Although funding from the state budget for this fund in 2022 increased by 0.5 million euro compared to 2021, state support is insufficient to make local media more economically sustainable.

The legislation does not provide universal rules for the advertising of state and municipal institutions in the media. State and municipal institutions, when organising tenders for the purchase of advertising in the media, determine the requirements for advertising in their separate decisions. Moreover, there are no available funding sources for local media outlets that aim to promote innovation.

Safety of local journalists - Medium risk (42.5%)

Most local media journalists work under employment contracts; about 20% are freelancers. The salaries of journalists working in the local media are, on average, lower than the average salary in Lithuania. Thus, the money allocated to social guarantees (especially unemployment benefits and pension insurance) is also lower than the national average. Local media freelancers earn similar incomes to contract journalists, but freelancers receive lower social guarantees.

In 2022, some local media organisations have had to reduce staff numbers, and salaries have remained significantly unchanged. However, given approximately 20% inflation in Lithuania, the income (or purchasing power) of many journalists relatively decreased.

There are no registered cases of physical attacks and threats against local media journalists in Lithuania in 2018-2022. However, psychological harassment and online threats or other intimidation are occasional occurrences in the activities of local media journalists. In recent years, investigative journalists from national organisations have faced vexatious lawsuits (SLAPPs) but there have been no similar cases in local organisations.

---

18 Rekvizitai, Duomenų rinkmenos [Data files], 2023, https://rekvizitai.vz.lt.
21 R. Balčiūnaitė, Medijų rėmimo fondo biudžetu nepatenkinta žiniasklaida prašo institucijų didinti finansavimą [Unsatisfied with the budget of the Media Support Fund, the media ask the authorities to increase funding], Vz.lt, 2023, https://www.vz.lt/rinkodara/medijos/2023/10/26/mediju-remimo-fondo-biudzetu-nepatenkinta-ziniasklaida-praso-instituciju-didinti-finansavima#ixzz8LqGZx2G.
Some local media journalists are members of professional organisations. The Lithuanian journalists union has its branches in several major cities. However, most journalists do not belong to professional associations. Professional journalistic organisations assist their members in difficult work situations in individual cases, but this does not happen systematically. The activity of professional organisations in ensuring editorial autonomy and professional standards is quite limited. Therefore, journalists do not always trust professional organisations and try to solve the problems on their own.25

**Editorial independence - Medium risk (44%)**

The indicator editorial independence scores 44% (low-risk), right below the medium-risk band. Lithuanian politicians, civil servants, and spouses have ownership rights to over 100 media outlets.26 Such media ownership is more common in municipalities where a large part of the local media is financially dependent on politicians. As a result, it is quite difficult for some local media organisations to apply journalistic professional standards related to editorial autonomy and impartiality.

The economic weakness of local media organisations and the insufficient state subsidisation efforts mentioned in the market and reach section, pose serious risks to the independence of local media content. At the same time, direct state subsidies to private local media outlets are distributed quite fairly and transparently. However, the distribution of state advertising to media organisations is not always fair and transparent. Unclear schemes for the distribution of state advertising money through communication agencies to the media outlets create conditions for corruption.27

Survey data of Lithuanian journalists show that more than two-thirds of journalists working in the regions (local media) recognise the influence of advertising decisions on their journalistic activities.28 Such dependence of journalistic work in local organisations on political and commercial influences shows that in most cases local media cannot professionally cover all important topics and adequately inform their audience about local political and social problems. The economic weakness of local private media often creates conditions for corrupting editorial offices through municipal advertising services. This way, some political opinions are highlighted, while others are belittled or silenced. In practice, there are cases when journalists of local newsrooms are bound by obligations to local authorities.

Lithuania has three media authorities: the Journalist Ethics Inspector, the Lithuanian Radio and Television Commission and the Public Information Ethics Commission. None of these institutions have local branches. However, they oversee both national and local media. These media authorities act independently.

From 2023, the Lithuanian public media service focuses its news strategy more on the regions and is committed to reflect the current affairs, issues, and opinions of the residents of all regions of Lithuania on LRT channels.29 However, comprehensive information also requires appropriate resources, while a total of eight journalists work in the Lithuanian National Radio and Television branches (in the five largest cities of Lithuania excluding the capital).

It can be summarised that commercial local media experience significant political and economic constraints, often not being able to inform their communities more effectively; the public media service is not always able to fill the emerging information gaps in each region. There is a partial diversity of content.

---


26 BNS, Pernai Lietuvoje kas aštunta žiniasklaidos priemonė buvo valdoma politikų [Every eighth media outlet in Lithuania was controlled by politicians last year], 2022, https://www.vz.lt/rinkodara/medijos/2022/06/23/permii-lietuvoje-kas-asstunta-ziniasklaidos-priemone-buvo-valdoma-politiku.


Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (50%)

Based on the 2021 general population and housing census, approximately 2 million 810 thousand people lived in Lithuania. Out of this population, 432 thousand representatives of national minorities were identified. This accounts for approximately 15 percent of all Lithuanian residents.

Lithuanian Radio and Television (the LRT) is obliged to provide news in minority languages as part of its programming strategy and mission. The programmes and types of news offered for minority communities on various channels vary based on their specificities: there are original TV programmes produced in Polish, Yiddish, Russian and Ukrainian. As for the internet media, the Lrt.lt website features dedicated pages in Russian, Polish, and English.

The LRT implements the strategy of inclusion, particularly on age groups such as children and seniors, as well as gender (assuring adequate representation of women in news programmes) and addressing minority issues.

The 2020 research data by a monitoring company “Mediaskopas”, indicates that the media’s efforts to change towards more fair representation are evident, but the emphasis on ethnicity, especially in the context of crime reporting, remains a pressing issue. Cases of hate speech directed at national minorities tend to increase during important national events, such as parliamentary elections. Again, it is important to acknowledge that this trend is more characteristic of commercial media rather than public service media.

Some of the major commercial news outlets offer news coverage in minority languages. Among these are the internet media (Delfi.lt) which has a dedicated Russian-language newsroom, albeit with a smaller team of journalists. Nevertheless, they cover the main news and provide fact-checks.

The media support system, including the new model of media support, Media Support Fund (Medijų rėmimo fondas), does not identify marginalised people as an audience group with specific needs. Currently, the “Law on Provision of Information to the Public” stipulates that the Media Support Fund allocates support to the projects of registered public information producers and disseminators according to certain programmes and priority areas. Among these are education and culture-related themes, media literacy-related matters, investigative and educational journalism, and other programmes.

In most cases, local media outlets, if they are available in the region, are connected to their audiences and invest efforts to maintain community engagement. It is very often the job of local journalists and media professionals, librarians, teachers, museum workers and religious leaders to serve as core community centres around which local communities gather. Yet, many regional and local media face serious economic sustainability challenges. Therefore, political and business linkages might be problematic. Some critical regions, such as Širvintos and Druskininkai, face limited public scrutiny, while others perform well in terms of media coverage and provision of public interest type of information.

Best practices and open public sphere

Lithuania provides several examples of innovative local community media. One notable case is news portal Kas Vyksta Kaune: with over 10 years history, established as a civic initiative on social media (Facebook) for news exchanges among the people in the city, it has evolved into an online platform with an integrated news portal and social media channel. Over time, it has grown to set and shape the regional news agenda and actively participate in city events. Initially established to bridge news events and citizens in Kaunas, Kas Vyksta Kaune functions as a newsroom with approximately seven professional journalists, editors and IT specialists; additionally, it serves as a hub for internships for journalism, communications, and IT students.

30 National minorities such as Roma, Poles, Russians, and Jews can be found in up to 72 percent of all mentions of hate speech in Lithuanian media. Manoteises.lt, Ištyrė, kas sumažintų neapykantos kalbos srautą tautinių mažumų atžvilgiu, 2021, https://manoteises.lt/straipsnis/istyre-kas-sumazintu-neapykantos-kalbos-srautu-tautiniu-mazumu-atzvilgiu/.
The Bendra.lt project, initiated by the Media4Change organisation, is an innovative venture of “inclusive local journalism”. It provides an engaging hybrid platform which runs both digitally (as a news portal) and face to face meeting sessions for exchanges between citizens and a team of journalism professionals. The team’s task is to further develop ideas offered by citizens into journalistic products.

The third example comes from local suburban media outlets (Gyvenukaune.lt, Gyvenujurbarke.lt, Gyvenuplungeje.lt), initiated and produced by independent journalists directly accountable to their local communities. Traditionally, these media types do not rely on one funding scheme to guarantee their viability; instead, they operate on a project-basis, through crowd-funding initiatives, partnering with other local knowledge organisations (schools, libraries, museums) and using advertising.
Luxembourg

Stephanie Lukasik, University of Luxembourg

Context

In Luxembourg, local and national information are intertwined in the media given the small size of the country and the ease of access for journalists, in particular the short distances between places and free public transport. There is no debate about the "deserts of local news" in Luxembourg. Policy makers, industry professionals and the general public don’t recognise that this is a problem and don’t discuss it regularly. The current land area of Luxembourg is 2,574.5 sq. km, with a population size of 640.06 thousand. Luxembourg is divided into two regions: Oesling in the north and Guttland in the centre and south. The five largest cities in population size are concentrated in the southern half of the country. In addition, the country’s local information also goes beyond borders by devoting itself to news from neighbouring countries as well. This is due to the presence of cross-border workers but also of Luxembourgers who reside in border countries for economic reasons. Local information is thus made up of two local areas: the municipalities and districts of Luxembourg as well as the border territories of the Greater Region (Belgium, France and Germany). Almost half of the resident population is foreign and many of them do not speak Luxembourgish. In January 2022, 47.1% foreigners were living in Luxembourg and the ratio of foreigners is still increasing.

The legal framework of the law of 27 July 1991 on electronic media provides a definition of "local media" in Luxembourg, but this definition only applies to radio. Luxembourg has 19 local audio-visual media according to the Luxembourg Independent Audio-visual Authority (ALIA). Beyond this list, there is no precise name for the written press as local media, except for a local print media named Forum, which is a monthly review founded in 1976 in the legal form of association (foundations and non-profit associations, ASBL). There is no definition in the law for "community media". But in practice, given the Luxembourg context of multilingualism and multiculturalism with the significant presence of foreign communities within the country, some media can be considered as community media.

---


3 The main foreigner minorities are: The Portuguese 30.8% - The French: 16.1% - The Italian: 7.9% - The Belgian: 6.5% - The German: 4.2%: Nationalités, Statistiques.lu, 2023, https://statistiques.public.lu/fr/recensement/nationalites.html

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Very low risk (13%)

The most common form of local media are audio-visual media (radio and television). Communities in rural areas of Luxembourg are well served by local media outlets. Luxembourg’s 19 local audio-visual media are divided between 11 in the South of the country and 8 in the North. This is why the infrastructure of local media represents a very low risk in Luxembourg (13%). In addition, *dok den oppene kanal* is a channel that operated a selection of programmes from local channels, allowing Luxembourgers to have easy access to local news coverage, but which ceased broadcasting on December 31, 2023. These local media are important for the population because, according to the most recent Eurostat data, 32.9% of the population in the country was living in rural areas in 2020. Even if there has been a decline since 2015 (48.5% of the population then lived in rural areas), Luxembourg is still considered one of the most rural countries in Europe. However, the country is nevertheless very well equipped with infrastructure, and rural areas are not strictly speaking, different from urban areas in terms of services. Concerning newspaper distribution, the country benefits from an offer of 72 kiosks (Valora group), of which 70% is dedicated to the press, with an expansion of news stands at the rate of two to three stores per year. However, there is an issue regarding mailing by post. The post offices are no longer sending subscribers’ weekly newspapers directly, without address labelling, which generated additional costs for the print media. A discussion is underway with the press council and the postal service to try to find a solution.

Given that there is only one PSM radio, 100.7, in Luxembourg and considering the small size of the country, one cannot talk about local/regional correspondents for the PSM, but the geographical distribution of the news is adequate in practice. For example, there are live broadcasts from Diekirch in the North of the country, even if the radio studios are in Luxembourg city. Additionally, taking into account the law of 12 August 2022 on the organisation of the public establishment "Public Service Media 100.7" and amending the law of 27 July 1991 on electronic media, one of the missions of the PSM radio is to provide the entire population of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg with information on regional and local news.

---

5 Stengefort TV (channel of the municipality of Steinfort), Péltange Info TV, Esch TV, Dudelange TV, Radio Belle Vallée (Local Radio Bieles cultural association) (Belvaux), Radio Gutt Laur (Schifflange), Radio Diddeleng (Local radio of the City of Dudelange), LRB (Local radio Réiserbann -Beeteburg), Rádio Positiva Luxemburgo (universal reception center a.s.b.l) (Esch-sur-Alzette), Mamer TV, Radio Pétange/ Pêiteng on Air (Radio-Télé Gemeng Pëtêng a.s.b.l).
6 Nordlicht TV (Bettendorf near Vianden and Diekirch), Dikrich TV, Radio ROM (Radioorganisatioun Miedernach a.s.b.l) (Medernach, Ernz valley), Country Radio Gilsdorf (Country Radio Gilsdorf a.s.b.l), Radio Lora (Association for the creation and operation of radio broadcasts by antenna and cable) (Diekirch), Radio LNW (Radio du Lycée du Nord) (Wiltz), Radio Aktiv (Echternach), Miersch TV.
7 Of the 106 municipalities in Luxembourg, 80 municipalities are classified as in rural areas and occupy 82.2% (2,125.4 km2) of the national territory (2,586.36 km2). Source: "Luxembourg - Rural Development Programme (National) ”, Ministère de l’Agriculture, de la Viticulture et de la Protection des Consommateurs, n.d., [https://www.reterurale.it/downloads/RDP/rdp%20Luxemburgo.pdf](https://www.reterurale.it/downloads/RDP/rdp%20Luxemburgo.pdf)
9 R. Graf, director of the *Woxx*, 8/2/2023, online via Teams.
Market and reach - Medium risk (41%)

The indicator market and reach is scored as a medium risk (41%). The majority of local media are non-profit organisations (ASBL). Given their status, they are not permitted to make a profit and are distinct from commercial companies. Their annual accounts are filed with the Register of Businesses and companies (RCS) and not published. It is therefore noted a lack of transparency regarding local media revenues. Furthermore, the only data concerning advertising revenue published by adada.lu in the Adreport is limited to national media.10

The financial support provided by the government at national, regional, local or municipal level to local media is existing but not sufficiently transparent and anchored in a long time frame. Yet, the local media largely contribute to maintaining pluralism in the Luxembourg media landscape. Funding through advertising is limited and only non-profit associations can obtain permission to open a local radio outlet (art.17 Law on Electronic Media of 1991). As an example, NORDLIICHT TV is financed mainly by sponsorship, by advertising and by the support of the majority of the municipalities in the north of the country, as well as by the Ministry of State, Media and Communication department. Subsidies are regularly granted by the municipalities for this purpose (Bourscheid in 201911, Reisdorf, for the amount of 700 euros in 201812). Several agreements have been signed, including an agreement in 2019 with the College of Echевinal and in 2018 with the municipality of Mertzig.13 As for Radio ARA, an agreement has been reached with the state for the period 2021-2025, securing funding of one million and 200,000 euros spread over 5 years. Advertising revenue is in fact described as “limited” by the status of a non-profit association. Local audio-visual media do not benefit from the aid programme of the law of 30 July 2021, which concerns the printed and online written press. Audio-visual media are in fact excluded because they are considered broadcast programmes and are covered by the amended Law of 27 July 1991 on Electronic Media (Article 2, Point 24). They therefore benefit from assistance on a case-by-case basis.

Luxembourgers have access to local news in the daily press media. Indeed, local news intertwines with national news. Among the 3 most widely read daily press newspapers (print and online version included), two newspapers have a fee: the Luxemburger Wort and the Tageblatt.14 Although two paid newspapers are in the top 3 most read press in terms of local news, the free newspaper L’Essentiel ranks second in terms of readership. The majority of readers are not used to paying for local media, either for the audio-visual sector (local audio-visual media are free) or for the press sector. In addition, in 2019, the discontinuation of the weekly publication Le Jeudi, founded in 1997, reveals that the subscription and advertising-financed model is no longer viable since the digital transition. According to Editpress management, the advertising market has largely shifted from the print to the digital market and the revenue generated by voter subscriptions has not been able to compensate for the advertising deficit.

14 Law of 27 July 1991 on Electronic Media, art. 2, pt. 24: “a) any program, in particular broadcast radio, television or teletext, which is transmitted using a Luxembourg broadcasting frequency, as defined in paragraph (1), even if such a program occupies only part of the bandwidth of this frequency or only part of the available airtime, or if it uses other means of transmission in parallel; any program, in particular broadcast radio, television and teletext, which, without being transmitted using a Luxembourg broadcasting frequency, requests and obtains a concession in accordance with Article 9, paragraphs (1) and ( 3), by agreeing to submit to the provisions of this chapter”.
15 The Luxemburger Wort (print and online) ranks first with 130,500 readers (i.e., 24.5% of the population), L’essentiel or e-paper L’essentiel is 2nd with 95,700 readers (i.e., 17.9% of the population), in 3rd position is the Tageblatt or e-paper Tageblatt with 32,300 readers (i.e., 6.1% of the population) and in 4th position Le Quotidien or e-paper Le Quotidien attracts 14,800 readers (i.e., 2.8% of the population). Source: TNS ILRES, "Communiqué de presse : Etude TNS ILRES PLURIMEDIA LUXEMBOURG 2022.1 “, 2022, https://ilres.com/media/1624/communique_de_presse_etudeplurimedia_2022.pdf (accessed 9 February 2024).
Generally, there has been a maintenance of the local media landscape over the past five years. For example, since 1992, Radio ARA has been broadcasting on the Luxembourg airwaves, despite a drop in audience for the local radio station Radio ARA in 2022. According to the Plurimedia study by the ILRES polling institute in 2021 for the first period of the study, Radio ARA lost audience numbers in 2021\textsuperscript{16}. Conversely, the local media Nordliicht TV gained in numbers\textsuperscript{17}. In 2022, the audience for this local media increased\textsuperscript{18}.

Concerning the print press and online press, there has been an increase in the amount of financial support provided by the state to local media outlets in recent years, thus there is a very low risk reported for this variable. To maintain and support media pluralism, the government passed the law of 30 July 2021 on an aid scheme for professional journalism by granting 200,000 euro per media with the condition of hiring 5 journalists on permanent contracts. This allows for the maintenance and development of the press. Each year, the media must meet the conditions required to obtain aid, which is why the amounts over the years are not guaranteed and may vary\textsuperscript{19}. For example, contacto.lu, which is a community media for the Portuguese community in Luxembourg, received 219,286.55 euro in 2021 compared to 387,082.93 euro in 2022 with the new press aid regime. The Mediahuis Luxembourg group was also able to develop Virgule.lu, a French-language information site for Luxembourg residents and inhabitants of the Greater Region. Even if it is not strictly speaking local media, due to its private for-profit economic model, the target audience is a well-defined local audience and responds to the particular nature of Luxembourg in terms of demand for local information.

For the market and reach area, which has the highest score, the most problematic issues are the lack of data and transparency. Even if local radio stations are limited in terms of advertising, public data on these potential earnings and access to the precise ownership of local media is not available. For example, when accessing the RCS (trade and companies register), there is only access to the name of the company, its registered office, the legal form, the NACE code and the date of registration. Data on the weekly audience of local media is unavailable. The only data obtained concerns a period of 5 months with the Plurimedia study by the polling institute ILRES. Moreover, Luxembourg is not analysed in the Digital News Report by the Reuters Institute.

### Safety of local journalists - Very low risk (17%)

The conditions of employment of journalists in the media are quite good, in particular the stability of employment (hiring of journalists on permanent contracts). The new press aid regime also promotes this stability since the hiring of journalists on permanent contracts is one of the conditions for obtaining aid. To be a freelancer is a choice. Nevertheless, it should be noted that remuneration is quite low in comparison with the average income of Luxembourgers.

The only available list of journalists from the Press Council\textsuperscript{20} does not mention either the evolution of the number of local journalists over five years, or their location. This lack of data constitutes a low risk for transparency for monitoring the conditions of journalists and journalism.


\textsuperscript{19} Data.public.lu, 2022, [https://data.public.lu/fr/datasets/r/0116f309-36f4-40a7-bbd6-ee42b180bb60](https://data.public.lu/fr/datasets/r/0116f309-36f4-40a7-bbd6-ee42b180bb60).

The Association of Professional Journalists (ALJP) is present at the local level and is effective in guaranteeing editorial independence and/or respect for professional standards for local journalists. Local journalists and newsrooms are committed to ethical journalism principles and adhere to specific codes of ethics or conduct. According to interviews conducted for this research, local journalists respect the ethics and deontology of journalism in the same way as national journalists. The journalists interviewed working for local and community media make it a point of honour to respect professional journalistic standards because of the greater concern of the public and the importance of maintaining a closeness and a link of trust with their audiences.

However, there were 3 cases of threats to the physical safety of three journalists in Luxembourg. However, these three journalists work at the national newspaper Tageblatt, the investigative online platform Reporter.lu and radio 100.7, so they do not work for local media. Regarding the legal framework, Luxembourg is perhaps looking towards drawing inspiration from France. Currently, it does not have a specific legal framework concerning the prosecution of threats against journalists, and the ordinary Criminal Code applies. According to the data obtained, there have been no cases of SLAPP involving local journalists. Only the national newspaper Tageblatt had received letters from a lawyer requesting a right of reply as well as demands for compensation amounting to 150,000 euro. Currently, Luxembourg does not have a specific legal framework concerning SLAPPs.

Editorial independence - Low risk (28%)

Political control of local media by ruling parties (local or national), partisan groups or politicians is unregulated, but effectively prevented in practice.

State subsidies (direct and indirect) are not distributed to private local media equally and transparently. They are made on a case-by-case basis and, in addition to not being distributed in the same way, the amount is also not transparently disclosed for all local media. For example, the precise total amount received by Nordliicht TV is not known. Admittedly, it is possible to observe that a certain number of subsidies are regularly granted by the municipalities.

No data on the distribution of state advertising to private local media is available, raising a medium-risk level in terms of transparency.

By looking at the extent of commercial influence over editorial content, it can be stated that this happens rarely. According to the legal framework of article 17 of the law of 27 July 1991 (amended and applicable on 21 August 2022) on electronic media, local radio services do not have the right to have a profit motive and must limit advertising messages. Local audio-visual media content is monitored by ALIA to check commercial influence. Journalists interviewed have confirmed that the content is clearly separated from marketing advertising and other commercial activities. The present research has observed a single decision DEC011/2023-P028/2023 of 9 October 2023 of the Board of Directors of the Luxembourg Independent Audio-visual Authority concerning a complaint against the .dok service regarding the dissemination of communication commercials in the 21 February 2023 broadcast of Dikrich TV.

According to the law of 27 August 2013 creating the public establishment “Luxembourg Authority audio-visual independent”, the local media is independent from political influences. Local audio-visual media content is also monitored by ALIA to check political influence. However, despite this legislation and the self-regulation in place, some cases do occur, as demonstrated by a case of political pressure in the coverage of the news of a municipal council, which emerged thanks to the interviews conducted for the scope of this research.

The Luxembourg Independent Audiovisual Authority (ALIA) has a remit over 19 local audiovisual media. ALIA’s missions include the *a posteriori* monitoring of the contents of local audio-visual media. Strictly speaking, its mission is not to guarantee a safer environment for local media; this is more the responsibility of the Media and Communications Service according to the regulation of 14 September 2022 establishing the organisation of the Media and Communications Service. No cases of concern regarding the authority’s independence were detected.

Radio 100.7, the only PSM radio in Luxembourg, is independent from the government or any other form of political influence in practice. Concerning the private media RTL, which also has public service missions, respect for autonomy and editorial independence are guaranteed by the supervision of the independent Luxembourg audio-visual authority ALIA, which receives complaints.

It can be stated that local media provide a diverse scope of stories, viewpoints and tone of reporting, although sometimes the respect for contradiction specific to professional journalism is not always respected (ALIA 2023).26

**Social inclusiveness - Low risk (30%)**

Concerning social inclusiveness, the level of this indicator is at low risk (30%). In Luxembourg, the three official languages are Luxembourgish, French and German. Beyond these three official languages, there are many minority languages. The communities that do not understand Luxembourgish or that do not use it as their main language of communication constitute the biggest type of minority in Luxembourg.27 Luxembourg presents a very paradoxical situation in which the sum of its linguistic minority groups will soon become the "majority". Private media outlets and services (TV, radio, press, online) are offering news services in minority languages. PSM does not have national news available in minority languages. The only PSM, Radio 100.7, has a programme of national news essentially in Luxembourgish, thereby excluding half of the country’s population. To offer its public service to a larger part of the population, the director of 100.7 wanted to create a French-speaking programme. The discussion is still ongoing between the director of 100.7 and the president of its board of governance, and ALIA and the government of Luxembourg.

It should be noted that this absence of airtime for linguistic minorities in PSM is partly compensated by the services offered by RTL television and the RTL website, within the framework of their public service missions. Indeed, RTL television offers a daily information programme in Luxembourgish with French subtitles and a short information programme (around 2-3 minutes) in French. In addition, a lot of effort has been made over the last few years to develop a digital product offering in French and English (RTL Infos & RTL Today). According to the director of RTL Luxembourg, these platforms are now within the scope of the public service agreement that came into effect on 1 January 2021. In this dynamic, RTL Today Radio, was transmitted in March 2022 to address the general public in English via the web. Chronicle.lu offers an online information service targeted towards the international community across Luxembourg and the Greater Region, and specifically at those who use English as a first or second language in their social and/ or working lives. *Luxembourg Times* and *Delano* also offer news in English. For the French community, there are a lot of offers such as *L’essentiel* (free newspaper and radio), *Le Quotidien*, Virgule.lu (French speaking media from Luxemburger Wort), *Les frontaliers & residents*, Paperjam, Woxx (some articles are also written in French). For the Portuguese community, there is also a media outlet offer, such as *Contacto* and Radio Latina (Mediahuis group).

According to the interviewees and observations, the main Luxembourg media cover news about marginalised groups when there is news about them. However, they find that this should be considered more as the norm and no longer as something marginal.

---


Since their audience is made up of a small, well-defined community, local media should meet the critical information needs of the communities that they target. Local journalists interviewed are aware of the importance of maintaining a closeness and a link of trust with their audiences. Plurimedia study shows that local media have a small audience (Radio ARA, 0.9%; Nordlicht TV, 2.5%; Uelzecht Kanal, 1.2%; .dok, 1.1%, see Plurimedia 2022.). Local media therefore need to connect more with the public to maintain and perhaps increase their audience.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

In Luxembourg, there are indeed media organisations that are experimenting with innovative responses to improve audience involvement. This is the case of *Forum* magazine, which describes itself as an open and participatory media. *Forum* regularly invites civil society to participate in debates on social issues. The local radio station Radio ARA participates in events like the Migrations Festival and International Bazar. Within these events, local radio is present to perform on live shows in order to get closer to people, get them involved and make the radio known to increase their reach. Regarding innovative journalistic formats, the implementation of podcasts and videos on demand is increasingly common in local media. According to our interviews, local media are connected to their community and in most cases, they interact with their audience. Indeed, either individuals contact them directly to inform them of a subject to be treated or they go to the field in search of subjects that may interest their audiences. Social networks are also invested in uniting audiences, in particular through the creation of content specifically dedicated to social networks. For example, the *Lëtzebuergers* journal has started creating Tik-Tok content to be closer to young audiences.

---


31 Melody Hansen, editor-in-chief of *Lëtzebuergers*, 21/06/2023, online via Teams. Franziska Peschel, journalist of Radio Ara, 22/06/2023, online via Teams.
Malta

Louiselle Vassallo, Department of Media and Communications, Faculty of Media and Knowledge Sciences, University of Malta

Context

Malta is a Mediterranean island state and one of the smallest archipelagos in the world, with a total land area of 320 square kilometres\(^1\) and a population of 531,113.\(^2\) Only the 3 largest islands (Malta, Gozo and Comino) are inhabited, and it is the most densely populated EU member state, with an estimated 1,620 persons per square kilometre.\(^3\)

In view of its geographical size and an oversaturated media landscape, there is no debate on local "news deserts" in Malta. It is a given that what are considered to be national media outlets are also local, since all the territory is reached by the news media. Additionally, what is "local" becomes national, since newsworthy content across the territory is covered on a national level by the leading news outlets for all media formats (press, TV, radio, online). Community radio stations are normally village or town based and serve to cover cultural aspects like religious village feasts or specific locality based events.

The most serious issue, as highlighted by the graph below, is the lack of editorial independence of a number of media outlets in Malta: the two main political parties in Malta own and operate multimedia outlets. In contrast, the variable granularity of the infrastructure of local media carries a very low risk, since the national media, as mentioned above, fulfil the obligations that, in a larger country, would be addressed by local or community media outlets.

---

Granularity of the infrastructure of local media - Very low risk (3%)

In Malta, local media are not defined in law, and there has been no development of "local media" as a concept, since the whole country is covered by national outlets, through all media formats. For the purposes of this research, the national media are to be understood as "local" as well, since they are one and the same in view of Malta's geographical size. There is, thus, no distinction made between local and national media in Malta. There are no “local” editions of the national media, and whilst Malta has a few community radio stations, regional media does not feature in the Maltese media landscape. This is also in view of the fact that all the territory is easily accessible to the news media, and the “local” is what makes up “national” news, and is covered by all leading outlets, including PSM: TVM, TVMNews+, TVMSports+, Radju Malta 1 and 2 and Magic Malta, all operated by Public Broadcasting Services (PBS) Limited, which is owned by the Government of Malta.

All media are available over the entire territory and communities in suburban areas in Malta are well served by the national media (TV, radio, print and online). Essentially, data pertaining to consumption on a national level apply, as confirmed by the Malta Communications Authority Annual Report, 2022, which states that 94% of the respondents expressed satisfaction with their experience when using internet and TV services. Additionally, with the advent of digital radio (DAB), previously problematic pockets of reception, where the radio signal was unavailable or of inadequate quality, have been reached, including all the islands of the Maltese archipelago.

Community media, on the other hand, are defined only as pertaining to radio: the "community radio service" is designed to cater for the needs of a particular community or locality and has a limited range of reception. These radio stations are normally village or town based and serve to cover cultural aspects like village religious feasts or specific locality based events. There are currently 20 community radio stations listed on the Broadcasting Authority's website, the majority of which are run by religious (Catholic) organisations. In the online sphere, the African Media Association Malta is an online community radio, web magazine, which also publishes video clips and podcasts. There are no community TV stations or print media publications, except ad hoc publications issued by local councils, or organisations like parish councils.

Market and reach - Medium risk (60%)

Anecdotally, most media outlets (national) report that they are struggling economically, however there is no data to refer to since financial information pertaining to media outlets, including revenue data, is not publicly available. The fact that there are no publicly available figures to compare, and that the financial stability of the media sector has not been monitored over a period of time, should be considered high risk, since there is no way of determining the level at which assistance is required and, thus, no policy is being designed to assist media outlets that need support. The only platforms that disclose their financial situation are The Shift News—which does not accept government funding; accepts direct advertising from reputable business entities; and also relies on crowdfunding and NGO grants—and blogger Manuel Delia, who has no affiliation to any organisation and no corporate or public funding, and operates by accepting donations and offering subscriptions.

The Broadcasting Authority, the Malta Communication Authority and the Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority do not publish economic data for the media sector, and company accounts are not available publicly. The only source that may be referenced is WARC data, which show that, when it comes to radio revenue, there has been an increase from 3 million euro in 2021 to 3.2 million euro in 2022 in radio advertising expenditure; when taken into the context of GDP growth vis-à-vis the inflation rate, this was

---

4 TVMNews, Landing page, [https://tvmnews.mt/](https://tvmnews.mt/)
evaluated as stationary. Furthermore, according to Statista, the revenue for the digital market in Malta in the coming years “is expected to soar.” However, unless financial data pertaining to the entire media market, as well as broken down according to separate media formats, are made public, there are no numbers or trends on which policy and potential assistance can be based.

Currently, there is no scheme that provides financial support to community media. These operate through volunteers and have an extremely limited reach, generally covering the territory of the village concerned.

If one rules out PSM, which are funded by the state, it is safe to say that the government does not provide enough financial support for media outlets, as there are no regular economic schemes designed to strengthen the media industry, bar a couple of initiatives: in view of the substantial increase in the price of paper and following lobbying by some news outlets a one-off, ad hoc grant of €500,000 was launched in 2022 and distributed amongst local print media; and a 2023 Arts Council Newspapers Support Scheme, totalling €400,000, aimed at promoting good use of the Maltese language and Maltese culture in newspapers. Only Maltese language newspapers are eligible. One cannot fail to note that 4 of the beneficiaries of the latter (2 dailies and 2 weeklies) are owned by the two main political parties (Partit Laburista (PL), in government, and the Partit Nazzjonalista (PN), in opposition), whilst the editorial line of the 3 remaining Maltese language newspapers is openly sympathetic towards the PL. Essentially, this scheme excludes all the independent print media, who publish in English. No similar funds have been announced for digital media or other modern variants in journalism.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the government was also criticised for not distributing funds equally, with reports that political party media got the lion’s share of the financial assistance offered. It was also not clear as to whether independent newsrooms had to agree to certain terms in order to receive funds, as reported by the International Press Institute.

The only other route through which the Maltese government "supports" local media is direct advertising booked by ministries or state entities, however, allocation of this type of “funding” is not transparent, and there is no control or checks and balances to monitor fair distribution amongst outlets. This means that the state can choose to favour some media outlets over others, as was exposed in January 2022, when 18 ministers and parliamentary secretaries paid €16,700 worth of public funds for ads in a single edition of the Partit Laburista’s Sunday newspaper Kullħadd.

This lack of transparency has led NGO Repubblika to propose guidelines for public advertising. The NGO reports that “expenditure in the media, particularly print media, on a discretionary and discriminatory basis is rampant.” This was further highlighted by The Shift News in an investigative piece about how the government favours advertising agencies with close links to the party in government with direct orders.

Safety of local journalists- Medium risk (60%)

Malta is small, so all locations are within reach of all journalists. Where they are based has no consequence on access and they operate from all areas within the territory. There are no news agencies in Malta, only national news outlets.

When it comes to employment, and still considering the national media as local, the overall observation is that there is a slight increase in the number of journalists in employment, mainly because of the launch of new digital native news outlets. In contrast, though, the president of the Institute of Maltese Journalists (IGM) has confirmed that, overall, working conditions for journalists have worsened since spending budgets by media outlets have decreased, leading to the refusal of any employee requests for a salary increase. The consequences of this scenario are even more serious, when taken in the context of an ever-increasing cost of living.

In relation to the role of journalists' organisations, the Institute of Maltese Journalists does not (and cannot, in practice) ensure professional standards and editorial independence. They have guidelines, but these are not binding. Additionally, they had committed to updating their code of ethics some 2-3 years ago, but to date this has not happened.

When it comes to SLAPPs, a 2023 analysis by the Coalition Against SLAPPs in Europe (CASE) shows that, in 2022, Malta had the highest number of SLAPPs per capita in Europe, with 19.93 cases per 100,000 people. The data included multiple cases brought by a number of ministries and state agencies against the online investigative portal The Shift News, in relation to 40 Freedom of Information requests that had been denied. The gravity of the staggering number of cases faced by the Shift News is further highlighted by the case of the journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia, assassinated in 2017, who faced 43 civil and five criminal lawsuits at the time of her assassination. Malta’s SLAPP score is even more significant when compared to Europe’s second-most SLAPPed country, Slovenia, which had just 2.02 SLAPPs per 100,000 citizens in 2022.

Harassment of journalists and media entities, as reported by the ECMPF’s Mapping Media Freedom, also include: a large-scale disinformation campaign targeting six independent media outlets and a news blogger, through the creation of spoof websites and the sending of fake emails to newsrooms, with the primary objective of spreading false facts; DDoS attacks from unknown actors; legal threats by members of the business community; and consistent denials of FOI requests made by newsrooms to the state and its entities.

Editorial independence - Very high risk (84%)

In Malta, political parties can legally own and operate media outlets. Both the two largest parties in Malta, the PL, currently in government, and the PN, in opposition, own and operate TV and radio stations, online news media formats and publish daily and weekly newspapers. This is problematic not only in terms of political control, but also because commercial entities have a strong influence on both the PL and the PN, in view of weak party financing regulations, resulting in both direct and indirect pressure on newsrooms.

In 2021, the Lovin Malta newsroom, a commercial, news and entertainment online site, gave notice that it was going “to start constitutional proceedings against the party-owned stations, arguing that a section of the Broadcasting Act concerning political party stations breaches the spirit of the constitution and must be declared null and void.” The case is still ongoing, and no developments have been registered.

---

16 M. Xuereb, President of the Institute of Maltese Journalists (IGM), 21 February 2023, Personal correspondence.
As outlined in the previous section, the government and its entities are a primary source of advertising income for all media outlets, which is an added risk to editorial independence. The state can use this as leverage to put pressure on newsrooms to report sympathetically on government affairs. Moreover, concerns are also detected when it comes to state subsidies, both in terms of fairness and transparency.

There is no self-regulation structure or mechanism in place. The Institute of Maltese Journalists (IĠM) is an association and does not operate as a union. Moreover, “the Institute of Maltese Journalists has yet to find ways of enforcing its code of ethics or update it.”21 The IĠM’s intention is to develop into a self-regulatory structure, but this has seen little progress, mainly in view of the fact that all members on the IĠM board are volunteers, who are also full-time journalists, and struggle to put in enough hours to the running of the Institute.

The main characteristics attributed to the Maltese media landscape include “the dependence of the media on the state and major institutions, the tendency to favour advocacy journalism, lack of journalistic autonomy, a high level of political instrumentalization of the media, limited journalistic professionalism and a politicised public service broadcaster.”22 As outlined by Reporters Without Borders (RSF)23, “the ruling party wields a strong influence over the public broadcaster and uses public advertising to exert pressure on private media.” Furthermore, RSF highlights how politicians favour specific journalists, for exclusive interviews, over others, who are considered “hostile” and are, consequently, ignored, as well as the fact that the government issues an “access card”24 to journalists, also referred to as a Press Card, which gives the latter access to covering government events or press conferences. Some journalists refuse to subscribe to this system, arguing that it should not be up to the state to decide who is a journalist or not. However, these individuals are, in turn, not informed or invited to government press conferences, and instead have to rely on colleagues to let them know when such events are taking place. Assassinated journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia wrote about this system, describing it as an undemocratic and “offensive practice”.25

The long overdue media reform law, which is to protect journalists and the journalistic profession, amongst other things, is yet to be proposed, following a draft that had to be retracted.26 Since then, all progress on the reform seems to have stalled completely.27

The only dedicated media authority in Malta is the Broadcasting Authority (BA) which, as the name suggests, covers TV and radio formats. More recently, the Broadcasting Act was amended to include aspects of audio-visual content carried by online news outlets. The board of the BA is composed of 5 appointees, all nominated by the two main political parties, and excludes the participation of all other stakeholders, meaning that the political parties, essentially, regulate themselves. Added to this, the BA tends to focus primarily on PSM, with the view that political party-owned TV and radio stations balance each other out in the polarised content they broadcast, instead of applying the rules of objectivity and impartiality independently and equally to both entities. This stance was highlighted in the Daphne Caruana Galizia Inquiry report28, and described as a misinterpretation of the concept of impartiality.

21 N. Vella, J. Borg and M. A. Lauri, Ibid.
Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (57%)

There are no legally recognised minorities in Malta. Of course, minorities do exist in Malta and, over the last ten years, the number of third country nationals residing and working in Malta has increased exponentially. According to the latest census, more than one in five residents are foreign, with 115,449 non-Maltese persons residing in Malta, an increase of more than five times in the share of foreigners since 2011.29 The Times of Malta30 reports that, according to figures tabled in parliament in January 2024, as of July 2023, there were 68,755 workers in Malta from outside the EU, the largest number coming from India (13,158), followed by the Philippines (9,560), Nepal (8,157) and the United Kingdom (5,144). Countries that also have a significant number of workers in Malta include Serbia (4,106), Albania (3,418) and Colombia (3,149).

So, whilst minorities do exist in Malta, they are largely invisible or under-represented in the local media landscape. PSM broadcasts mainly in Maltese, with one short, daily news bulletin and the odd programme, possibly imported, in English, which is not a minority language, but the second official language in Malta. In a nutshell, the only languages used within the Maltese media landscape are Maltese and English, with the exception of some content to be found on the African Media Association31 site, which includes some content in French and Arabic, even if this is limited and not updated regularly.

In reference to the Fifth Opinion on Malta,32 Human Rights NGO Aditus highlights Malta’s stance that “there are no national minorities in Malta”, and expresses concerns about the lack of opportunities for individuals to receive information.

In essence, Malta seems to rely on the fact that all non-Maltese residents speak and understand English, and when it comes to broadcast formats, practically every station broadcasts mainly in Maltese, whilst English tends to be more dominant in print and online media. Furthermore, there is no obligation for PSM to represent minorities, specifically, in a fair and adequately representational manner and, according to the Broadcasting Authority, when it comes to the portrayal of minorities in broadcasting, there is no policy in place, except for general provisions of balanced, fair and impartial representation.33 Ultimately, it follows that there is nothing legally binding the Broadcasting Authority to introduce regulations ensuring that minority languages are included in news content, since there is no legal framework upon which such measures can be based. Moreover, when minorities are represented, it is generally in relation to irregular immigration arrivals or deportations, or news that concerns accidents and crime.

There are no outlets or channels specifically addressing marginalised groups in Malta. This is not to say that women, members of the LGBTIQ+ community or persons with a disability are not represented. However, there is no measure available for this.

Malta, which is one of the few countries in the world to have made LGBT rights equal at a constitutional level, ranks high in LGBTIQ+ civil rights, and this is also generally reflected in most media formats.

Persons with disabilities are sympathetically portrayed, even if content is often in relation to the disability itself. Malta’s 2021–2030 National Strategy on the Rights of Disabled Persons states that "accessing culture and leisure through the media require conformity with certain processes, and the inclusion of elements such as closed captioning, also in light of EU legislation binding Malta such as the European Accessibility Act and the Audio-Visual Media Services Directive. Finally, the ever-present challenge of ensuring correct, rather than tragedy-based and medicalised portrayal of disabled persons through the local media, is again brought up, with the aim of enabling disabled persons to both feel comfortable engaging in the media, and
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33 Dr J. Spiteri, CEO Broadcasting Authority, 17 November 2022, Personal correspondence.
also participating in media experiences on the same basis as others." 34 The report also includes a page about representation and captioning, however, beyond listing desired results, there is no concrete strategy as to how these will be achieved.

When it comes to accessibility, sign language is only used in broadcasts of national interest. In 2021, the PSM chairperson announced that the upcoming 2021-2022 schedule would include more sign language programmes to truly affirm inclusion,35 on observation of current content, this does not seem to be the case.

Overall, although national media provide sufficient public interest news to meet the critical information needs of the communities they serve, and there is no real need for additional "local media" outlets, the issue remains that the media landscape is dominated by PSM and political party-owned outlets, especially when it comes to broadcast and, more specifically, TV.36 Consequently, the editorial line of political parties dominates the narrative. A number of independent media outlets cover important stories that are of interest to the general public, as well as smaller communities that might be underrepresented, however, these are primarily online and print formats, and there is no official data that can gauge their level of engagement and reach.

Best practices and open public sphere

Maltese civil society has not felt the need to demand the strengthening of community (or local) media, since the media landscape is already oversaturated as it is, and the need for community media is not felt. However, initiatives that are worth noting are podcasts like the one launched by interviewer Jon Mallia,37 who conducts lengthy, one-on-one, in-depth interviews, and The SHE Word,38 a discussion programme dedicated to women’s issues, both available on Patreon and social media platforms like YouTube and Instagram, as well as Repubblika LIVE broadcasts on Facebook. Repubblika is a Civil Society NGO, which, from time to time, organises online broadcasts in the form of discussion programmes, covering current affairs issues. Additionally, a newcomer to the blogging/in-depth reporting community is the online site The Critical Angle Project,39 launched by freelance journalist and activist Julian Delia, and which includes a highly visual and detailed timeline, presented as a repository of public domain information about Malta’s most significant corruption scandals over the past decade.

Some news outlets, like Newsbook, have developed their own applications. The Times of Malta discontinued its dedicated app in favour of a more mobile phone-friendly design for their portal. Additionally, online formats linked to legacy media (the Times of Malta, MaltaToday, The Malta Independent, Newsbook) have increased their audio-visual content, and the majority of media outlets are present and active on social media platforms, so as to extend outreach.

Apart from straightforward advertising bookings, online outlets like Lovin Malta have a strong lifestyle component, since they target a younger demographic, with events like the Lovin Malta Social Media Awards.

Poland

Katarzyna Vanevska, Jagiellonian University, Institute of Journalism, Media and Social Communication

Context

Polish policymakers, as well as the public, seem to overlook the problem of “news deserts”, which until recently remained completely unrecognised. In response to the wave of bankruptcies and closures of local independent media, some civil society initiatives have been launched to identify them. In order to list this type of media and develop current maps of their coverage a call for applications was announced in the first weeks of 2023. Apart from this project, led by Katarzyna Batko-Tołuć, the concept of “information deserts” is not included in Polish media legislation or the industry debate.

The map developed in the above-mentioned project shows regions where there are "news deserts". In many areas of the country there are places where not a single type of independent media applied for the project, which can be interpreted as their complete absence. Interviews and analysis conducted as part of the LM4D project confirm the above data.

An important problem in the context of "news deserts" in Poland is that in many regions the only local media are local government media, most often at the service of politicians holding power in the region. These media belong to local government authorities (municipalities, counties, voivodeships), are financed by these local governments and are subject to their control and influence. Therefore, the local media function in these areas, but it cannot be said that it performs its basic functions, such as scrutinising local authorities or providing reliable information for the audience.

The definition of a local broadcaster does not exist in the Polish legal system, nor a local media definition. However, the national regulatory body, the National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT), according to the position on 10 June 2008, has qualified for broadcast on local issues topics such as: current events and problems concerning the local community; culture and history of a given region; useful local information. There is no definition of community media in media law, while there are many ambiguous, often misleading terms referring to this sector.

In media law exists the concept of community broadcaster (exempt from license fees, cannot broadcast advertising). However, this option is so unattractive that currently this role is performed by only nine broadcasters. All entities are church media.

1 K. Batko-Tołuć, Pustynie medialne - media niezależne, 2023, https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1KbrxGyPQSJSRLB9e-WnKEc3FRFI5pod8&ll=52.87803907871886%2C20.229565266399156&z=7
2 KRRiT, Response to the request for access to public information issued by the researcher, dated 25 May 2023, 2023.
Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Low risk (25%)

The local press in Poland is most often published in the main cities of the powiats5 to which individual rural areas belong. Media consumers using the paper edition of the local weekly regularly, are mainly inhabitants of villages (28.3%) and towns with a population of up to 50,000 (21.7%).6 Internet penetration in rural areas is systematically increasing.7

Local press titles are also published in small communes with a population of several thousand people, but the distribution and reach of the editorial offices are diverse and impossible to systematise. This is especially because there is also a group of publishers in Poland that are not affiliated at all, making it difficult to find them and recognise the reach of their media.

The data of the “Civic Network” show that about 58% of municipal governments run their own print media outlets. This is valid for 80% of local governments, counting for about 1,160 press titles.8

There are 118 independent local radio stations in Poland, according to a 2021 KRRiT report. Unfortunately, their area of influence can be considered small, as they cover only 18.75% of the country.9 According to the same report, local community radio only covers 3.5% of the country, local government radio 3.67%, academic radio 1.26%. The situation is different for so-called “socio-religious” radios, such as Radio Maryja and Radio Plus. Their range covers almost the whole country very thoroughly.10

The range of groups of individual radio stations is quite limited, but the combined range of local stations of Eurozet, Agora, RMF and ZPR Media cover the whole country, including rural areas, except for the Warmian-Masurian and Kuyavian-Pomeranian voivodeships.

Regional branches of public service media—TVP and Polish Radio—cover well the whole country. In the case of Polish Radio's regional stations, the north and north-east of the country are a relatively "empty" places. Population coverage of Polish Radio regional programmes comes to 36,969 thousand people.11

---

5 The local self-government community (all inhabitants) and the appropriate territory, i.e. a unit of basic territorial division covering the area of several to a dozen or so communes or the entire area of a city with powiat rights (i.e. a commune with city status that has been granted powiat rights). GUS, https://stat.gov.pl/metakoncept/metadefinicje/1111,pojecie.htm
The KRRiT granted 166 licences for programmes broadcasted on cable networks, and two licences are used to provide local programmes distributed in local multiplexes.\textsuperscript{12} This number is changing, but in recent years a downward trend is observed.\textsuperscript{13} Virtually all local broadcasters broadcast their programmes on cable networks, which are trying to expand their reach.

In the largest Polish metropolises, apart from a few exceptions, there are no publishers of independent local press and local information portals. City dwellers can therefore draw information almost exclusively from the local titles of Polska Press, which belongs to the State Treasury Company PKN Orlen. In 2021, the number of local weeklies published by Polska Press fell to 94, and 2022 brought further closures (it is estimated that over 30 titles were liquidated. Polska Press also publishes 23 regional information services and has 109 editorial offices in Poland. Its publications are therefore widely available in cities, but they are largely influenced by political propaganda.

**Market and reach - High risk (77%)**

Data on local media market revenues are dispersed and only preliminary conclusions can be drawn based on partial sources. Local media in Poland have been facing increasing difficulties in recent years, worsened by financial problems after the pandemic: closed points of sale, a decrease in the number of advertisements or payment backlogs.\textsuperscript{14} There is no systemic financial and legislative support for them. This was fundamental for establishing a new order in the local newspaper market, because the German Verlagsguppe Passau, hit by advertising revenue losses, agreed to sell the Polska Presse Group to the state-owned oil company Orlen in December 2020. Thus, a kind of nationalisation of many local editorial offices took place and, consequently, led to an increase in political media influence.

Basic problems are the drastic increase in costs and liquidation of distribution points for paper press.

The main difficulties for local media include factors such as the war in Ukraine and related inflation, rising energy and paper costs, but also labour shortages, and a structural decline in advertising revenues. The digital transformation and shift of readers online is also very significant. The greatest threat to local digital media has turned out to be municipal media, which also have a devastating impact on the local printed press sector. According to experts, this necessitates a public debate and legal clarification of how local governments should spend their money on promotion. Local government media are financed by local institutions directly and indirectly (e.g. local government employees write articles for them), while pretending to be independent and entering into unfair competition with local independent media.

Local independent publishers are struggling to maintain their position in the market, develop subscriptions, invest in digital tools and gain new users online, but the market shows that recipients are generally not willing to pay for local news. In Poland, there are practically no examples of large sales of local media with the help of a paywall or crowdfunding.

Local radio stations are also falling into crisis, which in their case is dictated, among other things, by a drastic increase in energy prices, even by 300%. Many stations, including those with a long tradition, had to stop broadcasting.

The pandemic has ultimately disrupted the local TV business model, leading to a 30 to 50% decline in advertising revenue across various local TV stations. Experts agree that the financial situation of local television stations can be described as "a state before agony"; many survive only because, in addition to their media activities, they generate income, e.g. from filming weddings.\textsuperscript{15} In recent years the number of cable operators offering a local TV station has also decreased.\textsuperscript{16}

One challenge is also represented by the arbitrary allocation of state or public entities’ advertising. Media financial independence and press pluralism are described in the press law but not implemented in practice.

---

\textsuperscript{12} KRRiT. Response to the request for access to public information issued by the researcher, dated 25 May 2023, 2023

\textsuperscript{13} P. Różycki, Member of the Management Board of TV ASTA, 5 October 2023, phone interview.

\textsuperscript{14} P. Piotrowicz, president of the management board of the Local Media Association. 10 May 2023, online interview.

\textsuperscript{15} K. Pstrong, Director General of the Polish Chamber of Electronic Communications, 10 October 2023, phone interview.

\textsuperscript{16} P. Różycki, Member of the Management Board of TV ASTA, 5 October 20203, phone interview.
Safety of local journalists - Medium risk (46%)

The vast majority of local journalists experience financial difficulties, face a lack of professional stability in the case of independent media, or need to accept political pressure in media related to the state or local government.

Many journalists work on mandate contracts and contracts for specific work, which provide almost no social benefits. Contracts of employment (with full social care) were used mainly for the oldest titles on the market, but this is changing, as publishers are trying to bind journalists with their media.

Freelance work is done mostly on the basis of self-employment or two types of contracts: a contract for a specific task and a mandate contract. Depending on the contract chosen, income varies greatly (e.g. paying social security contributions on their own). The last two forms are the so-called junk contracts and for many journalists these turned out to be particularly unattractive during the pandemic, which significantly limited their possibilities of professional activity while not providing any social support.

Local journalists, regardless of the type of employment, face the challenges of multitasking and the implementation of a whole range of editorial tasks by one person or a team reduced to a minimum. Earnings depend on the editorial office. There is no hard data. From publishers' reports, it seems that they are closer to the minimum wage than the national average.¹⁷

Publishers pointed to the low availability of journalists on the labour market, especially in smaller cities, the unsatisfactory preparation of graduates in the profession, and the ageing of journalism. Local media themselves prepare people for journalistic work, who usually come from other professions. Publishers notice that the profession of journalism has lost its prestige in society’s eyes.¹⁸

The situation of journalists of local titles from Polska Press after its takeover by Orlen turned out to be particularly difficult, finding themselves in the face of political influence. Working conditions in local government media are a separate issue because in large part these media are not composed of journalists at all, but of local government officials.

Representatives of local media interviewed by a researcher report that they have not encountered physical attacks on local journalists, while as for online attacks, they are common, but they are not much of a hindrance to work. Journalists add that they are often victims of hate speech and have to deal with it on a daily basis.

A serious problem for local journalists are lawsuits, which are, even if they do not result in a court verdict, unfavourable to publishers and editors, because they still effectively engage their time and money resulting in chilling effects on their work. SLAPP cases are severely underestimated for several reasons: a lack of awareness that a pending case may be a SLAPP case and the reluctance of journalists to inform the public about having such a problem. An equally great threat to local media are private accusations of defamation, under Art. 212 of the Criminal Code. Poland regularly loses cases under Art. 212 before the European Court of Human Rights.

The Association of Polish Journalists and the Association of Journalists of the Republic of Poland are the largest organisations and gather mainly national media journalists, but also have regional branches. However, experts point out that none of them operate effectively at the local level, where two associations are currently the most important: the Association of Local Newspapers and the Association of Local Media. Expert states that journalistic organisations have minimal impact on the editorial independence of journalists¹⁹, which depends primarily on the editorial staff. Media concentrated in the two organisations mentioned above focus on control functions, so must pay attention to independence and professionalism.

¹⁷ A. Andrysiak, president of the Association of Local Newspapers, May 2023, email and phone interview.
¹⁹ P. Piotrowicz, president of the management board of the Local Media Association, 10 May 2023, online interview.
Editorial Independence - Very high risk (87.5%)

The indicator editorial independence scores a very high risk of 87.5%, representing the highest risk score across all the indicators under analysis.

In Poland, relevant legislation lacks regulatory safeguards to limit political control over the media through ownership. In these terms, an alarming element is the activity of Polska Press, which brings together a significant part of regional titles. It was bought by a state-owned company and key decisions are made from a political and not business point of view, which means, for example, personnel exchange in the acquired media or the issuing of central instructions regarding the editorial line. Daniel Obajtek, President of PKN Orlen, is a man so closely associated with the ruling party that he was even tipped to be prime minister. Immediately after taking over the media company, he introduced Dorota Kania—a journalist who positively highlights the actions of the authorities—to its management board.

Moreover, one of the most pressing problems on the Polish local media market in terms of political influence is that, according to various estimates, more than 55% to 60% of Polish communes run press (paper and online versions) that pretend to be part of the local media market. These are publications that are fully controlled by the authorities issuing them and which do not offer reliable information. At the same time, great care is taken to distribute such information, which is easily accessible and free. This destructive activity has already been indicated by The Ombudsman, the complaint was also sent to the Helsinki Foundation for Human Rights. 20

The first tool of political pressure on local media is money, and the unfair and non-transparent allocation of state subsidies and state advertising have become an everyday occurrence.

State advertising is not allocated to independent local media. Specialists and journalists of independent local media agree that they have not encountered such government support (in any sector).

Funds awarded through the National Institute of Freedom (state subsidies) are granted for the outlets close to the ruling party. The rules and procedures for granting them are unclear, unreliable and non-objective. Government subsidies granted to the media under the Government Program for the Development of Civic Organizations PROO are, to a large extent, granted for the media run by politicians of the ruling Law and Justice party. On the other hand, professional media at the local or regional level are supported on a discretionary basis - both by the government and local government. 21 The situation of local PSMs is unique, as well as Catholic media, including, above all, radio Maryja and TV Trwam, which are intensively supported by the state (subsidies and advertising).

Moreover, as local journalists emphasise, close relationships in local communities do not facilitate independence; for example, one can take advantage of the situation of other people in the family (e.g. local authorities influencing the employment of family members, their working conditions in offices or local companies). There are also attempts to solicit / bribe journalists from independent media, offering them work in promotion departments or in newspapers run by local governments.

In terms of commercial influence over editorial content, sponsored materials are marked in a non-transparent way, especially when it comes to websites. The Media Ethics Council (REM) indicates that surreptitious advertising appears more often, because of the difficult financial situation of the media. In order to survive, they must publish, apart from advertising, paid texts, expressing only the views of those who finance them. 22

The National Broadcasting Council does not have local branches, but its statutory competence does cover matters relating to audio-visual, local media, including broadcasters of local radio and television programmes, operating both in the private (commercial) and public sectors. The Council's ability to fulfil its constitutional mission has been limited by the policy of the Law and Justice party, which deprived the Na-
tional Council of influence on the management and supervisory boards of public media companies (TVP and Polskie Radio), as well as on the content of the articles of association of these companies.23

The specific takeover of public media by the former ruling party had an impact on the situation of the regional branches of both TVP and Polish Radio. Shortly after the 2015 elections, layoffs of local public media journalists began. Government has systematically taken over the public media, "filling with its people" all important positions in the organisational structure of the public broadcaster, leading to internal censorship and loss of independence of the PSM regional branches.

Independent local media offer a message that is rich, diverse, and tailored to the needs of their local audience: local political and social information, local activities and events, supporting projects that help and mobilise local communities. They are an important element in the landscape of Polish culture at the local level because they convey a significant part of information about the culture of local communities. Editorial offices of press titles and local/regional portals belonging to Polska Press remain under political influence, manifested in the style of informing, the selection of experts and the selection of topics. The message of local public media is also under political influence, manifested in its frequent one-sidedness, despite the rich programme offer.

Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (57%)

PSM channel TVP broadcasts programmes for national minorities (Ukrainian, Russian, Belarusian, Lithuanian, German, Kashubian) in six of its local branches.24 In 2021, the number of hours increased to 177. Programmes for national and ethnic minorities and for the community using the regional language are currently broadcast in the programmes of twelve regional radio stations, a total of 1,695 hours since 2021.25

Due to the current political situation in the region, a minority that has become particularly present in the public media (and not only) in Poland is the Ukrainian minority. The offer of regional TVP branches includes programmes about the Ukrainians in their country and about Ukrainian refugees in Poland.

As for the situation of other minorities, their representatives themselves indicate that they do not feel sufficiently represented and some have the impression that "non-Polish" topics are not welcome on PSM. Their representatives have not been in the programming councils of public media for several years, even though they submitted their candidates at each recruitment.26

The public service media relatively rarely broadcast programmes covering some aspects of the lives of non-recognised minorities.

The main problems of the media for marginalised groups remain small funds and lack of financial support.27 They function mainly thanks to the help of donors and small advertising revenues. Often at its base is the volunteering of journalists. This translates into irregular releases, low frequency, and delays. The public broadcaster presents an offer specific to some group (seniors, people with disabilities), but it is small, and there is no offer for the LGBT group at all. The internet is an essential tool in formulating the message about these communities, whether in the form of thematic portals, information portals (also at the local level) or internet radio.

Independent local media offer their recipients a wide range of news, largely satisfying their information needs, however, it should be noted that the number of these media is insufficient, and a significant part of the recipients do not have access to them. Furthermore, the widely available media of local governments and of the Polska Press group are deprived of independence, therefore it cannot be said that they satisfy CINs at the appropriate level.

26 J. Hassa, director of the office of the Association of German Social and Cultural Associations in Poland, 15 May 20203, email interview.
27 D. Mękarski, member of the Replika magazine team, June and October 20203, phone interview.
Best practices and open public sphere

The issue of the decline of local and community news seems to be clearly emerging in the social consciousness only now and is gradually beginning to arouse the interest of activists.

One major initiative undertaken in this dimension is the project to create an online map of independent media. The point is to stimulate social awareness, but also to draw the attention of the authorities and institutions in charge of the oversight of the problem.

A difficult financial situation is not conducive to searching for new solutions and forms of activity by the editorial offices themselves. Therefore, the initiatives of local media organisations are important, as they try to improve the quality and editorial independence of these media through training and helping local publishing houses in digital transformation, including using foreign grants, like the "Election Auditor of the Local Media Network" financed from the so-called Norwegian Funds, the "E-journalism university", expanding knowledge of online journalism, or "Locals for Democracy".

Very valuable are academic initiatives aimed at analysing community media, which are still very poorly defined and recognised in Poland. An important example is the Monitoring Centre for Online Citizen Journalism operating at the Institute of Journalism and Social Communication of the University of Warmia and Mazury, which creates the Catalogue of Online Citizen Media in Warmia and Mazury. The project was co-financed from the state budget under the programme of the Minister of Education and Science called "Science for Society".

---


29 P. Piotrowicz, president of the management board of the Local Media Association, 10 May 2023, online interview.
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Context

Portugal emerged from a dictatorial regime in 1974. From then on, there was a proliferation of local media, mainly radio, called “pirate radios”. Local newspapers also increased, but often with solid ties to municipalities, which meant their independence was called into question. Television continued as a national trend, with some projects launched, but without much of a future. The international media crisis in the first decade of the 20th century led to many local print newspapers closing without being replaced by local online media.

The topic of news deserts has yet to expand in the Portuguese political and societal agenda. The current debate about it is residual and confined to academia and newsrooms. In 2020, the first map of news deserts in Portugal was published informally by Giovanni Ramos, a PhD researcher, on his blog. In 2022, the MediaTrust.Lab project took over the study and published "News Deserts Europe 2022: Report from Portugal", which received some media attention, mainly from local media. At the beginning of 2023, the launch of the European programme "Local Media for Democracy", co-financed by the European Union and involving a consortium of four institutions, contributed to introducing the topic into newsrooms.

With around a 90,000 sq. km. land area and a population of about 10.5 million, Portugal has an internet penetration rate of 82%. In 2022, the highest rates were in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (93.9%), the Autonomous Regions of the Azores (93.5%) and Madeira (90.8%), and Algarve (89.6%). The lowest rates are recorded in the central region: 84.4%. However, there is no clear correspondence between news deserts and the internet penetration rate. Similarly, there is also no correspondence between the most economically disadvantaged areas and the existence of news deserts.

2 P Jerónimo, Media e Jornalismo de Proximidade na Era Digital (Labcom 2017).
4 https://gioramos.net/blog/desertonoticiaspt/.
Finally, there are no legal definitions for “local media” and “community media”. “Regional media” are defined (Decree-law no. 106/88), and this includes all periodic publications of general information under the Press Law, which are predominantly aimed at the respective regional and local communities. Thus, this definition includes local media. In practice, the general public understands community media as journalistic projects that meet the needs of communities but are not registered as media outlets, primarily because their independence is questionable in some cases and just a hobby in others, or they are projects that arose from civil society, which would aim to be considered media, but do not include professional journalists on their staff.

Based on the results of this research, the highest risk has been noted for the social inclusiveness indicator, while the lowest is for safety of local journalists.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium Risk (50%)

Urban areas in Portugal are well covered by various media. Suburban areas (excluding the ones located in the metropolitan areas of Lisbon and Oporto) are covered mostly by local newspapers and radio stations. Suburban areas that surround big cities (such as Lisbon and Oporto) are usually covered by national newspapers, radio and TV, but not in a detailed way. These areas are usually misrepresented, and associated only with big headlines such as crime and poverty. This is why, according to the Media Trust.Lab 2022 study on news deserts in Portugal, more than half of the municipalities can be said to be in a “news desert situation” or on the way to becoming one. The authors of this study considered as “news desert” those municipalities without local news or with just one specialised news media. They considered as “semi-news deserts” the municipalities where the only medium is a newspaper with a frequency greater than biweekly or where the only medium is a radio located in the municipality but without any journalists based in that territory.

People in rural areas have access to information mainly through local newspapers and radio stations or benefit from the news coverage of media located in the nearest cities. Radio plays an important role in this regard, as there are several programmes dedicated to rural populations. However, many radio stations have assigned frequencies but broadcast programming and information with little link to the regions in which they operate. Communication groups acquire the radio stations in suburban areas to increase their geographical coverage, but without prioritising local programming/information.

---

6 Ibid.
7 Ibid.
According to the media authority (in Portuguese, *Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação Social - ERC*), there were 1,710 active periodical publications at the end of 2022. Of these, around 700 have a regional or local scope (200 online only, around another 200 holding both print and online editions, and 300 print only). Still, when looking at the local and regional print newspapers with significant longevity this number drops significantly. There are only 18 daily regional and local newspapers. Concerning online media, there is a certain resistance from older printed newspapers to migrate online; there are local online editorial projects, but they are more recent.

Regarding radio, in 2018 there were around 320 local stations, particularly located on the coast, where there is greater population density. There is no local television regulation except for Web TVs.

Besides the headquarters in Lisbon, the public service *Rádio e Televisão de Portugal* (RTP), has a production centre in Oporto, 5 regional broadcasting centres and 3 newsrooms. It also has editorial offices in the Autonomous Regions of Madeira and the Azores. *Lusa*, the Portuguese news agency, besides the main newsroom in Lisbon, maintains newsrooms and correspondents spread across all districts and autonomous regions, organised by regional editorial offices (North, Center, Alentejo, Algarve, Azores and Madeira).

There are no specific data available about the number of local journalists in the recent period but, based on several studies, it is possible to say that local media are fragile structures where journalists can take up many functions (not only journalism, but also managing and production, for example). Another 2018 report about local radio concludes that 9.8% of the local radio stations do not include any journalists on their staff, 46.1% of local radio stations employ one journalist only and 32.4% have two, which means that they are dependent on quoting other sources, like the national news agency. The same happens with local newspapers.

---


**Market and reach - Medium risk (45%)**

Most of the variables in this indicator have been assessed as medium risk. In the period 2017-2021, the average growth of local media revenue was -0.01%. In the same period, the country’s real GDP increased 1.2%. The comparison of these numbers shows that there is no major difference between trends in local media and trends in the economy (overall).

The supply distribution chain has some problems aggravated by the Covid pandemic. One leading press distribution company—VASP, retained by some large media groups—distributes around 4,500 titles to approximately 7,000 points of sale. It has 245 direct workers and 700 collaborators. In May 2021, VASP tried to apply an extra fee for daily delivery to share the costs of transport, delivery and collection of publications. This led to the boycott of several points of sale and several requests for a hearing by the government of

---

10 AT Esteves, C Martins, ‘A Sustentabilidade do Setor da Comunicação Social’ (2023) Study carried out by Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação Social - ERC, p. 58. Available at [https://player.flipsnack.com/?hash=QjdGODlDNkQ3NUr4aDNxbzVhM3RtNQ==](https://player.flipsnack.com/?hash=QjdGODlDNkQ3NUr4aDNxbzVhM3RtNQ==).

11 Ibid., 29.


16 Cardoso, Baldi, Lima Quintanilha, Paisana, Caldeira Pais (n 12).

the then newly created National Association of Press Vendors (ANVI). Meanwhile, steps are being taken to create two other national distribution companies.\textsuperscript{18}

The Regional Development Coordination Committees manage the Incentive Schemes for Reading Periodical Publications and the state Incentives for Regional and Local Social Communication. The Incentive Scheme for Reading Periodical Publications (\textit{Pay Postage}) consists of the state contributing to the costs of issuing periodical publications. Regarding the state Incentive Scheme for Regional and Local Social Communication, the following types of support are considered: digital development, technological modernisation, accessibility to social communication, development of strategic partnerships, literacy and education for social communication. The state is also obliged to carry out institutional advertising in the media. In the case of regional and local advertising, a percentage of no less than 25\% of the expected global cost of each state institutional advertising campaign, with a unit value equal to or greater than 5,000 (euro), must be allocated. However, in 2022, the investment in state advertising dropped by six million euro.\textsuperscript{19} The amount allocated to regional and local media outlets, in 2022, was 2,384,267.78 euro, which corresponds to 36.9\% of the total invested in the acquisition of advertising spaces. Compared to the previous year, there was a percentage increase of 37\% in allocation to regional and local media; however, the overall investment reported was significantly lower.\textsuperscript{20}

The government has also announced plans to increase existing support for the mailing of the regional and local press. The minister for culture has recognised the need and pledged a 12.5\% increase, since this funding has been frozen since 2015.\textsuperscript{21} The regional and local press see this increased support as essential to their future. Another—albeit controversial—response was the creation by the government in the spring 2020 of a Covid emergency financial media support scheme, based on compensating for the estimated revenue loss from cancelled corporate advertising. €11.25m was awarded to national media brands and €3.75m to local and regional outlets.\textsuperscript{22}

The most recent Media Pluralism Monitor (2023) stated that Portugal’s risk regarding market plurality is 52\% (4\% less than in 2022).\textsuperscript{23} This is essentially due to the concentration of media and digital markets, because five players control the media business: Impresa, Cofina, Media Capital, Global Media, and RTP (state owned). In the digital environment, large platforms have big market shares in advertising. The regulatory framework does not prevent market concentration, be it within traditional or digital media, which is cause for concern. These players also control some regional and local media.\textsuperscript{24} The Catholic Church is also, directly or indirectly, one of the main owners of regional and local press.

\textbf{Safety of local journalists- Low risk (21\%)}

Journalists working for local media are paid low wages and suffer from the fact that they work in news-rooms with a small number of journalists. According to a 2015 study, the local radio journalists who participated in the study were on average earning the national minimum wage and complained mainly about not being able to get out to report due to lack of human resources.\textsuperscript{25}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{19} Esteves, Martins (n 10) 60.
\bibitem{22} Ibid.
\end{thebibliography}
The lack of human resources in newsrooms is a reality in the local and regional press. This has been noticed in a report from the media authority (ERC) then in 2010 but continues to be a problem in the country: about 25% of the local and regional press report a lack of journalists and more than 70% of them employ part-time journalists. The low salaries earned and the lack of human resources are thus the main problems faced by local journalists, whether in radio or print.

There is no concrete data regarding the working conditions of local journalists working on a freelance basis. In general terms, journalists working freelance receive a fee for each job done, this amount is usually low; in addition, they do not have a work schedule. These are the general conditions of freelance journalists; they are not specific to local journalism, but it is possible to assume that they are also applied to this reality.

Attacks against the physical integrity of local journalists are not very frequent, although it cannot be said that they are non-existent. Some cases, in small numbers, have been reported and occur mainly to journalists who cover sports (football in particular). With regard to SLAPPs, between 2010 and 2022, there were 9 cases in Portugal (less than one per year), according to the recent report of the Coalition against SLAPPs in Europe (2023). The existence of specific laws for the media sector, and the fact that freedom of the press is enshrined in the Portuguese Constitution, contribute to the low number of cases.

**Editorial independence - Low risk (31%)**

The Television Law (Law No. 27/2007) and the Radio Law (Law No. 54/2010) prohibit parties and politicians from exercising or financing, directly or indirectly, activities on these platforms. At the same time, the Transparency Law (Law No. 78/2015) obliges media companies to transmit to the ERC detailed information on ownership, financial data (including relevant customers and liability holders), corporate body holders, and corporate governance reports. There are, however, some cases of public knowledge in which candidates for local political office own media registered with the ERC.

State subsidisation is properly regulated, and no concerning issue is found with regards to its distribution. State subsidies consist of postage paid to local and regional press, as well as a set of funds available to companies managed by the Regional Development Coordination Commissions (CCDRs). In the last call for state incentives for regional and local media, which took place in 2022, 27 local and regional media outlets were granted support, divided into four types: digital development, technological modernisation, literacy and accessibility, with a total value of €395,214.70.

State advertising is also efficiently regulated. In 2020, in connection with the pandemic, a package of 15 million euros was exceptionally allocated in the form of advance purchase of institutional advertising. Of this amount, two million euro were allocated to regional publications and 1.7 million to regional/local radio stations. However, the government resolution did not identify which local and regional organs receive the approximately 3.7 million euro, determining only how the amount is distributed according to their frequency of publication.

---


29 For example, there are some cases in which politicians were shareholders of a regional newspaper, like the former prime minister José Sócrates and the newspaper Gazeta do Interior. Sometimes former local journalists apply for municipal positions and use their credibility as former journalists.

30 According to Article 36 of Decree-Law nº 23/2015, the entities competent for the allocation of incentives must submit a report to parliament containing: the identification of the beneficiaries, the total amount of support allocated, the levels of implementation of the incentive scheme, the degree of compliance of the projects supported and the impact of the support.

31 The transparency rules to which state institutional advertising campaigns are subject, as well as the rules that apply to their distribution through local and regional media are found in Law no. 95/2015, of August 17.


According to Article 38 of the Constitution of the Portuguese Republic, the state assures the freedom and independence of the media from political and economic power. The Journalist Statute and the Code of Ethics of Journalism prescribe important provisions against commercial interference. The Code of Conduct for Advertising Self-Regulation in Advertising and Other Forms of Commercial Communication also presents relevant principles. The non-existence of proceedings brought by the Deontological Council of the Journalists Union appears to show that local journalists comply with the principles of the Code of Ethics of Journalism.

However, sometimes local news media are indirectly pressured by commercial entities, municipalities or sources because of their close ties. Moreover, other sources of concern have been identified, such as: the participation of politicians in the opinion spaces in newspapers, radio and television; measures to prevent newspapers from accessing public documents (as the former minister of infrastructures, João Galamba, did in June 2023 as a way to deny access to 105 documents by national newspaper Público); refusals to provide information to journalists (as happened in April 2023, when the municipality of Idanha-a-Nova refused to provide information to a journalist about a project of municipal interest; or defamation (for example, the president of Oporto City called a journalist a “perfect idiot”, in September 2022). The above examples can be found in the online platform Artigo 37, reporting restrictions to freedom of information in Portugal.

The ERC regulates the entire media sector (TV, radio, press and online), including the Azores and Madeira. The ERC is a legal person governed by public law, with financial and administrative autonomy. It has independence regarding the exercise of its functions and is responsible to the Assembly of the Republic. The Commission of the Journalists’ Professional Card and the Union of Journalists (with headquarters in Lisbon and delegations in Madeira and the north), do not have any authority over the media. The ERC and the Commission of the Journalists’ Professional Card have no local branches.

Portuguese PSM (RTP, Portuguese Radio and Television) has 9 local branches, besides the headquarters in Lisbon: Oporto, Madeira and the Azores (function as national emission centres); Viseu, Vila Real and Bragança (in the north of Portugal); Coimbra (central region); Évora and Faro (the south of Portugal). These local branches do not have editorial and financial autonomy, except Madeira and the Azores. Regulatory safeguards exist and are generally effective in preventing governmental or other forms of political influence.

Problems are instead detected in terms of content diversity, as most local media cover the same subjects, usually linked to the cultural and associative agendas of the municipalities. Even covering different sections, the tone and the actors are usually identical.

Social inclusiveness - High risk (61%)

The reason for such high risk for this indicator is related to the representation of minority groups in both PSM and private media, the engagement of local media outlets with their audience and the lack of prominent media outlets that target marginalised groups.

PSM offers news and information to minority and marginalised communities, mainly news segments and some Portuguese shows: television programmes with Portuguese sign language; Teletext subtitling of programmes spoken in Portuguese; audio description and symbols used in programmes to facilitate accessibility; vocalisation and a version of Teletext RTP in text mode, accessible to screen reader software used by blind or visually impaired people. Regarding immigrants, PSM provides two channels dedicated to some segments: RTP International and RTP Africa.

When considering foreign minority languages, there is one single interesting experience developed by the local Lisbon newspaper, Mensagem, of journalism in Creole, within the Newspectrum project, in partnership with the blog Lisboa Criola. The texts are written by a journalist of Guinean origin and published in Creole from Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde. There is also an international section with pieces available.

---

35 Mensagem de Lisboa (Local newspaper), https://amensagem.pt/crioulo/
in English. Portugal does not have prominent media addressing minority groups, only niche experiences such as Afrolink\textsuperscript{36}, Revista Gerador\textsuperscript{37}, Lisboa Criola\textsuperscript{38}, Buala\textsuperscript{39}, Revista Mulher Africana\textsuperscript{40} and other similar micro alternative digital media focused on Afro-descendant communities.

Since 2018 the ERC has monitored the cultural diversity of news content on public television and 3 private stations: SIC, TV and CMTV. The results do not reveal significant differences between public and private media in terms of representativeness, with all channels scoring low. Still, the public channel RTP2 scores best, standing out with the highest percentage of time and programme titles for minority groups and the promotion of cultural diversity.\textsuperscript{41} However, there are relevant differences in the framework. CM TV, the private TV channel of the COFINA group, broadcasts more images promoting stereotypes and ethnic discrimination. Moreover, according to the last regulatory report from the media authority (ERC), there is a low number of programmes promoting cultural diversity and minority interests on the main public broadcasting television channel and the two leading commercial TV media (SIC and TVI).\textsuperscript{42}

Finally, in terms of engagement, local media do not have the financial resources, the knowledge or the means to conduct audience studies or impact studies; any relation with the academics that could partner them is scarce. Engagement with the community and participatory journalism is something that is not yet secured in local newsrooms. Communities do not see added value in journalism (especially the younger groups who are used to social media alone) and do not engage easily with journalists.\textsuperscript{43,44}

**Best practices and open public sphere**

Portuguese news media organisations are experimenting with innovative responses, regarding new formats, storytelling, data journalism and even social innovation. As mentioned, *Mensagem de Lisboa* was the first to create a section written in Creole, the second most spoken language in Lisbon. *Divergente* has carried out investigative journalism, and has already received several international awards, such as the Online Journalism Awards\textsuperscript{45}. RDP, a public radio service, launched the first report with binaural sound in 2018.

---

\textsuperscript{36} Afrolink, https://afrolink.pt/sobre/
\textsuperscript{37} Revista Gerador, https://gerador.eu/revista/
\textsuperscript{38} Lisboa Criola, https://www.lisboacriola.pt
\textsuperscript{39} Buala, https://www.buala.org
\textsuperscript{40} Revista Mulher Africana, https://www.revistamulherafricana.com/OnStage.asp
\textsuperscript{41} ERC Entidade Reguladora para a Comunicação Social, ‘Relatório de Regulação 2022’ (Report 2023) Available at https://www.erc.pt/pt/estudos/relatorios-de-regulacao/relatorio-de-regulacao/
\textsuperscript{42} Ibid., 422.
\textsuperscript{43} D Santos Silva, C Carvalho, C Reis, A Brito Guterres, ‘(Un)désert the News’ (fieldwork 2023).
\textsuperscript{44} Interviews with C Reis (editor of Mensagem de Lisboa); C Carvalho (Director of the Mensagem de Lisboa) and A Brito Guterres (community mediator) Conducted in person on 14 November 2024.
\textsuperscript{45} See https://awards.journalists.org/entries/for-you-portugal-i-swear/.
Romania

Raluca Toma, Median Research Centre
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Context

Romania stands out among European countries in its relatively low news consumption across the board, contributing to a somewhat small and resource-poor news media market. What is more, local media in Romania were hit particularly hard by the 2008 economic crisis and its aftermath, meaning many local publications never recovered. Local publications were among the first to fold or retreat into online-only editions as a result of the crisis. There are now far fewer local print publications left, and their circulation numbers are low. Discussions on the problems facing news media outlets, both national and local, are mostly limited to small circles of industry and industry-adjacent professionals—in particular journalists, NGO observers, other media professionals—rarely reaching the mainstream public sphere. When they come up, local media markets and outlets tend to be talked about as contexts where the problems observed in the news media industry or market at large are exacerbated. Thus, the crisis of local media receives relatively little mainstream attention, and when it is discussed, possible policy solutions are, at best, an afterthought.

The available data suggest that online local media cannot compensate for the reduction in availability of local print news. According to our estimations, there are up to seven counties without specific online outlets focused on their area. Besides, the internet is not yet the main source of news for most citizens. Only around 20% of Romanians turn to the internet as a main source of news, according to Eurobarometer 92.

Television and radio are still the main ways most Romanians get their news, yet it is unclear how much of the citizens’ need for locally- and regionally-relevant news can be covered by these media.

---


3 Pooling data from multiple sources, a total of 99 regional or local online news outlets were identified, covering 32 counties of the 40 counties of Romania. For 8 counties, no print or online titles were identified, in that particular county (Bistrita Nasaud, Buzau, Caras-Severin, Dambovita, Giurgiu, Gorj, Harghita and Hunedoara). Harghita can be considered to benefit from coverage by a regional online publication in Hungarian focused on Harghita and Covasna County (also dubbed “Szeklerland” sometimes). Sources: The Study of Online Audiences and Traffic (SATI), produced by BRAT, Similarweb and Media Cloud.

Eight in ten Romanians name TV as their number one or two source of news, and three in ten name radio. In addition to the public regional stations, there are 14 television stations with local reach, based in cities, as well as a number of private regional TV stations, and almost all counties have at least one local radio station. Yet it is not possible to ascertain how much—if any—news content is delivered.

Lack of data is a significant problem for understanding the Romanian local media landscape. In many cases there is no data whatsoever, and in others, data is not aggregated, only available on request, not updated regularly, or posted in formats that are not machine readable.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (58%)

The overall risk score for the indicator on the granularity of infrastructure of local media is 58% (medium risk). All other areas have an even higher risk score, which illustrates the dire state of local media in Romania.

Rural areas are the most news-deprived, due to the limited number of locally—as opposed to regionally—relevant news outlets available, leading to a very high risk rating on this variable. Urban areas are better served, with more TVs and radio stations.

Public service media (PSM) have the most comprehensive reach. As mentioned in the previous section, TV is the number one or two source of news for most Romanians, and there are five regional PSM TV stations, broadcasting some regionally relevant news in 10-30 minute slots: TVR Mureș (based in Târgu Mureș, covering the North West); TVR Craiova (based in Craiova, covering the South-West); TVR Iași (based in Iași, covering the North East); TVR Cluj (Cluj-Napoca-based, covering the Central Region); and TVR Timișoara (based in Timișoara, Western Region). Yet public television stations have a small audience: TVR1, the main television station of the public broadcaster, ranked 14 in prime time in 2023, per the European Commission, 2020.
latest data.\textsuperscript{9} There are also nine regional public radio stations, covering the entire country,\textsuperscript{10} and the public news agency had an average of 37 local correspondents in the country, over the past five years.\textsuperscript{11}

The number of print publications has declined in the past 15 years. The National Audience Study (\textit{Studiul National de Audiența} - SNA), ordered by the Romanian Transmedia Audit Bureau (BRAT), an industry group,\textsuperscript{12} audited 54 print local and regional publications in 2008. By 2018 that number had gone down to 12, and in 2023, it covered only two local publications (Crisana and Bihoreanul).\textsuperscript{13}

There are now only about a dozen daily or weekly local news print publications participating in BRAT's print audit. Most of these are found in the Central and Western part of the country.\textsuperscript{14} They have very small circulation numbers: mean circulation for this group was 2,800 in July-September 2023, per BRAT data.\textsuperscript{15}

Internet penetration is not universal yet, and rural areas have a higher share of households without internet and of persons with fewer digital skills. In 2022, 26\% of rural households had no internet connection, while only 11\% of urban households lacked internet.\textsuperscript{16} In urban areas there are more local television and radio stations (although it is unclear how much news content they produce).\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, there are few local/regional print titles left, and their circulation is very low, as discussed in the introduction.

One of the major national outlets, \textit{Adevărul}, has an established section on local news of significant size. \textit{Adevărul.ro} was sixth among Romanian news websites in December 2023, with 4.7 million unique users, according to SATI. It has a network of local collaborators who publish almost daily, covering 39 counties, including the capital city.

\textbf{Market and reach - High risk (67.5\%)}

Revenue trends are difficult to gauge due to lack of aggregate data. For companies owning the local print press, the trend appears to be downward.\textsuperscript{18} Of the online local media, four out of the five top performers are owned by the same companies owning the print publications and the fifth may not be representative


\textsuperscript{10} The national radio (Radio Romania) has nine regional branches. They are based in the following cities: Bucharest, Brasov (Brasov county), Cluj-Napoca, Constanța, Craiova, Iasi, Resita, Targu-Mures and Timișoara. It is however not possible to report on how much news content rather than music and entertainment they produce.

\textsuperscript{11} AGERPRES headquarters are based in eight cities: Botoșani, Cluj, Gorj, Harghita, Mureș, Olt, Vaslui and Bistrița-Năsăud. In the last five years it had 37 local "special" correspondents on average (with a high of 40 in 2019 and a low of 35 in 2020 and 2022), all of whom work full time (all but 4 work exclusively with the agency). All correspondents are based locally (Source: Freedom of Information Act request response).

\textsuperscript{12} The Romanian Transmedia Audit Bureau is an industry group of media publishers, advertising companies, advertising clients and other organisations connected to the business.


\textsuperscript{14} Bih: Jurnal Bihorean, Bihari Naplo, Bihoreanul, Crisana; Harghita: Hargita Népe; Covasna: Observator de Covasna; Arad: Jurnal Aradean; Mures: Zi de Zi; Satu Mare: Gazeta de Nord Vest.

\textsuperscript{15} The highest circulation in July-September 2023 was 8,192 for Harghita Nepe, followed by 6,032 for Jurnal Aradean and the lowest 600 for Gazeta de Nord Vest and (preceded by OBservator de Covasna, with 892). Biroul Român de Audit Transmedia. ‘Cifre de difuzare iulie septembrie 2023 [Circulation numbers July September 2023],’ 2024, \url{https://www.brat.ro/audit-tiraje/cifre-de-difuzare} (accessed 9 January 2024).

\textsuperscript{16} Institutul Național de Statistică. ‘În anul 2022, ponderea gospodăriilor care au acces la rețeaua de internet de acasă a fost de 82,1\%’ [In 2022, the share of households with access to Internet at home was 82.1\%], 2023, \url{https://insi.ro/cms/sites/default/files/com_presa/com_pdf/tic_r2022_pdf} (accessed 1 October 2023).

\textsuperscript{17} There are in fact 38 counties that have at least one radio company that holds only one licence (i.e. a licence for only one locality). Most of these licences are issued for broadcasting in urban localities, not rural ones.

\textsuperscript{18} The remaining print outlets are owned by a total of five companies. Inform Media Press SRL owns Jurnal Aradean, Bihari Naplo and Jurnal Bihorean. Szekely Hirmondó is owned by Profiton SRL; Observator de Covasna by Comparty SRL; and Crișana by Anotimp Casa de Presa si Editura SA. Between 2017 and 2022, the total revenue for these five (adjusted for inflation) went down by 90\%. Ministerul Finanțelor. ‘Agenți economici și instituții publice - date de identificare, informații fiscale, bilanți [Economic agents and public institutions - identification data, fiscal information, balance sheets],’ 2023, \url{http://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pi-selectie-dupa-cui}.
at all (but it had an extraordinary rise in revenue in recent years).

There is little information about the willingness of Romanian audiences to pay for news, but the existing information suggests a low willingness to do so. Arguably, both the available statistics and the lack of higher quality data justify the very high risk rating in this area. Survey data on willingness to pay for news in general offers a sense of a general trend that may apply to local news as well. In a 2023 online survey (n=2,017) conducted for the Reuters Digital News Report, 16% of respondents reported a willingness to pay for online news. In a 2022 Flash Eurobarometer survey (n=2,110), of the survey participants who reported having read online news in the past year, only 20% reported having accessed any paid content (20% did not know and 60% said they only accessed free content). The number of local TV stations may be going down, if the number of local licences issued by the national regulator is a good indicator. It is however also possible that existing outlets narrowed their broadcasting range.

The number of local radio licences has registered a very small increase, but it is not clear if the number of outlets increased, or the range of the existing ones did.

The print paper distribution chain has collapsed in the past few decades, especially after the 2008-2009 crisis. Local paper distribution and national publication distribution outside of the capital were particularly affected by the bankruptcy of printers as well as distribution companies, thus this variable was assessed as holding a very high risk score. Print distribution, historically done mainly through newspaper stands and—via mail distribution of print subscriptions, is still a challenge. In the years following the economic crisis, both the number of newsstands and of distribution companies halved. While in 2010 there were 6,500 newspaper kiosks in the country, by 2017 that number had gone down to 3,000.


One has to use this proxy because no aggregate numbers were provided. In 2019, there were 145 active local television licences and 52 regional ones (for private companies). The national TV company (TVR) had 5 regional TV channels. Four years later, in 2022, there were 94 active local TV licences and 56 regional ones (for private companies), and TVR had the same number of TV channels. Thus it appears that the number of outlets decreased, or existing outlets narrowed their broadcasting range. Consiliul Național al Audiovizualului. Raportul de activitate al Consiliului Național al Audiovizualului pe anul 2022 [The activity report of the National Broadcasting Council for 2022], 2022, https://www.cna.ro/IMG/pdf/1_CNA_Raport_de_activitate_pe_anul_2022.pdf.

In 2019, there were 562 active local radio licences and 8 regional licences, issued to private companies. There were also 13 regional and one local licences issued for the National Radio Company (SRR). Four years later, in 2022, there were 565 active local licences and 15 regional licences, issued to private companies, and 12 regional and one local licence for SRR. Thus, it appears that the number of outlets increased but it could also be that existing outlets expanded their range of localities.

As written in the Media Pluralism Monitor country reports, in Romania there is essentially no support and no serious consideration given to supporting through subsidies the production of high-quality information on public interest affairs. There are no direct subsidies, and the only indirect subsidy is a reduced Value Added Tax (VAT) rate for print, which has almost no impact on the media sector as a whole due to the low number of print outlets remaining in the country.

As written in the Media Pluralism Monitor country reports, in Romania there is essentially no support and no serious consideration given to supporting through subsidies the production of high-quality information on public interest affairs. There are no direct subsidies, and the only indirect subsidy is a reduced Value Added Tax (VAT) rate for print, which has almost no impact on the media sector as a whole due to the low number of print outlets remaining in the country. This VAT reduction is automatically applied. As for state advertising, it is worth underlining that the aims and therefore the allocation criteria of state advertising projects differ significantly from state subsidies. Whereas state subsidies aim to support the production of (certain) kinds of media content, state advertising campaigns aim to get a particular message out to

19 Four of the top five online local news websites are owned by companies covered under print, above (overall loss in past few years). The remaining company, Prima Press SRL, registered a 3,000% growth in revenue between 2017 and 2022, but this is probably not representative of the online local news media landscape, considering this is a Hungarian language publication and, according to press reports, most of the funding of Prima Press came through projects they applied for abroad. Biroul Roman de Audit Transmedia. Rezultate trafic proprietati online [Online property traffic results], 2023: https://www.brat.ro/sati/rezultate/type/site/page/1/c/all.


22 One has to use this proxy because no aggregate numbers were provided. In 2019, there were 145 active local television licences and 52 regional ones (for private companies). The national TV company (TVR) had 5 regional TV channels. Four years later, in 2022, there were 94 active local TV licences and 56 regional ones (for private companies), and TVR had the same number of TV channels. Thus it appears that the number of outlets decreased, or existing outlets narrowed their broadcasting range. Consiliul Național al Audiovizualului. Raportul de activitate al Consiliului Național al Audiovizualului pe anul 2022 [The activity report of the National Broadcasting Council for 2022], 2022, https://www.cna.ro/IMG/pdf/1_CNA_Raport_de_activitate_pe_anul_2022.pdf.

23 In 2019, there were 562 active local radio licences and 8 regional licences, issued to private companies. There were also 13 regional and one local licences issued for the National Radio Company (SRR). Four years later, in 2022, there were 565 active local licences and 15 regional licences, issued to private companies, and 12 regional and one local licence for SRR. Thus, it appears that the number of outlets increased but it could also be that existing outlets expanded their range of localities.


26 Obae, 2016.

the highest share of people possible out of the target audience. Consequently, allocation criteria can and should be different. A few private grant schemes are available, but none destined for local media specifically, so local media competes with national media.29

Safety of local journalists - High risk (62.5%)

The assessment of working conditions is based on the (limited) information it is available about conditions for journalists in Romania in general. Salaries in the media—according to the limited data it was possible to gather—are quite low.30 Moreover, several media outlets frequently do not pay salaries on time and sometimes for several months in a row. Many people who work in this field also have the kind of short-term, freelance-type contracts that do not come with medical insurance and social security by default and that offer less protection from sudden or arbitrary dismissal. Some of the journalists who do have classic labour contracts report that they are expected to work longer than the hours written into their contracts. For example they may have a half-time contract but be expected to work more than double than that. According to some research, long unpaid internships are common, and some young journalists see accepting precarious (or unpaid) labour as necessary to get one’s foot in the door and earn experience.31

There are occasional attacks or threats against journalists, but there is no evidence of an increase in the number of cases. In 2022, a public radio journalist was the target of a public threat by a Hungarian far-right politician, a statement condemned by multiple political figures, including the Democratic Union of Hungarians in Romania (UDMR). The same year, the Directorate for Investigating Organised Crime and Terrorism raided the house of a local journalist who had been critical of the Braila police commissioner, in a raid that was ruled unjustified by a local court. In 2023, this research so far identified no attacks and one threat against local journalists.32

28 For example, it makes sense for a state advertising campaign to fund media that are very popular among the target audience, whereas depending on the aim of a particular subsidy it may not (and probably does not) make sense for it to go to the most popular / lucrative outlets. Funds disbursed by the government in the second half of 2020 as public campaigns in the fight against COVID-19 were clearly advertised and transparently allocated. Some criticised this policy on the grounds that money went to commercial broadcasters, tabloid media, and even media spreading fake news, instead of supporting quality journalism. Although the observations were somewhat accurate, the critique was based on a misunderstanding of the principles of state advertisement and conflated it with state support for public interest news media. Even press reports acknowledge that the size of the audience was the main criterion of allocation. In the months after the ordinance 63/2020 was approved (modified by ordinance 86/2020 and by law 164/2020 which increased the total amount of the advertising budget from 40 million euros to 50 million and expanded the implementation period from end of October to end of December 2020) the biggest TV stations in the country attracted the biggest budgets, as did the biggest radio stations.

29 The Romania-based Foundation for the Development of Civil Society (FDSC) has some grant programmes (Civic Innovation Fund, e.g.) where media organisations can be eligible for project-based funding. Some smaller non-profit national media have used FDSC funding in the past few years (Recorder, Funky Citizens’ Bulletin de Bucuresti project); The Google Digital News Innovation Fund has awarded EUR 1.8 million to 16 entities in Romania, but none of them are local, except for Funky Citizens’ Bulletin de Bucuresti (a recent Bucharest-focused online outlet). The Romanian American Foundation awarded the niche narrative journalism (national print and online magazine Decat o Revista (now defunct)) a €86,700 grant for May 2022 - April 2023: S432,417 for 2019-2021.

30 According to data from Paylab.ro, a website comparing salaries from different branches, the range is between the equivalent of 525 EUR and 1,130 EUR (estimate based on June 2023 exchange rate). Cristian Lupsa, the editor of niche magazine and website Decat o Revista, reported in early 2019 that most of the people on his 30-some writing staff make between 410 EUR and 820 EUR, and that giving them all labour contracts (as opposed to collaborator contracts) was a significant financial effort for the organisation (EUR figures based on 30 April 2019 exchange rate). In early 2020, he was reporting that he had managed to raise salaries somewhat, such that the lowest salary band (juniors) in the organisation began at 512 EUR (at the time, he also reported that his most junior person was making 615 EUR) (EUR estimations based on 27 January 2020 exchange rate). Lupsa’s publication closed in 2022 citing insufficient revenue to maintain operations.


Another very high risk factor refers to journalists’ organisations, or rather, the lack thereof. There are no journalists’ organisations of a significant size to speak of in Romania at the moment, despite some (relatively feeble) attempts in the past.33

The Association of Media Professionals (APCC) is the only active and local membership-based organisation for journalists. It currently has 52 voting members according to its website (apcc.ro).

The information indicates that SLAPP cases occur occasionally, but it is worth stressing the lack of systematically collected and comprehensive data on this. There is no anti-SLAPP legislation at the moment. There are some cases where it is relatively plain to see that a high-profile figure is attempting to use the avenues provided by the courts and other Romanian institutions to inconvenience or intimidate journalists. For example, Daniel Băluță, the mayor of Bucharest’s Sector 4, has filed more than 20 court cases against journalists (mainly from Libertatea) and was critiqued for baseless litigiousness by a local judge in 2023.34 Finally, the public likely hears about only a minority of the cases of lawsuits against journalistic outlets.

**Editorial independence - High risk (69%)**

There are, arguably, significant shortcomings in the regulation. The Audiovisual Law regulating the ownership regime for radio and television media does not contain any reference to conflict of interests between media owners and political parties or partisan groups. There is no specific legislation conceived for the written press or digital media ownership, these being regulated only by the general law on commercial enterprises, which does not include such stipulations.

Previous research by civil society organisations has found complex “entanglements in the management and ownership of local television stations”, contributing to a high risk assessment in this variable.35

Other organisations, journalists and media observers have reported that local media are very vulnerable to political pressure that is exerted through means other than ownership, and some have characterised some local media as outright politically controlled.36 For instance, journalists and former journalists interviewed by other organisations in the past and some experts have characterised local outlets as particularly vulnerable to political pressure because much of their advertising money comes from local authorities that are willing to disburse or withhold money on political grounds.37 Additionally, the line between advertising and editorial content is often blurred, as contracts between local institutions and outlets appear to include not just the purchase of advertising space but also of featured interviews, appearances etc.38

---


35 A 2014 Active Watch report on the state of local televisions concluded that “[p]olitical or economic entanglements in the management and ownership of local television stations are often so complex that you cannot always clearly define the political colour of a television station. In addition, in many cases the data is missing. But according to the data we were able to collect, there are worrying many cases where local television is a weapon of political and economic warfare sponsored by public money, directly or indirectly. Thus, almost half of the 56 television included in the research are directly or indirectly influenced by politicians”. M. Popa, A. Mogoș, M. Pavelescu and Ş. Căndea. ‘Harta politică a televiziunilor locale [The political map of local televisions]’, Active Watch, 2014, https://activewatch.ro/documents/119/Harta_politica_a_teviuluiilor_localeFINE.pdf. C. Lupu. ‘Starea mass-media în România. 2020 [State of the Mass Media in Romania. 2020]’.


There are neither legal nor self-regulatory mechanisms in place to protect journalists and journalistic outlets from commercial pressures, in the form of arbitrary appointments or dismissals or threats thereof or undue pressures to alter content / editorial policy. Very few outlets have even adopted an ethical code, and some cases of abuse have been documented even in such places. Journalists and media observers also report that local media are under particularly high pressure due to the scarcity of funds, including the scarcity of advertisers.

In recent years, leaked documents and numerous anonymous sources have also revealed that many national news media have published political advertising content without signalling it as such, likely leaving their readers with the impression that they are looking at journalistic content. Although there is no specific information about this occurring at the local level, the phenomenon speaks to the weakness of journalistic norms as well as to the impact of funding scarcity that local media experience just as much—if not more—than national media.

The media authority CNA (Consiliul National Audiovizual - National Audiovisual Council) has remit only over audio-visual media. As such, its remit does include local/regional televisions and radio. Decisions to issue penalties are based on the analysis of the staff controllers/inspectors but made by the same members of the Council that decide on penalties related to national broadcasters. Until evidence to the contrary is available one can therefore extrapolate from assessments of the overall decisional practice of the CNA: there is no evidence of systematic bias but in the past there were some cases where occasional partisan bias may have been at play on the part of some members.

As discussed in the section dedicated to the granularity of local media’s infrastructure, public service television and radio have local branches, and the national press agency has local correspondents. No data is found on the degree of political independence displayed by the local coverage of public media. Moreover, there is a lack of systematic and professional analysis of the content diversity of local media, although given the limited options in terms of the number of outlets producing locally-relevant news content in many counties, content diversity itself is likely to be low. The lack of data on these aspects in itself constitutes a high risk.

**Social inclusiveness - High risk (78%)**

Lack of data posed many obstacles to the assessment of social inclusiveness in local and community media. Still, the conclusion is that this indicator has the highest risk score.

The available information suggests that the needs of many groups may be insufficiently met. For instance, public media broadcast very little news content in minority languages: the national television channel (TVR1) broadcasts its television news programme only in Romanian, and only one of its regional branches provides some (shorter) news shows in Hungarian. Radio România Actualități, the national

---

39 Toma et al., 2023, p. 9.
40 Toma et al., 2023, p. 18-19.
41 Popescu et al., 2022, p. 15-16, 22.
42 Lupu, 2020, pp. 7-11.
44 Toma et al., 2023.
45 In January 2023, TVR Targu Mures had a Hungarian-language regional news broadcast at 9 am (10m), 4 pm (10m) and 5.30 pm (25m).
radio news channel, only broadcasts the news in Romanian over the airwaves, and the regional national radio stations also have little to no news in minority languages.\textsuperscript{46} Looking at broadcasting licences awarded by the media regulator CNA, only a few private channels offer news content in minority languages.\textsuperscript{47}

There is little to no data on the coverage of minorities, especially outside of the Roma community.\textsuperscript{48} A 2003 analysis of coverage of the Roma in the news media concluded that the media covered Roma mainly with a focus on conflicts—between the Roma and authorities—and with heavy use of negative stereotypes.\textsuperscript{49} A 2021 study on coverage of the Roma amid the COVID-19 pandemic in Romania found that conflictual framings (still) abound and that (negative and stereotypical) presentations of the Roma and scapegoating continue to be a problem.\textsuperscript{50}

There are no media outlets specifically addressing marginalised groups in the country with news content, leading to a very high risk rating on this variable. Even women are not specifically targeted as an audience group with politics and public affairs-related content by any media of significant reach.

With regard to initiatives by local media to build audience trust, engage with the audience and the local community, this research did not identify any analyses on such efforts. This lack of data has been assessed to be high risk.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

Initiatives to experiment with innovative products, distribution models, reporting methods and team organisation modes are limited in number and in scope. One of the more successful examples—with a national scope in terms of subject matter—is *Decat O Revista* experiment with novel products and revenue streams, such as courses and organising the “Power of Storytelling” conference for several years, but insufficient funding led to a decision to stop publication in 2023.\textsuperscript{52} A novel but ultimately unsuccessful example—also with a national scope—is the now-defunct *Inclusiv* initiative, which launched with a major and successful fundraising effort in 2019 but folded in 2021 without reaching its full journalistic potential.\textsuperscript{53} In terms of civil society organisation-backed initiatives, a notable one that has been successful in securing some funding so far is *Buletin.de*, a project by the Bucharest-based CSO Funky Citizens. For now, *Buletin.de/Bucharest* covers news from the capital, and it has received EU funds during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as from the Google News Initiative.

\textsuperscript{46} According to our research, one of the regional radio channels has some news in minority languages, but they appear to cover only or mainly regional/local news as part of a one-hour slot that also includes music and other content (Radio Timisoara has a German slot from 7pm, a Hungarian slot from 8pm, and Serbian slot from 9pm).

\textsuperscript{47} The authors of this chapter identified one (local) news station ERD TV (registered in the county of Covana) that broadcasts news in Hungarian and no television stations broadcasting (Romanian) news in German or other minority languages. We have also identified four radio stations that provide news in Hungarian: Plusz Radio (registered and broadcasting in the county of Bihor), Slager Radio (registered and broadcasting in Sfantu Gheorghe in Covasna County), Erdély FM (registered and broadcasting in Miercurea Ciuc, Harghita County); Szopviz FM (Miercurea Ciuc, Harghita). We found no radio stations broadcasting news in German or other minority languages. Looking at the databases for print publications and online publications signed up for monitoring by the Romanian Transmedia Audit Bureau (BRAT), we found a few news sites and print outlets in Hungarian.


\textsuperscript{51} Dela0 supplements its written features with multimedia content and a podcast and is funded by donations and grants. It occasionally collaborates/partners with larger publications to pick up its materials.


\textsuperscript{53} Set up after a large crowdfunding campaign that collected around 100,000 euro, the Inclusiv platform was intended to include subscribers in the process of story selection, as well as tapping into expertise among its base in researching and developing their material, among other planned innovations. Ultimately, however, the project leaders struggled with intra-newsroom disagreements, organisational issues and the project only published around a dozen news stories before closing in 2021. *Inclusiv*. “Inclusiv se inchide” [Inclusiv is closing], 2021, [https://inclusiv.ro/inclusiv-se-inchide/](https://inclusiv.ro/inclusiv-se-inchide/).
Slovakia

Marina Urbániková, Masaryk University

Context

Slovakia is a landlocked Central European country with a population that exceeds 5.4 million. Significant economic disparities exist between the capital, Bratislava, and the rest of the country. The gross domestic product of the Eastern Slovakia region is three times lower than the Bratislava region. In terms of internet penetration, 90.7% of households in Slovakia have internet access at home.

Both local media (in the case of broadcasting media) and community media are defined in the Slovak legal framework. The Media Services Act stipulates that: "A local broadcast programme service is a broadcast whose reception is confined to a smaller geographical area, usually a town or city, and whose programmes focus on local information environments or resources and on common interests that create and deepen the intrinsic bonds of a community, leading to the maintenance of a sense of identity with the community." Furthermore, the Publications Act refers to a community periodical as a publication focusing on local information, resources or common interests, deepening community ties, and without a profit motive. A similar definition of community media can be found in the Media Services Act.

To summarise the state and development of local media in Slovakia, it could be argued that the relatively richly developed local and regional press established during the Communist regime before 1989 remains a fragment today. The report by Transparency International Slovensko on local journalism in Slovakia concluded that print news deserts cover a third of Slovakia. Traditional local media offering standard journalism have largely been replaced by media (print and/or TV) owned or funded by local governments and by commercial advertising periodicals distributed free of charge. Interestingly, the occurrence of news deserts does not appear to be easily explained by economic deprivation or low internet penetration in the area. In addition, some minorities, especially the Romani people, lack sufficient media content and news coverage in their mother tongue. Community media as a sector is very underdeveloped in Slovakia. Despite this unfavourable situation, the public debate regarding local news deserts is almost non-existent.

4 Act No. 264/2022 Coll. on media services and on amendments and additions to certain acts (Media Services Act), § 19 (1) (5)
5 Act No. 264/2022 Coll. on media services and on amendments and additions to certain acts (Media Services Act), § 107 (2)
In terms of the assessed risks, as shown in the following bar chart, the most critical areas include the safety of local journalists, mostly due to challenging working conditions and inadequate remuneration, coupled with the absence of a functional journalists’ association. The market and reach indicator also poses significant concerns, primarily attributed to declining revenues, the closure of local newsrooms, and the absence of a dedicated subsidy system for local media. Both indicators achieve a high-risk score. The remaining three indicators—editorial independence, infrastructure of local media, and social inclusiveness—fall within the medium-risk category.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (50%)

While basic data regarding local journalism in Slovakia are often lacking, the available information indicates a critical situation. The report by Transparency International Slovensko states that “Slovakia has found itself in a period when the map of regional media has critically emptied, quality journalism is abandoning even previously weak positions, while the space left vacant is often occupied by problematic actors. This situation is a direct threat to democracy at the local and regional level, for which public independent media scrutiny is as important as it is for democracy at the national level.” According to this report, approximately one-third of Slovakia is characterised as print news deserts, with these areas typically having the lowest population density. Rural and suburban regions are more underserved compared to urban areas.

The network of local journalists and newsrooms is primarily upheld by the two public service media entities. First, Radio and Television Slovakia (RTVS) maintains two regional studios, in Banská Bystrica (Central Slovakia) and Ko-ice (Eastern Slovakia), along with a stable network of its own local/regional correspondents. Second, the Press Agency of the Slovak Republic (TASR) claims to have “the best network of editors, photographers, and video reporters in the regions”, covering a total of 18 cities in Slovakia.

However, commercial media, particularly print media, both nationwide and local, have seen a reduction in the number of local journalists and the closure of local newsrooms in recent years. For instance, Petit Press, which owns the largest network of local print media, once published 30 local weeklies, but that number decreased to 19 by 2022; in addition, the number of journalists working at the weeklies declined from 58 in 2019 to 41 in 2022.

---

7 Ibid, p. 21.
8 Ibid, p. 22.
11 Kostelanský & Kroková, Kríza lokálnej žurnalistiky vo Vyšehradských krajínách a špecifická rola samosprávných novín v nej, p. 5.
The map you can find at the following link refers to the local newspaper coverage in Slovakia in 2022. The original data source for this visualisation is Transparency International Slovensko and you can access it here.

Market and reach - High risk (68%)

The indicator of market and reach scored high risk (68%). The systematic collection and publication of data on market shares and revenues for local and community media outlets are not in place, posing an inherent risk in itself. However, available evidence indicates a significant economic decline in the local media sector, with community media being generally very underdeveloped.

An analysis of revenues of local independent publishers (35 out of 44 independent local print media outlets in Slovakia) shows a 14% decline in publisher revenues between 2019 and 2021.12 These challenges are further compounded by a high inflation rate, averaging 12.8% in 202213, and the absence of any direct subsidy mechanism designed for local and/or community media (a situation applicable to media in Slovakia at large). However, cultural and national minority media, including local and community outlets, are eligible to receive grants from the state-funded Fund for the Promotion of National Minority Culture14 and the Slovak Arts Council15.

The sole indirect subsidy in place is the VAT reduction, which lowers the rate from 20% to 10% for the print press. This benefit applies exclusively to newspapers and magazines published at least four times a week.16 Consequently, this measure overlooks the majority of the local press, typically weekly periodicals, which continue to be sold at the standard VAT rate of 20%.

The availability of audience/circulation data is limited to selected media outlets, posing a challenge in evaluating the extent of ownership concentration in the local media market. Cases like that of the Petit Press publishing house, indicate that ownership concentration does not necessarily lead to economic dominance, given the continuous decline in sales and revenues of its local media outlets.17 Rather, it appears to be an economic necessity.

The willingness of audiences to pay for local news remains low, as evidenced, for instance, by the decline in sales of local weeklies and dailies experienced by the Petit Press publishing house.18 This trend is likely reinforced by the prevalence of free-of-charge media, including commercial advertising periodicals and print media outlets owned by local governments, which dominate the local media market.19

Safety of local journalists - High risk (71%)

The safety of local journalists was rated as a high-risk indicator, attaining the highest score of all five indicators (71%). This is attributed to the deterioration in working conditions for local journalists, coupled with the declining economic situation of local media. The number of local journalists is decreasing, and their wages are unattractive.20 Although social security legislation is in place, a prevalent practice in Slovak journalism

---

16 Act No. 222/2004 Coll., Value Added Tax Act, § 27 (2)
17 Kostelanský & Kroková, Kríza lokalnej žurnalistiky vo Vyšehradských krajinách a špecifická rola samosprávných novín v nej, p. 7.
19 Ibid, p. 3 and p. 15.
involves circumventing employment contracts to reduce costs. Many journalists work as “self-employed” or “freelance” with limited social protection, even if they work exclusively for one newsroom for an extended period.

Furthermore, the Slovak Syndicate of Journalists, the main professional journalism association, does not effectively fulfil its role, either at the national or local level. It lacks authority, abstains from engaging in public debates on current issues related to journalists and journalism, and has an extremely low membership rate among active journalists.21

While there are no reports of attacks or threats specifically targeting local journalists, journalists in Slovakia as a whole frequently suffer attacks and intimidation, including instances of verbal abuse involving high-ranking politicians.22 The lack of reports of attacks against local journalists can be attributed to the challenging conditions faced by local journalism in Slovakia, which, among other things, are not conducive to investigative journalism, a common trigger for such attacks and threats. This could also be the reason why there are no reports of SLAPP cases against local journalists. In general, there is no anti-SLAPP legal framework in place.

**Editorial independence - Medium risk (59%)**

Political control of local media is not regulated; in general, public officials may not engage in business but they are not prohibited from owning companies, including media companies. Traditional independent local media are being displaced by two types of local media with limited independence in terms of political and commercial interests, typically offering low journalistic value to society.

First, the local media market is dominated by outlets owned by local governments, i.e., municipalities and self-governing regions. This applies to the print press in particular, where the number of so-called “townhall periodicals”, distributed free of charge, is ten times higher than the number of independent local periodicals.24 These periodicals are extensively utilized by local government leaders for self-promotion, resulting in a low diversity of viewpoints and opinions.25 The legal obligation to maintain objectivity and balance, even though these townhall periodicals are funded by public resources, is not in place. Local governments also own a significant share of local broadcasters (26%)26; other TV broadcasters depend on them financially.

Second, another significant source of competition for local print media comes from commercial advertising periodicals distributed free of charge, usually directly to household mailboxes; once again, the journalistic quality of these media outlets is problematic.

In general, state advertising is governed by general rules of the Act on public procurement (343/2015 Z. z.) and supervised by the Office for Public Procurement. However, this Act does not mention any specific rules regarding state advertising, and its distribution proves highly non-transparent. On a more positive note, while there is no direct subsidy system designed exclusively for local media, criteria for the distribution of indirect state subsidies (VAT reduction) are clearly defined and they are allocated to local media in both a fair and transparent manner.

---


24 Kostelanský & Kroková, Kríza lokálnej žurnalistiky vo Vyšehradských krajinách a špecifická rola samosprávnych novín v nej, 2022, p. 15.


26 According to the analysis conducted by the author of this report for the LM4D project, based on data published by the Council for Media Services (the Slovak media regulatory authority), 26% of the local and regional broadcasters that held a TV broadcasting license in 2022 are directly owned or co-owned by a municipality or a self-governing region. See: Rada pre mediálne služby, Správa o stave vysielania v Slovenskej republike a o činnosti Rady pre vysielanie a retransmisii/ Rady pre mediálne služby za rok 2022, Rada pre mediálne služby, Bratislava, 2023, https://rmms.sk/sites/default/files/2023-05/VS2022_web.pdf.

27 Kostelanský & Kroková, Kríza lokálnej žurnalistiky vo Vyšehradských krajinách a špecifická rola samosprávnych novín v nej, 2022, p. 17.
There are no regulatory or self-regulatory mechanisms that grant protection to journalists in the event of changes in ownership or editorial direction at both the national and local levels. There are no regulatory safeguards, such as internal bodies or self-regulatory instruments, designed to ensure that decisions regarding the appointment and dismissal of editors-in-chief are not influenced by commercial interests.

With regard to the public service, there is no available information on the independence of RTVS local branches and regional studios. However, the recurring concerns about the political independence of RTVS mean that political pressure cannot be ruled out.

Finally, the Council for Media Services (the Slovak media regulatory authority) has a remit over local broadcasters, and there are no reports suggesting that its decision-making practices have been compromised.

**Social inclusiveness - Medium risk (46%)**

Social inclusiveness has the lowest risk score of all the indicators at 46% (i.e., medium risk). This is mostly attributed to RTVS, the Slovak public service broadcaster, which consistently complies with legal requirements and regularly broadcasts news in minority languages. The main commercial broadcasters do not allocate dedicated airtime to minorities, and it is not a legal obligation for them to do so. Nevertheless, a relatively high number of smaller private media outlets fulfil this role by offering news in minority languages.

However, there are significant differences in meeting the information needs of individual minorities. For the Hungarian minority, the largest in Slovakia (comprising around 8% of the population), there are commercial TV and radio channels broadcasting in Hungarian, along with a relatively large number of print and online news media in Hungarian, supported by both Slovak and Hungarian public funds. In contrast, the situation for the Roma minority (estimated to be around 8% of the Slovak population) is significantly worse. In 2022, there was no TV or radio station broadcasting in Romani.

Moreover, despite the absence of systematic data on the topic, the representation of minorities in commercial media outlets sometimes appears biased and misleading. For example, a recent analysis of media coverage concerning Muslims in print and digital media revealed an overall negative framing of topics related to Muslims.

In general, local media lack the capacity to adequately deliver sufficient public interest news to meet the critical information needs of the communities they serve. As explained in previous sections, the situation in the local media sector, particularly in local print media, is challenging, with more than a third of Slovakia covered by print news deserts. This deficiency is partially alleviated by the provision of local news by RTVS, the Slovak public service broadcaster, and TASR, the public service news agency.

---


29 Act No. 532/2010 Coll. on Radio and Television Slovakia, § 5 (1) (g)

30 The number of hours broadcast for national minorities on RTVS is regularly monitored by the Council for Media Services; see Rada pre mediálne služby, Správa o stave vysielania v Slovenskej republike a o činnosti Rady pre vysielanie a retransmisiu/ Rady pre mediálne služby za rok 2022, p. 60-61.


33 Rada pre mediálne služby, Správa o stave vysielania v Slovenskej republike a o činnosti Rady pre vysielanie a retransmisiu/ Rady pre mediálne služby za rok 2022, p. 58-60.


35 Kostelanský & Kroková, Kríza lokálnej žurnalistiky vo Vyšehradských krajínách a špecifická rola samosprávnych novín v nej, p. 22.
Best practices and open public sphere

Due to the small market and challenging economic conditions, media in Slovakia have long been compelled to innovate. For instance, the two major national quality dailies, *Dennik N* and *SME*, publish newsletters, organise public discussions, offer a short message service with notifications and links to additional information (available on the web and in apps), produce podcasts, and publish books.

*Dennik N* further contributes to education by publishing guides for teachers and students and organising lectures and discussions for schools. The daily has also developed the "Readers Engagement and Monetisation Platform", an open-source media subscription system that assists publishers in understanding and monetising their audience better.

There are very few civil society initiatives providing innovative responses to address the challenges posed by the decline of local and community news provision. The majority of such efforts are spearheaded by a single organisation, Transparency International Slovensko, which recently produced an in-depth report mapping the local media market in Slovakia. Additionally, it regularly issues the quality assessment of the local print media outlets owned and published by local governments.

---

36 *Dennik N*, ‘O Denniku N’, *Dennik N*, 2022, [https://dennikn.sk/o-denniku-n/](https://dennikn.sk/o-denniku-n/)
37 *SME*, ‘SME Novinky’, *SME*, [https://novinky.sme.sk/](https://novinky.sme.sk/)
38 *Dennik N*, ‘O Denniku N’, *Dennik N*, 2022, [https://dennikn.sk/o-denniku-n/](https://dennikn.sk/o-denniku-n/)
Context

There is not much debate on “news deserts” in Slovenia among policymakers, industry professionals or the public. In recent years, the media reported on the crisis of local print news media, pointing mostly to the lack of financial resources and political pressures. However, those reports and conversations were fragmented. There was, however, debate about so-called “white spots” as “areas where there is no adequate broadband infrastructure, but at the same time operators have no market interest in building it”. The Ministry of Digital Transformation described white spots in Slovenia as “sparsely populated and remote settlements.” In 2019, there were approximately 40,000 to 50,000 households in such areas. White spots are scattered throughout Slovenia, however data suggest there are more of them in the eastern part of the country. The lack of adequate digital infrastructure influences the accessibility of news in those areas.

There is significant economic disparity between Eastern and Western Slovenia, with the former being richer. Slovenia’s urban system is characterised by a highly dispersed settlement system with “small densities of urban population, which creates a specific socio-spatial context that is very connected to the local environment and small communities. The media are adapted to the Slovenian socio-spatial context and are, in terms of the geographical distribution of content, very local and regional.”

While local and regional media are somewhat legally defined—local radio and television programmes serve residents of areas where no more than 10% of the Slovene population lives, while regional radio and television programmes serve residents of areas where more than 10 and not more than 50% of the population lives—community media do not have a legal definition. The Mass Media

---

3. Ministrstvo za digitalno preobrazbo, Bele lise imenujemo območja, … [Facebook post], 2023, https://www.facebook.com/digitalSLO/posts/pfbid06hknZsznHe2DeyvYEiCCaA3Aijf6gqmgB9Q7sfEKYxXH6s8aKx4WcauJNdzfFmVDvTJ.
Act does however define student and non-profit radio and television programmes, a definition where some (but not all) community media can find their place. Local, regional, student and non-profit radio and television programmes are characterised as programmes of special importance, which are partially funded from the state budget.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media – Medium risk (58%)

Slovenia is composed of more than 87% rural areas, where around 75% of the entire population lives.\textsuperscript{9} Slovenian cities are small to medium-sized, “out of a total of 6,035 settlements, as many as 90% of them have less than 500 inhabitants and only two settlements have more than 50,000 inhabitants.”\textsuperscript{10} Rural and suburban areas therefore often correlate.

Media that reach those communities can be divided into local and regional, while the latter usually cater to a national audience as well. Regional radio stations (such as Murski val, Radio Ptuj, Koroški radio, Štajerski val, Radio Celje, Radio Kranj, Primorski val) and regional print media (such as Gorenjski glas, Primorske novice, Vestnik, Dolenjski list, Štajerski tednik, Novi tednik) reach the biggest population. Local and regional television programmes are less developed. Generally speaking, the national network of correspondents has shrunk in all media sectors compared to a decade or two ago.\textsuperscript{11}

In urban areas, digital only outlets, print outlets and their online versions are most common (for instance Večer and Mariborinfo.com in Maribor, Dnevnik in Ljubljana), and they also cover the political aspects of local governance. Community media are also present in bigger cities: neighbourhood magazines (for instance the local newspaper in Ljubljana Savčan); cultural websites and print outlets (Koridor – križišča umetnosti, Outsider); student and non-profit radio stations (Radio Študent in Ljubljana, Neodvisni obalni radio (NOR) in Koper, Radio MARŠ in Maribor).

The law regulating the national public broadcaster RTV Slovenija (RTVS)\textsuperscript{12} specifies that broadcasting from the regional centres in Maribor (second-largest city) and Koper (fifth-largest city) is part of the public service, so is broadcasting programmes for the Hungarian, Italian and Roma ethnic communities. Based on public information, the public broadcaster has 9 local correspondent locations in Slovenia.\textsuperscript{13} However, RTVS has been experiencing financial difficulties. When measures for the financial hardship were considered in 2023 the cancellation of the

\textsuperscript{13} RTV Slovenija, Televizija Slovenija, https://www.rtvslo.si/rtv/kdo-smo/televizija-slovenija.
regional programmes of radio and television in Koper and Maribor was also discussed.\textsuperscript{14} The only public press agency is the Slovenian Press Agency (STA). The agency states on its website "more than 80 journalists and other colleagues are responsible for the fulfilment of tasks, both in the Ljubljana 'headquarters' and in correspondent offices around Slovenia and the world."\textsuperscript{15} However, a representative of STA described in 2021 that a "tenth of the team has left" the agency.\textsuperscript{16} During that time, the government led by Janez Janša suspended funding for performing the public service of STA for 312 days, which consequently left the agency financially exhausted and staff depleted.\textsuperscript{17}

**Market and reach – High risk (74%)**

Assessing the economic conditions, viability and sustainability of local and community media in Slovenia is difficult, as there are no aggregate statistics publicly available, which would include (state) advertising, sales, licensing fees, circulation, subscriptions, affiliate marketing, donations, sponsorships and exclude public funding of local and community media. It is recommended that more monitoring of the local media market is done, stating “in this way, the responsibility of local media towards the public could be increased, risks to media existence and autonomy could be more easily identified, and knowledge and strategies for sustainable and autonomous local media could be provided.”\textsuperscript{18}

Local and community media outlets in Slovenia are “vulnerable to external influences and changes, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, due to a lack of diversity in sources of funding”,\textsuperscript{19} the report also showed, stating many local media outlets rely on one source of revenue. The pandemic influenced the print sector specifically, as newsstands and kiosks were closed and many of them never reopened. Representatives of Primorske novice and Dnevnik for instance discussed difficulties in selling their newspaper in 2023, stating a drop in newspaper circulation is making it more difficult to find newspaper delivery men; combined with the rising costs of paper and fuel their activity is less and less economically sustainable.\textsuperscript{20} This has led Primorske novice to reduce its publication frequency in 2024.\textsuperscript{21}

The media legislation allocates a certain amount of state funding for the development of programme content of radio and television programmes with the status of local, regional, student or non-profit programmes. The funds are accessible in the form of a yearly public tender, published by the Ministry of Culture.

The figures indicate the value of available funds has been more or less stagnating. In 2023, the approximate value of available funds on the main public tender was 2.9 million euro, from which 2.1 million was available for the area of co-financing programme content of radio and television programmes with local, regional, student or non-profit status, also known as “area B”.\textsuperscript{22} In 2022, the approximate value was 3.1 million euro, of which 2.25 million was available for area B.\textsuperscript{23} In 2021 and 2020, the approximate value was

\textsuperscript{14} STA, Vračevanje na RTVS: bodo ukinili Panorama, Radio Si, TV Koper in Maribor?, N1 Slovenija, 2023, \url{https://n1.info.slovenija/svetniki-tvsi-bodo-ovrnavali-poslovanje-zavod-za-bi-lete-koncalt-z-dobickom/}.

\textsuperscript{15} Slovenska tiskovna agencija, O agenciji, \url{http://agencija.sta.si/o-agenciji}.

\textsuperscript{16} Svet delavec STA, Zastopstvo Uredništva STA, Uredniški kolegij STA, Sindikat novinarjev STA, Pismo zaposlenih na STA vodjem EU institucij, STA agencija, 2021, \url{https://agencija.sta.si/2398641/pismo-zaposlenih-na-sta-vodjem-eu-institucij}.

\textsuperscript{17} Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, Upamo, da je agencija STA končana, Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, 2021, \url{https://novinar.com/novica/upamo-da-je-agencija-sta-koncana/}.

\textsuperscript{18} Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, V lokalnih medijih naj bo več raznolikih tem, izvirnih zgodb in povezovanja, 2022, \url{https://novinar.com/novica/vec-raznolikh-tem-lokalni-mediija/}.


\textsuperscript{21} S. Kos, Prvi časopis v Sloveniji ukinja tiskano izdajo, Delo, 2023, \url{https://www.delo.si/novice/slovenija/prvi-casopis-v-sloveniji-ukinja-tiskano-izdajo/}.

\textsuperscript{22} Ministrstvo za kulturo, Redni letni javni projektni razpis za sofinanciranje programskih vsebin medijev v letu 2023 (JPR-MV-2023), Gov.si, 2022, \url{https://gov.si/zbirke/javne-objave/redni-letni-javni-projektni-razpis-za-sofinanciranje-programskih-vsebin-medijev-v-letu-2023/}.

2.67 million euro, of which 2.07 million was available for area B.²⁴ However, systematic long-term funding that would enable employment, guarantee independence from political and market pressures and help establish functionality of both community and local/regional media in the long run is needed.

The availability of sources to fund innovation presents a high risk, as there are no specific funding mechanisms for innovation in place. The originality of media content is, however, one of the criteria for selecting media outlets in the aforementioned tender.

The local media landscape is characterised by high levels of ownership concentration, which was recognised as a very high risk and standout issue in Slovenia. This research noted that a complex network of companies, associated with businessman Martin Odlazek, owns a huge share of Slovenian local media, which presents a “great risk for ownership influence and a threat to media pluralism.”²⁵

There is no data to indicate how willing Slovenian audiences are to pay for news. Some editors of print media have stated audiences “are no longer willing to pay for demanding and high-quality journalistic content”,²⁶ also indicating around 10% of the Slovene population is willing to pay for news.²⁷

Safety of local journalists – Medium risk (58%)

Representatives of journalistic organisations stated in 2023 that wages are no longer the biggest problem for Slovene journalists, overload of work has taken its place.²⁸ A survey provided by the Slovene Association of Journalists a few years ago also showed overwork is the biggest issue for journalists in Slovenia, followed by low salaries.²⁹

There were 2,306 fully employed journalists in Slovenia in 2022;³⁰ 2,574 persons fully employed in radio and television activity and 87 self-employed in this activity.³¹ The average gross pay cheque for people employed in the radio and television activity in 2022 was 2,351 euro.³² This is however national data and there is no available data with a focus on local journalists alone. The general minimum gross wage in the country in 2022 was 1,074.43 euro.³³ There is also no publicly available data on the remuneration of freelancers or self-employed journalists, either at the national or local level.

Freelancers and self-employed journalists do not have specific social security schemes, they fall under the general schemes provided for self-employed individuals, which include payment of contributions and salary compensation due to sick leave or care of a close family member under certain conditions.³⁴ Those with the status of "self-employed in culture" can apply for the right to pay social security contributions from

---


the state budget.\textsuperscript{35} Journalists’ organisations are somewhat present on the local level, for instance journalists’ unions and collective organisations at specific media outlets, which are broadly connected to the national organisations (mainly the Slovene Association of Journalists\textsuperscript{36} and the Slovenian Union of Journalists\textsuperscript{37}). While these are an important voice for journalists against media owners and local, regional or national authorities, they are often also unsuccessful in ensuring editorial independence and the professional standards of local journalists, as their voice is easily ignored. Local journalists adhere to the same ethics code as national journalists.\textsuperscript{38}

Throughout 2023, the Slovene Association of Journalists reported 15 verbal or physical attacks on journalists (at the local, regional and national level), in 2022 the association reported 20 and in 2021, when the platform for reporting attacks was established, they reported 32.\textsuperscript{39} There is no anti-SLAPP legal framework in place, despite several calls for it from civil society.\textsuperscript{40} The number of SLAPP cases, which occurred in the local and regional environment, is unknown.

**Editorial independence – High risk (66%)**

Media laws do not regulate the conflict of interests between owners of media and political parties or politicians, there is a general law on integrity and prevention of corruption, which does not mention media companies or media in specific terms.\textsuperscript{41} Several digital only local media outlets are affiliated with major political parties, specifically the current opposition party, SDS.\textsuperscript{42}

Municipal magazines and outlets financed from public budgets are also problematic, as they often serve as public relations outlets for the local mayors and their parties. In several municipalities or even regions, they can be the most important or even the only source of information about what is happening in the municipality.\textsuperscript{43}

As mentioned, direct subsidies are distributed to media outlets based on a set of publicly available criteria. The distribution of advertising of national, regional or local governments and companies owned or controlled by the state is however lacking transparency and the lack of standards in this area “makes it impossible to sanction violations, since they are not actually violations.”\textsuperscript{44}

There are no specific legal provisions granting protection to journalists in the case of changes in ownership or the editorial line. The Slovenian Union of Journalists and other professional organisations offer free legal help and support. There are also no regulatory safeguards, including internal bodies or self-regulatory instruments, which seek to ensure that decisions regarding appointments and dismissals of editors-in-chief are not influenced by commercial interests.

The journalists’ unions of RTVS (including the regional centres in Maribor in Koper) went on strike in 2022 among other opposing arbitrary interventions in the programme and content, violations of programming and professional standards, non-transparent staffing and demanding journalistic, editorial, institutional autonomy.\textsuperscript{45} That same year the government of Robert Golob passed the new law on RTVS, arguing the changes would depoliticize the public broadcaster, and the law entered into force after being confirmed on a referendum. There were still many issues with implementation in 2023, however, due to the provisions of the law the management
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\textsuperscript{35} Zakon o uresničevanju javnega interesa za kulturo (ZUJK), 2002, [http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=ZAKO3370](http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=ZAKO3370).

\textsuperscript{36} Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, [https://novinar.com/](https://novinar.com/).

\textsuperscript{37} Sindikat novinarjev Slovenije, [https://sindikat-novinarjev.si/](https://sindikat-novinarjev.si/).


\textsuperscript{39} Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, Prijavi napad, Društvo novinarjev Slovenije, [https://novinar.com/prijavi-napad/](https://novinar.com/prijavi-napad/).


\textsuperscript{41} Zakon o integriteti in preprečevanju korupcije (ZIntPK), 2010, [http://pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=ZAKO5523](http://pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=ZAKO5523).

\textsuperscript{42} B. Vezjak, (Pre)poznate strankarske medije?, Mladina, 2020, [https://www.mladina.si/196476/pre-poznate-strankarske-medije/](https://www.mladina.si/196476/pre-poznate-strankarske-medije/).


\textsuperscript{44} D. Savić, Državne oglaševalske pogodbe so naravne nesreče, The L Files, 2022, [https://www.dsavic.net/2022/09/13/drzavne-oglasevalske-pogodbe-so-naravne-nesrece/](https://www.dsavic.net/2022/09/13/drzavne-oglasevalske-pogodbe-so-naravne-nesrece/).

\textsuperscript{45} RTV Slovenija stavka, [https://rtvslo-stavka.si/](https://rtvslo-stavka.si/).
of the RTVS changed. This research found that some topics, such as religion, science and technology, education, civil society and social issues, are underrepresented in Slovene local media. Another content analysis of five online local media also showed certain actors are underrepresented, for instance women, opposition politicians, trade unions and cultural workers, while others (for instance, politicians in power or men) are more represented. The study also found there is not enough variety of sources in local media stories, as most of the analysed articles were based on only one source. The authors wrote, reporting also on a widespread presence of economic, political and advertising pressures. These issues combined with concentration of media ownership and political misuse are raising many questions about the plurality of local media in Slovenia.

The Agency for Communication Networks and Services of the Republic of Slovenia (AKOS), the Slovenian Competition Protection Agency (AVK) and the Culture and Media Inspectorate of the Republic of Slovenia have a remit over all media in the country, including local media.

Social inclusiveness – Medium risk (57%)

PSM radio and television channels provide regular national news in some minority languages, namely Hungarian and Italian, as members of those communities can follow channels especially dedicated to them. National news in other minority languages is not available on the PSM channels on a day-to-day basis.

The offer of news in minority languages on the most viewed private media with the biggest reach is generally rare. News programmes in minority languages are fragmented and on a few (community) media outlets, for instance radio stations Študent, MARŠ and Romic. The representation of all minorities on private media outlets and services therefore presents a high risk. The representation of minorities in PSM on the other hand presents a medium risk.

While the members of the legally recognised Hungarian and Italian minorities have access to their local government funds and can use them to carry out their own media activities, the members of the Roma community, which is also recognised by law, can only apply to the tenders of the Office for National Minorities and the Ministry of Culture, where they have to compete with established national media.

There is a limited amount of specific outlets or channels addressing marginalised groups, for instance online newspaper Časoris aimed at children, segments for youth on student radio stations, a street newspaper specialising in homelessness and related social issues Kralji ulice. The majority of content for marginalised groups is available on the public broadcaster, which is by law required to serve the whole population.

Generally speaking, local media meet some of the “critical information needs” of local communities, such as supplying information on topics that affect the quality of local residents’ lives, information that is useful to citizens in order to make informed decisions, and timely information about local events, emergency alerts, public health issues, environmental hazards. This was for instance evident in 2023, when Slovenia was hit by most severe floods to date. However, local media outlets can also lack diversity because of the political and ownership issues described in previous parts of this chapter. The connection of local media with their audience and local communities is strong when considering outlets that “have decades of tradition and were founded by local residents.”

---

Best practices and the open public sphere

There is a limited amount of innovative practices aimed at enhancing an open and thriving public sphere in specific communities. The public editorial meetings held regularly by the investigative centre Oštro are a good example, as their focus is connecting with readers. Neodvisni obalni radio (NOR) can also be considered as an example of innovation. It is an independent online radio, launched in 2020, which also broadcasts for the Italian minority in Slovenia and the Slovenian minority in Italy. The radio’s representatives founded the “Association of free community media” (Neuvrščeni – Zveza svobodnih skupnostnih neodvisnih medijev tretjega medijskega sektorja), with Radio Študent and Radio MARŠ in 2021. This association strives for greater recognition of the social value of free community media and their role as a kind of local public service, formal recognition of the third media sector in legislation and its empowerment for further existence and development.  

The online donor platform in support of independent media Nov dan is also an example of an innovative response. It was established in 2022 by the non-profit organisation Danes je nov dan with the aim of supporting critical independent media and media creators working in the fields of investigative journalism and active citizenship. It functions with the help of an open standard for web monetization WMS. As things stand, readers can pay monthly subscriptions to five online media outlets, whose content is otherwise free: Oštro, Boris Vezjak (In media res), Mešanec, Domen Savič (Državljan D) and Agrument.

The online portal Ovtar24.si, which won the Journalism Fund tender in 2023, can also be considered as an innovative response; the jury noted its “innovation, contributing to the building of a stimulating local environment and quality local journalism in the public interest.”

Spain

Elena Yeste Piquer, Blanquerna School of Communication and International Relations, Ramon Llull University

Context

Studies have provided insights into different facets of local news deserts in Spain, contributing to recent academic discussion. One study\(^1\) identifies municipalities that face the risk of turning into news deserts, characterised by a lack of diverse media outlets. The research underscores the crucial role of local news coverage in meeting critical information needs, highlighting factors like population size, economic conditions, and technological accessibility as contributors to the emergence of news deserts. Another study\(^2\) delves into the contemporary landscape of digital journalism, with a specific focus on digital natives. It uncovers the existence of digital information deserts in regions experiencing depopulation, where digital native media outlets step in to address gaps left by the disappearance of traditional media. The results under LM4D align with these studies.

The discussion extends to legal frameworks shaping media landscapes, namely the recently enacted Law 13/2022 of 7 July, General Law on Audiovisual Communication.\(^3\) Community media are mentioned in Article 5, where they are considered key agents for the pluralization of information. Additionally, they have a specific role to play in the development of media literacy, as stated in Article 10. Article 49 covers the provision of audio-visual communication services for non-profit community television stations, while Article 81 covers audio-visual communication services for non-profit community radios.

In 2019, the Catalan Parliament released a preliminary report for public consultation proposing changes to address concerns about non-profit community media’s legal status. The approval of the Catalan Government’s draft law on audio-visual communication in 2023 represents progress in establishing a more defined regulatory framework.\(^4\)

The most impoverished regions in Spain coincide with news deserts. The Autonomous Cities of Ceuta and Melilla, and La Rioja, are the three with the lowest number of local online media outlets\(^5\)

---

5. R. Salaverría, M.-P. Martínez-Costa, S. Negredo, M. Paisana, M. Crespo, IBERIFIER Digital Media Dataset (1.1.0) [Data set]. Zenodo, 2022, [https://map.iberifier.eu/](https://map.iberifier.eu/).
and the less populated.\textsuperscript{6} This aligns with their designation as the most economically deprived NUTS2 regions.\textsuperscript{7} Internet usage, despite a national rate of 94%, varies in certain Autonomous Communities.\textsuperscript{8} Even in regions with lower rates, the presence of local cybermedia suggests that internet penetration does not necessarily equate to a lack of access to local news. Despite lower internet usage rates in specific regions, such as Galicia, Extremadura, and Cantabria, they exhibit substantial local media presence.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media – Low risk (33%)

The data on news deserts reveals five Spanish Autonomous Communities having over 90% of their municipalities classified as news deserts,\textsuperscript{9} based on the examination of digital media throughout the country. Out of the total 8,131 municipalities in Spain, 77.5% lack local media or regular news coverage, affecting 24.5% of the country’s population. Additionally, 6.4% of municipalities are covered by only one media outlet.

Analysing the distribution of media outlets per municipality,\textsuperscript{10} excepting for news deserts, the norm is 1-5 outlets providing regular news coverage. Municipalities with 6-10 outlets are uncommon, and those exceeding 10 outlets are exceptional.

Urban communities typically enjoy the robust presence of local media outlets, with various media groups in different Autonomous Communities. These outlets include independent local newspapers, local editions of national and regional newspapers, as well as online-only local media platforms.

In rural areas, local media outlets, especially digital platforms, play a crucial role in providing information, even in the largest Autonomous Communities with lower population densities. These digital platforms have gained significance in depopulated regions, contributing to the preservation of the right to information in geographically remote areas. However, the sustainability of these small media initiatives remains a challenge. Traditional media have gradually reduced their presence, including correspondents, in rural areas. Another study\textsuperscript{11} emphasises this concern, examining around 30 small digital media platforms that have surfaced in rural areas of Aragon. Aragon is ranked as the fourth-largest autonomous community in terms of territorial extension and stands out as one of the most sparsely populated regions.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{6} INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística), Cifras oficiales de población resultantes de la revisión del Padrón municipal a 1 de enero. Resumen por comunidades autónomas, 2021, \url{https://www.ine.es/jaxiT3/Datos.htm#tabs-tabla}.
  \item \textsuperscript{7} Eurostat, Gross domestic product (GDP) at current market prices by NUTS 2 regions, 2023.
  \item \textsuperscript{8} INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística), Survey on Equipment and Use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in Households. Year 2022, 2022, \url{https://www.ine.es/en/prensa/tich_2022_en.pdf}.
  \item \textsuperscript{9} M. Negreira-Rey, J. Vázquez-Herrero and X. López-García, No People, No News: News Deserts and Areas at Risk in Spain, Media and Communication, 11(3) (2023), pp. 293-303, \url{https://doi.org/10.17645/mac.v11i3.6727}.
  \item \textsuperscript{10} M. Negreira-Rey, J. Vázquez-Herrero and X. López-García, No People, No News: News Deserts and Areas at Risk in Spain, Media and Communication, 11(3) (2023), pp. 293-303, \url{https://doi.org/10.17645/mac.v11i3.6727}.
\end{itemize}
The journalism profession in rural and small urban areas is characterised by a stable but potentially decreasing number of journalists, with disparities between provinces. These professionals play a vital role in reporting on local communities. However, they face challenges such as instability, precariousness, low wages, and limited prospects for the future.

The media landscape in Spain is dominated by four private major nationwide multimedia corporations and several regional media groups. In addition, 12 out of the 17 Spanish Autonomous Communities have their own autonomous public broadcasting corporations, functioning independently and being part of the Federation of Autonomous Radio and Television Organisations (FORTA).

According to Law 17/2006 regulating state-owned radio and television in Spain, the PSM Corporación de Radio y Televisión Española (RTVE) is required to establish a territorial structure for effective public service functions. This involves the establishment of a regional centre managed by RTVE in each of the 17 Autonomous Communities in Spain. These centres employ journalists dedicated to covering local and regional news.

Spain’s public news agency, EFE, operates through delegations in the capitals of the 17 Autonomous Communities, Ceuta, and Melilla. Several Autonomous Communities have multiple delegations, ensuring the presence of local and regional correspondents in smaller cities across the country.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local digital media in Spain in 2022. The original data source for this visualisation is Ramón Salaverría, María-Pilar Martínez-Costa, Samuel Negredo, Miguel Paisana, & Miguel Crespo. (2022). IBERIFIER Digital Media Dataset (1.1.0) [Data set]. Zenodo. and you can access it here.

Market and reach – Medium risk (48%)

Regional and local television companies’ revenues have increased in a vast majority of the companies. In 2021, the total revenues of public radio-TV organisations reached 2,293.5 million euros. In 2020, newspaper sales reached 355.6 million euros, with 38.17% unsold copies, and magazine sales 172.3 million euros, with 58.54% unsold copies.

Despite some closures, there has been significant growth in online local media outlets. Recent data indicate the presence of 2,816 digital news media outlets in Spain. This suggests that the shutdowns of traditional local media have been partially compensated by the rise of online media. In contrast, local radio stations have shown more stability, while the impact of local TV station closures has been relatively limited.

Television remains a dominant force in terms of audience penetration, reaching 79.3% in 2022. Radio follows with 54.4%, and online radio has a share of 10.2%. Print and digital newspaper editions collectively attained a penetration rate of 41.8%, with a decline in the print edition and an increase in the digital edition. Magazines achieved a 30.3% penetration rate, with a notable audience for both print and digital versions.

---

14 European Audiovisual Observatory from data provided by the AMADEUS database, Regional and local television companies revenues, 2022.
15 European Audiovisual Observatory, Radio-TV licence fee and revenues per inhabitant of public radio-television companies in Europe (2021), 2022.
16 FANDE (Federación de Asociaciones Nacionales de Distribuidores de Ediciones), European Press Distribution Benchmark, 2021.
The press landscape in Spain has witnessed substantial changes in recent years, with a 24% decline in the number of press points of sale (PoS) between 2018 and 2021.19

Financial support from media subsidies is essential for supporting regional and local media, with the responsibility largely falling on Autonomous Communities. The distribution of media subsidies shows a declining trend from 2018 to 2020,20 with the press sector receiving the largest share. Calls for media aid are present in nine Autonomous Communities.

State institutional advertising is regulated by Law 29/2005,21 coexisting with regional laws in various Autonomous Communities. Studies conducted on institutional advertising policies shed light on the funding dynamics, with press outlets dominating the investment, despite a decline in press consumption.22

In 2022, the advertising market witnessed an estimated real investment of 12,214.2 million euros, marking a 4.7% growth from the previous year.23 The digital sector continued its dominance, comprising 46.9% of the total volume and experiencing a 7.6% growth. Television, ranking second with a 30.4% share, faced a 3.3% decline in investment at 1,731.8 million euros, unlike other media that saw an increase. Within television, regional channels saw a 4.9% growth to 92.5 million euros, while local televisions rose by 0.5% to 2.3 million euros. Radio secured the third position, with a 7.7% growth to 447.2 million euros. Newspapers, representing 6% of the total market, increased their advertising investment by 1.2% to 340 million euros compared to 2021.

The enactment of Law 13/202224 has brought changes to the community media landscape, recognising its importance in promoting media pluralism. However, community media, particularly free and community radios, face economic, organisational, and legal precarity. The risk level for trends in community media revenue is, therefore, high. While some have thrived, the overall support for community media remains lacking, with international organisations highlighting the need for effective measures in Spanish legislation.

The Digital News Report 2023 indicates that a majority of internet users in Spain find local information relevant. Despite a concentration of paid news in national and regional newspapers, subscriptions to regional and local titles have increased from 5% in 202225 to 9% in 2023. Digital news payments are prevalent, with 13% of Spaniards paying for online news.

Local media outlets, both offline and online, have consistently maintained a stable weekly reach.26 In the offline realm, public TV/radio news achieves a 17% reach, newspapers 14%, and private TV/radio news 11%. Meanwhile, in the online domain, newspapers secure a 12% reach, public TV/radio news 10%, and private TV/radio news 8%.

---

19 Asociación Nacional de Distribuidores de Publicaciones (ANDP), Evolución del número de puntos de venta de publicaciones periódicas en España. 2020-2021, 2022.
Safety of local journalists – Medium risk (54%)

In general terms, all the benefits exist for journalists, as for other workers in Spain. Official data indicate that the unemployment rate among journalists has once again decreased by 17% in 2022, reaching its lowest point since the 2008 crisis. However, 61% of journalists claim to work more than 40 hours per week. Nearly one-third of employed journalists earn less than 1,450 euros per month; for freelancers, the figure rises to 50% earning less than 1,500 euros per month. Though this data does not refer only to local media, the numbers can be illustrative also of the situation at the local level.

When asked about the main problems affecting their profession, journalists still place at the top of the list low wages, unemployment and consequent job insecurity. Added to this, journalists mention the lack of politically and economically independent media and the increasing workload that prevents them from producing good information.

The primary issue confronting freelance or self-employed journalists lies in their earned income and the absence of a suitable labour framework that meets their needs. Every year, more journalists opt to register as self-employed and work as freelance journalists. The count has surpassed 73,500 professionals, and data from the last five years indicates a rising trend in the population of self-employed journalists. 69% of self-employed journalists choose this option out of necessity, while 31% declared themselves self-employed voluntarily.

There have been several cases of attacks or threats to the physical safety of journalists and an increasing trend over recent years. In 2023, Mapping Media Freedom recorded 13 alerts for physical assaults and 24 alerts for verbal attacks, indicating an increase compared to the last five years.

There are currently fifty journalists’ associations aimed at ensuring editorial independence and respecting professional standards. These associations are primarily at the provincial level, although some are specific to municipalities or regions. While prominent professional associations such as the Federation of the Press Associations of Spain (FAPE) and the Association of Journalists of Catalonia advocate for journalists’ impartiality and adherence to ethical codes, their effectiveness in ensuring editorial independence and ethical standards is constrained.

Locally, there have been some cases of SLAPP directly linked to the practice of journalism, although the tendency is not high. In this regard, local media outlets are equally vulnerable to such threats.

Editorial independence – Medium risk (50%)

Political control over media in Spain does not exist through direct or indirect ownership of the media at regional and local level. However, this does not imply the absence of political influence, as it can manifest through institutional advertising and subsidies, and the granting of licences.

General criteria for the distribution of direct subsidies are usually public, transparent, and objectified. Competition between applicants is the predominant system in the subsidy distribution method. In six out of the nine Autonomous Communities, the allocated budget was distributed among the recipients based on objective and regulated criteria, with scores determining the proportion of funding. There is a divergence, though, in budget allocations.

---


The legal framework, primarily governed by Law 29/2005, seeks to ensure transparency and objectivity in the allocation of advertising resources for institutional communication and campaigns. However, the absence of specific provisions in Law 19/2014 on Transparency and Good Governance regarding institutional advertising has created a lack of clarity. This opacity raises concerns about transparency and gives rise to allegations of discretionary allocation practices when utilising public funds for such purposes.

The prevailing perception in Spain is that the majority, if not all, of the media outlets prioritise their commercial interests (56%) or political interests (53%) over the general welfare. In 2022, only 24% of hired journalists and 22% of freelancers reported no pressure while preparing their information. Additionally, the data shows that 46% of hired professionals and 53% of freelancers have occasionally faced pressures. A majority, 54% of hired journalists and 58% of freelancers, attribute these pressures to their media managers, while 22% of hired journalists and 44% of freelancers identify economic agents or their press departments as sources of pressure.

Journalists attribute pressures primarily to the specific interests of the company, cited by 37% of hired journalists and 44% of freelancers, with economic interests ranking as the second major motivation.

The National Commission of Markets and Competition (CNMC), appointed by the Executive, is Spain’s main regulatory authority. Spain lacks a national audio-visual council, unlike other EU countries. Instead, regional audio-visual councils, such as Catalonia, Andalusia, the Balearic Islands, and the Valencian Community, oversee the audio-visual sector within their regions. These councils ensure regulatory compliance, promote diversity, and protect user rights independently.

Different cases of political influence need to be pointed out in the practice of PSM. The existing mechanisms fall short in preventing political interference in the appointment and dismissal of editors-in-chief in both public and private media.

While local media outlets offer a wide range of stories, it is important to acknowledge that the diversity of viewpoints and tone can sometimes be limited. There do exist legal prescriptions and the necessary mechanisms for the proper implementation of the law aimed at impartiality in news and informative programmes on PSM channels and services. But these legal prescriptions are not implemented effectively.

The diversity of private channels in Spain ensures a certain level of external pluralism, despite commercial and political influences over editorial content. After all, the media environment is pluralistic with a variety of commercial and public television and radio channels, as well as newspapers and internet portals. However, for what pertains the coverage of political parties during election campaigns, some reports state that proportionality and plurality are not observed by private media and sometimes by the PSM: this was the case - for example - in Catalonia.

---

33 R. Magallón Rosa, La publicidad institucional de la Comunidad de Madrid. Evolución de su transparencia y rendición de cuentas, Derecom, 33 (2022), pp. 113-135, http://www.derecom.com/secciones/articulos-de-fondo/item/485-la-publicidad-institucional-de-la-comunidad-de-madrid-evolucion-de-su-transparencia-y-rendicion-de-cuentas.
Social inclusiveness – Medium risk (46%)

Local and regional radio and television stations broadcasting in languages other than Spanish are the main exception. Law 17/2006,\(^{39}\) established on June 5th, regulates radio and television ownership. This law focuses on the structure of RTVE, mandating that regional disconnections in centres within Autonomous Communities with distinct languages be conducted in that respective language. Accordingly, regional centres in Autonomous Communities like the Balearic Islands, Galicia, Catalonia, the Basque Country, Navarra, and Valencia follow this provision, offering language-specific programming, including news broadcasts.

Despite the absence of legally recognised minorities in Spain, minorities do usually have some access to airtime in local newsrooms. The main issue lies in the fact that this access is often not proportional to their population size in the country.

Concerns have been raised regarding the way the Spanish media address critical issues related to migration.\(^{40}\) Particularly highlighted is the treatment of child immigrants, with the prevalent use of the acronym MENA, prioritising migratory status over childhood, contributing to biased representation in the Spanish media.

Community radios have served as crucial spaces for citizen engagement and expression since the inception of democracy. In addition to being a platform for different sectors and showcasing realities overlooked by mainstream media, they have played a significant role as community-building tools\(^{41}\) for marginalised groups. They have facilitated community events, partnered with local organisations, and acted as catalysts for social and cultural life within their neighbourhoods. For instance, OMC Radio, based in Madrid’s low income neighbourhood of Villaverde, is producing programmes for marginalised communities, such as people with mental health issues.\(^{42}\) These stations address specific community needs, including offering access to various youth groups and collaborating with educational and social service centres.

Approximately 75% of Spaniards rely on local journalistic sources for their news,\(^{43}\) and 63% have a high level of interest in local and regional news.\(^{44}\) However, this interest decreases to 34% among individuals between the ages of 18 and 24. Newspapers and their online platforms serve as the primary outlet for local news across all age ranges, accounting for 47% of respondents, while television and digital media follow closely behind with 39%.\(^{45}\) Local information is avoided by only a small percentage of the population (7%), suggesting a sustained interest in current events within the community. The credibility of regional or local newspapers increased from 46% in 2022 to 52% in 2023. Notably, local and regional media are perceived as the most credible sources.\(^{46}\)

The presence of local and hyperlocal\(^{47}\) media in Spain is substantial. In 2018, these types of publications constituted more than 70% of the country’s online media, indicating a strong focus on proximity through the internet and mobile devices.\(^{48}\) The advent of digital technologies has led to a noticeable resurgence of interest in local and regional news over the last two decades.

---


47 The term ‘hyperlocal’ is associated with media or publications that are specifically focused on a particular neighbourhood or district.

Best practices and open public sphere

There are some societal initiatives to tackle the problem posed by the decline of local and community news provision. AMIC Media,\(^{49}\) established in 1997, brings together 532 media outlets in Catalonia, including 140 free press titles, 54 paid press titles, and 338 digital media platforms. It serves the collective interests of its members. Another significant initiative is L’APPEC,\(^{50}\) founded in 1983, a non-profit organisation uniting publisher of Catalan-language magazines, with over 230 associated publications and digital media. Also, the Red de Medios Comunitarios (ReMC)\(^{51}\) plays a key role in uniting and defending diverse media, initiatives, and citizen communication practices within Spain’s Third Sector of Communication. Since 2005, ReMC has fostered partnerships to empower marginalised groups through community media outlets.

Moreover, Spain hosts 27 citizens or civil society initiatives, including Newtral,\(^{52}\) specialising in audio-visual production, fact-checking, and new narratives; the digital news site elDiario.es;\(^{53}\) Civio,\(^{54}\) a non-profit focusing on transparency in public information, and the slow journalism magazine Revista 5W,\(^{55}\) as listed in the media directory of Project Oasis.

\(^{49}\) AMIC, Associació de Mitjans d’Informació i Comunicació, 2023, [https://www.amic.media/](https://www.amic.media/).
\(^{50}\) APPEC (Associació de Publicacions Periòdiques en Català), 2023, [https://www.lesrevistes.cat/](https://www.lesrevistes.cat/).
\(^{51}\) ReMC (Red de Medios Comunitarios), 2023, [https://medioscomunitarios.net/](https://medioscomunitarios.net/).
\(^{52}\) Newtral, 2023, [www.newtral.es](www.newtral.es).
\(^{53}\) elDiario.es, 2023, [www.eldiario.es](www.eldiario.es).
\(^{54}\) Civio, 2023, [www.civio.es](www.civio.es).
\(^{55}\) Revista 5W, 2023, [www.revista5w.com](www.revista5w.com).
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Context

The debate on news deserts and local media deserts in Sweden can be traced back to 2002, with a study on the impact of local media in Stockholm and its suburbs. The study found that local news coverage was insufficient and even absent in the suburbs, and named this phenomena “medieskugga”, which translates to media shadow in English. Today, this phenomenon has spread all over the country in different forms. The most affected areas are smaller cities and communities in the countryside where the traditional established regional press has reduced its presence, reducing the number of local newsrooms and reporters.

Lately, the problem of local news deserts has come up on the agenda. And yet, there is still no sufficient public debate concerning news deserts and local media in Sweden. There are, however, debates on two issues connected with the future of local media. One concerns press support, which will be modified in 2024. Another is the inadequate funding in 2023, marked by reduced advertising, readers and media users, which has resulted in serious cuts to both content and reporters. One example is public television where some TV programmes have been withdrawn and numbers of journalists given notice.

In Sweden, the representation of community media can be found in established local media and what can be referred to as hyperlocals. Hyperlocal media outlets have developed in the last ten years and are often partially replacing mainstream local media in news desert areas. Such media stems from the strong community engagement of local media entrepreneurs. In their role as journalists, many of them see themselves as traditional news reporters, focused on the fundamental aspects that journalism is expected to encompass such as performing qualitative journalism, and addressing current issues that affect the local population in the area they cover.


Granularity of infrastructure of local media- Medium risk (54%)

Local media services are present in rural, suburban and urban areas. However, a decline can be identified in the last ten years regarding rural areas and smaller cities, resulting in medium risk for the granularity of the local media infrastructure. Traditional local newspapers have been re-organised and are nowadays doing most of their news work at central newsrooms in the capital cities of the regions: while most local newspapers have survived, their content has become less locally focussed and is often reused within the conglomerates, and, thus, newspapers become less local as a result. The centralisation continues in order to save money, while at the same time, there is an awareness that readers expect local content. It is a difficult balancing act.

Between 2017 and 2023, news desert areas, also called “blank spots”, have become more frequent but have somewhat ceased to expand over the last few years. Examining the country as a whole, it is evident that in the north of Sweden, there are more blank spots than in the South. There is mapping in the Mediestudier database, showing the development of blank spots in Sweden where municipalities lack local newsrooms.

In Sweden, the number of local reporters situated in rural areas and in small cities has decreased, along with local newsrooms. More than half of all local newsrooms have closed down, circa 35-40 % of local reporters have disappeared from the local media market, and most local reporters are nowadays based in centralised newsrooms in the capital or larger regional cities. Only occasionally do they leave the newsroom to report on bigger events in rural areas, which is why high risk was assigned for the presence of local reporters on the ground.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local newsrooms in Sweden in 2023. The original data source for this visualisation is Institutet för Mediestudier and you can access it here.

---

With regard to the presence of local branches and correspondents of PSM (Swedish Television (SVT) and Swedish Radio (SR)), a low-risk evaluation was assigned for the granularity of their infrastructure because newsrooms with local journalists are predominantly based in the main regional cities. Collectively, they cover every region and province in Sweden, and broadcast local news regularly, on a daily basis. Concerning public service radio, there are 24 + 1 local radio stations, each of them covering one province/region in Sweden plus one covering Stockholm and its suburbs. However, the main Swedish news agency, Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå, (TT) – which mainly conducts desk journalism – does not keep correspondents in smaller cities and no longer has locally based newsrooms: their only venues are in Stockholm and in bigger cities such as Gothenburg and Malmö.

Market and reach - Medium risk (60%)

There are signs of declining local and community media revenues, largely attributable to changing media consumption habits, among other things. In fact, according to “Svenska trender 1986-2022”, the consumption of local news in local papers and local broadcasting has declined from 78% to 61% between 1986 and 2022. By contrast, the consumption of news using social media has slightly increased in the last five years.

Broadly speaking, the number of local outlets has declined in recent years, with larger media companies acquiring smaller ones, contributing to a less diverse media landscape. In this Report in 2022, 90 out of a total of 96 daily newspapers, consumed at a mid- to high-frequency level, were owned by one of the five largest news groups.

Swedes have a long tradition of subscribing to quality newspapers in print, both local and national. However, the decline of the market is also visible in a continuing decrease in the proportion of households subscribing to a daily newspaper. In recent years, the decline levelled off and a small increase was noticed in 2020.

The turnaround is also explained by a growing interest in digital newspaper subscriptions. For both the metropolitan and rural press, the digital reach and thus digital readership continues to become increasingly important. However, hyperlocal media outlets are financially vulnerable and usually not long-lived. The data on total weekly audience reach for daily newspapers (i.e. those who read a local newspaper once a week) in recent years (2015, 2020-22) show a slight increase from 83% in 2020 to 85% in 2022. The local media market in Sweden is, at the moment, rather stable. But reflecting on the past decade, there have been some significant changes. One of these is how the larger media houses have acquired and incorporated smaller local media companies. This has changed the Swedish media market from being diverse and pluralistic to a few major media owners dominating the market.

The Swedish local media market is very concentrated (very high risk). In recent years, there has been consolidation in the local media market, resulting in a decrease in the number of local media companies, with large media companies such as Bonniers, Norrköpings Tidningar, Gota Media, and Stampen acquir-
ing smaller, local media outlets. For example, Bonniers now owns Mittmedia and Hall Media, gathered under the company Bonniers News Local. The latter also cooperate with Gota Media, thus contributing to a further consolidation of the local media market.20 21

The distribution of both national and local press has decreased over the past five years, especially in the countryside where people depend most on the national postal delivery. In recent years, the delivery procedures have changed from five days a week to sometimes once a week. This development has affected the whole distribution chain, resulting in fewer people being involved in distributing and selling papers; at the same time, the number of points of sales has declined.22

National public service radio and TV are financed by taxes. The economy of public service has undergone some reductions which has affected the organisation of SR and SVT and also the support/financing of local media within the organisation – both concerning content production – leading to a decreasing number of employees.23

While local media outlets have access to state support in the form of subsidies handed out by "Mediestödsnämnden" (Media Support Board), they have been decreasing in recent years, particularly for the TV, press and radio sectors. However, action was taken in November 2023, when the Swedish parliament, the Riksdag, authorised a new package of media subsidies designed to target media outlets in underserved areas (commonly referred to as "white spots" or "Vita fläckar-stödet" in Swedish) (Sverige Riksdag, 2022). This law went into effect on 1 January 2024. The new press subsidy is supposed to support local media, but several media owners, as well as journalists, have expressed their concerns that it will be counterproductive, forecasting that there will be fewer print media in the future.24

There has been a sharp decrease in commercial advertising revenue for local media in recent years (high risk). This is a critical development, states Professor Ingela Wadbring, who was interviewed for this research.25 According to Mediesverige 2023, the biggest loss of investment concerns the daily print press. Between 2005 and 2021, the investment in commercial advertising declined from 8.3 to 1.7 billion Swedish krona (SEK). This affects the economy of the local press, which is heavily dependent on income from advertising.26

The willingness to pay for local news has been assessed as medium risk. Despite evidence of declining subscriptions for print media (5% decline in 2021), this has been partially compensated by evidence of increasing subscriptions to online news. Subscriptions for print media were reported to be declining in 202127, however, based on the latest Reuters Digital News Report28, 33% of people in Sweden are willing to pay for online news, which represents one of the highest results in this research. Payment is required to access PSM news, which being public TV and radio, is financed mainly through taxes.

Safety of local journalists - Very low risk (17%)

The working conditions of employed local journalists are regulated by agreements made between the journalists’ trade union (Svenska Journalistförbundet - SJF)29 and media outlets. Therefore, employed members of the union have acceptable working conditions in terms of labour rights, including minimum rates of pay and access to social security benefits. In the last few years, there has been a drop in the

24 Dagens Nyheter, Kultur nyheter: Journalistik, 2023-12-24
25 Professor Ingela Wadbring, interview conducted on 21.06.2023.
26 Interview with professor Ingela Wadbring on 21.06.2023; Nordicom Gothenburg University https://www.nordicom.gu.se/sv/publikationer/mediesverige-2023.
number of permanent employment contracts among local news reporters, with a decrease in the regular staff reports, as local media outlets have opted for temporary contracts, which usually offer lower salaries. Working conditions of freelancers vary and depend on what kind of agreement they have with the agency/media outlet they are working for. Those who have a particular agreement/assignment may have the same conditions as employed journalists. There are general agreements concerning freelancers, which comprise issues such as average salary, social security protection and working hours, but this depends on the agreement with local media outlets. SJF negotiated a new agreement on working conditions in 2015, which has strengthened the working situation of freelancers in the country.  

Attacks and threats to the physical safety of journalists, including those online, have increased in the last 5 years. These attacks and threats often target designated journalists and can sometimes be politically initiated. The frequency of these attacks differs between national and local media journalists, where the latter are not as much affected as those working for national media.  

The problem of threats and intimidation against journalists has been addressed in an investigation by the SJF, launched in 2014 and completed in 2018. In the study, nearly 30% of all journalists in Sweden had been threatened over a period of 12 months in 2019, and 70% had received disrespectful comments. The SJF, which is a professional organisation as well as a trade union with approximately 13,700 members, is usually present at the local level when it comes to the organisation of professionally active journalists. Individuals applying for membership of the Union of Journalists enter into a contract with the union. This contract confers both rights and obligations – the members promise to comply with the union’s statutes and code of professional ethics and not to damage the reputation of journalists as a professional body. Furthermore, the SJF negotiates locally on behalf of its members. “At the local level, it is the branches that negotiate on behalf of the members’ rights and promote them.”  

The SFJ has guidelines on ethics and professional integrity, which are also part of the education curricula of journalists in Sweden at universities and other training programs. Therefore there is awareness about these subjects among journalists and local media owners.  

There have been SLAPP cases against local journalists, however they are rare: one example was the lawsuit against the on-line magazine Realtid.se, filed in London in 2020.  

**Editorial independence- Low risk (29%)**  

In Sweden, no law prevents political control which might be exerted through ownership. While this lack of regulatory safeguards might pose some concern, there is no evidence that parties or individual politicians, directly or through intermediaries, have any control over local media.  

In terms of state subsidies, the Press support scheme was replaced in 2019 by the so-called Media support scheme. At the end of 2023, a new legislation replaced the old system where two different subsidies ("press" and "media") were provided. The new legislation, in effect since January 2024, provides only one
form of direct state subsidisation, which is technology and format neutral.37 The new legislation has faced some criticism, specifically relating to the fact that it does not separate between national and local media, and thus pits them against each other, which critics fear will lead to a less diverse media landscape.38

With regard to state advertising, authorities appear to be among the largest buyers of services from advertising agencies and communication consultants. However, no data is found when it comes to the fairness and transparency of the distribution of state advertising in the local media sphere.

Upon analysing the degree of commercial influence over editorial content, it appears that safeguards are in place. For example, the Swedish Association of Journalists has developed guidelines for journalists and editorial boards to follow, in order to maintain their credibility39. Moreover, there is no evidence that would prove the attempts of commercial actors to influence editorial content of the local media.

In terms of editorial content and its independence from political influence, organisations such as Sveriges Radio AB (SR), Swedish Journalistförbundet (SJF) and Tidningsutgivarna (TU) as well as Sveriges Tidskrifter, have developed a number of self-regulatory codes of conduct to establish editorial independence. Freedom of the press (SFS, 1949:105) and expression is guaranteed in the constitution, in the freedom of the press ordinance, and in the freedom of expression fundamental law. The Swedish Freedom of the Press Act specifically regulates independence when it comes to the appointments and dismissals of editors-in-chief40. Regulation and self-regulation appear to be effective.

The authority for press, radio and television (MPRT) has approximately 40 employees divided into four units: Application, Supervision, Administration and Communication, and Environment. In addition, there are two boards, the Review Board (GRN) and the Media Support Board (MSN), as well as a Transparency Council. The two committees are independent decision-making bodies within the authority. While it does not have local branches, the authority has a remit over local media.

In Sweden, there are three public service companies: SVT (television), SR (radio) and UR (Education radio). In SVT, there is a part representing local TV and the same in SR, for local radio. No concern has been detected in this research when it comes to local branches. Regulatory safeguards exist41 and they are generally considered effective in preventing governmental or other forms of political influence. Following a recent change to the articles of association of SR, SVT and UR, members of their boards may not hold a party-political assignment, a practice that has already been established in the past.42 Finally, there is the risk of reduced supply and reduced media diversity within the segment of Swedish news and local journalism (medium risk). There are fewer unique local news reports and more are produced using ready-made information from other actors, i.e., identical news published by several different publishers.43

---

41 Public service is protected, like all media, from state influence at the editorial level through, among other things, the Freedom of Expression Act (chap. 3 § 6), which prevents the state from interfering in individual programmes. “Sök mediestöd 2024.” Mediemyndigheten.se, https://www.mprtv.se/stod-til-medi/allmant-om-stod-til-nyhetsmedi.
Social inclusiveness - Low risk (36%)

The PSM, SVT, has a prominent role in broadcasting in minority languages in Sweden. News programmes in Finnish and Sami have existed for a long time, and efforts have been invested to further strengthen and broaden the news offering.44 Sweden scores low risk for representation of minorities in the media in the latest Media Pluralism Monitor report.45 Sveriges Radio's mission includes having a range in national minority languages such as Finnish, Sami, Meänkieli, Romani Chib and Yiddish.46

When it comes to local media providing sufficient public interest news, the risk has been assessed as medium. Studies conducting news content analysis show that, compared to 2007, news on politics, social issues and also lifestyle has increased, while crime, sports, culture and the environment decreased in 2018.47 Research on hyperlocal media states that these media in Sweden “offer a diverse range of topics, providing inhabitants with a wide variety of information about what is happening in their communities, and with a clear emphasis on local material as opposed to regional or national material.”48

Physical proximity to their readers and local reporters' visibility and anchoring in local society is a prerequisite for building relationships between a newspaper and its audience. In Sweden, some local media outlets, both mainstream and hyperlocal, engage directly with their audience, by being present in the local community and having contact with local people. Unfortunately, there is also a risk that local media outlets could lose this connection through lack of financial and human resources, moving to centralised content production as well as desk-bound news production.49

Best practices and open public sphere

An example of best practices in community media is the phenomenon of hyperlocals. There are about 75 hyperlocals spread all over the country.50 Most of them are initiated by former local journalists or people with a journalistic interest in producing local news. They function as local news entrepreneurs whilst setting up news media outlets in places which the ordinary local media has ceased to cover.51

In terms of innovation in local news, one successful example is that of Horisont, a news magazine which covers the Island of Gotland. It is produced both on print and online and is mainly financed by subscriptions, advertising and sponsorship. The editor is a former news reporter who worked on one of the island’s local newspapers.52 Another successful example of hyperlocal news media is MAGAZIN 24, situated in the small Swedish town of Köping: The editors have, in recent years, changed the content and appearance on the local media market by making the print and web edition more local news oriented and thus improving the accessibility for their readers. It has, therefore, become the most important source of local news in the area it covers. To deliver this, they receive financial support from the government and local stakeholders.53

44 Regeringen, 2023 https://www.regeringen.se/contentassets/50fcc2ac408d46b4a919c7df7e53006cb/sveriges-television-ab.pdf
50 Entrepreneurship and hyperlocals in the countryside, series of studies of hyperlocals in Sweden 2016-2020.
51 L. Jangdaal , 2022, ‘Hype or hope?’ The Democratic Values of Swedish Hyperlocals in the Media Ecology : Mid Sweden University;The Democracies Values in the Media Ecology,’ Mittuniversitetet, 2022.
52 Interview with Christer Böhle, editor of Horisont, 2022.
The Netherlands

Yael de Haan, University of Applied Sciences Utrecht/University of Groningen

Context

There is a rich variety of local media outlets in the Netherlands, including regional and local TV and radio broadcasters, regional and local newspapers, local weeklies and online hyperlocal sites. However, over the past decade, policymakers, academics and journalistic organisations have voiced their concern about the state of local journalism. Several studies have concluded that while at first sight there are enough local and regional media that people can choose from, a closer look shows that many news organisations are struggling financially and have difficulties in providing quality journalism and reaching a diverse public.

The local media landscape in the Netherlands is geographically focused. There is little attention paid to specific community media. However, historically local public broadcasters started as community media. While local public broadcasters clearly focused on specific local regions, their goal was and is to connect citizens and for citizens to participate in making stories from within society. Currently, there is no policy specifically facilitating community media.

The debate on the state of local journalism is not an easy one and concerns a difficult interplay between local news media, regional news organisations and (local) government. Three issues are at stake:

The main challenge is that the available budget for local journalism is not sufficient to fulfil journalistic functions and to produce professional productions. In recent years, the national government has increased funding for local journalism and investigative journalism. A recent study shows that most of the local public broadcasters, the local weeklies and the hyperlocal organisations hardly have the infrastructure, organisation and professional routines to do investigative journalism. First and foremost is the issue of professionalisation of local newsrooms and the transition to a digital newsroom.

Second, the funding for local public broadcasters will increase in the coming years, but the national government also wants to shift the responsibility of the yearly funding from local to national government so that local media can operate independently from local governments. However, the latter believe this is not beneficial for the collaboration between local governments and local public broadcasters.

1 Hyperlocals are defined as online media that cover the news of a specific municipality. They are stand-alone websites, not linked to local newspapers or local broadcasters. See M.C. Negreira-Rey, Y. De Haan, R. van den Broek (2023), Boundaries of Hyperlocal Journalism: Geographical Borders, Roles and Relationships with the Audience in Spain and the Netherlands. In Blurring Boundaries of Journalism in Digital Media: New Actors, Models and Practices, pp. 81-88. Springer Nature.


Third, while the funding for local public broadcasting is increasing, local private media feel deprived as the funding is now focused on public local broadcasters, failing to stimulate a balanced local media landscape ⁴.

Lastly, the question is what is local and what is regional? What are the geographical boundaries of specific media and how can local and regional media collaborate?

Concluding, in the Netherlands there is a concern about news deserts, relating to the number of outlets and even more so, to the quality of local news and the professionalisation of newsrooms. While the funding for local journalism has increased, this leads to conflicting interests.

Below, different aspects of the local media landscape are discussed with risk indicators visualised in the bar chart.

Granularity of infrastructure of local media - Medium risk (42%)

The Netherlands comprises 342 different municipalities. Over a period of ten years, there has been a shift in the presence of local media on the ground. Especially for the press, there has been a decrease in the average number of titles: from 1.8 to 1.4 print local news outlets per municipality. In contrast, there has been an increase in local public broadcasters and hyperlocal services. It should be noted, however, that despite a significant decrease in the number of municipalities, there is a stabilisation with an average of 5.9 local media per municipality in 2012, 2015, and 2020 ⁵.

The number of local media outlets differs per region, and this is not always related to rural or suburban areas. In some suburban areas, such as in the north of Friesland province, each municipality has an average of 10 media outlets. These include a regional broadcaster, regional newspapers, local weeklies, local hyperlocal services and local public broadcasters. However, in other regions such as Flevoland province, parts of Zeeland and parts of Limburg the number of outlets is scarce. While there are differences between provinces, studies show that citizens residing in a place with fewer than 50,000 residents are exposed to significantly less local news compared to residents of places with more than 50,000 people. Research of 2019 shows that in large municipalities, there is an average of four times as much local political news compared to small municipalities ⁶.

Regional newspapers and broadcasters have difficulties in reaching all the regions. The regional media excel in covering the city in which they have their editorial offices. Due to budget cuts, they sometimes have difficulties dedicating attention to the surrounding areas. In small municipalities, local media would

---


⁵ Lectoraat Kwaliteitsjournalistiek in Digitale Transitie, De opmars van de hyperlocal, 2021, https://www.journalismlab.nl/de-opmars-van-de-hyperlocal/

ideally take over, but they are not always capable of doing so, due to incapacity and insufficient professionals within the organisation.

The local media market is quite turbulent. While hyperlocal services have entered the market in the past ten years, many paper weeklies are closing due to financial problems or are no longer distributed adequately to people's homes. This means that the elderly who prefer news on paper are not always reached by online hyperlocal services. Also, hyperlocal services do not provide sufficient quality journalism: in 2020, the Netherlands counted 593; they come in diverse models, ranging from fully staffed operations to home-operated websites; editorial and economic foci differ substantially; yet, offering local content is not the biggest problem, many sites underperform in terms of organisation and revenues⁸.

Concluding, local news in the Netherlands is offered by a variety of public and private media outlets. In addition, national newspapers, the national public service broadcaster and the national press agency are increasingly investing in regional topics and allocating regional correspondents in different parts of the country⁹. However, the overall quality of local news and the reach remains challenging.

The map you can find at the following link refers to the number of local and regional media in the Netherlands in 2020. The original data source for this visualisation is Lokale journalistiek in Nederland - Rijk van den Broek en Yael de Haan and you can access it here.

Market and reach – Medium risk (58%)

While the local media landscape in the Netherlands is quite diverse, there are also financial struggles¹⁰. Particularly, the free printed local weeklies are facing severe problems due to decreasing advertising revenues because many local entrepreneurs have their own websites and use their own social media to advertise. Moreover, while municipalities typically advertise in private print media outlets to inform the public of local government issues, nowadays, an increasing number of them have their own websites and professional communication departments to inform the public directly. While these weeklies are struggling, they do still have the largest reach in local journalism¹¹.

There are currently 16 regional newspapers, owned by three publishers (Mediahuis, DPG, and BDU). The latter two own most of the newspapers in the Netherlands.¹² Regional newspapers have been struggling with declining circulation for years. In response, publishers have initiated a process of consolidation and scaling up. In this way, advertisers can potentially reach a larger market.

The local and regional public broadcasters receive yearly funding. Governmental financial support has increased over recent years, accentuating the need for a more vibrant local media landscape, by investing in local investigative journalism and the professionalisation of local public broadcasters. Historically, local public broadcasters have been financially supported through a fixed budget per household (currently 1.53 euro) and additional support by local governments. However, this has proved to be problematic for two reasons.

---

7 Lectoraat Kwaliteitsjournalistiek in Digitale Transitie, "De opmars van de hyperlocal", Journalism Lab, Netherlands, 2021, [https://www.journalismlab.nl/de-opmars-van-de-hyperlocal/](https://www.journalismlab.nl/de-opmars-van-de-hyperlocal/)
10 We could not have access to financial information per news organisation. This is based on interviews of publishers of local print media and documents such as annual reports.
First, areas with a sparse population receive insufficient fixed budgets to run a healthy newsroom. Second, local public broadcasters are dependent on the local government for additional financial support. There will, thus, be a shift in the financial structure from 2025 onwards from local to national government.

Over the past five years, increasing attention has been given to financial support for local journalism. While in 2018 the attention predominantly went to investigative journalism at a local level, it was clear that the basic local journalistic infrastructure was insufficient. Therefore, there is now financial support for the professionalisation of local public service broadcasters. However, studies analysing the level of professionalisation in local print media show there is also a need for financial support in the private local media sector. While local private media can apply for funding for specific programs related to investigative journalism and innovation in journalism from the Dutch Fund for Journalism, there is a need to facilitate the more basic processes of professionalisation and digitalisation of these newsrooms. The entire local media sector, including private outlets, received financial support during the Covid-19 pandemic because of decreasing advertising revenues.

A recent study shows that Dutch citizens, in general, show interest in local news. 46 percent state that they are extremely or very interested in what is happening in their municipality and local government, while another 43 percent are somewhat interested. Only a very small portion of citizens indicate no interest at all (2 percent) or not much interest (9 percent).

Less engaged or interested citizens prefer news from their immediate surroundings, such as their neighbourhood or district they live in. More interested individuals are also interested in the entire municipality and surrounding municipalities.

The willingness to pay for local news is low. 90 percent of all citizens state that they are not willing to pay for online news about their municipality. Among those who are highly interested, the willingness to pay is slightly higher. However, even in this group, 85 percent have no intention of paying. Citizens who prefer a paid print newspaper as their information medium for local government news are significantly more likely to be willing to pay for information about the municipality compared to those who prefer a free print newspaper.

Concluding, while people are very interested in local news, they are unwilling to pay for news. They prefer to look for free outlets, such as regional and public broadcasters, online channels, and not regional and local newspapers they need to pay for.

Safety of local journalists - Medium risk (54%)

The issue of underpayment is a significant problem for local journalists. While regional journalists often receive at least the minimum wage, that cannot be said for their local counterparts. Consequently, local journalism is frequently pursued as a profession only after retirement, when individuals have achieved sufficient financial stability to afford a poorly compensated position at a local news outlet, or by young journalists who want to gain experience. Some local journalists work part-time for media organisations while also holding other positions, which could raise concerns about their independence. As few staff members are employed at local media outlets, local media (both private and public) have difficulties professionalising, let alone adapting to a changing online media landscape. Nevertheless, umbrella organisations such as the Association for Local Public Broadcasting (NLPO) and the association for Local News Media (NNP) facilitate local organisations in their professionalisation strategies and help them to ensure independence.

The Journalist Union has proposed a minimum wage of 30 euros per hour for freelancers starting their careers. However, experienced freelance local journalists often earn significantly less. This situation raises
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17 Ibid.
concerns about their independence, as many freelancers cannot solely rely on their journalistic work to make a living and must take on other professional positions. Freelancers lack social security coverage, leaving them without pay when they fall ill, whether for short or long periods. While freelancers can choose to enrol in disability or unemployment insurance, these options are often expensive, especially considering the already low pay in the profession.

Many (local) journalists are not only dealing with issues of low pay; the number of reported incidents of harassment has increased in recent years. According to the Dutch Foundation for Press Safety in 2021, 272 alerts were documented, compared to 121 in 2020. This upward trend could suggest a rise in physical assaults and harassment incidents targeting journalists. Local journalists face an even greater risk of being targeted with attacks and (online) harassment. Journalists residing in small communities are especially susceptible to being identified.

The PersVeilig (press safety) Foundation urges the Dutch authorities to implement a systematic and coordinated mechanism to monitor SLAPPS. Journalists in the Netherlands are becoming more cautious about publishing to avoid the risk of legal action, according to a survey conducted by PersVeilig, which was completed by 858 journalists. A quarter of the respondents stated that they adopt this approach to mitigate risks. Half of all the journalists have experienced at least one instance of legal threats following a publication, and in 20 percent of cases, this escalated to a legal complaint or prosecution. However, specific information about local journalists is lacking.

**Editorial independence - Low risk (37.5%)**

The main aim of the Dutch Media Act 2008 is to provide a varied range of radio and television channels, which everyone can receive. The Act sets requirements for both public and private broadcasters. In the Dutch Media Act there is no explicit article preventing ownership control of commercial or privately owned media, but it does contain some norms and rules concerning the appointment of the board. Private, publicly listed, local media companies must adhere to the Code of Good Governance in which no conflict of interest is required. The ownership structures of relevant commercial publishers in the local sphere, such as Mediahuis, DPG, BDU are not explicitly controlled. Still, there is a low risk detected in this specific sub-domain of private media.

No significant concerns are detected when it comes to the criteria and distribution of state subsidies to local media outlets. The programs are organised by the Dutch Journalism Fund, which receives a yearly budget from the Ministry of Media. All the procedures are open and transparent. While the Dutch Journalism Fund has predominantly channelled funding for public local media outlets, since the Covid pandemic, it has also provided subsidies to help private local media outlets financially. Currently, specific programs to help local print outlets to innovate to the online environment are in place. Not least, the programs for investigative journalism at a local level, which stimulate collaboration between news organisations, both public and private.

State advertising in local media has a long history of local governments publishing in printed local free weeklies about local government information and permit applications that citizens have received. As of 2022, a new law has been installed in which all permit applications need to be also published online. The purpose of this legislative change is to fully inform society digitally about decisions that have an impact on the living environment. Citizens are informed by the government about these decisions so that they can exercise their right to participate in a timely manner.

In terms of protection from commercial and political influences over editorial content, both public and private media are obliged to have an editorial statute guaranteeing editorial independence. However, at a local level, the editorial statute is not required but only encouraged. While local umbrella organisations such as the Local Public Broadcasting Association (NLPO), and local publishers such as NNP, stimulate
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and facilitate local media to install editorial statutes, in practice, there is great variety among local media organisations.

The Dutch Media Authority, the independent regulator for audiovisual media, is responsible for conducting research on the diversity and independence of information provision in the Netherlands and advises the Minister of Primary and Secondary Education and Media. It has a remit over local public media. The process to apply for a local public broadcasting licence is written in the Media Act and conducted by the Media Authority. This is done accordingly in a fair and transparent way.

In terms of independence of national and regional public broadcasters, the Media Act explicitly specifies incompatible functions concerning membership of the supervisory board and the board of directors. This is not the case for local public broadcasters. However, as of 1 July 2021, the Law on Governance and Oversight of Legal Entities (WBTR in Dutch) is in effect in the context of good governance. Local public broadcasters must adhere to this. The Dutch Media Act also ensures independent journalism by stipulating that public media services must provide media content that is independent of commercial influences and free from government influences. In this specific subdomain, a medium risk is observed mostly because local PSB are still dependent on municipality funds. However, in the coming years, funding for local PSB will shift from local to national government.

Some concerns are detected concerning editorial independence of local media. First, due to financial pressures, many local media are dealing with budget cuts, and have difficulties in providing only independent journalism. Second, political influence over local editorials can happen indirectly, since local governments have control over the budget of local PSB, and the fact that local media in general are not bound by editorial statutes. Moreover, the increasing influence of communication departments at local governments, which often use journalistic newsroom conventions, makes the distinction between journalism and communication unclear. This is a great concern among journalists. Third, the fees for local journalists are not sufficient, meaning (freelance) local journalists are obliged to take on commercial jobs or tasks, possibly interfering with their independent role.

Overall, the editorial independence of local media does not show high risks, while there are some concerns to take into account.

Social inclusiveness - Medium Risk (57%)

News in the Netherlands is traditionally not aimed at reaching minorities and most news organisations do not provide news in different languages. However, with the increasing number of immigrants in the Netherlands, in 2015 the Dutch Public Broadcaster NPO created the platform Net in Nederland (New to the Netherlands). The platform provides information in Dutch and Arabic about Dutch history, culture and language and is specially made for and by immigrants. However, this does not resolve the language gap, an issue that became quite prominent during the Covid pandemic, when many minorities were unable to read crucial news on policy measures. This also became clear during the earthquakes in Turkey and Syria in 2023. Acknowledging the issue of the language gap, in 2022, the Dutch Public Broadcaster started to experiment with the automatic translation of news articles by means of artificial intelligence. News articles can be translated into English, Turkish, Polish, Arabic and Chinese. Regional broadcasters are also experimenting with artificial intelligence to translate news into different languages.

Nevertheless, outlets in different languages do not solve the issue of the representation of minorities in the news. Many studies show that minorities are negatively represented or under-represented in news

---

20 Commissariaat van de Media, n.d., https://www.cvdm.nl/
22 Wet Bestuur en Toezichtspersoon, 2021, https://wbtr.nl/de-wet/
23 This amendment to the Civil Code aims to enhance the governance of foundations (and associations), incorporating rules on tasks, powers, obligations, and liability.
reporting and television programs of the Dutch public service media\textsuperscript{26}. In studies conducted with the immigrant audience, many participants also perceive Dutch media reporting as judgmental and portraying a negative image of immigrants\textsuperscript{27}. They do not recognize themselves in Dutch public media reporting.

There are private news outlets that distribute news services in minority languages. Due to the emergence of the Internet and social media, there are several private (online) outlets that aim to reach non-Dutch immigrants and provide news in the English language. Increasingly, specific groups are starting their own online communities to share news on what is going on in the Netherlands, translating news into specific languages tailored to a specific group, such as the Brazilian or Polish community. These are online communities that start from the community itself and are often not journalistic platforms. However, no systematic research has been conducted on these platforms.

**Best practices and open public sphere**

The Dutch Fund for Journalism\textsuperscript{28} encourages and facilitates funding for innovative projects in local journalism. The initiatives are diverse and range from stimulating interaction between local media and the public, to working on collaboration between investigative journalists’ collectives, local media and citizens and to creating more community journalism at neighbourhood level in large cities. In coming years, the Fund will not only facilitate financially but also help local news organisations through coaching and courses.

Stimulated by national media policy, in 2021, a project was launched to enhance the collaboration between public broadcasters at the national, regional and local level. The objective is twofold: to facilitate professionalisation and to create more synergy between local and national news. While this specific project ended in 2023, collaboration at three levels has been stimulated and is still one of the focus points in media policy\textsuperscript{29}.

Public broadcasters are increasingly seeing the added value of collaboration, not only for specific media coverage, but also for facilitating community building in a specific region. For example, in December 2023, the regional broadcaster Omroep West\textsuperscript{30} collaborated with ten local public service broadcasters in the same region to start a fundraising campaign during the holidays for families with limited financial means. Similarly, the regional public service broadcaster NH Nieuws\textsuperscript{31} started an initiative to connect people seeking assistance with those willing to offer help. These projects show that journalists do not only take on the role of informer but also of facilitator in connecting people with each other.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} A. Alancar and M. Deuze, "News for assimilation or integration? Examining the functions of news in shaping acculturation experiences of immigrants in the Netherlands and Spain," 2017, https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0267323117768993
\item \textsuperscript{28} The Dutch Fund for Journalism, "Supported projects," 2023, https://www.svdj.nl/projecten/
\item \textsuperscript{29} Ministerie OCW, “Visiebrief lokale omroepen,” 2023, https://open.overheid.nl/documenten/ronl-c189161df82bdae4dc36fceae1feae6814e27d/pdf
\item \textsuperscript{30} Omroep West, “Van de Hoofdredactie: hoe Sinterklaas drilboor doet zwijgen,” 2023, https://www.omroepwest.nl/nieuws/4777898/van-de-hoofdredactie-hoe-sinterklaas-drilboor-doet-zwijgen
\item \textsuperscript{31} NH Help, NH Nieuws, 2023, https://jouw.nhnieuws.nl/
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Comparative analysis, conclusions and recommendations

The following paragraphs are summarising the main findings of the Local Media for Democracy research, with a comparative perspective, across the EU. These conclusions touch upon each of the indicators employed in the LM4D investigation, and add recommendations addressing public institutions, civil society, local newsrooms and journalists, journalistic organisations, academia as well as other stakeholders.

Contextual variables

The first 12 questions of the questionnaire are “contextual variables” which collect aggregate data and general information on the EU countries without carrying out any risk assessment. The information requested is manifold and intends to provide a contextual overview of a specific country to support the analysis of other variables. Indeed, these variables offer valuable insights into land area and population density, geographic areas and wealth distribution, media governance structures and legislative competences, cultural minorities and internet penetration. In each of the country chapters of this report, these have been summarised under the section “context.” In the following chapter, we summarize the main results.

In general, this part of the research outlines the rich diversity and heterogeneity of European countries in terms of geography, history, economy and governance structures. This is particularly evident for land area and population that range from vast countries like France and Spain - where there are extended areas with lower population density that are naturally vulnerable to news desertification - to small countries such as Malta, Luxembourg and Cyprus, where the concept of local news largely overlaps with national news. There are emerging geographical and cultural differences too. These can be observed especially along the north-south and east-west axis. Generally speaking, Northern and Western European countries tend to have stronger Public Service Media and more public debate on local media issues which might mitigate the risks of news desertification, whereas Eastern European countries tend to have weaker and more concentrated media markets due to the transition from a Communist media system, and this might contribute to news desertification. Of course, such generalisations are merely indicative. It is also important to note that not only does each country have its own unique specificities, but there are also variations in local media contexts and offerings within countries.

Across Europe, a common characteristic is that the debate on "news deserts" is not really widespread. In most cases, the debate tends to be non-existent (e.g., Bulgaria) or occasionally limited to policymakers, journalists, NGOs, and/or researchers (e.g., Portugal, Spain, Austria, Denmark). In
many cases, there are ongoing somewhat similar or overlapping debates such as local news decline (e.g., Czechia), the risk of job losses (e.g., Finland), media concentration (e.g., France), community media recognition (e.g., Cyprus), or the broader viability of local media (e.g., Greece, Belgium, Italy). Only in a few cases, it is claimed that there is a specific debate on news deserts (e.g., The Netherlands, Ireland, Sweden). All in all, the phenomenon of “news deserts” appears relatively novel and still emergent in the public discourse. In particular, it is the term “news deserts” that is not employed, whereas similar or related issues on local media are actually debated in many, if not, most countries. And yet, even if there is no regular debate, many LM4D country teams have recognised that there should be one, and concerns about the emergence of this phenomenon in general seem to be growing, especially because the crisis of local media is deteriorating. Interestingly, it could be further explored the relationship between a low degree of debate on news deserts and the very same phenomenon. As a matter of fact, the countries where a debate is better developed seem to be those who have ultimately scored better in our risk assessment exercise (e.g., Sweden). Similarly, in countries with already weak local media landscapes, research and debate on the phenomenon are less developed.

For the sake of this research, broad definitions of community1 and local media2 were elaborated. However, when asked to report the definitions used in their country as emerging from legal acts, research or policy papers (variable 7), the answers of local researchers varied considerably in practice. It emerges that the notion of community media is most often not explicitly defined in legislative frameworks. Community media is sometimes treated synonymously with “non-profit media”, “hyper-local media”, “independent media”, or “media associations”. Even in the rare cases where a specific definition exists, it may be defined in specific settings and only for specific media sectors. This holds true for local media too. More broadly, the lack of clear and common meanings shows the need for the potential development at the European level for shared legal definitions, potentially with nuanced definitions for each medium. The legal recognition of these notions would be the first step for a healthy community media ecosystem as these can contribute to give access to adequate funding by national authorities3.

Unsurprisingly, the state and development of local and community media differs substantially across Europe. For example, while some countries show thriving hyper-local community media (e.g., Sweden), others have no community media at all (e.g., the Czech Republic). Nonetheless, some form of local media exists in all EU states and the whole sector has gone through a painful transformation in the last two decades, with most places reporting a decline. Common issues include not only the open challenges and opportunities emerging from the digital transition but also the significant role of the COVID pandemic in worsening the crisis of media.

Finally, the variable aimed at exploring the relationship between economically deprived areas and news deserts has had mixed results (variable 11); in some cases, correlations were detected (e.g., Spain, Germany, France), in others no correlation was found at all (e.g., Portugal, Denmark, Bulgaria, or even the city of Riga in Latvia). In addition, to claim the existence of a causal relationship would require further research.

1 From the LM4D research ‘Glossary’: “Local media cover different types of media, including print, audiovisual and digital, that operate at different sub-national levels, and “cover events that fall within a local context, are relevant to a small, locally defined and constrained audience and are determined by specific localities and geographical boundaries” (D. Dimitrakopoulou, 2015). It is also important to underline the “cohesive” aspect of local media, as local media offer opportunities of discussion to local residents, or members of a community, among which interpersonal communications are supposedly more common. However, this definition is only used as a guide. Due to the specificities of local media in the 27 EU member states, we encourage the local researchers to provide their own definition of local media and to fill in the questionnaire accordingly”. Glossary: https://cmpf.eui.eu/local-media-for-democracy-project/local-media-for-democracy-methodology/

2 From the LM4D ‘Glossary’: “According to the Council of Europe standards, community media take the form of broadcasting and/or multimedia projects and share some of the following characteristics: independence from governments, business companies, religious institutions and political parties; not-for-profit orientation; ownership by and accountability to local communities and/or communities of interest which they serve; voluntary participation of civil society members in the devising and management of programs; activities aiming at social gain and community benefit; commitment to inclusive and intercultural practices. Community media offer and encourage community participation at different levels of their structures. Community media have a clearly distinct identity alongside national public service media and private commercial media”. Glossary: https://cmpf.eui.eu/local-media-for-democracy-project/local-media-for-democracy-methodology/

(variable 12), where a loose correlation was found at most. Ultimately, even richer areas with high internet penetration may be considered, or risk becoming, news deserts. These variables corroborate the fact that the phenomenon of news deserts is a multidimensional phenomenon with multiple and more nuanced causes. On the one hand, regional wealthiness may not be decisive as much as the economic growth and investment trends, especially in the media market. On the other hand, internet penetration may result in more internet usage. However, online news consumption and social media represent a double-edged sword insofar as they may mitigate but also contribute to news desertification.4

Granularity of infrastructure of local media

This indicator investigates the presence and offer of local and community media services in the rural, suburban and urban areas of a country, as well as the physical presence of local journalists in the field or in their communities. Additionally, it investigates the presence of local branches and correspondents of the PSM and of the main national news agency.

As shown by Figure 1, on average, a medium-to-high risk can be detected in most of the countries under study. Austria and Denmark stand out as noteworthy cases insofar as the country researchers did not report any news deserts, however, they are expected to emerge unless the challenges for local and community media are addressed in the near future. Finally, the cases of Malta, Cyprus and Luxembourg show that deciphering local from national media is very difficult, if not impossible, in such small countries, and the problems highlighted there extend to the entire media sector.

Figure 1: Risk for the indicator “Granularity of infrastructure of local media” in the 27 EU Member States

---

Looking at the existence of local media and local journalists on the ground, it should be noted that the situation for news services in rural areas\(^5\) is increasingly problematic (medium risk, variable 13), due to both issues related to press distribution and a diminishing number of points of sale, as well as to the digital transition coupled with an ageing rural population. In fact, the digital literacy of elderly people is not always sufficient to guarantee their access to trustworthy information in a context where the availability of local press is declining. In some countries, a significant portion of the population lives in rural areas (e.g. more than 40% in Croatia, Slovakia and Poland, more than 30% in France). Considering the EU as a whole, rural areas accounted for 83% of the total EU area in 2018\(^6\).

One country, Romania, considers the situation as posing a very high risk in rural areas, meaning that there are almost no local media outlets in rural areas in the country. Five countries (Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia) evaluate the offer in rural areas as a high risk, meaning that there are some local media outlets in rural areas, but they do not reach the population living in the most remote areas of the country. 7 countries scored low risk (Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland) and 2, very low risk (Austria and Malta). In this regard, two different sets of considerations should be done: one related to the small size of certain countries (e.g., Malta, Luxembourg) where few media outlets are dedicated to rural areas only. On the other side, with regard to larger countries like Poland and Hungary, it should be noted that the media on the ground actually exist, even reaching the most remote areas of the country. However, the latter are often owned by municipalities or concentrated and captured media conglomerates, so in practice, there is a lack of offering adequate plurality of contents and viewpoints. Other local researchers (e.g. in Croatia, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Slovakia) confirmed that most, if not all, outlets in these areas are controlled by the government, or take the form of mere bulletins, as it will be better outlined in the conclusions related to the “Editorial Independence” indicator. This consideration confirms the validity of the methodology undertaken for the LM4D study, which avoids merely considering a news desert as an area where no or few media outlets exist but balances this criterion with other elements that impact on the quality of the local news coverage. The remaining countries (most of the EU countries) scored a medium risk, meaning that there are local media outlets in rural areas, but their distribution is problematic (e.g., decreasing number of selling points, low Internet penetration).

Rural areas suffer also because of distribution-related issues (e.g. Bulgaria, Czechia, Estonia, Hungary, Italy, Spain, Sweden) and the number of subscriptions and home delivery in these areas is declining, as is explained in the conclusions for the “Market and reach” indicator of this report. Moreover, regarding the local press, the digital transition had a varied impact affecting different areas and sectors differently. In some cases, the issue is more pronounced in some areas rather than others (e.g. particularly in Germany, in the North and East part of the country) or for some media formats especially (e.g., radio is typically more effective at reaching rural areas; the same is true for radio and online in suburban areas). Moreover, the substitution of consumption of legacy media with online hyperlocals does not appear to address the problem of access to local news for the elderly. However, in some contexts (e.g. in Spain, Sweden), digital hyperlocals play a key role in contributing to the information environment in rural areas. The main problem for these outlets is instead that of economic sustainability.

With regard to suburban areas\(^7\), it is worth noting that Europe is not characterised by the presence of many metropolises, while most of the cities are relatively small in terms of population and size, especially in smaller countries. Thus, the category of suburban areas is not always relevant in all contexts. Where suburban areas exist, the offer of information has proven to be rather problematic (medium risk, variable 14). The very high risk for the news offer in suburban areas was scored by Bulgaria and France. A high risk was scored by 7 countries, namely Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Hungary, Ireland, Slovakia and Slovenia. A low and very low risk - meaning that local media in suburban areas reach the population successfully - was found in Greece and Poland (low) and in Austria, Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Malta.

---

5 Rural areas are understood as a geographic area that is located outside towns and cities. Typical rural areas have a low population density and small settlements. Agricultural areas and areas with forestry are typically described as rural.


7 For the sake of this study, suburban areas are intended as the periphery of towns and cities, belonging to the same administrative jurisdiction. In some metropolitan areas, suburbs exist as separate residential communities within commuting distance of a city.
The remaining countries scored medium risk - meaning that there are local outlets in suburban areas albeit their diversity is limited - was scored in 8 countries (Belgium, Estonia, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Portugal).

The research outlines that suburban areas are reached both by regional and city media, but the local media are rarely based in the outskirts (e.g. in Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia). Furthermore, these media do not usually cover the events taking place specific to these areas or its representatives (e.g. in Portugal), or - in the case of socio-economically disadvantaged suburban areas- they do so, but in a caricatural manner, dramatising crime news (e.g., in France and Ireland, namely countries with bigger and more diverse suburban areas). Some researchers, for example, Eileen Cullotty for Ireland, noted that this lack of services based and dedicated to suburban areas is particularly worrying when considering that suburbs - especially around Dublin - are growing considerably.

Generally speaking, urban areas instead scored the lowest EU aggregate risk evaluation in terms of the geographical offer of local media (variable 15, investigating the presence and offer of local media in the main cities, scores a low risk, on average. In fact, urban areas receive coverage from all media formats, including online - considering the higher internet penetration there - not only by local city media but also national media covering city-related issues. For example, it is worth quoting Franck Bousquet, who defines the national press in France as the “Parisian press”: similarly, he explains that “the French news network is highly centralised in urban areas. It is organised in a “hub-and-spoke” pattern from the centre of Paris, with a similar structure in the main cities”.

Moreover, a common trend throughout Europe is related to the centralisation of newsrooms in the main cities, with journalists reaching the most remote areas of the country only occasionally or conducting desk journalism. However, in some cases, the researchers reported that local media are absent in the main cities (because this job is left to national media) such as in the case of Riga; moreover, some striking differences from city to city were reported (e.g. between Athens and Thessaloniki in Greece). Last but not least, as explained a few lines above, the poorer neighbourhoods of the main cities are reported to be under covered by the local news or portrayed in a negative perspective (e.g. focusing on criminality rather than performing a service role for the community living there).

The highest aggregate EU risk score for the indicator “Granularity of infrastructure of local media” has been recorded for variable 16 (medium risk), which asks whether there has been an increase or decrease of local journalists in the last five years, as well as the location where they are typically based. As previously mentioned, due to the centralisation of newsrooms in the main cities, they are increasingly located in the main regional towns and only extend reach to the most remote areas during special events, thus not guaranteeing a continuous overview of certain local situations. Moreover, the lack of data in public registries about professional local journalists and their locations, and the scattered information retrieved by journalistic associations, made it difficult for researchers to assess this question. The lack of data, in itself, constitutes a risk. However, some significant general trends could be highlighted, detected through existing reports and conducting interviews.

Some countries that scored low risk regarding the news offer in rural, suburban and urban areas, have instead reported a risk related to the local journalists’ number and location, for example, in Denmark and Germany. Czech Republic scored a very high risk in this regard, while 3 countries (Greece, Hungary, Sweden) scored a high risk, meaning that most of the journalists are based in centralised offices and are assigned by newsrooms to report from local areas, only occasionally, or some journalists are based in rural or small urban areas, but work for national news outlets (e.g., because living costs are lower outside the main cities), and report about local communities and events, only occasionally. In Sweden, for example, Stur...
and Cepaite Nilsson\textsuperscript{12} reported that “more than half of all local newsrooms closed down, about 35-40% of local reporters have disappeared from the local media market and most local reporters are nowadays based in centralised newsrooms in the capital or larger regional cities”.

The decrease in the number of local journalists goes in parallel with the trend of the closure of local newsrooms and deteriorating wages for local journalists. The situation was additionally exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. As explained by Rožukalne and Juzefovičs, referring to the Latvian context, this leads to “ageing newsrooms” and burnouts, in situations where local journalists are required to cover too many roles and tasks.\textsuperscript{13} Moreover, as outlined for example by Kalbhenn concerning the German case, the situation appears to be more at risk for local journalists working in the local press than for workers in the broadcasting sector (tv and radio).\textsuperscript{14} Historically (and nowadays) local press/text based journalism is the most significant sector in terms of the number of local journalists employed. In addition, the issue is difficult to monitor as the number of journalists working in new forms or online or community media are not recorded, so we do not know the trends in those cases.

On a positive note, PSMs are often entrusted with a specific remit of covering the national territory exhaustively, which is crucial all over Europe in guaranteeing an adequate coverage of regional and local areas both geographically and offering services in minority languages. As a matter of fact, variable 17, which asks about PSMs regional and local coverage and the number of PSM correspondents on the ground, was the second lowest in aggregate risk throughout Europe (low risk). In some countries, as reported by Beaufort and Schulz-Tomancok for Austria, the PSM stations and their correspondents are located in the capitals of all the provinces, recording top ratings in terms of reach and market share.\textsuperscript{15} However, decreasing resources for these public media actors might put at risk their role for local communities. Among the 5 countries that scored a high risk in this regard (Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Ireland and Latvia), the Hungarian situation is particularly worth mentioning. In 2011, the PSM—now the Duna Media Service Provider Company providing television, radio, and online services, as well as running the only Hungarian news agency—restructured by the Fidesz government, unexpectedly closed its regional studios, which were completely dismantled.\textsuperscript{16}

Finally, variable 18 assesses if the main news agency is keeping local/regional correspondents or branches on the ground. In this case, the overall level of risk increases compared to the availability of PSM offices and correspondents (medium risk). Moreover, the LM4D research identified a lower transparency from some of these national agencies in disclosing in their websites where correspondents are based, as well as being less responsive to researchers in their related inquiries.

Generally speaking, currently, there are very few mappings of local news outlets across the EU, both from an editorial and economic perspective. The local media sector is very difficult to map, due to lack of comprehensive data and comparative research. A better monitoring of the diversity of the local news media market would make it possible to fine-tune support policies and infrastructure requirements, and raise their visibility within the public sphere.

**Recommendations**

To the EU, Member States and local public authorities:

- Elaborate legal definitions of local and community media covering all media formats (press, tv, radio, online- including digital start-ups);
- Public registries of local media should be in place. National and regional/local media authorities and other national and regional/local public agencies should disclose the data necessary to evaluate the location, ownership and revenue data of local and community media as well as data on broader

\textsuperscript{12} E. Stur and A. Cepaite Nilsson, “Sweden” chapter in this report.

\textsuperscript{13} Rožukalne and J. Juzefovičs, “Latvia” chapter in this report.

\textsuperscript{14} J. C. Kalbhenn, “Germany” chapter in this report.

\textsuperscript{15} ORF radio stations account for three in four of the radio minutes listened to in the country. M. Beaufort and A. Schulz-Tomancok, “Austria” chapter in this report.

\textsuperscript{16} G. Polyák and A. Urbán, “Hungary” chapter in this report.
indicators of the health or performance of local and community media. Registries should provide homogeneous data across regions and be machine-readable. When not public, disclosure should be guaranteed free of charge and within reasonable timeframes;

- Enact regulations aimed at guaranteeing a decent minimum salary and social security schemes for local journalists in order to counter the declining number of local journalists;

- Introducing initiatives that support local and community media for communities who are underserved, located in existing or emerging news deserts;

- Guarantee adequate financial support to public service media for them to maintain/establish local branches as well as keeping/hiring local correspondents on the ground;

- Finance long-term research projects aimed at mapping local and community media on the ground.

To journalistic organisations:

- Engage in projects and research aimed at investigating local media on the ground, and to act as intermediation actors between researchers and media companies, media authorities and other institutions.

To journalists and newsrooms:

- To be transparent disclosing in a clear and machine-readable format relevant data facilitating the analysis of the state of local media companies;

- To public service media and news agencies: maintain local branches and correspondents, strengthening their involvement in local and regional reporting.

To representatives of academia:

- To consider local media as a key focus for media studies, thus raising awareness within the academic community on the need for related investigations;

- To strengthen the cooperation between universities and local media outlets.

To different stakeholders:

- The media authority, chambers of commerce and other public agencies holding relevant public data on local and community media should provide them up-to-date, machine readable and comparable across the different institutions within the country;

- Openly discuss and legislatively address the existence of municipal media and their status within the media landscape: in a mapping of local media on the ground, they should be clearly distinguished from independent media;

- Civil society organisations working on media freedom and plurality should actively engage in projects related to mapping and sustaining local and community media initiatives.
Market and reach

This indicator assesses the economic conditions, the viability and sustainability for local and community media in the country. It investigates revenues, supply distribution levels, subsidies, state advertising and market shares.

As Figure 2 shows, the highest level of risk in Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Poland and Slovenia, and lowest in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Luxembourg and Portugal.

Figure 2: Risk for the indicator “Market and reach” in the 27 EU Member States

The crisis related to the digital transformation of news media has disrupted the media ecosystem, particularly at the local level, considering its inferior market size, limited audience reach, weaker bargaining power, and limited resources to adapt to digitalisation compared to nationwide counterparts. Local media revenues have declined in several countries according to data from the Media Pluralism Monitor, and these findings are corroborated by the LM4D Research. It is leading to a situation where local and community media are becoming more dependent on state intervention to survive. With this in mind, the market situation is important to analyse to gauge the economic viability and sustainability of local and community media. This study has investigated many aspects such as revenues, state subsidies, advertising, supply distribution, ownership concentration, audience reach and the willingness of audiences to pay for local news. The most telling finding from this research is the lack of data in several countries, particularly concerning local and community media revenues and the lack of audience reach data. As such, the country experts assessed the situation, relying on other sources such as interviews with experts and relevant stakeholders, as well as reports from various NGOs and research organisations.

The Market and Reach indicator has a medium aggregate score for all EU countries of 58% and it is

the highest risk score in comparison to other indicators. These findings indicate that local and community media operate in very adverse market conditions and are confronted with many challenges related to their economic sustainability. The most problematic situation is decreasing revenue (including advertising revenue) for local media as well as lack of willingness for audiences to pay for news (variables 19, 24 and 29 respectively), which all scored a high risk. The situation concerning the concentration of ownership, the lack of funding to promote innovation, and lack of sufficient financial support for community media (variables 28, 30 and 26 respectively) also poses a high risk, albeit to a lesser extent.

In Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Latvia, Poland, and Slovakia, researchers report a very high risk when it comes to decreasing revenues for local media outlets (variable 19), with the local press purported to be the most adversely affected media sector. The only country scoring low risk is Spain, particularly in the television broadcasting and radio sector. According to the research teams from Poland and Cyprus, the government does not provide subsidies to local media outlets (variable 23) and they assess this as a very high risk. Similarly, in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, and Romania state subsidies are not provided to local media. In Slovakia too, there is no financial support except for ‘national minority’ media outlets. Overall, the researchers for Croatia, Dina Vozab and Antonia Čuvalo, report decreasing financial support – which is susceptible to media capture – an issue which is compounded by the purported lack of transparency in the allocation of funds. When asked to assess whether direct or indirect government support to local media is sufficient (variable 22), five research teams (Belgium, Denmark, France, Latvia and Luxembourg) deemed it as such. However, in France, the biggest beneficiaries of financial support are predominantly large media groups. The insufficiency of financial support was detected in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Malta, and Slovakia (all scoring very high risk). Decreasing commercial advertising revenue (variable 24) were reported in Greece in all media sectors, with local newspapers and radio stations struggling, in particular, as most advertisers opt to place their advertisements on national platforms. Decreases were also reported in the Czech Republic (for the print and TV sector, particularly after the COVID-19 pandemic), Poland (radio and print), and Latvia in the print sector, although modest increases were reported in the audiovisual and online media sector. In all these countries, researchers scored this variable as a very high risk. Only Spain reported a trend of increasing advertising revenue, with the digital sector excelling, in particular.

The key issues for community media are the lack of legal definitions, the dependence on state subsidies, and issues in finding sustainable business models. Thus, not surprisingly, when asked about increasing or decreasing revenues for these media outlets (variable 25), over half of EU member states (52%) answered that it is not applicable, or that data are not available. Only four countries reported decreasing revenues for community media (Hungary, Poland, Spain, and Sweden), while six reported that revenues are stable (Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, France, Greece, and Portugal) and three reported that revenues increased (Austria, Germany, Luxembourg). In Germany, while specific data on revenue trends is unavailable, the issue is not deemed to be problematic as community media reportedly receive pro rata subsidies and donations on a periodic basis. In only thirteen countries, some financial support for community media was reported by their respective country teams (variable 27), with the remaining countries reporting no data/not applicable issues. Hungary reports the highest risk score and three countries (Croatia, Poland, Sweden) report medium risk with the latter reporting fluctuating levels of support. Nine countries were classified as very low risk and low risk, with Germany, Austria, Denmark, Italy, Luxembourg, and Slovakia reporting an increase in financial support. Belgium reported stable levels of support, while Ireland and France reported that some form of financial support was available.

Concerning the sufficiency of financial support by the government to community media (variable 26), Cyprus, Greece, Malta, Slovakia, and Spain scored this variable as a very high risk, meaning that support was deemed as insufficient or even non-existent. In the cases of Hungary, Italy, Poland and Slovenia,

---

19 That said, in Poland, state subsidies are provided to the local government press and some ad-hoc funding was provided during the COVID-19 pandemic in both Poland and Germany.

20 Please refer to the ‘Local Media for Democracy’ methodology, particularly, pages 4-5, for an explanation on how NA and no data questions are dealt with. Methodology available at: https://cmpf.eui.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Methodology-LM4D_update.pdf

21 In Germany, financial support for community media is only available in the state of Berlin-Brandenburg.

22 In Ireland, financial support for community media was recently established via the recently introduced Community Media Grant Scheme.
financial support was also regarded as inadequate (high risk). In Malta, community media operate through volunteers and have extremely limited reach, while in Spain, community media still function without a licence due to the absence of necessary regulation. In both Cyprus and Slovakia, the negligible financial support available is only allocated to national media outlets, with no such support available for local equivalents, whilst in Greece, community media receive no support whatsoever. On the other hand, in Denmark, Estonia, Germany and Luxembourg, the support was assessed as sufficient (low risk).

The crisis brought about by technological developments has led to local media outlets closing down. A significant number of closures was reported in three countries and scored very high risk (variable 20), specifically: Czech Republic (print), Bulgaria (regional newspapers, local TVs, but also the MSAT Varna news agency has closed down) and Greece (radio, TV and newspapers). On the other hand, seven countries report a stable local media market or very few closures (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and Malta). However, even in a context where no immediate issue of this nature is identified, as is the case in Austria, the current situation in the local media market may lead to the creation of news desert areas in certain parts of the country if nothing is done to face the issue.

While the acquisition of smaller outlets by bigger groups may support their economic viability, this may enable monopolistic structures. Several notable examples of very high risk ownership concentration (variable 28) were reported in Sweden (with Bonniers News, Norrköpings Tidningar, Bonniers News Local, Gota Media and Stampen Lokala medier dominating the market); Slovenia – in which Martin Odlazez is the owner of circa 90% of local media outlets in Slovenia; and in Hungary where regional dailies have Fidesz-affiliated KESMA as the owner. It is also interesting to note that in the cases of France and Austria (both scoring high risk), the media funding system continues to favour large media players with higher reach, thereby consolidating their monopolistic position. On the other hand, no major issues related to the ownership concentration were reported in Greece, Latvia, Germany, and Slovakia. Furthermore, in the case of Petit press in Slovakia, it is pointed out that “ownership concentration does not necessarily lead to economic dominance, given the continuous decline in sales and revenues of its local media outlets. Rather, it appears to be an economic necessity.”

As far as distribution is concerned (variable 21), serious issues with distribution related to the print sector were reported in Romania and Czech Republic. Decreased points of sale were registered in Croatia, Slovenia, whilst delayed distribution was reported as an issue in Bulgaria. Another alarming situation is in Poland, as reported by Katarzyna Vanevska, where due to the takeover of distributor “Ruch” by PKN Orlen, the distributor did not want to allow fair competition of independent local print media with its own titles. This led to the creation of an alternative distribution system. Not only are kiosks diminishing, but also post offices and home delivery services. However, the distribution serves the local media market well in Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Lithuania, Luxembourg, and Slovakia. Some of the best practices for distribution were noted in common public spaces such as cafés and squares (for example in France) or providing state subsidies to postal and delivery services (as in Finland and Lithuania). An interesting case is also that of Hungary, “where the distribution of local newspapers is outsourced, at least in the larger settlements, and the local newspaper is usually distributed together with commercial leaflets. In smaller municipalities, the municipality typically handles distribution itself.”

The analysis of the market indicator assesses weekly audience reach (variable 31) and the willingness of the audience to pay for news (variable 29). Several EU country researchers reported having

24 M. Beaufort and A. Schulz-Tomancok, “Austria” chapter.
29 M. Urbániková, “Slovakia” chapter.
30 G. Polyák and A. Urbán, “Hungary” chapter.
issues in retrieving such data. Seven EU countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, and Latvia) reported that the weekly audience reach has decreased scoring high risk, while in France and Spain, it remained stable (low risk). Four out of five countries reporting no data on this issue consider it to be a high risk (Cyprus, Estonia, Luxembourg and Slovenia).

Concerning the willingness to pay for local news, the risk ranges from medium to very high risk. In most cases, people are not willing to pay for the news and this is the case across different media sectors. A very high risk is reported in the Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia. The main issue in Slovakia is that the local newspaper market is distorted because of the considerable number of municipally-owned media and commercial newspapers distributed for free which creates unfair competition for other privately owned media. Furthermore, the widespread availability of free daily newspapers, coupled with a continuing decline in traditional newspaper sales, and a relatively low interest in local news compared to other member states, are indicative of a low willingness to pay for local news in this country. In Greece, local radio and TV stations are distributed free of charge. As a result, researchers, Lambrini Papadopoulou and Ioannis Angelou, point out that this may contribute to peoples’ unwillingness to pay for local news. In Hungary, crowdfunding and paywall are the most prevalent models, primarily for national media, however, these models are not viable for sustaining local media outlets. In Romania, only 16% of respondents are willing to pay for online news. In the Czech Republic, according to researchers Lucie Sýkorová and Lenka Waschková Cisaňová, local media are financed via subscriptions, advertising and newsstand sales, however, their main source of funding is still advertising, and the subscriptions are in decline.

A high risk is reported in Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Poland and the Netherlands. In France, people are paying for local news mostly via subscriptions (regional daily and local weekly print and online media) but subscription rates are reported to be declining here too. In Latvia, with a very low number of people that are willing to pay for news, donations and crowdfunding are not common. Donations are also very rare in Bulgaria. In the Netherlands, the highest willingness to pay for news is “for citizens who prefer podcasts, news alerts and online forums.” In Denmark, “most people are not willing to pay via subscription-based models, pay-per-article models, newsstand sales, voluntary donations, crowdfunding” and they expect the media to finance themselves via advertisements.

A slight rise in subscriptions was reported in Austria (at least for “digital services of legacy media deemed trustworthy”), Finland, Spain, and Sweden. However, the situation in general is still concerning as there is no country that reports low or very low risk for variable 29 concerning the willingness to pay for local news.

Finally, in terms of sources of funding for innovation specifically for the local news sector (variable 30), there are none in Cyprus, Czech Republic, Greece, Lithuania, and Slovakia, which all scored a “very high risk” evaluation. When these funds are available, the issues arise when local media are competing with national ones (e.g. in Romania, high risk) or are related to a lack of capacities for project writing and reporting (e.g. in Estonia, high risk). According to the French researcher Franck Bousquet, funding is available for local media to support innovation, however it is given to “traditional players” (medium risk). The situation is more positive in Denmark (Danish Innovation Fund and New Media Agreement); the Netherlands (Dutch Journalism Fund, Dutch Fund for in-depth Journalism); and Belgium (Project subsidy

31 M. Urbániková, “Slovakia” chapter.
32 G. Polyák and A. Urbán, “Hungary” chapter.
34 Y. de Haan, “The Netherlands” chapter.
35 S. Simonsen, “Denmark” chapter.
36 M. Beaufort and A. Schulz-Tomancok, “Austria” chapter.
digital transformation for Flemish part)\textsuperscript{41} - which all scored a very low and low risk evaluation. Apart from various government bodies, funding is also coming from public funds from the EU Commission (Creative Europe\textsuperscript{42} for example), European Journalism Centre,\textsuperscript{43} Baltic Centre for Media Excellence,\textsuperscript{44} Open Society Foundations,\textsuperscript{45} the Google News Initiative\textsuperscript{46} and Google News Showcase,\textsuperscript{47} just to name a few.

**Recommendations**

**To the EU, Member States and local public authorities:**

- Systematically and regularly collect and publish data on market shares and revenues for local and community media outlets, as well as on the amount of financial support these media receive from public sources by designated public authorities. More transparency related to the functioning of local and community media and modes of financing would also contribute to improving citizens’ trust in these media.

- More locally focused subsidies schemes that would include clear, transparent and arm’s length criteria for fund allocation as well as an evaluation of the outcome and/or impact of these subsidies. It is also important that these subsidies are not overburdened with technical and bureaucratic demands due to lack of capacities of local media outlets to fulfil excessive requirements.

- The recognition that journalism is a public good which should prompt considerations on implementing direct taxes for digital ads with the proceeds allocated to local journalists’ salaries or fees.

**To journalistic organisations, journalists and newsrooms:**

- Supporting the diversification of revenue streams of local media to be less dependent on advertising and/or state support.

**To representatives of academia:**

- Develop novel models and methodologies for measuring the degree of concentration of information services within local contexts, considering the complementarity and substitutability between media outlets and media formats for both users and advertisers.

**To other stakeholders:**

- Support the inclusion of local and community media in audience studies analyses of circulation, readership, viewership and/or online traffic data. It should ideally include all media sectors, and this can be done by public bodies and/or professional organisations. Local media are in a difficult position as they do not have enough financial and human resources to conduct audience studies. This would assist them very much in understanding their audience and creating programmes to fit their needs.

- Pay particular attention to municipal media economically privileged positions within the media market as it creates unfair competition for other media players.

- Assess public information needs at the local level through discussions with community members, in order to identify topics relevant for that local community. This can be organised by the local state bodies and other relevant stakeholders such as CSOs, journalist organisations, and it can also be used as a baseline for state support.


Safety of local journalists

The results of the LM4D research for the indicator safety of local journalists, which aims at assessing different aspects of the local journalistic profession—such as working conditions, physical safety, editorial independence, professional standards, and the incidence of SLAPPs against local journalists—revealed a varied scenario across the European Union.

As shown in Figure 3, the indicator on safety of local journalists presented the highest risk score in the following countries: Croatia, Estonia, Greece, Italy, Slovakia and Spain and is associated with the working conditions of local journalists.

Figure 3: Risk for the indicator “Safety of local journalists” in the 27 EU Member States

Analysing the single variables composing this indicator, the variable investigating the working conditions of local journalists (variables 32-33) reveals that they are in general considered at risk by local researchers. Most of the countries analysed reported that employed local journalists face poor working conditions with salaries below the average in the country, and sometimes even close to the minimum wage. Second, though in most of the countries analysed, employed journalists are eligible for social benefits, such as unemployment and/or parental leave, the absence of collective agreements is often the case. Moreover, in recent years, local media outlets have opted to hire freelancers or self-employed journalists as a way of cutting costs. The salaries of freelancers are usually no higher than those of employed journalists and freelancers are not eligible for social security benefits, unless they contribute voluntarily to the social security system.

In this regard, local researchers from those countries assessed at high or very high risk for variables 32 and 33, reported, for instance, that in Croatia the salaries of local journalists are between 500 to 700 euro and vary between 531 and 1,062 euro for freelancers, while the minimum wage is established at 560 euro (January 2023). Moreover, less than 50% of the members of the Trade Union of Croatian Journalists have full-time working contracts. Furthermore, the situation of freelancers is at a higher risk because their
remuneration is below the average net monthly wage in Croatia.48 Likewise, in Italy, the average yearly compensation for a freelance journalist can be estimated around 20,000 euro and the average salary of an employed journalist ranges from 19,000 to 32,000 euro against an average salary in the country that amounted to 29,996 euro in November 2023.49 In Slovakia, besides the deterioration of the economic situation of local media and the decrease in the number of local journalists, a further problem reported by the local research team is the lack of personnel in local outlets, which sometimes have only part-time staff or employ only a single journalist.

In relation to physical or online threats and attacks against local journalists (variable 34), the data collection reveals in general a stable or decreasing trend in physical attacks or threats in the last five years, with six countries scoring high or very high risk: Croatia, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Spain. Some local researchers argue that local journalists are more at risk because of their proximity to the community they cover, whereas others have different views. Frank Bousquet, the French researcher, for instance, argues that in France more than half of the attacks found in the Mapping Media Freedom Platform concern local journalists.50 Jan Kalbhenn, the German researcher, reaches the same conclusion based on a study from the European Centre for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF) named “Enemy Image Journalist: in 7: Occupational Risk Proximity.”51 Conversely, the Dutch researcher, based on interviews conducted with local publishers, reports that local journalists face more online than physical harassment because they are well-known in the community, and this allegedly prevents physical attacks. On the same lines, Elisabeth Stur and Asta Cepaite Nilsson, the local Swedish researchers, point out that local journalists are not as much affected by physical and online threats as journalists working for national media.52

Among the countries that scored high or very high risk for variable 34, Croatia reports that most attacks are not physical but verbal threats, including online ones; in the last 5 years most of them were connected to corruption cases or the Covid pandemic (e.g. anti-mask or anti-vaccine activists).53 In Greece, the country at the highest risk for this sub-indicator, a notable surge in threats and attacks against local journalists was reported, especially online.54 Researchers contend that the existing legal framework seems to be ineffective in guaranteeing the prosecution of perpetrators and consequently in curbing this trend. Perpetrators can be local actors, including public figures and far right organisations. On a gender perspective, Yael de Haan, the Dutch researcher reported that in general female journalists are more susceptible to attacks if compared to the overall professional group.55 Aggressions, intimidation, and threats affect the way 6 out of 10 female journalists perform their work.56 Conversely, on a positive trend, in Bulgaria the number of entries of the Mapping Media Freedom repository and the Council of Europe’s Platform indicates a decreasing trend in the past few years. Also, the Local Integrity System Index 2022 does not identify cases of physical attacks on local journalists and points to this as a positive fact.57

Regarding the sub-indicator on independence and professional standards of local journalists (variables 35-36), several countries have reported on the absence of professional organisations, such as trade unions or media councils, representing journalists in general, and more specifically at the local level, which

50 F. Bousquet, “France” chapter in this report.
53 D. Vozab and A. Čuvalo, “Croatia” chapter in this report.
54 Y. Angelou and L. Papadopoulou, “Greece” chapter in this report.
55 Y. de Haan, “Netherlands” chapter in this report.
is aggravated by the decrease in membership of such organisations. Local journalists are under more 
pressure than national journalists regarding their independence from local politics, local businessmen and 
advertisers. In terms of professional standards, a common claim among the local researchers from Croa-
tia, Czech Republic, Romania and Lithuania is that there is a lack of or ineffectiveness of rules and codes 
of ethics adopted by local media outlets and followed by local journalists. The quality of news/texts is also 
reported to be lower at the local level.

The data collection demonstrates that countries are more at risk relating to variable 35 than to variable 
36. The former aims to evaluate the role of journalists’ associations in guaranteeing editorial independence 
and professional standards at the local level, whereas the latter evaluates the professional standards of 
journalists at the local level. In relation to variable 35, seven member states were assessed as high risk 
(Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Poland and Malta) and four were assessed at very high risk 
(Czechia, Estonia, Romania and Slovakia). On this point, Marina Urbániková, the Slovak researcher, ex-
plained that local media outlets are under the control of local politicians, publishing exclusively their opinion 
and arguments with limited space for opposing views or criticism.58 With regard to variable 36, only five 
countries are assessed at high risk—Czechia, Croatia, Cyprus, Hungary and Slovakia—and no country 
was assessed at very high risk. A common argument raised by these member states is that professional 
associations play a minor role in guaranteeing professional standards which, at the end of the day, depend 
heavily on internal editorial staff.

Finally, with regards to Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPPs) - variable 37. The 
data collection shows that most of the countries scored medium risk for this variable and seven scored high 
or very high risk: Croatia, Czechia, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland and Italy. A common claim highlighted 
by local teams is that this type of lawsuit may have a deterrent effect on the freedom of press. The usually 
lower income of local journalists when compared to national journalists makes them more vulnerable to 
SLAPPs; i.e., intimidating lawsuits brought by powerful subjects that require expenses for legal assistance 
to be faced. Local newsrooms are often unable to provide legal assistance for their employees, and even 
less for their freelancers. SLAPPs are particularly problematic in Croatia where, in 2023, there were about 
945 active lawsuits against journalists and media outlets in general, according to data from the Croatian 
Journalists Association. The Croatian publisher Hanza Media, from regional daily Slobodna Dalmacija, as 
well as Dalmatinski portal and Novi list all feature as defendants in a large number of such lawsuits against 
regional and local media outlets; lawsuits which can be initiated by politicians, judges, and businesses. 
Also, the Croatian public service broadcaster is notorious for filing lawsuits against its own employees and 
members of the Croatian Journalists Association who criticise the service. Likewise, in France, local and 
online investigative journalists are more exposed to SLAPPs according to the French researcher for this 
study. Examples in this regard are the cases in Brittany in the agri-food industry; Le Poulpe, in Rouen, was 
sued by a pollution control company, and Médiacités, was sued by the local authorities and businesses in 
every town where it produces investigative reports. In Ireland and Italy the main problems reported by local 
researchers are their strict defamation rules and large pay-outs against media in defamation cases, which 
work as incentives to SLAPPs.

Recommendations

To the EU, Member States and local public authorities:

• Set up and/or strengthen a legal framework to protect local journalists against SLAPPs, including 
  the decriminalisation of defamation.

• Monitor SLAPP cases against local journalists.

• Set up and/or strengthen inclusive labour legislation that protects and takes into account (local) 
  journalists.

58 M. Urbániková, “Slovakia”, chapter in this report. See also, Transparency International Slovensko, ‘The crisis of local journalism in the V4 
TransparencyInternational_Slovakia.pdf
• Support continuous training and professional development of local journalists.

• Implement the EU Safety recommendations also at local level, such as training with local police.

To journalistic organisations:

• Enhance and support the role and work of journalists’ associations and unions at the local level. There exists a lack of cohesion among local journalists, as associations or unions are primarily centred in the capital. This results in local journalists experiencing a sense of isolation. This entails establishing connections, support networks, or initiatives that bridge the gap, ensuring that local journalists are not left in isolation.

• Promote the adoption of collective agreements that protect the working conditions of local journalists.

• Monitor the working conditions of local journalists and be in dialogue with employers on issues regarding safety at work including from online harassment.

• Promote continuous training and professional development of local journalists.

• Promote and support compliance with codes of ethics/conduct in journalism.

• Support and promote collaboration between local journalists and local stakeholders, such as schools and education organisations.

To the media and newsrooms:

• Support continuous training and professional development of local journalists.

• Ensure decent working conditions for local journalists and compliance with the labour laws.

• Ensure risk assessment and procedures to protect staff at local level.

Editorial independence

This indicator assesses the independence of local media from political and commercial pressures. It investigates the risks of conflict of interest, the fairness and transparency in the allocation of state subsidies and state advertising, the governance of the local branches of the media authority and of the PSM, and the diversity of news content.

As shown by Figure 4, Central and Southeastern Europe (CEE and SEE) are the areas most affected by political and commercial control over the local media, with a deleterious effect on trustworthiness and diversity of information sources. Poland and Malta stand out as the countries in most jeopardy in these terms, followed closely by Hungary and Bulgaria, which place at the highest margin of the high-risk band. The Czech Republic, Croatia, Slovenia, Romania, Greece and Cyprus also score an overall high-risk level, with peaks of concern under specific subdomains. In these member states, the results clearly depend on the interrelation between different sources of concern, reflecting a situation where the local media sphere is extensively captured by political and commercial forces, often acting together in a close entwinement of direct or vested interests.

While the same typologies of control apply to other parts of Europe as well—with medium levels of risk emerging in Slovakia, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, and the Baltics—the extent of political and commercial leverage on local news media is decisively limited. In comparative perspective, one of the reasons for this is a greater presence and functionality of the regulatory and self-regulatory framework, which still might be considered deficient by several degrees (i.e. in terms of completeness or actual implementation). Moreover, in these member states, mechanisms of influence over the local media sphere are not as diffused and intertwined as in the case of high or very-high risk countries, emerging in some specific subfields of investigation only, or from time to time.
Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Sweden, The Netherlands, Belgium, and Finland are assessed as being low risk with regards to editorial independence, while a very-low risk is found only in Germany and Denmark. In these well-performing member states, the extent of control over the local media sphere is minimal, attributable to a combination of effective regulatory and self-regulatory safeguards, as well as a sensitive public sphere and a political culture actively debating cases of concern that might still arise. At the same time, it is apparent that, in some countries, the reduced presence of regulatory provisions might lead to some forms of control passing undetected, and subsequently, undebated.

**Figure 4: Risk for the indicator “Editorial independence” in the 27 EU Member States**

By looking at the EU aggregate results per variable, the risk related to the political control that might be exerted via direct or/and indirect ownership means (variable 38) is assessed as medium, rather close to the high-risk band. The geographical distribution of risk shows that this is clearly driven by Central and Southern European member states, where the ownership structure of local media outlets is significantly affected by the presence of political actors or their intermediaries, such as family members or friendly business people.

The countries most at risk are Slovakia, Malta, Poland, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Romania, Italy, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Croatia, Lithuania, and Hungary. While Malta represents a clearcut example of a party-media system, Poland and Hungary are rather indicative of a situation in which political control over local media is exerted through state-affiliated structures, showing troublesome similarities in the way the local media sphere is captured by political power. Evidence of direct control in the local private audio-visual sector has been detected, for instance, in the Czech Republic, as exemplified by the cases of ZAK TV and

---

59 The Partit Laburista (PL), currently in government, and the Partit Nazzjonalista (PN), in opposition, own their respective televisions and newspapers, as reported by Vassallo in the Maltese country chapter. However, it has to be noted that the line between local and national outlets cannot be drawn as clearly as in other countries.

60 In Poland, the state-owned Polska Press brings together a significant section of regional titles. Similarly, in Hungary, the county newspapers that are part of KESMA, openly and unilaterally convey the government narrative.
RTM, where the law does not prevent local politicians from ownership of or within media companies. In Slovenia, media companies are not addressed in specific terms by the general law on integrity and prevention of corruption, with blatant evidence of direct political ownership control over the local digital native sector. With specific regard to indirect ownership control via intermediaries, the political connections of the Croatian local television channels Z1 and Osječka Televizija proved particularly indicative. Available regulatory safeguards might also fall unimplemented or severely affected by transparency problems, as demonstrated by the case of Italy.

In this subdomain, the presence of local government or municipal outlets emerges as a notable element of risk. For instance, the Slovak local media sector is commanded by outlets produced by local municipalities and self-governing regions and utilised by local government leaders for self-promotion. In the Czech Republic the number of freely distributed town hall periodicals is considerably higher compared to the one of independent local periodicals, as reported by Urbániková. In these terms, significant evidence emerged also in Poland and Slovenia. Through this kind of publication, local authorities are able to exert a high degree of informative control, especially where the local private sphere is underdeveloped.

Variable 39 relates to the actual fairness and transparency in the distribution of State subsidies to local media outlets. In aggregate terms, this issue shows a low-risk result, at the European level, close to the medium-risk band. The risk is lowered by some specific countries (such as Germany, Denmark, Portugal, Lithuania, and Spain) offering advantageous subsidisation schemes to local media outlets. Several other member states recorded moderate to medium-risk deficiencies, depending on limited issues, mostly related to adequacy of the criteria, their implementation, or the fact that distribution proves fair and transparent only in one category (direct or indirect). In the Italian press industry, for example, Mangani reports that “two identical media outlets (in terms of firm size, target audience, and content variety), have unequal distribution of state advertising to local outlets”.

In the Czech Republic’s country chapter Sykorová reported that in the region of Pilsen, “there is just one private local TV station (ZAK TV), and this is owned directly by a local politician, with a significant part of its income from the town hall, regional council and other public institutions. Similar [projects] are in several other regions as well, like RTM+, which was in 2023 fined by the regulator for threatening editorial independence”.

The amended Conflict of Interest Act only prevents MPs, senators, members of the government and the president from owning media. Moreover, it still presents shortcomings.

Several digital-only local media are directly managed or affiliated with representatives of major political parties, and specifically the current opposition party, SDS (Biljak Gerjević, 2024).

As emerges from the Croatian country chapter, “There were cases of local television stations whose owners had ties to political parties. For example, people and companies in the ownership structure of the local television Z1 were reported to be connected to the party Domovinski pokret”. See S. Paparella, Godinu dana nakon kupnje, misterioznii vlasnik vec prodaje Z1, Zagrebi.hr, 2022, https://zagrebi.hr/opfinu-dana-nakon-kupnje-misterioznii-vlasnik-vec-prodaje-z1/. Moreover, “Osječka televizija was bought by an owner connected to the party HDZ in a famous corruption case in 2010- although the ownership changed in the meantime, there is still a possibility of political control”. See H. Šimičević, Gradonačelnika ima tko da snima, Portal Novosti, 2022, https://www.portalnovosti.com/gradonacelnika-ima-tko-da-snima.

The regional branches of the Italian media regulator AgCom, so-called Corecoms, claim to regularly monitor potential conflicts of interest in critical situations. However, as evidenced in this study by Mangani, there is no evidence of measures addressing the dangerous connections between local politics and media that have emerged from the research. Moreover, transparency of available databases proves severely limited.

In Poland, Vanevska reports that “more than 55% to 60% of Polish communes run press (paper and online versions) that pretend to be part of the local media market. These are publications that are fully controlled by the authorities issuing them and which do not offer reliable information”.

Biljak Gerjević evidences that municipal magazines represent a concerning issue in Slovenia as well, as “they often serve as public relations outlets for the local mayors and their parties, while financed from public budgets”.

The low-risk result might also relate to the fact that indirect subsidies are generally less affected by unfairness and opacity in distribution, compared to direct ones, ultimately balancing the extent of risk in this subdomain.

Moreover, the author explained how “some experts argue that there is still a web of interests and political and patronage-based divisions that influence the current distribution of subsidies to local media”.

As reported by Vanevska “Funds awarded through the National Institute of Freedom (state subsidies) are granted for the outlets close to the ruling party. The rules and procedures for granting them are unclear, unreliable and non-objective”.
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61 In the Czech Republic’s country chapter Sykorová reported that in the region of Pilsen, “there is just one private local TV station (ZAK TV), and this is owned directly by a local politician, with a significant part of its income from the town hall, regional council and other public institutions. Similar projects are in several other regions as well, like RTM+, which was in 2023 fined by the regulator for threatening editorial independence”.

62 The amended Conflict of Interest Act only prevents MPs, senators, members of the government and the president from owning media. Moreover, it still presents shortcomings.

63 Several digital-only local media are directly managed or affiliated with representatives of major political parties, and specifically the current opposition party, SDS (Biljak Gerjević, 2024).

64 As emerges from the Croatian country chapter, “There were cases of local television stations whose owners had ties to political parties. For example, people and companies in the ownership structure of the local television Z1 were reported to be connected to the party Domovinski pokret”. See S. Paparella, Godinu dana nakon kupnje, misterioznii vlasnik vec prodaje Z1, Zagrebi.hr, 2022, https://zagrebi.hr/opfinu-dana-nakon-kupnje-misterioznii-vlasnik-vec-prodaje-z1/. Moreover, “Osječka televizija was bought by an owner connected to the party HDZ in a famous corruption case in 2010- although the ownership changed in the meantime, there is still a possibility of political control”. See H. Šimičević, Gradonačelnika ima tko da snima, Portal Novosti, 2022, https://www.portalnovosti.com/gradonacelnika-ima-tko-da-snima.

65 The regional branches of the Italian media regulator AgCom, so-called Corecoms, claim to regularly monitor potential conflicts of interest in critical situations. However, as evidenced in this study by Mangani, there is no evidence of measures addressing the dangerous connections between local politics and media that have emerged from the research. Moreover, transparency of available databases proves severely limited.

66 In Poland, Vanevska reports that “more than 55% to 60% of Polish communes run press (paper and online versions) that pretend to be part of the local media market. These are publications that are fully controlled by the authorities issuing them and which do not offer reliable information”.

67 Biljak Gerjević evidences that municipal magazines represent a concerning issue in Slovenia as well, as “they often serve as public relations outlets for the local mayors and their parties, while financed from public budgets”.

68 The low-risk result might also relate to the fact that indirect subsidies are generally less affected by unfairness and opacity in distribution, compared to direct ones, ultimately balancing the extent of risk in this subdomain.

69 Moreover, the author explained how “some experts argue that there is still a web of interests and political and patronage-based divisions that influence the current distribution of subsidies to local media”.

70 As reported by Vanevska “Funds awarded through the National Institute of Freedom (state subsidies) are granted for the outlets close to the ruling party. The rules and procedures for granting them are unclear, unreliable and non-objective”.
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in a non-viable market, its preferential distribution to complacent media can be turned in such a way as to weaken independent and critical voices, ultimately contributing to the desertification of the information space. Again, the research proves that this is the case particularly in CEE and SEE countries, where the participation of politicians, parties, or connected actors in the ownership structure of regional and local media seems to be linked to the preferential allocation. As reported by Polyák, in Hungary the county newspapers that are part of the KESMA network have a secured funding base thanks to a significant amount of public advertising. In Croatia, state subsidisation schemes work as covert state advertising. In Slovenia, biased practices are backed by the lack of standards, making it “impossible to sanction violations, since they are not actually violations”, Biljak Gerjević reports. As emerged in the course of the present study, this can be complicated by the presence of municipal outlets in the advertising market, which further disrupt the media viability of independent local media.

The subdimensions of risk previously described and their deleterious interrelation are often backed by lack of, or inefficient self-regulation protecting editorial content from commercial and political interference, which allows for additional forms of control.

In aggregate terms, commercial influence over local editorial content (variable 41) is assessed at a medium-risk in the European local media sphere. As explained in the Italian country report, “local media rely heavily on advertising investments, which can lead to commercial considerations influencing editorial content. For example, the media coverage of “big spenders” may be influenced to avoid negative portrayals. However, for very small media companies, advertisers are also small in scale, and their influence on editorial content is limited. On the other hand, numerous local media outlets, particularly those operating in the online sphere, rely heavily on “clickbait” tactics. This implies that the determination of news values (i.e., newsworthiness) often leans towards sensationalising events and stories for coverage”. Research quoted by Vozab and Cuvalo demonstrates that in Croatia “journalists recognise strong commercial pressures, and that pressure towards sensationalism and profit-making has increased over time”. This is backed by severe deficiencies when it comes to laws and/or self-regulatory measures stipulating the obligations of journalists and/or media outlets set against commercial interests. Measures that prevent local journalists from having the ability and/or incentive to base editorial decisions on commercial interests, as well as measures that make sure that editorial and journalistic content is strictly separated from marketing, advertising and other commercial activities, are often cosmetic. In Slovenia, for instance, there are no safeguards ensuring that decisions regarding appointments and dismissals of editors-in-chief are not influenced by commercial interests. In Greece’s country chapter Papadopoulou and Angelou report that laws and self-regulation, “are ineffective, particularly in smaller societies, where commercial influence on editorial content is more prevalent”. This also relates to the partial availability and ineffectiveness of social protection schemes—or other legal and economic guarantees established by collective agreements and/or self-regulation—to avoid precarious working conditions, which might lead to surrender to commercial pressures.

A medium-risk is also scored in terms of political influence over editorial content (variable 42). As in the case of commercial influence, regulatory and self-regulatory instruments are often not implemented, or they are ineffective. This often results in the dependency of editorial lines on the political activity of the owners and publishers, as well as in the violation of ethical standards by journalists favouring politicians. Once more, major concerns are located more in CEE and SEE, with Poland, Malta and Hungary presenting very high-risk results. For Poland, Vanevska reports the attempts “to solicit / bribe journalists from inde-

71 The line between state subsidies and state advertising is blurred. The analysis found that “contracts between some regional and local governments and media after the public calls for subsidies specify that the media are obliged to report and promote the activities of local governments to receive a subsidy. For example, a local television channel made contracts with local governments offering ‘production, filming, and broadcasting of specialized interviews’ in their news and current affairs programmes. Therefore, local budget subsidies are often a way of covert state advertising.” See: Skender, Analiza financoiranja lokalnih medija javnim novcem and also Šimičević, Gradonačelnika ima tko da snima.
dependent media, offering them work in promotion departments or in newspapers run by local governments”. While in these member states the line between political and commercial influences is particularly blurred and of concern\(^75\), this does not mean that well-performing countries are not affected by the same issues. As reported by Lindén and Grönlund in the Finnish report, “local commercial media in Finland are still dependent on advertisement - as digital subscriber revenues only grow slowly and mainly go to national media companies. Hence, newsrooms need to balance the watchdog ideal to scrutinise local companies with the need to have a sustainable business model.” Moreover, a 2020 survey by the Finnish Newspapers Association (currently News Media Finland) indicates clear evidence of commercial and political interference.\(^76\) Nevertheless, according to Lindén and Grönlund “the fact that influential people want to have an impact on editorial decisions, does not mean that editors have no choice but to agree: negotiating attempts to influence editors is considered part of the daily journalism routine”.

The variable assessing whether the **media authority’s remit over local media, and the independence of its actions** (variable n.43), scores a low-risk at the EU level. This result is driven by several countries that indicated a very-low of risk in this sub domain (Portugal, Ireland, Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Luxembourg, Slovakia, Austria, and Cyprus). However, several other member states present medium-risk levels. For instance, in Italy the independence of Corecoms, the local branches of AgCom, is questionable.\(^77\) High risk levels are detected only in Greece, Poland, and Malta. In these countries particularly, the weakness of media authorities and their capture by political forces, leave the local media sphere either unprotected in terms of proper regulation, or without effective sanctioning measures in case of violations.

In aggregate terms, significantly higher concerns are detected when it comes to the extent of **independence of PSM/or PSM local branches** (variable n.44), scoring an overall medium-risk. The analysis shows that the interference of politics in the governance structures of national PSMs often replicates at the level of local branches; a situation that is particularly problematic in countries where the private local media sphere is either absent, or already captured. Poland, Malta, Greece and Italy constitute clear cut examples. In Poland, the only country scoring a very-high risk level along with Malta, “the specific takeover of public media by the former ruling party had an impact on the situation of the regional branches of both TVP and Polish Radio.”\(^78\) In Greece, the size of the small network of local correspondents or branches network “has been shrinking over time and is insufficient to cover the whole country.” Moreover, the “New Democracy's press officer was appointed as ERT's president. These practices are quite common as every new government tends to appoint a new person to these positions.”\(^79\) With regard to the Italian PSM, RAI, there is limited information on the local branches’ independence from political influences to be found. However, practical examples suggest this is the case. Austria also proved to be a case of concern: as reported by Beaufort and Schulz-Tomancok, “The ORF Act (theoretically tries, but) in practice fails to guarantee independence from political influence at the national as well as at the regional level, which is partly about the rules that enable the government to appoint at least a simple majority of the Foundation Council, sufficient for most of its decisions.”

\(^75\) In Malta Vassallo explains that “commercial entities have strong influence on both the PL and the PN, in view of weak party financing regulations, resulting in both direct and indirect pressure on newsrooms”. In Hungary, Polyák reports how in the case of the KESMA county papers, “potential commercial advertisers—which are typically few in the Hungarian local market—often place ads in these papers for political reasons”. In Bulgaria, in spite of the presence of legal and self-regulatory provisions for editorial independence, “Political actors, including local government institutions, are among the leading sources of external pressure in all local media sectors. In parallel, local media are reluctant to investigate issues that could affect local advertisers or the non-media business interests of their owners”, as explained in the related country chapter.

\(^76\) According to the survey quoted by the authors, “four out of five (79%) newspaper editors had experienced attempts to influence the journalistic content within the last couple of years. Four-fifths (82%) of editors-in-chief said that politicians had tried to influence the content of their publication. In addition, three quarters of editors faced attempts to influence from either readers (75%) or advertisers (72%)”. Kiviöja, Pasi (2020) Joka kuudes sanomalehden päätoimittaja kokenut vaikutusyrityksiä oman talon johdosta, https://suomenlehdisto.fi/joka-kuudes-paatoimittaja-joka-kuuden-vaiikutusrytkias-oman-yrityksen-johdosta/

\(^77\) This is because “the members of the regional branches are appointed by the Regional Council, based on the proposal of the President of the Region. Consequently, the regional political majority holds the power to appoint the members of the local Corecom (the committee responsible for monitoring the independence of local information)” Mangani explains.

\(^78\) See the Polish chapter in this report.

\(^79\) See the Greek chapter in this report.
The combined effects of the above-analysed subdimensions of the indicator editorial independence, inevitably have an effect on the diversity of the local media news content. Variable 45, focusing on this issue, indicates a medium risk, close to the high-risk band. The geographical representation shows that high-risk levels are particularly concentrated once again in CEE and SEE. However, most of the country teams across the rest of Europe only partially agreed that, in their respective countries, local media provide a diverse scope of stories, viewpoints and tone. In some member states, where the evidence of media capture over the local sphere is conspicuous, it is likely that the kind of stories and events that get reported are dependent on a political agenda, if not blatantly promoting governing local parties and mayors. Besides, the research reveals a lack of substantive studies to understand the extent of content diversity in the local media sphere.

Recommendations

To the EU, Member States and local public authorities:

• Effectively implement or set up regulation on conflict of interests and direct/indirect ownership control in the local media sphere. To carry out periodical monitoring in order to avoid cases of concern and to enable transparency mechanisms that would allow the public to access relevant information on ownership structures at the local level. To effectively regulate the issue of local governmental outlets.

• Ensure clear and transparent criteria for distribution of direct and indirect subsidies, which leave no room for arbitrariness. Funding must ensure proportionality, supporting the local and regional media environment (including smaller, innovative outlets), journalistic quality and democratic relevance. A more sophisticated system of subsidising independent journalism must be developed, which would pay sufficient attention to the support of digitisation and innovation in local media. A monitoring mechanism of the results has to be considered essential.

• Ensure clear and transparent criteria for the distribution of advertising from the state and local public institutions, together with regular evaluation of the quality of work of the media financed by this support, as well as evaluating the impact of state advertising on the local media market. This should also apply to publicly-owned companies.

• Update the laws on disguised advertising, and the protection of consumers, to the digital media environment.

To the media and newsrooms:

• To introduce self-regulatory rules to disclose any actual or potential conflict of interests by the owner of the media company that may affect the provision of news and current affairs content.

• To take measures with a view of guaranteeing the independence of editorial decisions, such as to guarantee that editorial decisions can be taken freely within the established editorial line of the media service provider (see EMFA, Article 6.2).

To journalistic organisations:

• Journalists’ organisations (unions and associations), press and media councils and other bodies that are involved in the application of journalistic self-regulation, should foster compliance with self-regulatory measures that aim at editorial independence from commercial pressures. Policymakers and regulators could also assist them with appropriate measures.

To other stakeholders:

• Openly discuss and legislatively address the existence of municipal media, their status within the media landscape, and their competition with private media in the area of advertising.

• Set up specific research aimed at assessing the situation of local media vis-à-vis different sources of influence.
Social inclusiveness

The social inclusiveness indicator contains seven variables assessing the risks that are connected to minority and marginalised groups’ access to information on the local level, whether local and community media provide critical information needs (CINs), and if they are engaged with their audience and how.

It has been assessed to score the highest risk in Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Romania, while the lowest risks were assessed in Finland and Germany.

Figure 5: Risk for the indicator “Social inclusiveness” in the 27 EU Member States

Looking into more detail, this research investigates the situation in public service media (PSM) and private media outlets. It asks if the PSM and private media outlets offer programmes in minority languages and what kind of representation of minority groups is demonstrated in news reporting (variables 46 to 49). The situation is more positively assessed in cases of PSMs than in private media.

The results are that the PSM provision of news service in minority languages (variable 46) is assessed as very high risk in Malta, which does not have legally recognised minorities and where the only other language present is English and Greece where there is a lack of programmes for both legally recognized and unrecognised minorities. The representation of minorities on PSM (variable 47) has been assessed as biased and misleading in the highest scoring country for this variable, Hungary (very high risk), where “minority actors accounted for 2.5% of the news programmes.” In Croatia (high risk), for example “[t]he amount of PSM broadcasting in minority languages is not enough to achieve interculturalism.”
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On the other side of the spectrum, PSMs provide programmes in minority languages on satisfactory levels in Nordic countries with strong PSM regulation in this area (Finland and Sweden, very low risk). In addition, despite a noticeable offer of news in minority languages in six EU countries with low risk (Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Latvia, Slovakia, and Portugal), in some of them the PSM representation of these minorities is not positive, such as, in the case of Portuguese PSM which often offers programmes with negative stereotyping of minorities, while in Ireland there are sporadic cases of negative stereotyping and in Latvia the reporting is not sufficient (both of these countries score medium risk related to minority representation).

The situation is a bit different when it comes to the offer of minority media programmes, this time in private media outlets, and the representation of minority groups in them (variables 48 and 49). This is to an extent expected, considering that usually those media do not have legal obligations to report in minority languages, as in the case of PSMs. These variables score on EU aggregate level several percentage points higher risk than their PSM equivalents.

High risk has been assessed in 11 countries (Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, Malta, Romania, and Slovenia). One particularly interesting situation is observed in Croatia, where there are no private commercial media outlets offering minority media programmes but there are minority media, which are either founded by Committees for National Minorities, financed by state funds, or they are founded by non-profit organisations. On the other hand, in Finland, with the lowest risk score (very low), the situation for “media on the Swedish speaking Åland islands, with only 30,000 inhabitants, is exceptional with two daily newspapers, a public service radio and a commercial radio station.” There are other cases of private media outlets providing frequent news programmes in minority languages (low risk), such as in Ireland (Polish, Russian, Lithuanian), Latvia (Russian, Latgalian) and Estonia (Russian). Another interesting situation can be found in Luxembourg, with low risk, where there is a “very paradoxical situation in which the sum of the linguistic minority groups will soon become the “majority.”

With regards to the existence of prominent media covering marginalised groups (variable 50), the situation has been assessed to constitute a risk in most of the countries under this study (from medium to very high), thus, this variable on the EU aggregate level is considered to be the most concerning within the social inclusiveness indicator. Most of the country teams reported difficulties in retrieving specific data on this type of media and concluded that in most of the cases these media outlets exist in small numbers and are sharing the same problems with other local and community media. In some cases, due to their small and niche audience, this burden is even heavier. Only in Germany, Luxembourg, Sweden and the Netherlands the situation was considered satisfactory.

In many countries, the PSM does to a certain extent provide content addressing marginalised communities. In other cases, community media are fulfilling this role. Some examples of media covering marginalised groups can be found in:

**Denmark:** TV Glad, which is focused on programmes for people with physical, psychological and social disabilities. The Danish Broadcasting Cooperation, which is legally obliged to and adequately provides local and regional coverage, has been producing good quality programmes targeting youth.

---

85 Edit.hr, Landing page, [https://edit.hr/governance/](https://edit.hr/governance/).
86 C. G. Lindén and M.Grönlund, “Finland” chapter.
87 S. Lukasik, “Luxembourg” chapter.
88 By prominent we mean publications/broadcasters that have a wider reach and solid reputation.
89 TV Glad, Landing page, [https://www.tv-glad.dk/om/](https://www.tv-glad.dk/om/).
90 S. Simonsen, “Denmark” chapter.
Spain: OMC Radio,92 “based in Madrid’s low income neighbourhood of Villaverde, is producing programmes for marginalised communities, such as people with mental health issues.”93

Ireland: Women on Air94 aims to improve the prominence of women experts and support women by providing media training.95

The main problems burdening this type of media reported by many local researchers are their limited impact, reach, and sustainability. In the case of Lithuania, “the media support system, including the new model of media support, the Media Support Fund (Medijų rėmimo fondas), does not identify marginalised people as an audience group with specific needs.”96 Several countries reported not having a prominent media outlet catering for marginalised groups (for example, in the cases of Cyprus, Greece, Hungary and Romania). In some cases, such as in Italy, it argued that “these topics are often superficially explored, presented in sensationalist or paternalistic tones, and accompanied by polarised debates.”97

Finally, the researchers examined whether the local media provide enough public interest information so that the audience can make more informed decisions: in other words, if these media meet critical information needs (CINs) (variable 51). A positive assessment has been noted in Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, Greece, Latvia and Luxembourg. In some cases the inadequate level of provision of public interest news was linked with political interference (e.g. in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Lithuania and Slovakia), in other cases it is considered to be the result of financial difficulties (e.g. in the Netherlands). In terms of news content, the researchers note that there is little diversity in local topics (e.g. in Croatia); soft news and sensationalist reporting dominate (e.g. in Denmark). In France, the researcher notes that “there is virtually no information in the public arena that can be used to find out about local issues, analyse public policies or simply look at the issues that affect people’s daily lives.”98

In terms of engagement of local and community media with their audience (variable 52) researchers investigated not only the level of “trust” towards these outlets but also their connection with the community, because local and community media may contribute to enhancing the levels of cohesion and solidarity within it. This variable has the lowest EU aggregate risk score within this indicator.

Solid connection with the community is reported in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, and Spain. Local media are considered to enjoy higher levels of trust in Croatia, Finland, and Greece. These media outlets support their communities in various ways; in Latvia, for example, they provide support for local cultural events or organise debates on socially or politically relevant topics. Moreover, as these outlets often do not have resources for carrying out audience research, this is a way to get more direct feedback from the audience.99 Another interesting example is that of Austria, where community media are covering marginalised communities. “[T]he relatively low reach is not the most relevant value when it comes to community media, but the multiplier effect created by the activities in and for a region.”100 Still, one peculiar situation is that of Hungary, where the engagement of local media with their audiences is assessed to be on a satisfactory level, but the overall risk in the social inclusiveness indicator is high. The question remains whether this engagement actually balances the risks related to media capture and scarcity of public interest news.

93 E. Y. Piquer, “Spain” chapter.
95 E. Culloty, “Ireland” chapter.
96 A. Balčytienė and D. Jastramskis, “Lithuanian” chapter.
97 A. Mangani, “Italy” chapter.
98 F. Bousquet, “France” chapter.
100 M. Beaufort and A. Schulz-Tomancok, “Austria” chapter.
On the other hand, the detachment between local media and their audience has been noted in Bulgaria, Czech Republic, and Portugal, as well as to an extent in Cyprus, where media do not have a clear picture of the audience and their needs, and are not in close contact with them. Moreover, in Sweden, “there is also a risk for local media outlets to lose [the] connection [with their audience] because of lack of financial, human resources, moving to centralised content production as well as desk-bound news production.”

Recommendations

To the EU, Member States and local public authorities:

- Orient policymaking and legislative processes focusing on the role of local and community media for integration in multicultural societies.
- Support the existence of media that are covering minority and marginalised groups, providing additional financial resources for these types of media. When providing such resources, clear and transparent criteria at arms’ length should be used in their allocation.
- Provide a clear definition of community media, and to subsequently ensure regular support for them.

To journalistic organisations, journalists and newsrooms:

- Support cooperation and networks of local and community media to share resources, knowledge and best practices as well as to strengthen their advocacy power.
- journalistic organisations and CSOs should also pay particular attention to media covering minority or marginalised groups, follow their work and provide them with capacity building or any other support to assist them in their sustainability efforts.

To representatives of academia:

- In some countries there is a lack of research and data related to the media coverage of marginalised groups, or to the possibilities of accessing relevant information for these groups. They represent an important and very relevant part of society and this type of research should be supported in order to improve diversity, pluralism and inclusiveness.

To other stakeholders:

- Community media in many countries have not been investigated in more detail. In order to achieve proper evaluation of the sector (if it exists), it is important to collect comprehensive data through detailed analysis that would ideally include more than one indicator covered by LM4D research. This could be done in coordination with different actors, including public (EU and national) institutions, academia, CSOs and journalistic organisations.
- It has been noted that in many countries there is a lack of data on the levels of trust and engagement between local and community media and their audience. This type of research should be strongly encouraged and supported. It could be supported by public (EU and national) institutions and implemented by academia, journalistic organisations and CSOs.

Best practices and open public sphere

For the scope of this study, “best practices” are those innovative practices that enhance an open and thriving public sphere in specific communities. In particular, LM4D has investigated (1) whether news media organisations are experimenting with innovative responses to improve reach and audience, proposing new forms of work, journalistic products or services (variable 53), and (2) whether there are citizen or civil society initiatives providing innovative responses to tackle the problem posed by the decline of local and community news provision (variable 54).

The answers were heterogeneous in terms of experiences reported by the local researchers who cited relatively few examples of best practices, and, therefore, the final sample to analyse was already rather limited in the first place. Indeed, except for Project Oasis[^102], which is a research project on the sustainability and innovation of independent digital native news organisations that offers a directory of 561 European media organisations, to our knowledge, there are no comprehensive and up-to-date libraries on innovative news media in Europe. Secondly, and as previously highlighted, there is in general a lack of data to understand innovative practices in the media. In many cases, there is no data whatsoever to corroborate the success of certain practices. In other cases, data is not aggregated, only available on request, not updated regularly, or posted in formats that are not machine readable. Furthermore, in many cases, the success of innovative practices may be short-lived, and therefore more time and more data would be required to fully assess them. Finally, innovation can be identified in all the news life cycle, so there are several areas where it can be identified: from news formats and dissemination to business models. Researchers have thus given prominence to different aspects of media and journalistic innovation, which did not favour comparability and an in-depth analysis of specific innovative practices. Despite these limitations, the LM4D research collected a list of experimental and successful initiatives and was able to identify general trends.

In terms of news format, one of the most popular best practices we came across is the deployment of email newsletters. These have recently (and once again) become popular as a means of disseminating curated news both by legacy print and newer digital media. Such a “renaissance of newsletters” is occurring for various reasons but mainly to avoid being locked into the ecosystems of social media as well as to regain a gatekeeping power. Email newsletters offer a high degree of targeting, curated content, distraction-free analysis and commentaries. However, their structures and content can vary significantly, reflecting different editorial visions, objectives or business models. Notable examples of news organisations deploying newsletter in original ways include Viernull (Germany), InsideStory (Greece), and Nyomtassteis (Hungary). CMPF researchers interviewed editors and journalists and narrated their practices.[^103] Eventually, online newsletters have proved to be a powerful strategy to engage audiences, regain their trust and encourage new subscriptions. The success of these formats also shows that there is room to compete with mainstream social media by leveraging their common limitations, such as a lack of control over personalisation, attention-grabbing strategies, and questionable privacy protections.

Another thriving practice in terms of news formats encountered during our research is the offer of local and community news via podcasts. These are generally defined as episodic series of audio files that can be downloaded, subscribed or simply listened. Unlike other journalism formats using the transmission of voice, such as radio, podcasts are considered a more active process where listeners demonstrate a greater degree of engagement. This allows for episodes to be developed in a more demanding way, using immersive and narrative storytelling techniques that can be consumed at a comfortable pace, as a form of “slow media”, which creates a personal connection between the hosts and listeners. At the same time, however, they can also create a “sense of collectivity” by allowing recommendations and sharing among users. These features may explain why this format has become widespread in Europe with its usage ranging from 27% in Belgium to 45% in Spain[^104]. Podcasts are particularly attractive to audiences which are seeking a more deliberate, mindful, and meaningful media experience. Indeed, several local news media experiment with them. Podcasts are a powerful tool for engaging audiences, particularly younger ones. Publishers’ willingness is indeed to invest more in podcasts and newsletters, as these two formats have proved to be successful in increasing loyalty and in attracting new subscribers[^105].

[^102]: https://projectoasiseurope.com/
In terms of sustainability, an important best practice for local media is the involvement in public interest activities that eventually have a social impact.\textsuperscript{106} This commitment is particularly strong and rewarding for local media due to their proximity to the issues and communities they cover\textsuperscript{107}. There are certainly manifold ways in which news organisations and civil society can make a societal impact by advancing a well-informed and participatory citizenry. Traditionally, local news media have played this public interest role, for instance, by informing, representing, and investigating at the local level. However, with the advance of new forms of communication and possibilities for reaching audiences, on one hand, and the different needs of audiences and societies, on the other, these traditional public interest roles have expanded to include also listening to or even empathising with audiences.\textsuperscript{108} Particularly meaningful local media initiatives for social inclusion that emerged in our research are the so-called “street newspapers”. These are magazines or newspapers sold by people experiencing social forms of marginalisation, such as poverty or homelessness, and are usually produced by independent non-profit media entities that have the mission of tackling poverty and reporting on social justice issues. These initiatives, in some cases, can enjoy the support of the whole community in times of crisis, eventually making them more resilient and sustainable.

Transnational networking and cooperation can also be considered a best practice. Street newspapers, for example, can affiliate with the \textit{International Network of Street Newspapers}, which gathers 92 street papers in 35 countries, supports street papers to start up, develop and scale through regional networks, events and other peer-to-peer learning opportunities. Another example of transnational cooperation is offered by the case of \textit{Indip}, a self-funded local outlet in the Italian region of Sardinia which has recently developed \textit{InLeaks}, a whistleblowing reporting platform based on \textit{Globaleaks}, part of the wider \textit{Whistleblowing International Network}. Thanks to the collaboration with this organisation which freely offers their tools and expertise, \textit{Indip} can guarantee the privacy and safety of sources at no cost.

In addition to investigating innovative formats, public interest missions and forms of cooperation, the answers to the LM4D questionnaire also revealed some particulars of the business model of local media outlets. In this regard, some digital native local media outlets use the subscriptions’ model as their main source of funding. This is the case of \textit{InsideStory} and \textit{Viernull}. The latter indeed was initially funded through a crowdfunding campaign, moving then to a subscriptions model.\textsuperscript{109} The subscriptions model is also used by podcasts, since as newsletters, this format has proved to be successful in increasing loyalty and in attracting new subscribers.\textsuperscript{110} Another source of funding currently used by local media are grant opportunities offered by national governments, the European Commission or other institutions, such as the Open Society Foundations. This is the case of the Journalism Incentive Fund in the Netherlands which financed, for instance, \textit{Spot On Stories}, a collective of independent freelance investigative journalists that produces research stories in the province of North Brabant and presents them in an understandable and innovative way.\textsuperscript{111}

Finally, the LM4D research has also recognised the ambiguous role of social media and online news consumption in local media desertification. While leveraging online channels to reach audiences is generally a successful practice for local news media, it might also have undesirable consequences. For example, excessively relying on social media’s automated curation can create dependency and uncertainty.\textsuperscript{112} As previously mentioned, this can also explain the success of newsletters. Indeed, the investigation of LM4D shows that many innovative practices are those that ultimately aim to offer local news in a distinctively different way from the logics that online platforms have imposed upon them, in particular the attention-grabbing practices that online media platforms have imposed upon them.


\textsuperscript{109} Project Oasis, A research project on the trends, impact and sustainability of independent digital native media in more than 40 countries in Europe’ (Research Report, 18 April 2023) Available at https://projectoasis-europe.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Project-Oasis-PDF-April-17-2023.pdf.

\textsuperscript{110} Newman (n 4).

\textsuperscript{111} See https://www.svdj.nl/project/spot-on-stories-2022/ Accessed 14 February 2024.

bing news strategies. Many of the best practices we have observed are thus mainly focused on improving news quality and regaining reader’s attention and trust. This means, above all, offering news in different formats—formats that are “slower”, more in-depth—and a news production that is eventually more community-focused and network-oriented.

Recommendations

To the States and to the public authorities:

- Efforts should be made to improve the collection, aggregation, and sharing of data related to innovative practices in the media industry. Policymakers can facilitate this by promoting standardised data collection methods, encouraging transparency in data sharing, and supporting initiatives that aim to create comprehensive libraries or directories of innovative news media organisations. Systematically and regularly monitoring innovative practices for local and community media outlets can help to identify and, eventually, support sustainable best practices.

- Provide support for innovations in local and regional media (technological development, new business models), in particular for news media organisations and civil society initiatives that are experimenting with innovative responses to improve reach and audience engagement. This support can help foster the development and implementation of new forms of work, journalistic products, and services.

- Encourage the diversification of news formats by highlighting their effectiveness in engaging audiences and regaining their trust. This can involve providing training, resources, or incentives for news organisations to explore and invest in these formats.

- At a more systemic level, consider policy measures to counteract the externalities of the attention-capturing ad-based online business model for local media. Generally, policymakers could find ways to incentivise news outlets that employ alternative business models and dis incentivise those who exploit “click-baiting strategies” that threaten news quality.

To journalistic organisations, journalists and newsrooms:

- Prioritise investment in innovative practices and technologies that enhance long-term audience engagement, trust, and adaptability to changing audience preferences and behaviours.

- Foster collaboration and networking within the industry, and share best practices, lessons learned, and resources with other journalistic organisations to collectively drive innovation and improve the quality of local journalism.

- Embrace a mindset of innovation and experimentation in journalistic work by exploring new storytelling techniques, formats, generated artificial intelligence and platforms. Be open to learning new skills and technologies that can enhance journalistic reporting and audience engagement. Also, seek and integrate audience feedback and maintain ethical standards and integrity when experimenting with new formats.

- Recognise the ambiguous role of social media and online news consumption in local media desertification. Make sure that online activities maintain high standards of quality and transparency, possibly by uncovering and sharing insightful data analytics.

To representatives of academia:

- Develop models to specifically measure the various facets of local media innovation at the local level, taking into account all the news cycle and all the changes induced by the digital transition. This can help generate valuable insights and data to inform policy and industry practices.

- Develop interdisciplinary training programs that equip future journalists and media professionals with the skills and knowledge necessary to innovate in the rapidly evolving media landscape.

- Foster collaboration between academia and industry. This collaboration can help bridge the gap between theory and practice, leading to more impactful innovations in journalism.